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CHARTER XII

THE THEOLOGY OF THE KEG CRK. .IQFs P. CiflBMCKIAH (1866-1959)

Pandipeddi Chenchiah' is one of the most striking and original

figures in the history of Indian Christian theology. A convert from Hind¬

uism, he v/as baptised as a small boy along with his father, and always re¬

tained his interest in Hinduism. He writes:

"The convert of today regards Hinduism as his spiritual mother who has
nurtured him in a sense of spiritual values in the pa3t.... For him,
loyally to Christ does not involve the surrender of a reverential
attitude towards the Hindu heritage." (2)

Chenchiah, a layman, became a distinguished lawyer, and for a time

w s Chief Judge of Pudukkottai St: te. In his youth he, like his father and

(1) For studies of Chenchiah see the following:
- A Christian Theological Approach to Ilinduiaa (studies in the theology
of Appasamy, Chakkarai and Chenohiah)~by the Gurukul Theol. Rese rch
Group of the Tamilnad Christian Council, (Madras, 1956).

- G.C. Oosthuizen: Theological Discussions and Confessional Develop¬
ments in the Churches of Asia and Afric.,. (Franeker, Holland, 1958).

- Herwig Wagner: Srstgostaltcn einer einheiaischnn Thoologie in
Sfldindien. (Mfinchen, 19b37.

- Chenchiah's foremost Indian exponent is Prof. D.A. Thangasanjy, who
contributed a series of articles to the S. India Churchman in June,
Sept., Oct., and Dec., I960. See also his "Significance of Chenchiah
and his Thought" in RS X/3 (1963) and "Chenohiah * s Understanding of
Jesus Christ", RS Xl/3 (1964).

- See also R.H.S. Boyd: "The Philosophical Context of Indian Christian
Theology, with special ref ronce to P. Chenchiah" in Korst Bflrkle
(llerausgeber) s Indische Stimmen zur Theologie der Gegenwart,
(Evangelische3 Verlagswerk, Stuttgart)7~to be published in 1966.

It should be borne in mind that the Gurukul Group, Oosthuizen and
Wagner all reflect a "Western orthodox" position, and have con-
seouently little sympathy for Chenchiah.

(2) Rethinking p. 49.
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brother-in-law V. Chakkarai, cane under the influence of Dr. William Miller,
the outstanding Scottish missionary Principal of the Madras Christian College,
whose liberalism in many directions had a great effect on many of his students

In later years Chenchiah was one of the moving spirits in a series of Christ¬

ian ventures in Madras, and one of the leading figures in a group of somewhat

unorthodox but highly stimulating thinkers, who came to be known as "The

Rethinking Group" from the name of their best known publication Rethinking

Christianity in India, which was published, as we have seen, on the eve of

the 1938 Tambaram Conference of the International Missionary Council. The

best known members of the group were Chenohiah, Chakkarai, and A.V. Sudaris-

anam, who as Editor for many years of the Madras Guardian gave a platform to

these thinkers for the expression of their views. Chenchiah did not himself

publish any books, and his theological writings have to be culled mainly from

the pages of the Guardian, and from the two chief books in which he collabor¬

tedated, Rethinking Christianity and Asraoas Past and Present «/ Chenchiah also

contributed an article on "Christianity" to the Cultural Heritage of India^
and on one occasion deiliered in the University of Madras the Miller Endow¬

ment lecture, on The Destiny of Man and Interpretation of History.In

addition to this theological writing he also collaborated with Raja Ehujanga

Rao in the writing of a History of Telugu Literature in the Heritage of India

series.

In his theological writing, Chenchiah is influenced by a number of

distinct and identifiable factors. As a convert from Hinduism, and as a

(1) v. supra p. 23I.
(2) Asramas Past and Present, by P. Chenchiah, V. Chaklcarai and A.N. Sudaris-

anam. (Indian Christian Book Club, Madras, 1341)♦
(3) Cultural Heritage of India. Vol. II,(Bolur Math, Calcutta).
(4) Supplement to Madras University Journal, Vol. XXIX, No. 1, n.d.
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man who had carved out for himself a successful and honourable career in the

secular worldof twentieth century India he was anxious to retain to the fullest,

possible extent his Indian, indeed Hindu cultural heritage, which he felt to

be threatened by most organised forms of Christianity. He thus found himself

t6 a large extent in conflict with the institutional Church, though in fact to
(1)

the end of his life he remained a member of the Church.^ ' To him the Church

seemed to have become bogged down in institutionalism, and to be a slavish

oopy of churches in Western countries. The book Asramas Past and Present

is a full-scale attempt to outline em alternative pattern for Christian life

in India, based on the freedom from set forms and over-elaborate organisa¬

tion which he felt could be recovered in Christian ashrams.

His antipathy to the organised Church ext nded also to the Church's

formulated doctrines, which he felt to be an intolerable burden on the free

life of the Spirit. His constant appeal, therefore, was to get away from

the doctrinalstatements and confessions of the Church, and return to what he
(2)

called "the raw fact of Christ". Christ represented for him a new stage in

the evolution of man: lie is the True Man, the Hew Man. If, by the power of

the Spirit, we become one with Ilim, thenwc- too can become as lie is, and so

become "new creatures". And thus the "New Creation" begins. So we find the

Kingdom of God coming on earth, a Kingdom whose m mbers are "Christs", "new

creatures", and who live according to the "Yoga of the S-pirit".

But there are two important influences which must be discussed in more

detail as they constitute the philosophical background of his writing, and

give it many of its characteristic features. These two influences are the

(1) The SIUC (Presbyterian and Congregational), and after 1947 the CSI.
(2) The phrase is quoted by Thangasamy in "Significance of Chenchiah

and his Thought", in RS X/3 (1963)#
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"integral Yoga" of Sri Aurobindo of Pondicherry, and the practical teaching

of "Master C.V.V," of Kumbakonam. For Chenchiah, these two Hindu thinkers

were of decisive significance, and greatly helped him in his theological

quest - as ELato helped Justin Martyr, or as Sankara opened insights for

Upadhyaya.
(1)

"Master C.V.V., ' as ha was known to his pupils,was the guru of a

sfihool of toga at Kuabakonam on the banks of the River Xaveri, liis teach¬

ing, which was all directed to practical living, was a reversal of the major

strain of Hinduism which teaches non-attachment as the means of attaining

salvation. Master C.V.V.'s teaching is world-affirming, The creation is

for him not just maya, but rather it is through creationthat God reveals

Himself and demonstrates his power (sakti). Thus there is hope and promise

for this present life, and the release of divine Power brings i to being a

new quality of life - quai tly called "Merry Life" - whose fullest form is

to be found not in isolation but in society. This new life is given pract¬

ical expression in a community by means of a sp cial yoga, whose main fea¬

ture is the reception of a new kind of spiritual power,

Chenchiah saw this approach - and he himself was a pupil of Master

C.V.V, - as bearing very closely on the Christian understanding of the work

of the Holy Spirit, and on the nature of the new life in Christ, Here was

a way of life which looked to a force from outside man which could enter and

change him? which did not shrink from the fact of creation, but rejoiced in

it, and saw Cod at work in it, Chenchiah writesi

"The Holy Spirit of Christianity, supra-mental life of Aurobindo and the
Merry Life of Easter C.V.V. are energies that flovfinto the creative pro¬
cess for the first time from the very heart of God, In the New Man some¬
thing which has not entered the evolutionary process comes to him for the
first time." (2)

' ' "

"™"i922T7~S^e articles by
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In a similar way Chenchiah found much that appealed to ham in the work

of Sri Aurobindo, whom he visited at his ashram at Pondioherry. The aspects

of Aurobindo's thought which helped him most were the ideas of a spiritual

power which comes from outside with a transforming strength, and that of the

evolution, empowered by this descent from above, of a new and better type of

humanity. The influence of Bergson is to be seen here, both in Aurobindo

and in Chenohiah's own thought. Along with these two ideas goes a third,

that of "Integral Yoga", the teaching that this new kind of life really can

be put into practice, and that there can in fact grow up a flew fellowship,

say in an ashram, where the new life of integral yoga, empowered by a new-

spiritual force, is a daily reality, Chenchiah sums up his aims in a ser¬

ies of propositions which show how he expresses Ms Christian hopes and be¬

liefs in a philsopMcal structure wMch reflects the attitude of his two

Hindu gurus;

"1, [Thej creative process is the progressive revelation of God, God
enters more and more into creation till at last in the final term
the Spirit of God finds perfect expression in a body of glory,

2. It is futile to attempt to go back to God before creation. The
Sankalpa (purpose) of God is that one should realise himself more
and more in the ereative process,

3, Man is a middle term in evolution. Evolution cannot stop with
him. It must move on to its consummation, (1)

4* The consummation is only possible by the entry of new powers of
God hitherto witheld from evolution.

5, That body is the t mple of the Spirit. It is not to be annihil¬
ated by death. It is to be made immortal, deathless, potent and
majestic by the entry of the author of oreation into [the] Temple
of Body. Thus does man become incarnation of God - the Word
made flesh, " (2)

(1) The parallel with the thought of Teilhard de Chardin can b© seen
clearly here,

(2) Guardian 1943» P» 510.
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We can see here how these two Hindu thinkers acted as it were as
t?4- "I - J- . V *»,. m.,C .•

"catalysts" for Chenchiah's theology. He did not wish to express hiaself

in Western concepts, if this could be avoided. He rejected Sarikara's ab¬

solute monism, with its ambiguous attitude to the creation and the body,

and its tendency towards asceticism and non-attachment. Similarly &e reject¬

ed the bhakti approach, which seemed to him too limited and confined. But in

Aurobindo's thought, and in the practical teaching of Master C.V.V. he found

a line of thought which was fully Hindu, and yet took into account evolution,

and the study of genetics which he felt to be so important. With them as his

"instruments" he felt that ho was in a position to interpret the Christian

faith in a way which would be meaningful to the modern Hind.u of the twentieth
(1)

century. As Wagner points out,v ' he attempts to carry through a "double

synthesis", the synthesis of his Indian cultural heritage with the Biblical

message, and also that of the Biblical message with the neo-naturalistio

philosophy of the West of his day, a philosophy by which, in spite of his

passionate nationalism, he was 30 deeply influenced.

Chenchiah did not make any attempt to give a full and systematic

presentation of his views, and in fact was greatly opposed to the conception

of the systematic explication of Christian belief. Proa an examination of

his writings, however, it is possible to extract his teaching on the major

Christian octrines.

(0 '£he Doctrine of the Person of Christ

(a) Experience of Christ

Chenchiah's theology bears no relationship in its structure to the

traditional systems, co that it would give a wrong impression to commence

(1) Wagner, op. cit. p. 195.
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its description with the dootrine of God or of Revelation. For him the

central fact of the Christian faith is the direct experience of Christ, and

so his understanding of Christology must come first in an attempt to pene¬

trate his thought. He writes:

"Let it he clearly understood that we accept nothing as obligatory
save Christ. Church doctrine and dogma, whether fromthe West or from
the past, whether from Apostles or from modern critics, are to be
tested before they are accepted." (l)

And again,

"The philosophy that interests Indian Christians and is likely to
become the corner stone of Indian Christian Theology and main line
of departure fronjtaestern theology stands right here - whether we can
get into direct touch with Christ" . (2)

"Christian individual experience is the centre nd circumference,
foundation and superstructure of Christianity. There is no ex¬
perience which is not individual." (3)

The central fact of Christianity thus consists in the believer

coming into direct experiential touch with Christ, the anubhava of the

living Christ. What then is the nature of this Christ who is the centre

of the Faith?

(b) The Historicity and Humanity of Christ

Chenchiah's emphasis is firmly on the historieity and the humanity

of Christ, an A, ntiochian rather than an Alexandrian approach. It is be¬

cause Chriab is a historic figure that He can he active in our life today:

"The historicity of Jesus will take on a new meaning. God translated
the idea of a new man into a fact of history and projected Him into
the arena of life." (4)

O --

(1) Rethinking, p. 150
(2) Guardian, 13.2.47. Compare Appasaray's treatment of this question,

vs—supra- p. 3^3

(3) Guardian, 6.3»47»
(4) Quoted in HCCR (1943) p* 362, in review of four Guardian articles,

"Who is Jesus"? commencing 29.7 »43«
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Ho explicitly rejects the idea of "the Christ of experience", as the mere

"creaion" of those who find that the Jesus of history does not fit their

(1)
preconceptions, as He did not fit the Jewish picture of the Messiah# v '

Christ is historic, true man, and so the ideal of what man should he

like is no mere abstraction, but a concrete possibility which has been en¬

acted in the historio Christ, who lives today, and is still fully human.

"The fact of Christ is the birth of a new order in creation. It is
the emergence of life - not bound by Karma; of man, not tained by
sin, not humbled by decife; of man triumphant, glorious, partaking
the immortal nature of God; of a new raoe in. creation - sons of
God. " (2)

Yet in this triumphant, glorious Christ, the human element is not to be

regarded as something temporary and evanescent; rather it is permanent,

and indeed Chenchiah feels that Chri3tfs normal and permanent sphere of

action is in this world as man, r ther than as the eternal Second Person

of the Trinity. Here he is consciously opposing the Hindu doctrine of the

avatara, who assumes a human appearance for a speoific purpose and a

limited time, afterwards resuming full godhead!

"Incarnation is perfected human body receiving the full divinity of
God into permanent integration. (It is essential for our doctrine of
Inoarnation to hold that Jesus assumed body permanently as the consumm¬
ation of creative human process.) In Indian Christian theology Jesus
belongs to man and even though He may sojourn in Heaven, He will return
to earth for here is His home. A "type of Christian theology approxim¬
ates his function to that of Hindu Avatar. The S-on became Jesus to
offer his life on the Cross as propitiation and went to his home in
Heaven after his Mission w s fulfilled. In that case incarnation will
be an adventure, an interlude in the Eternal S-on's life leaving no
permanent deposit on earth or in heaven. He assumed the body for a
purpose and when it was over resumed his former status. Our concep¬
tion of the Son of Man radicdly differs from this." (3)

This leads Chenohiah to stress the title "Son of Man":

(1) Bethinking, p. 54.
(2) ibid. p. 166.
(3) Guardian. 6.2.47.



"Indian Christian theology regards Jesus essentially as tho Son of Man
who in the midst of changes retains this essential human nature... The
classical doctrine which makes incarnation an adventure and episode, a
coming into the world for a purpose, necessarily involves that after
redemption was achieved Jesus has gone hack to his pre-Jesus status in
Trinity - does not support the view that J'esus is the unchanging core.
Indian Christian theology interpreting Him as permanently human, accepts
Him as unchanging to us men, in history." (1)

Jesus as "permanently human", the "unchangi ig core" of the Christian

faith, acting in history both during the tine of the Incarnation and today -

these are some of the leading ideas of Chenchiah's Christology. How, then,

does he describe the relationship of God and man in the inoarnats Christ?

(c) The Relationship with God

11though Christology is for him the central fact of the Christian faith,

Chenehiah carefully avoids equating Christ with Cod. Jesus

"is never the absolute - unapproachable, incomprehensible.... Jesus is
not God, the absolute, but God as standing in relation to men - not
God who operates vertically and in crisis." (2)

In this passage from Rethinking Christianity Chenchiah is fighting on

two fronts - in opposition to Barth, as illustrated in Kraemer's The Christian

Message in a non-Chri tian World, and in opposition also to the advaita con-

c ption of God as nirguna Brahman. In other words, Chenehiah, like Appasamy,^
is opposed to the classical Christological understanding of Christ as meta¬

physically one with the Father^ "of the same substanoe" is not a category

which he would accept. He claims Biblical evidence to support his view;

"Jesus as portrayed in the records is le s than God. He says so explicit¬
ly (John 14.23). v/e want to make Iiim the Very God - transcendent and
absolute. The Jesus of the Gospels transcends the measure of man: we
try to make Him the very ma* He presents us a harmonised picture of God
man - not merely hyphenated God-Man. But we seek to keep both God and
Jesus separate from each other and man from both." (4)

(1) Guardian, 6.2.47•
(2) Rethinking, p. 158.
(3) v. supra pp. 291 i4-
(4) Rethinking, p. :4.
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This is a clear attack on the Chalcedonian ChMstology of "fully

God" and "fully man", for Chenchiah, Christ is something new, sour thing

different from either God or man, a new emergence or "mutation"# He even

uses the word "product", a word which would seem to have rather unfortunate

Arian overtones.

"Jesus stands to man as man stands to the animal... [Man] not only ful¬
fils but also transcends the lower creation. Jesus is not GocLor man,
the "Son" - Son of God or S on of Man - ^e is the product of^ ' God and
man, not God-Man. The S pirat of God overshadowed Mary and Jesus was
boisn. He is a new creation - the Lord and Master of a new creative
branoh of Cosmos. He is the Son of God because the Spirit of God ent¬
ered Him. He is the Son of because He was born out of the Mother
of men - the female. He transcends us as we^trailsend animals. Reason
is our differential, the Holy Spirit His." ^

It is tempting to criticise this statement in a traditional Christol-

ogicol way, by saying that it is Adoptionist, and that the final sentence is

a clear enunciation of Apollinarianism. Chenchiah appears to be saying that

Jesus was first and foremost a man, into whom God entered through the Spirit,

the Spirit taking in Him the place of Reason in man. let Chenchiah * s think¬

ing cannot be disposed of so easily. His emphasis is rather on the "newness"

of Christ. He is the "New Creation":^
"Jesus is the 'latest revolution in the creative process*. He is the
vertical descent of the Spirit into the horizontal stream of creation,
jesus is more than, a Redeemer, Messiah, Teacher; He is adi-purusha of
a new creation". ^ '

"In Jesus, oreation mounts a step higher... man is redeemed by the Son
of God, and ... Jesus is the origin of the species of the Sens of God."^'

(1) % italics.
(2) Rethinking, p. 62
(3) Chenohiah's use of the phrase "New Creation" for Chriit may be quest¬

ioned. Paul uses it (2 Cor. 5.17) for man in Christ, and the use of
the word /rr/<rt^ for Christ Himself would seem to be Arian.

(4) Quoted in NCCR (1943) p. 363.
(5) ibid.
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(d) The "Newness" of Christ

Thus, although Chenchiah frequently uses the titles "Son of Man" and

"Son of God", he thinks of Christ as a new, living entity, the God Man, the

"bridge" between God and Man. He is interested primarily in thelncarnation,

and so the idea of the pre-existenee of Christ seems of little importancei

"It is not likely that a doctrine of pre-existent Jesus, pre-existent in
the constitution of God and in the development of human process, will be
formulated in terms ofbither Pauline or Johannine or Greek theology.
If... evolution is going to be the crucial concept of Indian Christian
theology, it is not pre-existenfce of Jesus but his entry aq& new form
and power into the cosmic process that demands attention. Anyhow the
Latin isolationi mi which in its anxiety to present Jesus as unique lifts
Him out of all human context, can never take root in the Indian mind
which after the ministratio s of Upanishads and S^ankara, can never re¬
concile itself to tho doctrine of unbridgeable gulf between God and
man though it may find considerable difficulty in identifying man with
God." kT;

Jesus cannot be equated with God (understood in terms of nirguna

Brahman), nor regarded as metaphysically one with God:

"To make Jesus the absolute is to misinterpret Him. Above all, the idea
of "Sorxship" sanctioned and sealed by Jesus is again an emphatic abro¬
gation of the eternal distinction between God and man andithe affirma¬
tion of union - not of substance but of personality." ^ '

(e) The Meaning of "Sonship"

God and man are united in Jesus; the gulf, such as it is, is bridged,

and ir^the word "Son" we have an indication of the "newness" of wha^bas
emerged in Christ.

"In the company of Jesus we do not feel the gulf that separates God
from man. We feel He is the bridge, the hyphen that unites God
and man ....

The emphasis on "The Son" in the "Son of God" and "Son of Man" is
illuminating. Jesus is not Cod and is not Man, but is the Son of God
and the Son of Man. The word "Son" indicates the measure of unity
something less than complete identity with God but something more than
difference in category - between God, Jesus and the Christian. God is
God, Man is Man. The twain have met in Jesus: not merely met, but

(1) Guardian 27.2.47.
(2) Rethinking p. 17&.
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fused, and mingled into one. Hinduism always longed for a state in whieh
we could say as Jesus did, "I and ray Father are one" - which was our
Lord's affirmation of the Brahma Vakya Ahaxa Brahmasmi ..... In Jesus it
was, for the first time in^history, an accomplished reality, not an
unrealised aspiration." ^ '

"The incarnation is as much what man is to become as what God has become.
To olaim this oneness with God in the Aryan sense may bg^blaspheny to a
Jew but seems to be the essence of being a Christian." ^ '

Here once again it is easy to apply Christological categories in a

"Western" critical manner. The fusion and mingling mentioned by Chenchiah

looks like a Sutychian criticism of Chalcedony while in the application of

the mahavakya we find the same confnsion betweenthe rayitical union of Christ

with the believer and the substantial union of the Father and the Son which

we have already noticed in the Hindu .Reformers. And yet Chenchiah * s aim is

to show the newness of Christ, the one totally new factor which has emerged

in cosmic history, and the key to the transformation of man and the world.

In his view it is wrong to speak of Christ as a metaphysical, "substantial"

union of God and man, but right to speak of Him as a new creation, a personal¬

ity resulting from the union of God and man. 'While some of his phrases may

seem Euiychi&n or Apollinarian, his constant stress on the humanity of Christ

would seem to clear him from the charge of any form of Docetism, and indeed

the traditional categories of Christological controversy do not seem applic¬

able to his view at all. Although he rejects the application of the

avatara conception to Jesus, it is clear that his understanding of the Incar¬

nation derives more inspiration from Hinduism than from Judaism, or from the

philosophical categories of classical Christologys

(1) Rethinking p. 168.
(2) ibid. p. 169.
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"The incarnation of Jesus can be intelligible only in the Greek and
Hindu religious traditions... The idea of Holy S-pirit being a resid¬
ent God in man, the indwelling of Jesus in man, identity of &od and
Jesus and Christian, are ideas repugnant to the genius.of Judaism,
and are not intelligible without Hindu experience." '

(f) S^inlessness

Chenchiah interprets the sinlessness of Jesus in terms of His (free¬

dom from karma. All men are bound to suffer the fruits of their actions,

but Christ, being free from sin, is free from the bonds of karma, while

still being fully man.

"Jesus is man who has outstepped his boundaries by conquering karma.
He is the higher hope of all religions. Whether you accept or reject
Him, there lie is, a new creation."

Chenchiehis here employing an idea common in Hinduism, namely that

Krishna, as avatara, is free from karma. It will be remembered that Brahma-

bandhab dealij/at some length with this subject in his treatment of Krishna.
The idea is an important one, especially in its soteriological application

as we shall see.^^

(2) The Doctrine of God and Creation

The centrality of Christology in the thought of Chenchiah leads him

to say comparatively little about God "in Himself". For him theology be¬

gins and ends in Christt

(5)
"There is only one absolute in Christianity - Christ". 1

The meaning of Revelation, and indeed of Creation itself lies in the

emergence of Christ, the Haw Creation. Fundamentally revelation consists

"neither in his teachings which are propositions nor in his acts such
as his vicarious s crifice but in the emergence of Jesus as a new factor

(^) Guardian 20.2
Rethinking p. 63.*

'
v. supra p. 2i9.

(4) infra p. 375
(5) Guardian 6.3.47•
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in evolution. In other words... the Revelation of God is in creation
old and new, not in the elucidation of creation. Christ is the Revel¬
ation of God in creative evolution..... There are truths about revela¬
tion but revelation itself is in the fact of Jesus. Revelation is neither
in propositions nor in acts but in the life of Jesus." ^

(2)
God reveals Himself by Creation v , but above all in Jesus, the

Hew Creations

"Revelation will not be a series of-truths or dogmas, or even an act.
Jesus Himself is the Revelation." ^ '

In his reluctance to speak of God "in Himself" - so different from

Gpadhyaya - we see reflected Chenohiah's rejection of Hindu advaita. He

recognises the force of this aspect of Hinduism, and indeed gives it con¬

siderable weight in his criticism of the organised Chueh:

"No Indian gives •••• importance to the Church, for to him Brahman
alone is real, with a reality transcending everything else." ^ '

Yet it is God as revealed in Christ and in Creation of whom he

chiefly speaks. In his opposition to advaita and to the "wholly other"

conception of Barth he turns to the Incarnation rather than to immanence,

though the language of immanence is sometimes used. Like Bishop Hobinson,

he dislikes the location of God "in heaven":

"'Ouf father which art in heaven' may still be true. But, we have to speak
of the Holy S-pirit that resides in us and with us and ofChrist who has
gone up only to come back again. This differs radically'from Earth's G-od
touching us without touching, that is, as the tangent touches the circle."^
"The habit of regarding God as 'Our Father which art in heaven' has done
us and our race incalculable spiritual harm. Han regards himself as the
Lord of creation because he places God outside ereation."

(1) Guardian 8.7.43* "Notes by the Way" by Friyasishya ("the beloved disciple"
- Chenchiah's nom-de-pluns). Chenchiah is here assessing Iff. Temple's
rejection of "revealed truths".

(2) NCCR (1943) p. 362.
(3) ibid.
(4) -Asramas p. 285
(5) Bethinking p. 15b.
(6) ibid. cp. Honest to God p. 11 ff.
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God is, therefore, not to he thought of as the Absolute, nirguna

Brahman, standing outside Creation: rather fie is the One who comes to earth

in Christ;

"The genius of Jesus has inaugurated a revolution in our conception of the
relation of God to man,#... *Lo, I am always with you' does not/mean the
aid of God from heaven hut an installation of God on earth." ^ '
"What we require today is not an absolute in heaven, hut a 'power greater
than we* on earth.... We need asjs. remedy for our ills - not an absolute -
hut a God with vis 'Emmanuel'..... If the so-called Church has any dis¬
cernment yet left, it may leave its offerings at the altar and go in
search of God in heaven and implore Him in the name of His oreation to
come and live with us...." ^ '

Here we find a very different interpretation of the classical text

"Lo, I am with you always" from that given by the Hindu reformers, or even

by Appasamy. Chenchxah's thought is fully Christocentric, bnd he has no

leaning towards any union with God which is divorced from Christ:

"Fidelity to the spirit of Christianity will prevent any lapse into
mere vague mysticism, almost the equivalent of vacaney, or a mere mon¬
istic union - absolute advaitism." (3)

For Chenehiah, God is the God who is seen in the man Jesus, the one who

coiaes to earth, the one who is immanent rather than transcendent, but immanent

in the sense that in Christ He has entered into the world for the transforma¬

tion of the world and man. This rejection of transcendence in favour of hi3

own kind of immanence he sees as the conflict between Semitic and Aryan

theology,and it is only one instance of that somewhat Marcionite tend¬

ency to reject everything Jewish which we shall see when we examine his

doctrine of Scripture.

The same tendency is seen in Chenehiah's attitude to the Will of God

and to Law. He rejects the conception of a "Theocentric Ethics depending

(1) rethinking p. 160.
(2) ibid. p. 160
(3) Asramas p. 26k
v^-) Rethinking p. 167.
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entirely on the knowledge of the Will of God" (postulated by Kraemer), and

turns instead to a New Testament Ethics of the Spirit - the natural express-
(1)ion of the new life in Christ, inspired by the Spirit, '

(3) Man and S- in

Chenchiah has comparatively little to say about natural man and his

sinful state, for his whole theology is oonoentrated on the new creation, on

what man becomes in Christ, He does not share Vivekananda's view that man

is not a sinner, but feels rather then Western theology, in its concentration
j

on sin, has said allthat needs to be said, and perhaps more. Criticising the

"Radical Biblical Realism" of 2L aemer and Barth, he writes,

"It describes fairly well the plight of humanity when the drama of
redemption began but does not give a faithful picture of the result
of th? redemptive process," (2)

His own view is that

"sin will not occupy the central place in Indian Christian thought,
but the fulness of the new life," (3)

and he feels that

"On the meaning of *sin*, as used by Christ, one could easily foresee
a wide departure from Western theology." (4)

While thus not denying the fact of sin, he is strongly opposed to

the doctrine of the Pall:

"The view of life that would implicate men in tragic fall hardly had
they commenced their existence and leave them in the wanderings in the
wilderness all through history appals the imagination,"

Just as Jesus is True Man, "man without karma", so the sinfulness of

the natural man is demonstrated, for Chenchiah, by his bondage to karma ,

1) Rethinking p. 173,
2) ibid. p. 178.
(3) HCCR (1943) P- 382.
4) Guardian 23.1.47.
5) Rethinking p. 165.
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Every sin, every evil act, brings its fruits, and man by himself has no means

of escape from this inevitable punishment. Here, perhaps, we come closest to

Chenchiah's teaching on sin.

(4) The V/ork of Christ

a# The Hew Creation

For Chenchiah, the work of Christ consi: ts in what He is, rather

than in what He does. He is the New Man, the New Creation, the new stage

in the evolution of humanity, the new "mutation'1, and Salvation for man con¬

sists in being so united to Christ by the power of the Spirit that he too

becomes a "new creation". Christ is the firstfruits of this new type of

existence and his work consists in callin^aen to share this life with Him.
He, the new Man, is risen and alive, and still retains his full humanity,

in which He calls us to share. Thus for Chenchiah the "Work of Christ",

in so far as the expression is permissible, centres in the Resurrection and

Pentecost rather than in the Cross:

"The theological structure whioh makes Resurrection the corner-stone (as
Indian theology proposes to do), must differ vastly in structure and
pattern from Roman theology which makes Cross central even though both
systems may use both terms but with diffe ent co-efficients, for differ¬
ent ends." (1)

What, then, is the nature of the union with Christ whioh Chenchiah

envisages? Indian bhakti speaks of four distinct types of final union with

God, of which the highest and most complete is sayujua, the state of being
(2)

fully "yoked" or united with God. ' Chenchiah sees the mystical union of

(1) Guardian 23.1.47.
(2) The three inferior states are (a) salokya, being in the same sphere with;

(b) samipya, nearness to, intimacy; (c) sarupya, conformity, "being made
like to". All four states imply the preservation of the distinct identit¬
ies of God and the believer, as opposed to the complete absorption in
God of advaita.
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the Christian with Christ as a kind of sayujya, hut it is a transforming

sayujga in which the believer himself, though not "identified" with Christ,

becomes as it ere "a Christ" himself. ^
"1 feel the two great urges of the Indian Christians are a desire for
direct contact with Jesus (pratyaksha) and an aspiration for rebirth -
to be born a Son of God in the image of Jesus (punarjanma). It is not
so much a desire to be a Christian, i.e. a follower of Christ,as to be
identified with Christ - for sayu.l/a with Jesus - a longing that made
S-t. Paul to say 'I no longer live but Christ in me.* " (2)

In his description of the relation of the believer to Christ

Chenchiah uses that biological language which is so typical of his theology,

and which shows the influenoe both of Bergson and of S-ri Aurobindo. We

come to union with Christ, to the state of abiding in Him, of being trans¬

formed into his likeness, through rebirth, and the process of rebirth is

interpreted in the language of biology and genetics.

"Christianity in essence is a life-proDess of being born in Christ
through the Holy Spirit... Indian Christian theology is a science of
spiritual genetics. It deals with the birth of a new type of man -
the Christian - and his perpetuation on earth". (3)

"If we want to establish the Kingdom of God, we must reproduce Jesus.
Christianity is not a juridical or legal problem but a problem in genet-
ics.... The unique fact about Jesus is that he was begotten of God.
The Christian must be begotten of the Holy Spirit... The future of Christ¬
ianity lies in the spiritual laboratory. The Indian Christian must
concern himself with •rebirth*• Cod gave Je3us. True evangelism con¬
sists in reproducing Jesus. The Indian Christian should... harness the
Holy Spirit to the creation of new life." (4)

Ghenchiah's thesis is that the destiny of man is to evolve into a

higher, spiritual races

"God wants us to be God-men, His children, the first-born of a now
creation". "Jesus comes to bring heaven to ea th in order to change
earth into heaven permanently." (5)

1) Compare X.C. Sen. v. supra p$>. ff.
2) Guardian 6.2.47*
(3) ibid. 27.2.47.
(4) Quoted by D. Thangasarqy in S. India Churchman, Oct. 1960.
(5) ibid. '
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Chenchiah's scriptural basis for this teaching is to be found in Rom. 8.19 »

"For the earnest expectation of the creature waiaeth for the manifestation of

the son3 of God." ^
I (2}

Salvation is then the process of "reproducing th^laage of Christ ",v '
or even of "becoming Christ":

"We do not preach ... we point to Jesus and call on the world to launch out
on the great experiment of reproducing Him and in doing so, become the new
Son of Man with eternal life and self-sufficiency. " (3)

b. Forgiveness

What then is Chenohiah's attitude to the problem of sin and forgiveness?

As we have seen, he thinks that Western theology has overemphasised sin, and

is preoccupied with the negative problem of its removal rather than with the

positive dynamic of a new life. In an oft-quoted sentence he -writes:

"Redemption is effected, not by death but by the larger life...
Salvation is not ^ust sinlessness but lifefulness." (4)

We are saved, not by any single act of Christ - much less by our acceptance

of a particular interpretation of that act - but rather by the "fact" of

Christ Himself:

(5)
"MostChristians tend to believe that they are saved by how/ ' Jesus
died rather than by Jesus Himself." (6)

Chenchiah shifts the emphasis to "the transforming adventure of new life

in Christ." (7)

At the same time, union with Christ means that, as Christ is free from

karma, so the believer also is, in Him, freed i'ror^the burden of karma.

(1) So Thanjpjsamy, ibid.
(2) Asraiaas p. 224
(3) Rethinking p. 63.
(4) Quoted in NCCR (1943) p. #2.
(5) % italics.
(6) D.A. Thangasamy in S . India Churchman, June, 19&0
(7) ibid.
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Chenohiah docs not seem to have worked this idea out fully, but certain hints

indicate this tendency in his thought*^
As a result, Chenchiah is very critical of all juridical and sacrificial

theories of the Atonement;

"When the sacrificial system disappeared from the religious life of
Christians, the sacrifice of Christ received a juridical rather than a
mystical interpretation***. This attempt to describe life in terms of
law, eschewing the mystical function of sacrifice, and the meaning and
function of Jesus as something to do fundamentally with the trans¬
gression of law, had its origin in the mind of the Roman Jew, St. Paxil,
and was developed into a east iron logical system by the Roman Catholic
Church. This gave birth to the classical theology of the early Church
which interprets Jesus and his message in terms of law and sacrifice."

He points out how repugnant the sacrificial interpretation of the
C 3)

work of Christ is to Indians with a Hindu background,7 while the ideas of

propitiation and reconciliation by no means exhaust the work of the histor¬

ical Jesus:^
"The juridical conception of Christianity is an attempt to reduce Jesus
to the ideology of Judaism or the political ideology of the State of
Rome: in other words, to interpret Jesus in terms of sacrifice and
propitiation in law, offence and punishment*" (5)

One gets the definite impression here that Chenchiah is being some¬

what arbitrary in his use of Biblical exegesis. He quotes Mark 10.45 and

other "ransom" or "sacrificial" passages, but does not seem prepared to

accept their implications for the full description of the work of Christ.

He carries his "distinguo" right back into the theology of Pa»4 and seeks

to separata there two strands of thought, one that of mystical faith-union

with Christ, which he accepts, and one that of a juridical theory of the

Atonement, which he regards as of doubtful value.

0) Rethinking p. 59 ff.
(2) ibidV p. 59.
(3) ibid. p. 13^.
(4) ibid. p. 160.
(5) ibid. p. 164.
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"In reaching the kernel of the uniqueness of Jesus, we have to change from
one half of Pauline theology which the Western and Eastern Churches have
accepted to the other half of his theology which though e :istin& as a
doctrine does not function as a live force, St, Paul and St, John both
regard Christ as a new creation - the emergence in history of a new chap¬
ter in human destiny.,,, Christianity is not primarily a doctrine of sal¬
vation but the announcement of the advent of a new creative order in
J.sus, This is our thrilling discovery imparted to mankind." (1)

c. Conversion

This view of the Christian's response to the hereon of Christ implies

a new view of conversion, which is seen as

"a transformation of life into the image of Jesus, the attraction of
a new ideal,.... obedience to a new teaching." (2)

The Church, however, has turned, he says, "from the rays teries of rebirth to
( 3}

the teohnique of repentance," - and this tendency must now be reversed.

We have seen Chenchiah1s rejection of two of the classical theories

of the Atonement. There is no similar rejection of the "moral influence"

theory, and yet he certainly does not make it his norm. For him our saving

relationship with Christ is far deeper than mere moral influence5 something

objective does happen when we are confronted by Him, but it is a "biological"

event, a transforming event caused through our union with the risen yet human

Christ, whidh ohanges us, and is not due to any purely moral influence.

There is, however, one very moving passage where he seems, for a moment at

least, to acoept a deeper view of sin and evil, and to lean at least part¬

ially towards a form of the "Christus Victor" theory. He compares the

battlefield of the Cross with that of Xuruksetra, described in the Gita.

where Krishna, disguised as a charioteer, holds converse with Arjuna;

"Humanity was the spectator of a war at Auruashetra. It witnessed
another, a spiritual Kurushetra in Palestine when God was on the side
of Arjuna. Till Jesus came on the scene, the world did not witness

(1) rethinking p.
(2) Asramas p. 22b.
(3) Rethinking p. 100.
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a historical situation such as the doctrine of "just fight" and "righteous
war" did at Kurushetra. In the moving tragedy of the Cross, for the first
time in history, all power, all might, arrogant aggression of imperialism
allying itself with fanaticism, conservatism, obscurantism of the priest,
was arrayed against a single man facing life with no other armour than
love. Both in the incidents that led to the Cross and the Cross itself,
we are presented with history in which the powers of the world grappled
with the reserves of love and the power of the flesh with the power of
the spirit. The Resurrection of Jesus is no mere happy ending which a
sense of justice has invented for a tragedy of woe. It is the triumph
of spirit over flesh, of the new world order over the present, the triumph
of satyagraha over the passion of the warrior and the ruler. In the Cross,
Jesus entered the maelstrom of life involved in moral conflict. The world
that has received the ministration of Buddha, passed through Xurushetra,
stood in the shadow of the Cross, and the radiance of the Resurrection,
is not the same world. The old man has coma out with a new vision, which
he cannot throw away from him." (1)

Here we sense overtones of the moral theory as well a3 that of

"Christus Victor". Yet even here, the stress is on the Resurrection rather

than the Cross, on thenew release of spiritual power rather than on a saving

transaction. There is no doubt that ultimately for Chenchiah the work of
simply

salvation is to be equated/with the saving fact of Christ.

(5) Banctificaticn, the Holy Spirit and Esohatology

Cur study of Chenchiah•s understanding of the work of Christ has

already given us many indications of his teaching on the Christian life and

on the work and nature of the Spirit. The believer who is united with Chridt

becomes himself a "new creation": his life becomes "the yoga of the Spirit",

and his sphere of life is the Kingdom of frod.

Faith-union with Christ is the essential basis for sanctification and

life in the Spirit. St. Paul's

"doctrinal controversies pale before the core of his message of union
with Christ and how a life so directed might react upon the world...
To become the body of Christ was not to reduce the Kingdom to a visible

0) Asramas p. 311
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Church, thereafter to he committed to human devices. It proposed a
perpetual transformation of life,#,. To he the body of Christ is to he in
a state of life better described as a Kingdom than as a select institu¬
tion as the Church•" (l)

The key-passage for this interpretation Chenchiah finds in Romans 12,1-2,

which he quotes in Moffatt's translation,

"That is your cult - a spiritual rite."

We are involved, then, in a Christian yoga, which Chenohiah defines as

(2)
the "transformation of oneself into the figure and image of Christ". v ' Our

task is "to realise the Kingdom of God as Christ did", and for this we need

to enter deep levels of spiritual experience. It is precisely here that

Christian life and witness so often fail the Hindus

"The Hindu sees only the commonplace Christianity in us. He does not
find that there is anything in Christianity corresponding to the deeper
levels of Hindu spiritual experience... Of the Holy Spirit, cf living
with Christ and in Christ, we have not told him." (4)

This Christian life, this Christian yoga, is wholly dependent on the
(5)

Holy Spirit, who, ever since Penteoost, abides permanently on earth.v '

Yoga is a "practical operation" in which man comes into contact with "God,

Jesus Christ, Holy Spirit as spiritual persons and powers", and in which the

"powers" so gained are applied to the creation of the Christian in the image

of God.^^ S umming up his teaching on the work of the Spirit, Chenchiah

writes tersely

"The Holy Spirit is the new cosmic energy; the Kingdom of God the new
order; the children of God the new type that Christ has inaugurated.

Asramas p. 277 •

(2) ibid. p. 289.
3) ibid. p. 287,
4) ibid. p. 267.
(5) Guardian 6.2.47.
(6) Guardian 6.3, 47.
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The Gospel is that G-od in Jesus 1bs made a new creation... The children
of God are the next step in evolution and the Kingdom of God the next
sta^e in cosmos." (1)

(2)
The Spirit is "the new cosmic energy" or "mahasakti" N ' by which

man is enabled to live the life of the Kingdom:

"Viewed as a human effort directed towards [a] divine objective,
Christianity is a religion on a par with other religions. (3)
Vi wed as an outburst or inrush into history, Jesus is the manifest¬
ation of a new creative effort of God, in which the cosmic energy or
sakti is the Iloly Spirit, the raw creation in Christ, the new life-
order, the Kingdom of C-od. The effort of the Christian is to realise
this new creation in the world-order by appropriating this new power." (4)

(5)
In Hinduism, "sakti" as power is often personalised. We have saenv '

how Brahmabandhab used the term at time s in a personalised way, relating it

to the goddess Kali. By using the terms sakti and mahasakti for the Spirit,

Chenohiah is indicating his belief in the full pe sonality of the H0ly Spirit:

"The 'Holy Spirit' - the doctrine and personality ^)« if my instincts
are sound, will play a decisive role in Indian theology. They may re¬
ceive a new interpretation and become the corner-stone of Indian Christ¬
ian theology."

Esohatology

We have already seen that Chenchiah's conception of the Hew Creation

and tire yoga of the Spirit is orientated towards the future. Christ is_ the

New Creation. Those who are in Ilim already share in the life of the Kingdom.

And the time is coming, when, by the power of the Spirit, the whole cosines

will be incorporated lii HimS

"We have exhausted in a way the meaning of Christ to the individual.
But we have to discover the purpose and achievement of our Lord in the

(1) Rethinking p. 57.
(2) Quoted in NCCR (1943) p. #2.
(3) Compare Barth and Bonh8ffer.
(4) Rethinking p. 58.
(5) v. supra pp. 20b if.
(6) eqt italics.
(7) Rethinking p. 161.
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redemption of the social order oxjzxi his relation to the cosmic evolution...
Today we have to realise Jesus as the head of a new world orderj or as
the creative expression of God's higher purposes with regard to man.n (1)

There is a marked similarity here "between Chenchiah's thought and that

of Teilhard de Chardin. Both think in "biological terms, and both are influen-
(2)

ced by Bergson's "Creative Evolution". ' Chenchiah would probably have given

wholehearted approval to de Chardin's conception of "Christification" and the

"Omega-point" at which mankind and the cosmos becomes conformed to the image

of Christ. His interpretation is never purely biological, and is related in

a dynamic fashion to the work of the Spirit. The Christian life for him

cannot be the mere passive enjoyment of the immanent presence of Cod. H®

com ciously rejects bhakti marga as a means of God-realisation, perhaps with

Appasamy in mind.^ Por him» bhakti marga is a way of retreat, while the
true way forward is the way of the Kingdom, the way of cosmic redemption:

"The Churoh has left the Kingdom out of account and has carved out a
Bhakti Marga out of the Christian message." (4)

For him, the Christian life, the life of sanctification, must include an

active search for the source of God's power, which is to be found in the

Holy Spirit, and a conscious submission to and use of that power. Hindu¬

ism often 3peaks of the religious life as the flowing of a river into the

sea - the sea of unity v/ith God. Chenchiah firmly and strikingly rejects

this and reverses its

"Eternal life is not a flow back of the river into the sea, but of the
sea into the river. It is not the release of the bounded spirit into
the expanse of the uncreate absolute. It is the clothing of the
absolute in creation." (5)

(1) Rethinking p. 161.
(2) Chenchiah is familiar with Bergson, but is perhaps even more influenced

in a Bergsonian direction by Sri Aurobindo.
(3) Compare his rather critical review of Appsamy's The Gospel and

India's Heritage, in Guardian, 24.7*43•
(4) Asraroas p. 283.
(5) ibid. p. 313-
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Sternal life, the life of the Kingdom, comes only when our life is

invaded by the aighty power of the Spirit, It is our task to ensure that

we stand at the place where the power of the Spirit will reach us. Using

the picture of a hydro-electrifl power-house situated where there is a

great waterfall, he writest

"After Christ we do not abide in the woods of G-od-realisations we

search for the waterfalls of God, that would release the new energy
for the transformation of the world," (1)

For this transformation, we do not have to wait till the end, till

the coming of the Omega-pcint, for eschatology is realised, and the King¬

dom can and does begin now:

"In Jesus ••••• the Kingdom was not a promise but a realisation,,.
It is transformation now and here," (2)

(6) The Trinity

Chenchiah, in his concentration on Christology and the yoga of the

Spirit has comparatively little to say about the doctrine of tire Trinity,

It does not hold for him the fascination that it did for Brahmabandhab,

He does, however, make it clear that he fully accepts the doctrine, and

interprets the unity of the three Persons as a unity of Personality rather

than a metaphysical unity cf substance. We have already seen how vivid

and real his conception of the personality of the Son and of the Holy

Spirit is. In the personal union of Father, Son and Spirit he sees a

type of Christian Monism (as did Brahmabandhab)J

"In the doctrine of the trinity accepted by the Church, we have a mon¬
ism of personality as opposed to a monism of substance favoured by
philosophy. The idea that Jesus the man could be the second person in
trinity even after the incarnation, is itself a recognition that humanity

(1) Asramas p, 313*
(2) ibid, p. 283.
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can be incorporated into the essence of Divinity, Again, the idea that
three persons distinguishable numerically are at heart one is a type of
monism, however much we may strive against the logic of the conclusion.
The Trinity is Christian Monism." (1)

This argument is a; clear instance of Chenohiah's leaning towards

Monism, despite his explicit disavowal of advaita. He is in fact at this

point using the "Monism" of the Trinity as an argument against the "Radical

Biblical Realism" of Barth and Kraemer, and posits a type of "Immanental

Monism" in which the gulf between man and Cod - as well as between the Per¬

sons of the Trinity - is overcome;

"Immanental Monism in some sense or other seems to be an element in any
satisfactory conception of the ultimate destiny of man and immanence a
characteristic feature of the process also." (2)

It is typical of Chenehiah that he lays stress on the full humanity

of Jesus now, within the unity of the Trinity:

"We can only know Jesus after his flesh for He never shed his body.
Indian Christian Theology probes deeply into the meaning of the fact
that Jesus ascended into heaven as Jesus and never resumed his place
as the second person in Trinity. After ascension the Trinity was no
longer father, Son and Holy Ghost, but Father, Jesus and Holy Spirit.
[The] Holy Spirit was left on earth to abide here permanently and
Jesus went on a temporary sojourn in heaven to achieve some purpose
in his plan of salvation and como back to earth to be with us always."v

(7 ) Scriptitres

Chenohiah's views on Scripture are w ll-known, and can with some

truth be classified as Marcionite. Indeed he himself cites Marcion with

approval, in his criticism of the conception of God presented in the Old

T stament;

"As for Johovah and the father of Jesus, it requires some audacity not
to agree with Marcion that they have not even the remote resemblance
to each other." (4)

(1) Rethinking p. 178.
(2) ibid. p. 178.
(3) Guardian. 6,2.47•
(^) Guardian 20.2.47.
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Briefly, his view is that the Old Testament is far inferior to the Hew, and

in the last resort is scarcely necessary for an understanding of the Christ¬

ian faith, and definitely unnecessary for salvation, he pays tribute to the

ethical teaohiag of the Old Testament, especially the prophets and some of the

Psalms. But his verdict is,

"jfhat is there in the teachings and aots of Jesus which a Roman or Greek
could not understand? Why should it be necessary to understand the Old
Testament to gra3p the Sermon on the Mount?.... Why should a Hindu und¬
erstand the complicated Pauline theology to follow Jesus?' (1)

The Old Testament, he says, does not in the least help our under¬

stand!-ig of the Incarnation, which car., in fact, only be grasped tlirough

Greek or Hindu thought-forms, as it is a conception totally alien to Jewiall

thought, as it is to Islam. He believes that the decision of the Council of

Jerusalem against circumcision for Gentile converts implies that Paul felt

that the whole Old Testament was unnecessary for Christians who came from a

non-Jewish background.

"The Law for the Gentile was not Mosaic Law, but a law written in their
hearts. The point of the whole controversy between St. Paul and St. Peter
wa^whether a Christian need be a Jew in faith in order to be a Christian.
The early Church Joined St. Paul in saying 'no* emphatically." (2)

This leads Chenchiah on to ask why the Hindu Scripture should not

be regarded as God's chosen praep ratio ovangelii for the popple of India:

"Why in the name of reason and good sense should not God's dealings with
my race be my Old Testament even as Cod's dealings with the Jew was the
Old Testament of tin- Jewish Christian?" (3)

He argues that the prophetical references to Jesus given by Matthew

and others wore "selected" after the event, and claims th t similar proph¬

ecies of the coining of Christ could be found from the Hindu Scriptures:

(1) Guardian 20.2.47*
(2) ibid.
(3) ibid.
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"I can pick up material for an Old Testament in Hinduism making selec¬
tions in the light of what Jesus said and did. That was exactly what
early Christians did and later Hindu converts ought to do." (1)

It cannot he deeded that Chenchiah's Biblical scholarship and crit¬

ical sense were not comparable to his theological insight. To give only

two examples, he expounds a rather futile idea that Indian translations

of the New Testament should try to go back beyond the Greek to the Aramaic
(2)

original of Jesus* words. ' Again, he makes the strange statement that

•Apart from the Sermon on the Mou&t and a few sayings of the Lord, we
cannot get any guidance for our social, economic, and political pro¬
blems from reading the Bible." (3)

This shows a very inadequate understanding of both the Old Testament and

the New. It must be remembered that Chenchiah was a layman who, though

deeply versed in the Bible, seems to have been attracted much more towards

theological than exegetical works.

(8) The Church, Creeds and Sacraments

a« Criticism of the Church

Like many Indian Christian theologians, Chenchiah's attitude to the

organised Church is very negative. Coming into the Church as a convert

he found it alien and Western, introspective and quarrelsome, interested

(t) ibid. To some extent the selections from Hindu bhakti poets
published by Appasaiay (Temple Bolls), N. MacNicol (Psalns of the
Maratha Saints), find Kingsbury and Phillips (Hymns of the Tamil
Saints), etc. represent a step in the direction here indicated,
though no comprehensive attempt to draw up a "Hindu Old Testament"
has been made. Many startlingly arresting "Christian" prophecies
have been noted in various forms of Hindu bhakti literature, for
example among the Lingayats in Mysore, and the followers of the
Nakalanka Avatara in Gujarat. Bee N.C. Sargant, The Lingayata
(CISRS, 1963) 22 ff. and R.H.S. Boyd, An Outline History of
Gujarati Theological Literature, IJT (1963) p. 94.

(2) Guardian 27 .2 .47 •
(3) Rethinking p. 175»
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more in organisation and constitutions than in the Christian life# It cannot

he denied that there is much in the li e of the Indian Church - as of any

(1)
Church anywhere - to Justify his criticisms. Church administration, the

hierarchy, property, ritual, settled dogmas and dootrinos - all these were

features which he felt should be eliminated in order that men should be en¬

abled to secure that direct contact with the living Christ which he knew to be

essential for the Christian faith.

b. Kingdom or Church

Ghenchiah felt that the institutional Church was trying to usurp the

place of the Kingdom of Cod, that Spirit-filled fellowship of "new creatures"

which he believed to be more in aooord with the will of Chris c tamn ihejborma
of the "visible" Church with which he was familiar. He expresses himself

very strongly t

"Christianity took the wrong gradient when it left the Kingdom of Cod
for the Church". (2) "Christianity is a failure because we made a
new religion of it instead of a new oreation". (3) "The Church
arrested the Kingdom when Peter added 3000 unto them - a fatal day for
the Kingdom and a glorious day for the Church." (4)

o. The Ashram Ideal

This demonstrates his almost totally negative attitude to the visible

Church, which he felt to be a hindrance rather than a help to the work of the

Spirit. He concluded that it was essential to find new and vital forms of

Christian community, and turned to the ancient Hindu idea of the ashram, a

small community of faithful people living a life of the greatest simplicity,

usually as disciples of a guru. This ideal had for centuries ceased to

(1) cp. J.W. Grant: God's People in India (CLS, Madras, 1960) for- a severly
critical portrait of the Indian Churoh.

(2) Quoted by D.A. Thangasamy, S . India Churchman, Sept., 1960.
(3) ibid.
(4) "My Search for the Kingdom" in Guardian, 8.2.51•
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function in Hinduism, but had been successfully revived asa training ground

ian ashrams had been started, and towards these Chenohiah was greatly attra

The book, Asraaas, Pa3t and Presont (1941) was written by Chenchiah and his

friends in order to present this living alternative to the institutionalised

life of the Chureh. Like Bonhdffer, he was attracted towards a "roligionless"

Christianity, but for him "religionless" Christianity must be "Churchless" als*

The idea of the Church, he felt, totally fails to appeal to Hindus, and so

the Church is one of the greatest hindrances to evangelism in Indiai

"Hinduism has rejected after due deliberation the ideas that li^behind
the Church - as detrimental to true grov7th in religion - as fatal to the
freedom and liberty of the soul. The Hindu profoundly distrusts the
visible Church for the very reason that it obscures the invisible
powers.* (3)

d. Jesus and the Churoh

Christianity, he feels, should appeal to individuals not communities,

as Hinduism does, and as Jesus did, when He brought in, not an organisation,

but the Kingdom of Gods

"An objective and impartial study of the Scriptures brings out the fact
that in the sayings of our Lord, the idea of the Churoh as we unfcrstand
it, does not ocour..... As clear as the absenoe of reference to the
Church is the place and prominence given to the Kingdom of God... His
ministry at every stage relates itself to the Kingdom.... The Kingdom
is the beginning and end of the Gospel." (4)

Thus he believes that the setting up of the organis-d Church has been

(1) Upadhyaya had in 1901 taken an active part in the work of Tagore *s
ashram at Santiniketan, v. supra p. iS<b-

(2) The first of these was the Christukula Ashram at Tirupattur, S. India,
started in 1921 by Dr. S. Jesudason and Dr. E. Forrester-Paton.
Chenchiah frequently stayed at Tirupattur. For a full account see
The Christukula Ashram. NMS Press, Royapettah, Madras, 1940.

(1)
for the national struggle by the Tagores and Gandhi. A number of Christ-

(3) Rethinking p. 90.
(4) ibid. p. 91.
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a mistake, right from the beginning, as it has largely rendered impossible

the more dynamic idea of the Kingdom of God, and has alienated the Spirits

"When the Holy Spirit became a distant reality and then a dogma, when
Jesus went to heaven and did not return, we thought of a Church and
built one." (1)

"The Kingdom of God was intended to inaugurate a new order of existence,
while the Church at best reflects ordinary human nature in its heroio
and loving moods, and at its worst, the tiger and leopard in man...
The Church represents an army, the Kingdom of God a new race." (2)

Here we can see clearly that Chenchiah regards the Church purely as

a historic, human institution, which is not to be equated with the Body of

Christ. At most, the Church is

"a useful human institution for the three-fold purpose of worship, fellow¬
ship and propagation," (3)

but it fails at the point where its help is most needed, in assisting the

individual Christian to live the life of the Spirit, the life of prayer and

meditation. It is to Christian ashrams that we must look for instruction in

the sadhana. the techniques of the Spiritual life. ^
(1) Rethinking, p. 90.
(2) ibid. p. 92
(3) ibid. p. 95.
(^) Asramas, p. 265. One of those who for many years has in practice lived

out the kind of Christian life advocated by Chenchiah is the Hev. R.C. Das,
the venerable Acarya of the Khristapanthi^Ashram, Varanasi (Benares).
Bom in a Vaisnava family of Bengal he wat^a student greatly attracted
by the Brahma S ama«j, but finding that "Brahmoism was largely Christianity
divorced from the living personality of Jesus Christ", and being drawn to
Him rather than to "the rationalistic principles of Brahmoism", he was
baptised in 1908. for many years his ashram in Benares has been a centre
for the sympathetic study of Hinduism, and has been instrumental in bring¬
ing many Hindus to a living encounter with Christ. Acarya Das' criticism
of the "Westernised" Church has always been very outspoken, particularly in
the pages of the various periodicals he has edited (e.g. The Seeker; The
Seeker and Pilgrim; The Churoh of Christ), while through the Bharat
Khrista Sangha ("Fellowship of Christ in Indis") he and his friends have
worked for the cause of "an independent, indigenous Church in India".
His critical attitude, however, has not prevented him from much fruitful
work in co-operation with the Churches, while both, by example and writing
he has kept the ashram ideal constantly before the Church in N. India and
Bengal. ("My Spiritual Pilgrimage" (written 1911), in HCCR XXVII,
March, 1949).
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e• Sacraments

Chenchiah's attitude to the sacraments is on the whole a negative one,

and here once again we feel that he is seguing on non-Biblical grounds, and

that his understanding of Scripture is defective when he writes:

"It may be doubted whether [Jesus] instituted any sacraments or left
any testament to his disciples". (1)

lie shows how Hindus are attracted towards Christian ashrams, partly at

least because they do not insifct on sacramental observances:

"The Hindu is realising that Christianity has a universal message, ethic
and power and is not a oultus with sacraments and ceremonies and rituals
and admissions into sanctified groups only." (2)

He makes the point even more strongly in describing his view of what

might be the spontaneous growth of "religionless" Christianity:

"There will be no baptisms, no confessions of faith, no credal profession..
The Hindu will slowly and in different Qegrees come under the influence
of the Spirit of Christ, without change of/labels, or nomenclature... The
change will be in the realm of spirit - not in the region of nama and
rum.7 (3)

This negative attitude to baptism sees it purelyjks part of a cultus,

parallel to certain ritual acts of Hinduism of a religio-social significance,

and seemingly unrelated to the spiritual life. ^
The Lord's Supper seems to him also to be unnecessary, and in fact to

constitute a barrier to the believer's direct relationship with Christ. The

Church appears to him to be "mediating" Christ through the "Word" and sacra¬

ments, instead of allowing the Christian free access to "the raw fact", "the

original stimulus" of Christ;

(1) Rethinking p. 99.
(2) Asramas p. 225.
(3) Rethinking p. 190. nama = name; ruga = form.
(4) v. infra p$>. for a fuller discussion.

4-6 (? t> 58 + •
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"Jesus did not put off his body but ascended to heaven with it.... He
appeared to Paul.... Why not to you and me? Why do churches and books
intervene and bring Him to us like water from a distant fountainhead?...
The church mechanism assumes that direct knowledge of Jesus is not poss¬
ible. The central importance given to Mass among Catholics and the
equally central place given to the Bible among Protestants confirms
this view. If there could be direct contact with Jesus, why should we
seek it through bread and wine? If God speaks to us today, why hear
Iiis words through a book written about twenty centuries ago?" (1)

At the same time Chenchiah recognises that there in a sense in

which Christ is present in the eucharist, and in fact he use3 this as an

argument against the "Otherness" of God characteristic of Judaism and

Islam - and of Barthl

"In S t. John's conception of the tree and branches, in St. Paul's
and John's idea "of 'Living in Christ*, and 'Christ living in us*, in
the symbolism of the Eucharist, we h:.ve the clearest possible indica¬
tion that Christianity doe3 not affirm the dogma that God is God with
the absolut ness of Islam and Judaism." (2)

f• Creeds and Confessions

For Creeds and Confessions of the Church, indeed for formulated dogma

and doctrine, and for systematic theology in general, Chenchiah had no use.

One of his major 3erios of articl s in the Guardian, that entitM The Indian

Christian Theological Task, is devoted to an attack on the view of the import¬

ance of dogma and doctrine in the Church expounded in Dr. Marcus Ward * s book

Our Theological Task.^ This book, which incorporates and comments on the

findings of a National Christian Council Theological Conference, held at

Poona in 1942, draws a distinction between "dogma", the irreducible minimum

of Christian belief contained in the Scriptures and formulated in the creeds,

and "doctrine", the Church's explication of this dogmatic deposit. Ward's

finding is that, although the Church may interpret its doctrines in various

"0 Guardian 13»2.47«
2) Rethinking p. 176.
(3) A. Marcus Wards 0 ur Theological Task: an Introduction to the Study of

Theology in India. ~ (CLS, Madras, 1946).



ways, there must be no tampering with the basic "dogma", which for this purpose

includes the Ilicene Creed and the Chalcedonian formula, Indian Christian theo-

logy for him therefore is largely a matter of interpretation and communication

of that faith formulated by the undivided Church of the first five centuries,

Indian terms and modes of thought can be used in the task of interpretation,

but the precise meaning of the Church's accepted beliefs must be retained,

Chenchiah entirely rejects this point of view, for him, formulated

dootrinal statements, especially when couched, as they so often are, in the

language of Creek philosophy, are simply barriers to prevent the believer's

direct access to Christ, He is prepared to accept the Apostles* Creed as a

useful summary of the life of Christ, but his rejection of Nicea andChalcedon

is decisive:

•Hue Mieear_ Creed is cast in a philosophical jargon which has long ceased
to have any philosophical appeal. Its philosophy of substance and att¬
ributes no longer influences our thinking,••• These creeds are not in
accordance with Indian or Asiatic genius,,. The Nicean creed weaves a
temporary philosophy round the permanent facts of Christianity," (l)

Only the briefest of credal statements can be acceptable, he holds, and his

own is brief indeed:

"I believe in God the Father, Jesus the Son, Holy Spirit," (2)

For the Christian life there are only three essentials - Christ Himself, the

Holy Spirit, and the Fellowship of the Christian life, ^ Credal statements

for him cannot be obligatory, and he feels that the process of formulation of

theological statement has served only to obscure the essential elements of the

Christian faith:

"Every historic religion starts with a historic personality of outstanding
significance or power,.. What happens* The reactions gather in volume,

(1) Guardian 27.2mT,
(2) ibid.
(3) cp. Asramas p, 280,
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meaning and emotional strength. The fact is interpreted, meaning assign¬
ed and its relation to the prevailing notions settled# In other words
doctrines and dogmas, worship and ritual, mysteries and ceremonies,
gather round till at last the bright nucleus gets enveloped by a huge
globe of tradition and testimony.n (l)

,fe return here to the starting point of Chenchiah's theology. Christ¬

ian life must be based on direct experience of Christ. It must be demonstrated

as the yoga of the Spirit, the life of the Kingdom of God, in a living, spirit-

filled "ellowship. So far as Chenohiah could see, the visible Church, with

its sacraments, doctrines and organisations, did not help the realisation of

this ideal, and so his view of the Church in almost all its aspects is negative.

(9) Christianity and Hinduism

Chenchiah always retained his love for Hindu culture, and for many

aspects also of the Hindu religion in which he had been brought up. He

describes himself as

"An Indian net born in the Christian community, not inheriting a Church
with a tradition, yet acknowledging Jesus as Lord... from a background
largely contributed by intu- tions, inhibitions, to.sights of his ancestral
faith - Hinduism." (2)

His love for and faith in Christ is unquestionable, but he does not feel

particularly bound by loyalty to the Christian Church or Community, and so

feels free to interpret "the raw f ct of Christ" through Hindu modes of

thought and with the retention of the Hindu cultural environment. As we

have seen, apart from the "original stimulus" of Christ, he seems to draw

more inspiration from certain Hindu thinkers - especially Sri Aurobindo - than

from most schools of Christian theology, and he turns to the ashram r ther

than the Church as the best expression of the Christian life in community.

He is strongly convinced of the "uniqueness" of India and of Hinduism,

(1) Quoted by D.A. Thangasamy, S. India Churchman. June, 1960
(2) Rethinking p. 84.
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for indeed it is true that Hinduism is the greatest religio-cultural system

that Christianity ha* encountered since its early confrontation with the
(1)

Graeco-Koman civilisation,v ' He feels therefore that Christianity, after

its encounter with Greece, has been over-hasty in "closing" its doctrinal

formulations, without allowing time for a new formulation of Christian truth

in Indian philosophical terms,

"If it be said that by the time of the Nicean Creed all the factors of
faith, E st and West, have been brought together and faith become com¬
plete, my answer would be that India should not be confounded Kith the
East and that by virtue of her pre-eminence in religion, it cannot be
said that all the factors of common faith have been assembled without
her contribution,,.. If Jesus is inexhaustible, if our knowledge of Him
can grow from more to more, our experience and our creeds also have to
grow. We cannot arbitrarily draw a line in the fourth or fifth century
and hold that faith has reached its completion and it c uld grow no
further." (2)

His belief therefore is that the Christian faith must be "open" to

receive new insights from Indian culture and philosophy and religion, always

provided that it is firmly based on the historic Christ and on the paver of

the Spirit. Christianity has nothing to fear from such a use of Hinduism,

for it is something "new", and though it may draw much help and inspiration

from Hinduism, it will always remain different in kind, sinoe Christ alone is

the "Maw Creation" and there is no other, even though Hinduism in some of its

forms may represent a very advanced stage of the "old", Christianity is not

related to Hinduism as one "religion" to another, but as a new creation to

the old; (5)

"In one word, In Jesus Christ God created the new man: in Hinduism God
is sought for perfecting the old man," (4)

(1) Islam may be regarded as a development of the Judaeo-Christian tradition
and Buddhism as a development of Hinduism, v. infra pf. 646 f.

(2) Guardian 30.1.47.
(3) Rethinking p, 52. cp. R. Fanikkar's "images" of seed and druit, desire

and accomplishment, death and resurrection, op. cit. p. 17 f.
(4) Rethinking p. 181.
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"Hinduism makes the perfect man, Christianity the new Man# Hinduism
harnesses the Mahasakti of nature and man, Christianity brings into
evolution the new Sakti of the Holy Spirit, Jesus is the first fruits
of a new creation, Hindu3mm the final fruits of the old creation," (1)

As a oonvert from Hinduism, Chenohiah does not feel revulsion towards

it, as did P andita Ramabai, but rather thinks of himself as inseparably

connected with it, certainly in its cultural if not in all its religious

significance;

■The oonvert of today regards Hinduism as his spiritual mother who has
nurtured him in a sense of spiritual values in the past,,,, for him,
loyalty to Christ does not involve the surrender of a reverential attit¬
ude towards the Hindu heritage,,,. He seeks to face the original stimulus,
Jesus, afresh, and understand the meaning and significance of the fact
of Jesus anew." (2)

Thus while Christ is accepted, "Christendom" and Western cultural

values are rejected, for the Indian Christian is bound to accept "cultural"

"The convert is not a double deserter from the culture and religion of
his race. He has accepted Christ. He still accepts his obligations to
his country," (3)

"Let the sluices of the great Indian culture be opened for the inunda¬
tion of the Christian mind." (4)

Two practical conclusions emerge fronjthis view of the relationship of
Christianity and Hinduism, The first is that our understanding of the Christ¬

ian faith may gain new depth and richness from its contact with Hindu culture,

just as it did in the West from contact with Greece - indeed far more so,

since Indian religion and philosophy are far richer and more vital than were

their Greek counterparts in the ealy centuries of the Church*s existence.

In a memorable phrase Chenchiah writesi

Hinduism:

Rethinking p. 137.
ibid. p. 49.

(3) ibid. p. 150.
(4) Quoted in Thangasariy, S, India Churchman, Oct. i960.
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"The negative plate of Jesus developed in a solution of Hinduism brings
out hitherto unknown features of the portrait and these may prove exactly
the "Gospel" for our time," (l)

It is to this quest - the enriching and interpretation of the Christian

faith "in a solution of Hinduism" - that the Christian bhakti poets, Brahmaband-

hab, Appasany, Chakkarai and even Sadhu Sundar Singh have brought such energy,

devotion and skill, and there can be no question that they have greatly helped

to deepen our understanding.

The second practical conclusion is more controversial,and relat s to

Chenchiah * s conception of evangelism and the spread of Christianity* He has

little or no use for evangelistic preaching, holding r&thdr that "to live Chritet
(2)is to preach Christ.I,v ' He Envisages the spread of the Gospel as talcing plaj e

gradually through the permeation of Hindu culture by the Spirit of Christ;

"The prooess of Christianising Hinduism will take the shape of men who are
influenced by the Spirit of Christ partially, at first, and in increasing
degree later. When we have Christians in name with little of the Spirit
of Christ, why should we not have Hindus in name but possessing the Spirit
of Christ in reality. " (3)

He believes that Christianity can spread from within Hinduism, just as did

Brahmabandhab:

"A Christian movement within Hinduism without its umbilical cord being cut
is a decided advantage to the Hindu and the Christian.•• There are great¬
er possibilities for the spread of the Gospel if it spreads as life,
opinion and inner change than as social groups or spiritual groups cut-
side Hinduism."

It is, perhaps, still too early to say whether Christianity does in

fact spread in this way, or whether the result of such a prooess might not

be the assimilation of Christianity into Hinduism, as in India Buddhism has

been assimilated.

1) Rethinking p« 162
2) Asramas p. 22b. Compare Gandhi's dictum that Christian witness should be

like the rose - spreading its fragrance by its mere existence.
(3) Quoted in Thangasamy, S. India Churchman. Oct. 1960.
(4) Rethinking p. 187.
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OiAFTER XIII

A CHRlaTOLOGX OF THE ^IKIT; V. CHLAKiLhRAl (1880-1958)

Of the well known trio of South Indian theologians, Appasany, Qxenchiah

and Chakkarai, the one whose personal experience of Hinduism was deepest and most

prolonged was Ghakkarei, who became a Christian in his early twenties as the result

of much thought and deep study of the Christian faith,

Vengal Chakkarai Chetty^ was born in 1880 in a well-to-do Madras Hindu

family of the Chetty caste, the highest non-Brahman caste in Tarailnad. His father,

who died while Chakkarai was still very young, was a follower of the Vedanta,

and his mother, who greatly influenced him, was a devotee of the Vaisnava bhakti

tradition,

Chakkarai received his early education in a Scottish Mission school, and

then went on to the Madras Christian College, where he was deeply influenced by

the Principal, Ik1 Mlliam Miller, to whom he, like his brother-in-law Chenchish,

always refers with the greatest respect and affection. Miller understood and

appreciated the genuine depths and insights of Hinduism, and was able to show his

student friends how these could be transformed and perfected in the light of Christ,

Writing maiy years later about the "Indianisation" of Christianity, and listing

some of the Indian pioneers in this task, men like iCali Charan Banerji and

Brahraabandhab in Bengal, Narayan Vanan Tilak in Maharashtra and Palni Mdi in

Madras^") Chakkarai adds:

(1) For studies of Chakkarai see the following:
- A Christian Theological Approach to Hinduism. pp» 29 ff,

: BUST'S?: Ks«.
Chakkarai1s best known works are the following:
Jesus the Avatar (CLS,Madras, 1927), Cited as VCA,
The Cross and Indian Thought (CLS,Madras) 1932) " VCC.

For a full Bibliography see Wagner, op.cit, pp.298 ff•
(2) v.infra p. 635.
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"Last but not least there were some among the Western bhaktas» the greatest
of whom was my own master, Br William Miller, who, with the insight of the
prophet, elucidated in his lectures on the Place of Hinduism in the story
of the world the important £art that-Hindu religion was to play in the
evolution of Indian Christianity." * J
Through his friendship with Miller, and through his own study of the

Bible he came to a personal experience of Christ, an experience which became

for him the centre and turning point of his whole life, He was fascinated by

this Person, the Man of Nazareth who was alee Son of God and Messiah. Years

later he testifies:

"To the present writer this has been a study ever since as a Hindu he came
to know Him. Ilis wonderful fascination, the transcend nt mystery of His
Being, His aloofness from us and yet Hig^nearness to us and in us, have
increased as the years have gone on." ^

Ho came to the point of acceptance of Christ, and madepublic profession

of his faith by being baptised in the Tamil Church attached to tne College on

22nd February, 1903.^
He graduated in 1903, and after a period of teaching became alav/yer, serv-

/

ing in the Madras High Court from 1909 till 1912. In 1913» dissatisfied with

this sort of work, he joined the Danish Mission in Madras in order to help with

evangelistic work among educated Hindus.

As early as 1906 he had tlirown himself into the work of the national

movement, and, like Brahmabandhab, he remained an ardent nationalist, and

devoted to the movement a steadily increasing proportion of his time and energies.

His glowing enthusiasm for his country is one of the factors which deeply

influenced his the logical writing, as it did that of his great predecessor in

E engal. In 1917 he joined the Home Rule movement, and in 1920 Gandhi's Hon-

Co-operation movement. Ilis politicaiactivities led to a break with the home

authorities of the Danish Missionary Society, but he later joined another

(1) Guardian 1.10.1931, p.4-61, in series "What is to Indian!se Christianity?"
(2) VGA 22.
(3) Wagner p.16.
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Danish society, the Indo-Danish Mission, v 1 whose attitude towards Indian nation¬

alism and the indigenisation of the Indian Church was more sympathetic.

Along with Chenehiah he was one of the founder members and leaders of

the Madras movement known as the Christo Samaj. which worked for the Indian-

(2)isation of the hitherto highly westernised Indian Church. ' He was also an

aotive leader in the yearly meetings of the "Bangalore Conference Continuation"

whose reports in the Guardian provide an interesting aocount of developments

in theological thought. In 1917 he acquired the ownership of a weekly paper

The Christian Patriot, which he edited and published until the paper had to close

in 1926. It was in this paper that he first published those theological articles

which were later expanded and printed in book form as Jesus the

Avatar (1927) and The Cross and Indian Thought (1932).

Chokkarai was a prolific writer, who contributed frequently to the
t

Guardian another papers and was also one of the chief contributors to Rethink¬
ing Christianity in India. He took an active part in the Labour movement, as

well as in nationalist polities, and became perhaps the best known Christian

public figure of his time in Madras, being elected Mayor of the city in 1941.

He was also a member of the Madras Legislative Council, and in 1951 served as

(3)
Chairman of the All India Trade Union Congress,w/ a Com unist-contrclled organ¬

isation. During the last few years of his life Chakkarai lived in quiet retire¬

ment. He died on the 14th June, 1958.

Chakkarai* s Contribution

Unlike Brahmabandhab, Appasamy and Chenohiah, who each attempt to inter¬

pret the Christian Gospel in terms of a particular stream of Indian thought -

Sankara, Ramanuja or Aurobindo - Chakkarai has no particular philosophical

(1) Known as the Porto Novo Mission.
(2) The Christo Samaj published a number of books, e.g. Asramas Past and

Frosent (Indian Christian Book Club, Madras, 1941). For many years
Chakkarai was secretary of the Samaj.

(3) IBM XL, Jan. 1951, p.85.



affiliation. There are, however, certain clearly identifiable features in Ms

approach, which give a characteristic colouring to his theology.

(a) Like Chenchiah, Ms whole outlook is Chrlstocontric, and ha tends therefore

to ignore, or at least not to emphasise the doctrine of the Trinity. His own

conversion, as we have seen, was rooted In a living encounter with Christ, and

so the experience ^ of the risen, living Christ becomes the central point of

Ms theology, and Ms two books, Jesus the Avatar and The Cross and Indian Thought

are devoted to an exposition of the Person and Work of Christ.

The most distinctive feature of Ms Christology is Ms virtual identific¬

ation of the Holy Spirit with the risen Christ. For Indian theology, ha believes,

the clue to the meaning of the Incarnation is to be found in the indwelling of

the Holy Spirit in the lives of the followers of Christ. He //rites:

"The orientation of Indian thought in respect of the incarnation would be
set in the Holy Spirit and the significance of his indwelling in human lives.
The Holy Spirit is the starting point; not that the historical Jesus goes
out in the Indian consciousness; He takes His place and functions in the
perspective furnished by the Holy Spirit. In other words, while the historic¬
al is the primary element in the western interpretation, jjfyv spiritual is or
will be the primary element in the Indian conception." ^

In making this identification Chakkarai is perhaps not saying anything
(3)

entirely new.He is, however, giving a Christian theological expression to

the Hindu idea of the indwelling God as antaryamin or antsratman. we have already

seen this line of thought in Appasamy, where the distinction between the Persons

of the Trinity becomes somewhat blurred at times, as each may be spoken of as

antaryamin. Chakkarai gives the idea a more radical and logical form by saying -

from Ms own experience - that;

(1) Wagner make3 "experience'1 the key to Chakkarai and writes of Ms
*Erfalirungstheolcgie". Chenchiah, however, is no less based on exper¬
ience of Christ. "Christology of the Spirit" might be a more descript¬
ive term for Chakkarai's theology. (2) VGA 114.

(3) It is, for example, a fairly common point of view among Quakers, e.g. Isaac
P-enington: "S-o we now witness that the way to know Christ is to know the
Spirit; and that he that knoweth the Spirit knoweth Christ also, with whom
Christ is one, and from whom he cannot be separated." i/orks, London, 1681,
p.102.
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"the starting point in the consciousness of the Christian disciple is that
the Holy Spirit is Jesus Himself." (l)

(h) More than either Appasamy or Chenohiah, Chakkarai's theology is centred in

the Cross, and as a corollary of this attitude he tends to turn to St Paul rather

than St John. It is true that the idea of salvation is for him linked with faith-

union with the living Christ, rather than with any of the traditional theories

of the atonement. Yet atonement comes only through suffering, and we can find

peace only through union with Christ in his suffering:

"Instead of the delicious rapture of a self-absorbed mysticism, His servants
have so identified themselves with the "fen of Sorrows and acquainted with
grief that they have thought it a glory to Suffer like Hin, and thus by tie
strange way, not of a via nagativa, neti neti of our Advaitism, but of the
Cross, have entered into the inheritance. Great as is the charm of the
aspiration after the Absolute Being, whatever it may be, the Absolute Being
of Christ's servants is inihe paradox of suf bring and the loneliness of
the soul, where the saying of the much suffering ajjostle is realized, It is
not I that live but Christ that liveth in me." (2)

(c) Chakkarai's attitude towards Hinduism is, as one would expect, positive

and sympathetic, and his view of the "westernisation" of the Indian Church - in

both theology and organisation - is correspondingly critical. He initiaites a

very thoroughgoing use of Hindu terminology, which he frequently employs without

explanation, though with the provision of a glossary in each of his books. His

dislike of western theological formulations is carried right back to the Early

Church and, like Chenchiah, he is critical of the terminology of the Council of

Nicaea, to say nothing of later theology. He does not, however, seek to make

his own"reconstruction" in the light of any particular Indian system, preferring

to throw out many suggestions as to terminology and possible lines of thought,

in which his interest in both Hinduism and in modem theological debate is always

to be seen. His work therefore abounds in interesting and original ideas, but

lacks tlis coherence which the consistent following up of any particular school

of thought might have brought. Thus even his treatment of the conception of

(1) YCA 117. (2) VCC 23k. The similarity to Sundar Singh will be noted.
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avat,',.ra ii^relation to Christ, to which ho devoted a whole book, full though
it is of interesting and useful material, docs not deal with soma of the

basic problems of applying this concept to Christ, problems whieh we have
(1)

already seen in the work of Brahmabandhab and of Chenchiah.v '

. e shall attempt now to indicate his teaching on some of the central

Christian doctrinea.

(1) The Doctrines of God _nd Hevelation

a. God is revealed in Christ

for Chakkarai, as for Chenchiah, Chrjstology is central. If we want

to know what Cod is like, it is in Christ that we find Him supremely re¬

vealed, and it is through personal experience of Christ that we come to

know God, He asks, "Do we begin our Christian theologjt with Jesus or

Cod?" and answers clearly, "We are justified in taking our line of de-
(2)

pa: ture from Eim rather than from God".v ' This leads him to what he
( 3}

calls "the doctrine of the Christhood of God" , a doctrine which he

full? accepts. He goes on to explain:

"Our knowledge of God must be founded on the experience and con¬
sciousness of Jesus and not on a priori speculations like those of
/,nselm in Europe and Sankara in India,.... If there is a God or if
there are elements in Him unrelated to Jesus and existing outside
Him, they are simply non-existent to us." (4)

"We worship God, not as a bloodless category of thought as He is re¬
garded by pure metaphysics, but as He was and is revealed to Christ¬
ian experience in Jesus Christ. V;hen we speak of Christian experience,
it is not that of man in relation to God alone but includes also that
of God inhalation to man. In the Inc.mat ion of Jesus, man roaches up
to the very God and God reaches down to the very man." (5)

(1) v. supra p£>. •llt+.t.j 3fc/.
(2) VCA 210, 211.
(3) VCA 210.
(4) VCA 210, 211.
(5) VCA 215.



Chakkarai prefers to speak of God in this way, that is as revealed in

Christ, rather than by dealing with questions of his mere existence and att¬

ributes, In a brief statement of his Credo he writes:

"I believe God as revealed by Jesus Christ in His words and life and
death and resurrection and his present mediatorial office, I believe
that this revelation is that God is all-wide and all-merftiful and His
power is such that no man can fathom its myitery. This is put in this
way to avoid saying that God is all-powerful or omnipotent,,., I believe
that what Jesus has revealed as toGod's will and his dealings with men
is the safest guide,,,." (1)

That knowledge of God is, then, mediated to us by the presence and

Person of the Living Christ:

... "... the knowledge of God must be mediated through His [i.e. Christ's
continued presence and operation, and not by a study of even the Synoptio
Gospels." (2)

Man longs for a revelation of God:

"Revelation is the supreme necessity of the religious mind. Can we get
a sure word of prophecy to shine in this dark and dubious world?" (3)

And God does in fact reveal Himself. He has spoken at sundry times and in

divers manners through prophet and seer, not only in Israel, but also in

India Yet even in Israel man's direct relationship with God did not

last, and was replaced by the mediation of angels, while the theophanies of

Hinduism are all docet-ic. Chakkarai describes such partial revelations in

typical language:

"In all these instances of divine revelation God stands, as it were, out¬
side man's consciousness and inspires him with some divine message or
renders him some needed help, God stands like a light behind the crystal
dome of man's mind, and reflects the divine light as far as he can do it.

IT) Credo", in Guardian!" 2.12.1943*
(2) VCA 41.
(3) VCA 1.
(4) VCA 1.
(5) This is, as ChaKkarai points out, the imagery which the Saiva Siddhanta

often employs as an illustration of divine contact with men. It is
similar to the language of Shelley, which Chakkarai elsewhere adapts,
(v. infra p. 427 )
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... But the Incarnation posits a different and more intimate union be¬
tween God and man, like that between the body and the mind, or the
body and the soul," (1)

God wills to reveal Himself, and does reveal Himself, to all men in different

ways, but if we wish to know his nature in its fulness, then we must turn to

Christ, the man of Nazareth who is risen and alive for evermore, and we must

have personal experience of Him.

(b) Nirguna and Saguna

Chakkarai frequently mentions the concept of God as nirguna Brahman.

but regards it as unsatisfactory. ' It is true, he feel3, that

"the ultimate mystery must be .... more than Jesus, however exactly and
truly He might represent and reflect oertain elements of the ultimate
Brahman." (3)

And yet it is in Jesus that we are enabled to see the avyakta Brahman and

that He becomes the vyakta Isvara:^ in Him the Deus absconditus becomes

revelatus?

"Ho man hath 3een the ineffable God nor can see. We see God with the
faoe of Jesus. To the ordinary and unsophisticated consciousness there
is a black veil God would seem to have cast over His faoe. But now that
Jesus has removed the veil, we behold the face of God Himself.... In one
word, what is vivid ana real to us is the faoe of Jesus with a shadowy
background of unknown and infinite potencies into which we strive to pene¬
trate but catch only stray gleams. Whom we call God stands behind Jesus,
and it is Jesus who gives, as it were, colour, light and rupa to God.
Out of the infinite nebulousness emerges the f::ce of Jesus. God is the

_ , i and love, which indicates the
nature of the being of God". (5) .... "Practically this meant that the
indefinite God, the Paranjyotis (6) became definite and humaniced in
the Purusottama ,(7) Jesus." (8)

Chakkarai discusses the traditional attributes, or gunas of God. He

is not particularly interest d in the "metaphysical" attributes, omnipotence,

(1) The language here is that of iiamanuja. v. supra p. i.
(2) e.g. VCA• 213.
(3) VCA 213,
(O vyakta = manifested. avyakta = unmanifested. VCA 213.
(5) VCA 172, 173* Compare K.C. Sen and Upadhyaya.
(6) Paranjyotis = Supreme Light.
(7) Purusottama = the best of men.
(8) VCA 185.

God is the sat, or being and »
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omniscience and omnipresence, "the least understood part of God's nature, and
(1)

evidently, therefore, the most insisted upon in theological disputations." '

He turns rather to the "moral" attributes, mercy, compassion, justice and love,

as those qualities which most effect his relations with mankind, and as those

which are seen as clearly in the "Face" of Christ. He writes?

"If we may say so, Jesus has to us not only the moral values that we
attach to God, but He is the very life of God. He is the projection
on to the plane of samsara, of the flux of life, of the very heart of
God. Without this realisation, God reeedesinto the inaccessible region
of His own nature and beyond our human effort." (2)

It is clear then that Chakkarai, like Appasamy, takes his stand firmly

within the personalist, bhakti tradition, and has little sympathy for advaita:

"The philosophical postulate of the Absolute", he writes, "is bound to be /..s

a phantom till it is clothed upon and made to sit at the feet of humanity."'"

God is indeed Brahman, paranjyotis. parampurusa»^^ but it is only when He

become vyakta, saguna. when Brahman becomes Isvara and is revealed and known

ill tKB Faee of Christ, that men can know Ilim as He is. And so it is through
(5) /

the Gracev"'/ of God's self-revelation, and through our own experience (anu-

bhava) of the revelation of Christ, that we come to have knowledge of God.

Such knowledge is the result, not of the jnana marga, but of the way of

bhakti. of love for God become man in Christ.

"H-ow do we get our knowledge of God? It is through human experience
that we know God^and any God, or elements in God that lie beyond this
cognition, is to us non-existent." (6)

"This supreme knowledge of God, paravidya. is not knowledge that can be¬
come our possession except through Ilim, i.e. Christ . He is not the

1) VCA 173.
2) VCA 173, 174.
(3) VCA 198.
(4) paranpuru3a = Supreme Personality.
(5) "It is in the outflowing of His Grace that men come most into contact

with Him." VCA 173.
(6) VCA 164.
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scaffolding that is useful for the construction of a building and is then
discarded. He is... the corner stone of the building that none can reject
with impunity. This parajnana has not been reduoed to writing so as to be
read by all; for as the Hindu books say, God transcends even the Vedas
that toil after Him with painful steps... In the final resort everyone has
to face Him.1' (1)

(c) The Immanence of God

Chakkarai points out that in the Upanisads

"the central thought is that God, the Brahman, is to be found in the deep¬
est nature of man himself.... The God within was identified rath the God
without." (2)

For Chakkarai this immanence of God makes itself known in human experi¬

ence, and that experience is to be found above all at the point where men are

confronted by the living Christ. God's transcendence - his Beiigand att¬

ributes - may be a subject for metaphysical debate, but He comes in Christ

to dwell in the human h;art.

"Whatever may be said of the being and attributes (sat and guna) of the
supreme Brahman in metaphysical discussion, He is essentially immanent in
religious anubhava..... This immanental aspect of God was the cerfc-e of the
bhakti movements in India. God not only resided in the lotus of the
human heart as the antaryamin. or as the singing bird within the nest, or
as the light within the eye. But He took manifold forms to come in con¬
tact with his bhaktas ...... Therefore, the immanence of God is not a mere
cosmic immanence, or a psychological immanence like, as the sages say, the
fragrance in the flower, the sound in the bell or the light in the jwel.
It is also a human immanence. God comes into the time-order and takes His
place among men for the redemption cf souls, for the destruction of the
wicked and the protection of the righteous." (3)

Chakkarai's conception of God's immanence is, then, one very different

from advaita. or even fron^that of Appasany, and is vitally linked with the
coming of Christ, in whom God is indeed "immanent" as Tmmanuel, God with us.

(1) VCA 165
VCA 142, 143.
YCA 196, 197. op. Gita IV, 7, 8.
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(2) rrhe Doctrine of Creation

It is not easy to reconstruct Chakkarai's understanding of the meaning

of Creation from the scattered hints which he throws out, hut some ideas at

least are tolerably clear. Like Chenchiah he conceives of God as working

through the evolutionary process, and as being in some way "organically"

connected with that process, and he specifically repudiates Palay's concep¬

tion of God as a divine watch-maker, leaving the oreated world to run along
(1)

pre-determined lines.v ' He writes:

"The world-process in all its aspects is a mirror of the Divine Mind...
If God cannot be organically connected with the world-process, then in
Jesus who belongs to the realms of history and time, there is no real
Inc .rnation, an organic union of God, man and nature. The developments
seen in this movement are really the developments in the mind of God....
What this unchanging background of God's being may be, it is im ossible
for us to affirm. But in the evolutionary process we see Him and the diff¬
erent phases of His manifold activities. In the physical world and in man,
we do not discern a static but a dynamic being who is working towards some
result of which only the dimmest conception can be formed by us. The
perfection of God consists not in Hisunchanging nature but in the perpetual
motion of His mind and in the unwearying pace with which He travels across
the vast spaces of History. " (2)

Chakkarai, in keeping with his fairly conservative acceptance of Scrip¬

ture,^ appears to accept, or at least not to reject the idea of oreatio ex

nihilo.^ God is

"The Lord of the incessant and infinite energy that rolls in the ocean,
shines in the sidereal spaces, and raises its crests on Mont Blanc and
Kinchinjinga. " (5)

'he connection between God and the world is a olose one, but not one of

(1J e.g. VCA 215, 216. Also VCA 92, 96.
(2) VCA 216. The similarity to Chenchiah's thought will be noted, as

also to that of K.C. Sen.
(3) v. infra p. 45"0-
(4.) e.g. in VCA 143 he contrasts the Hindu view which is "not inclined

to 3peak of the creation of the atman in the sense of making it out
of nothing."

(5) VCA 148.
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identity: it is more in the nature of the body-soul

analogy of Raraanuja:

"In the Upanishads nature is called the body of God or Isvara, just as
Goethe oalled it the robes of God wowen in the loom of time... The time
scientist... knows that he is lifting veil after veil that hides the
body of nature; but he recognises that nature is still wonderful and re¬
plete with unknown forces.... God has not yet revealed to man what nature
is in reality... But we can perceive by our inner vision that ndure does
not and cannot/stand apart from Hija." (1)

Nature is thus closely associ ted with God the Creaor. Yet for

Hinduism, as we have seen, this has always been a crux. How can God have

anything to do with matter? And if there is a Creator-God, how can he

possibly be the "highest" God, the object of our devotion, the Cue -fro show3

His Grace to us? The early Gnostics, as Chakkarai points out, solved the

problem by positing two Gods - the Creator-God or Demiurge, and the Loving
(2)Father who is seen at work in Christ. How then oan Christianity overcome

this duality? How can we say that the Lord of hhakti is the Creator God

who shows his sakti, his power, in the creation and preservation of the uni¬

verse? Chakkarai finds the answer in the Resurrection of Christ, where

God's creative energy is clearly united with his Love, and all the world can

see that Love and Power are but different aspects of the one God who is both

Creator and Saviour.

"How can we bring together night and day, the infinite energy of God and
the Supreme love of Jesus?.... Says the Apostle Paul, Jesus Christ was
declared as the Son of God with power (or sakti). according to the Spirit
of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead - the sakti that could raise
the dead, that could create the oceans and the clouds, the Himalayas and
the Alps, &nd roll the endless constellations through space, was the spirit
of holiness and love and purity of Jesus which accomplishes the regenera¬
tion of men iiyche realm of God." (3)

(1) VGA 97, 98.
(2) op. VCA 144.
(3) VGA 148, 149.
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The creation is thus seen as something:) real, in which God Himself is ever

at work, and it finds its oentre and meaning in Christ. There is an active pur¬

pose behind God's creative activity, and this is a purpose which is worked out

through suffering and sacrifice, through death and resurrection. God works

through evolutionary processes, but above all creation there stands the sign of

the Cross, giving it its meaning and its goal:

"Christian thought in its new expression does not speak of G-od'slife as in
and for Himselfj and in Je3us, this receives complete embodiment. 'Though
He was rich yet He became poor for our sake', not only for the sake of the
world of men but for all the others including animate and inanimate creat¬
ion". (l)

In the words of "our Indian seer":

"The world was created by sacrifice, and in sacrifice the world consists,
and the New Testament adds, the world's salvation consists in sacrifice"...
"Not sakti but yajna is the principle, ultimate and Irreducible, of the
government of the world". (2)

Thus Christ and his Cross are seen at the centre of the doctrine of creation,

and it is in Him that God's creative power and redeeming love are seen to be but

on*.

(3) The Doctrine of Sin

Chakkarai takes a realistic view of sin, and does not deny or minimize it.

Clearly there are evil forces at work in the world, and there is no reason why

we should not follow the New Testament in accepting the fact that this active

power of evil can be felt as personal:

"There are evil forces in the invisible world whose influence on human
affairs may be seen in the sudden frenzy that often overtakes individuals
and nations as in the grip of an iron hand." (3)
"The personality of Satan is a fact which uesus believed in... There is an
ineradicable conviction in our minds that evil has a reality of its own
kind, though not indeed like the reality of God; and that it is as much
personal as that of good.... While we cannot accept the view that Satan
is a power independent cf God, yet we cannot reduce evil to a mere human

(1) YCC 282.
(2) YCC 283. op. Brihad-Aranyaka Upanisad 1.1; 1.2.
(3) VCC 185.
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and subjective imperfection or bye-product ofcur moral evolution. It seems
to us to form an element in the totality of "things which though independent
of God, is yet permitted by God and is the atmosphere in which He works out
His sovereign purposes." (l)

In explicit opposition to the pure advaita of Sankara, which denies the

reality of sin, Chakkarai in effect accepts the doctrine of the fall, which he

speaks of as "man's departure from His Father", that is from the Father of Christ
(?)

who reveals to us the terribleness of our sin. ' An echo of this idea of

wandering away into evil paths is found in the Hindu doctrine of samsara (closely

associated with karma). The Hindu feels that he is trapped in the wanderings

of karma-samsara, and longs for deliverance:

"Not all the glamour of the world, the sc-called progress of the race, or
the intensity of this world's life, can oharm away from the Indian and
Christian soul this sense of samsara. Here is a hint that Christian
teachers should use, and( the Indian spirit will respond as if to the music
of our country, heard ixjk strange land 'where the soul is held captive." (3)

The origin of this wandering of samsara is to be found in man's own pride

or egotism (svatantra . ahamkara), that deadly desire to be independent which

sets him against God.^ The senses (indrjyas) also play their part in leading
(5)

man astray. ' And so the soul of man finds itself trapped and held in bondage

by sin. Using a figuro from the Saiva Sidahanta, Chakkarai describes sin as

the pasa (snare) which prevents the pasu (animal, soul) from reaching the

In a similar way man finds himself involved in suffering, which is also

a form of karma, for the evolution of the world cannot be carriedout without

"This law of suffering, of sacrifice by one another, is a radical karma
of the evolving cosmic power, and in cur ultimate consideration of what the
universe is, it oannot be eliminated by the sophisms of our logio." (7)

Pati (Lord)/6)

suffering

I1) VCA 85.
2) VCA 89,90.
(3) vcc 25.
(4) VCC 28.
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Yet despite this clear understanding of the nature of evil, and of the involve¬

ment of all men in sin and suffering, Chakkarai*Conception of the sin of the

individual 3eems to be somewhat inadequate, and he gives the impression of

condoning peccadilloes:

"Does this mean", he asks, " that we offend against the Divine Majesty simply
because the thief forsooth removes a little money from the superfluous
treasury of a rich man?" (l)

Sin is thought of not so much as an active principle of evil tempting and

attacking the will of the individual, but rather as a consciousness of unworth-

iness before the holiness of God:

"The sense of sin is not the product of the moral law but a supernatural
product, the feeling of unworthiness before the Divine Majesty and of awe." (2)

Chakkarai's thought here goes back here to his pre-Christian days, which he

recalls in an autobiographical passage:

"My impression of the divine was not one of fear and awe and of , unworthiness
based on the terrible conception of sin...The divine was.,to bejloved and
apiroaohed. I was aware of Sin, not in the Christian sense, based on Hebrew
legalism, but as imperfection that we must get over, and that God would
pardon and bear it." (3)

Closely associated with the idea of sin as imperfection is that of maya.

which Chakkarai uses in this connection. In a passage which recalls the language

of Erahmabandhab in a different oontext (that of creation and contingent being)

he writes:

"He [God] is the Sat purusha; and though we are not asat, we are dominated
by maya. vtfe use the term maya in connection with our personality, not in
the sense that it is unreal, but in the sense that the true humanity in us
has been obscured by some taint, and that its growth is retarded." (4)

Maya, then, is sin, the thing which taints and obscures our lives:

"The Indian advaitin says that maya , the/principle of duality and illusoriness,
is sat and asat - it is existent and non-existent at the same time... To
translate it into the language of religious values, sin exists but has no
right to exist." (5)

(1) VCC 74. (2) VCC 75.
(3) Guardian, 1.5.1947> in series "Rethinking Christianity Continued" (a critique

of A.M.Ward's Our_Theological Task) (Guardian XXV, 17«4»47 - 17.7.47)
(4) VCA 74. ~ 75) VCC 22.
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There would, seem to "be a/tendency for Chakkarai at times to underestimate the

"sinfulness of sin".making it the equivalent of maya or of imperfection, some¬

thing which the light of true knowledge will disperse# But on the whole he

aMts its positive force, and recognises that Christ, as well as revealing

it, provides the needed means to ovwrsome it.

(4) The Doctrine of the Person of Christ

(a) The Starting-point - Experience of the Living Christ

FSr Chakkarai as for Sunder Singh, Christology "begins, and can only

begin, in the personal experience of the risen, living Christ. He writes:

"I ask people not to approach this temple without such an experience...
It is in the agony and confusion of our lives, in the shattering of hopes
and in the disillusionments that the Christ of experience comes into the
inner life of man." (1)

Christ is alive today, and it is possible for men to know and love Him, and to

experience Him within as the Inner Controller, the Indweller, the antarymatn.

This encounter with the Living Christ, this union with Kim, is no mere

imagination:

"Not a mere radiating influence, not the repercussion of His teaching on
later bhaktas but His very Personality is claimed to be the antaryamin,
the inspirer and the guru seated in the lotus of the bhakta's heart." (2)

It is only when the Jesus of History, about whom we read in the G-cspels,

is direotly experienced by us as the Living Lord, that we become qualified to

seek to understand the mystery of Christology, of the Person of Christ. V&ien

we have this experience, we come to know that toe Jesus who lived in Nazareth

in great humility is the same as the Christ who rose from the dead and ascend¬

ed to the right hand of the Fatherj and again that transcendent Christ is the

One who is immanent today in our hearts. Historicity, transcendence and

immanence are all united in Him, and we can understand this mystery provided

(1) Guardian, 6.4.1944 » p. 160, liberies "Indian Christianity and its Critics",
Guardian XXII, Q.3.1%4 - 20.4.1944.

(2) VCC 143.
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only that we experience Him now.

"The immanence of our lord Jesus Christ, if it has any meaning for men,
is the postulation of the imiaanence of his atman in human lives. That is,
as Christian anubhava and sruti have agreed in emphasising, the Lord Jesus,
the Galilean, is still with us} and His once historical personality, His
life and death, have in some unaccountable way established this immanence.
Today we speak of Him as the exalted Jesus, but He who ascended is the same
as He who once descended. Our contention is that the avarohana of Jesus
and His arohana (l) are the rhythmic processes of the one indivisible
Divine act. The humiliation and exaltation, the death and resurrection,
the historical Jesus and the spirit\ial Jesus constitute the two sides of
the one reality. " (2)

(b) The Jesus of History

Chakkarai, writing in 1926, accepts the critical approach to the New

Testament documents, and believes it is possible, from the Synoptic Gospels,

to "reconstruct" the life of Christ, Though he himself probably accepts

the birth-narratives, in the interests of impartial scholarship he does not

appeal to them, but prefers to start hi3 study of the life of Christ from the

Baptism in Jordan,

Having gone thus far to meet the "Jesus of History" school on their own

ground., however, he firmly rejects their findings, Jesus is indeed a historic¬

al figure, and his historicity is of fundamental importance, but He cannot be

finally accounted for as simply an outstanding Palestinian teacher. Criticis¬

ing Glover's The Jesus of History, he writes:

" /e are charmed and entertained, but ail to get inside our Lord's mind.
With due deference to those who think that nothing can exceed the beauty
of Dr. Glover's book, we submit that it does not reveal the inner 3hrine
of the atman, the secret place of the most High, If Dr. Glover had lived
in the East with any Guru, he would have seen more of Jesus than the
rustling of His robes and the sake of the communion cup."

("0 avarohana = descent. arohana = ascent.
(2) VCA 196.
(3) VCA 23
(4) VGA 24.
(5) VCA 25, 26.
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Jesus Is fully human:

"What is involved in the idea of Christ's humanity is not merely that He
conforms to our idea of what a man is but that He raises it to the highest
level. In other words, He is the time man." (1)

His life of suffering, joy and sorrow, of growth in body and in wisdom,
(2)

and his death all demonstrate his full humanity. ' Human fear and horror can

he seen in Gethsemane.^ The temptations demonstrate his humanity, and at

the same time show that here humanity is found at its highest:

"The temptations of Jesus are not meant, in our opinion, to reduce His
humanity to the lowest common denominator, but to , ive it the greatest
common measure of which it is intrinsically capable." (4)

So too the teaching of Jesu3 is filled with the authority of his own

Person. His teaching is no mere exposition of natural law: rather He speaks

with freedom and authority because "His own heart and mind" i3 "the fountain
(5)

of all goodness".v / Unlike Moses the "servant", Jesus as the on

"dealt in a spirit of thorough freedom with the principles of Cod's
governance of the world." (6)

(7)
Jesus, then, is fully man. He is True Man.v ' Yet we must account for

the miracles, and also the sinlessness of Jesus, and this seems to bring us

to a conception of humanity which exceeds our ordinary experience:

"We do not know all about the possibilities of humanity till we have
analysed the humanity of Jesus." (8)

The miracles are an inseparable part of the Gospel narrative:

(1) VGA 30.
(2) VCA 31.
(3) VGA 64*65.
(4) VCA 87.
(5) VGA 56.
(6) VCA 5*6..
(7) VCA 166, 167.
(8) VCA 73.

Ubionite and Adoptionist Christology are Rejected.
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"The construction of a Jesus of History without the miracles is a sheer
moral and literary impossibility..• A natural Jesus without mystery and
miracle has not yet been evolved: rather the natural Jesus is the Jesus
of mystery and miracle, and it is an unnatural Jesus into whose portrait¬
ure mystery and miracle do not enter." (l)

Th: miracles are not to he regarded as "proofs" of Christ's divinity. Rather

they show us what sort of Person He is, how God's Love is fully manifest in

Him, and how He alone is the true pattern of humanity.
t

"The miracles of Jesus are not indeed evidences of what is ealiedKis
divinity; what is of far more importance, they point to Him as the
supreme Norm, constituting the highest region or loka of God." (2)

Chakkarai interprets Jesus' sinlessness in terms ofhis completely

true humanity. Whereas we axe dominated by maya, which taints our personal¬

ity, lie is the 3at purusa in whom the maya is cast off and transcended so that

his full glory and light shine on the world.' Satan could not win the vic¬

tory over Ilim because there was no point at which He could appeal to any self¬

ishness in Jesus:

"The temptations of Jesus could not find any personal and individual
points of contact within His Spirit." (4} He had no personal life
apart from thefclngdom of God in His own heart." (5)

Hers Chakkarai seem3 to come close to the kind of kenosis theory first out¬

lined by Keshub Ohunder Sen. Christ's sinlessness consists in complete self-

abnegation, culminating in his death on the Cross. It is not the sinlessness

of a metaphysical divinity, but a dynamic sinlessness whioh is the free choice

of His own Personality, and which works itself cut in suffering love:

"His sinlessness is the Cross, and there no self can exist, but is
burnt up in the homa or sacrificial fire that burns in the deepest heart
of God and necessarily of humanity, which la Jesus in history." (6)

(1) VCA 101*7
(2) VCA 104.
(3) VCA 74.
(4) VCA 88.

§§. cp. t&o discussion on Erihypostasia, v. supra p. 64.
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In his brief outline of Chakkarai's treatment of the Jesus of History

it will be seen that he is greatly concerned to understand the personality of

Jesus, and to some extent his investigation and analysis is conceived in psych¬

ological terms. The study of the mysterious and fascinating Personality of

Jesus of Hazareth helps us to understand who He is, and so to deepen our ex¬

perience of the Risen Christ who lives in us as antaryamin. In two chapters ^
entitled The Humanity of Jesus and 'i'he Consciousness of Jesus this investigation

is carried out. Chakkarai is anxious to avoid the kind of "Western" theolog¬

ical statement evolved by the Council of Chalcedon, and seeks rather to under¬

stand the "consciousness" of Jesus as a single, unified "Person". He writes:

"Till now learned men have made a division in the consciousness of our
Lord, assigning one part tot His humanity and the other to His divinity.
This is a point of view that may have its owi^tadvantages, but let us see
for ourselves what his humanity is capable of, putting out of our minds
for the time being His Divinity." (2)

He then investigates the prayer-life of Jesus, in which he finds a

clue to the relation of the divine and the human in Kim:

"In the prayer-life the soul or the deepst part of man passes beyond
the finite and the practical into the infinite and invisible." (3)

In such prayer, or yoga, we find not mere contemplation of God, but coEaa-

(i\
union with Him, ' and so Jesus, as true Man, finds in prayer that full

union with God which gives Him the knowledge that He is one with the
(fy)Father. " - The "consciousness" of Jesus is thus a filial consciousness,

which is "the fundamental and organic basis of Ilis religion". (6)

Besides his filial consciousness, Jesus* "Personality" is also

deeply conscious of his calling as Messiah, (7) and abovo all as

[1) sc. of Jesus the Avatar
.2) VGA 31.
[3) VCA 35.
(4) VCA 36.

(5) 7CA 37, 38.
(6) VCA 45. op. Apjasamy, v. su^ra p}>.

(7) VCA 49 ff.
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(1 ^Suffering Servant.N ' This mysterious Person stands always in the shadow

of the Cross, and can be understood only in terms of the redeeming work which

He came to do, for

"The Cross is the crown and consummation of the eairbhiy life of Jesus,and i3 interpretative of all His activities," (2)
Thus we can see that Chakkarai gives due weight to the evidence of

the Synoptic Gospels on the Jesus of History, The Man Jesus was true Man,
yet the more we study His consciousness and his personality, the more we are

led to see that here is a humanity which is far above ours, selfless, purif¬
ied, suffering, and enjoying full communion with God,

(c) The Logos

Chakkarai devotes some attention to an exposition of thfoo.'ios-Chrisb -
ology of the early Church, in order to demonstr- te how the Greek nind grappled
with the problem of reconciling the Unity of God with the revelation of Christ
as Son of God and Son of Man, He is especially interested in the way in which,
when the Christian faith spread from Palestine into the Hellenistic world

"it struck its roots into a soil rich in intellectual speculations, and (drew from it the nourishment it required for growing into a mighty tree."
The parallel with India is very clear, and in his effort to under¬

stand how the Logos-Christology arose, one feels that Chakkarai is attempt¬
ing to make his way towards a formula which might serve the culture of India
in the way in which the Logos idea made the Christian faith intelligible to
many in the Hellenistic world. Ha writes:

"Some term was therefore necessary which would serve the same purposeto the Greek as the Son of Man to the Jew of Falestine. The casket inwhich the glittering jewel of the mystery of Jesus was now placed w,.s

(1) VCA 69 ff.
2) VCA 71.
3) VCA 187.



the Logos or the Word of G«4» ^
"For many a devout soul among the Greek Christians and many a sophist
from the schools of philosophy, such a description of our Lord as the
Logos of God was the most satisfactory solution of the transcendent pro¬
blem presented by the person of Jesus whose influence they felt within
the depths of their reason and conscience#" (2)

While pointing out several features of the Logos doctrine, such as the

personalised conception of Wisdom in Proverbs, and the impersonal G-reek con¬

ception of the Lo^es,^ Chakkarai, unlike Brahmabandhab, does nothimself
attempt to make use of the Logos as a category to be used in Indian Christol-

ogical reconstruction. He is anxious to point out - as possible dangers for

the Indian Church - the various heretical tendencies into which speculations

of this kind are likely to lead, such as Gnosticism, Tritheism and Arian-

ism.^ He writes:

"It is to be hoped that the heady wine of theological fanaticism will not
be drunk or distributed in the Indian churches." (5)

In giving his own interpretation of the orthodoxy of Nicaea, Chakkarai

is oareful to stress the fact that it is the pre-existent Logos, the Son of

God, who becomes incarnate in Jesus, and not simply God tout oourt:

"The Incarnation could not b(^interpreted as God becoming man, for the in¬
finite God could never he transformed into finite man..#. In the Incarna¬
tion. •• there is neither the deifioation of man nor the humanization of
God." (6)

We shall see later how this is linked with Chakkarai's understanding
(7)

of Christ as the Incarnation of the Son of God. w '

(1) VCA 187. Though he never makes an explicit statement, one Feels that
this whole book is an attempt to use the concept avatara to provide
an Indian casket for the "glittering jewel".

(2) VCA 189 (3) VCA 188
(4) VCA 190, 191. (5) VCA 193.
(6) VCA 193. op. VCA 140 for pre-existent Logos.
(7) v. infra pf>. ff-



(d) The Relation of Christ to the Father

From the very be, inning of the earthly life of Jesus, says Chakkarai,

He was conscious that He was the Son of &od. "His filial consciousness was

(1)the fundamental and organic basis of His religion". ' Chakkarai recalls

Kenan's picture of Jesus

"standing on the green-clad hills of Nazareth and gazing into the blue
vault of heaven and seeing the Father of an infinite majesty, the
Brahman whose voice resounds through the worlds." (2)

And yet it is not the beauty of nature, or even the lessons of the

history of his people, Israel, which make Jesus conscious of the fact that

God is his Father.

"These things, nature and history, did not reveal the Father to Iiim. The
consciousness came to Him from his own heart. It was not at His Baptism,
as the Adoptionists held, that He caught the divine voice of the Father
speaking unto His beloved Son, in whom He was well-pleased. It extends
to the veiy beginning of His oonscious existence. His consciousness
held this as the fruit holds the seed within its fragrant substance.

Unlike the critics who see growth in the consciousness of Jesus regarding
the Father, we are unable to discover any such..... Is it possible for us
to say that in Jesus God became the Father? God was working in nature
and in the lives of men for the reproduction of His very heart and mind.
But in Jesus the image came out perfect and shining, without flaw or
mixture." (3')

Chakkarai avoids any kind of Adoptionism, but at the same time is

anxious to use terms like "consciousness" and "realisation" to desoribe

Jesus' relationship to God, rather than turning to the traditional theolog¬

ical terminology which implies a "metaphysical" unity.

"To Jesus alone belongs the attribute of consubstantiatity with the
Father; and not to others. As we have shown, the idea of substance is
not regulative to us. We cannot and do not distinguish between sub¬
stance and attribute as the older thinkers did.... In Jesus the per¬
fect unity of mind and heart with God are reached... The sonship that
He realized is the perfect answer to the quest of God, and the Father¬
hood is the realization of the fulness of God in relation to His
Sonship." (4)

(1) YCA 45. (2) YCA 206.
(3) YCA 207. (4) YCA 209.
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Jesus is seen, then, as from the first conscious of His Sonship. But

how are Christians to understand the relationship between the father and the

Son? How did the early Jewish Christians understand the relationship of "the

Supreme Yahweh" to Jesus of Nazareth?

"The Jewish mind in itpurity and rigidity said, God is Cod and man is man.
• ••• The two are static entities, the supreme Isvara and the jivatman....
In the primitive church the relations between the supreme Yahweh and Jesus
were never defined on the basis of any metaphysics# And yet in the burn¬
ing fluid of Christian experience, God the Father of the Lord and the Lord
of Glory (as Jesus was called) often lost their distinctive outlines. The
bhaktas passed from one to the other, unconsciously moved by the pressure
of the Spirit of Jesus. The Son of Man, however, looked on the horizon
as the great light that irradiated the cloudy region of the transcendent
being of Yahweh. He sat at the right hand of the majesty on high. This
is the Jewish doctrine of Christ's person." (l)

Froi^the human, epistemological point of view, then, it is difficult to
draw any rigid lines of distinction between Christ and God per se» as our

knowledge of God comes to us primarily through Christ.

"Our knowledge of God cannot in this sense be separated from Jesus, as if
He were a ourtain on which God had thrown His final and full revelaion.(2)
... To us Jesus is the very image of God, and God Himself. The idea of
separating His qualities and transferring them to an external God is not
only a redundant process, but robs history of all its novelty, tension,
pathos, and the tragedy that purifies, as Aristotle defined it. If you
ask the ordinary Christian what he knows of God, he can only describe the
kslyanaguna (3) of the person of Jesus... Cur preference is to define
the unknown God. by the somewhat-known Jesus." (4)

In a series of impressive "pictures" Chakkarai describes how, for the

Christian bfcakta, Jesus reveals God. He refrains from making the simple

equation, Jesus = God, and finds his solution rather in the Pauline express¬

ion, "God was in Christ". (5)

(1) VCA 177.
(2) VCA 168. The illustration here is of a "curtain" or cinema screen, on

which moving pictures are projected (VCA 166, 167). cp. Plato's myth
, of the cave.

3) kalyanaguna = good aualities.
4) VCA lis.
(5) In 2 Cor. 5.19 the meaning is "God, in Christ, was reconciling..."

The title of B.M. Baillie's famous book is to this extent mis¬
leading.
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"Just as in listening to the sound in the conch-shell, we seem to hear
the murmur of the everlasting sea, even so in the love of Jesus we catch
the very sounds of Isvara whose tenderness and love for men are the full
and final display of His kalyanaguna.... Even so the love of Jesus is the
indication that the love of God has come into the world not in the dreams
of sages, hut really in the consciousness of humanity. There are two
formulas that we could adopt, God with Jesus, or God in Jesus. The
Christian consciousness has chosen the in rather than the with, moved
by a profound spiritual intuition. " IT)

God is in Jesus,and in the face of Jesus we see, as nowhere else, the
true nature of God. Here is revelation at its fullest: here the Deus absodnd

itus becomes the Deus r velatust

"we see God with the face of Jesus. To the ordinary and unsophisticated
consciousness there is a black geil God would seem to have oast over His
face. But now that Jesus has removed the veil, we behold the face of God
Himself.... we see the face crowned with thorns and the blood trickling
down. Be see the face looking with tragic grandeur as He sits at the
table giving the bread and wine.... It is this face that dominates, haunts
and irradiates our moments of prayer and dhyana..... In one word, what is
vivid and real to us is the face of Jesus with a shadowy background of
unknown and infinite potencies into whictyve strive to penetrate but oatch
only stray gleams. Whom we call God stands behind Jesus, and it is Je3us
who gives, as it were, colour, light and rupa to God. Out of the infinite
nebulousness emerges the face ofJesus. God is the unmanifested and Jesus
is the manifested. God is the sat, or being, and Jesus is the cit or
intelligence, wisdom and love which indicates the nature of the being of
God." (2)

(3)
In this moving passage Chakkarai gives clear expression to the

idea that Christ is sagura, that in Ilim the nirguna Brahman, the Deus

Absoonditus is revealed, so that we may know and love Him. We cannot know

God in His ultimate fulness, but "we see Jesus".^ Chakkarai here acc¬

epts, though without further developing, Brahmabandhab*s idea (derived from
Sen), of Christ as cit in the saocidananda Trinity.

So Christ in his life and teaching, but above all in his passion and

death, reveals God to us.

(1) VCA 170, 171. (2) VCA 172,173.
(3) Already quoted above, p. it-01- (4) Heb. 2.9.
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(e) Jesus the Advancing Avatara

Jesus is, then, above all the Revealer of God. Chakkarai is not interateted

in proving any "metaphysical" identity between Jesus and God, and so is not

attracted to such expressions as "the divinity of Christ". He quotes John 14.9,

"He that hath seen me hath seen the Father", and comments:

"We are quoting this not as a proof of our Lord's deity, but merely for the
sake of showing that even according to such a strong believer in His deity,
the methods of Jesus we e quite different. To know Jesus was to know the
Father." (1)

And this knowledge of Jesus was something which matured gradually in the ex¬

perience of the disciples. Jesus Himself"grew in wisdon^md stature", and his

Incarnation was not something static and incapable of developments

"Jesus of history is to us the Avatar of God; but the Incarnation, whose
real significance we are trying to grasp from the standpoint of Indian
thought, was not a static product which admitted of no growth... The Incar¬
nation advanced frontage to stage, from the historical to the spiritual,
from the external to the internal, from time to eternity." (2)

We come here to a very important point of Chakkarai's theology, perhaps

the central theme of his book Jesu3 the Avatar, namely that, unlike the

avataras of Hinduism, the Incarnation of Jesus is not temporary and statio,

but is permanent and dynamic. The idea requires some elucidation.

The classical Hindu theory of avatara ^ implies that the avataras

come into human history from time to time, as need arises, nd then disappear.

Rama and Krishna, for instance, died, and the divine part (amsa) of their

nature was reabsorbed into liarayana (Visnu).^ The Christian Incarnation,

howeveis, occurs once and for all. The Logos, having become man in Christ,

remains as God-Man for ever, and is not simply absorbed back into the Godhead,

with the discarding of his human nature. Further the Incarnation is dynamic.

(1) VCA 110. (2) VGA 112.
(3) As expressed in Gita IV, 7,8. v. supra p. 4C5.
(4) Guardian. 6.4.1944 p. 161. cp. VCA 134.
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and is still at work today through the power of the Spirit# The avatara did

not cease with the Cross or even with the Ascension, but is at work in the

world today#

"Whereas the Indian incarnations, for instance Sana and Krsna, were taap-
orary and passed away, the Christian view that we are describing is that
it is abiding and permanent# The Spirit of Jesus is incarnated again and
again in human hearts, and to use language that the New Testament has made
familiar to us, God dwells with men, cnc^Iis tabernacle is among the child¬
ren of men, not merely by their side, but in them#" (1)

It is true that Hindus today worship God under the name and f /rm

(nama, rupa) of Rama, or Krishna, and that from time to time devotees may

have mystical experiences of the object of devotion# There is no belief, how¬

ever, ±n the real and continued existence of Rama or Krishna: they lived and

are dead# Rather there is a belief that, to satisfy a true bhakta, God is

prepared, even today, to appear in any form that the sincere devotee desires

to see# The Christian experience of the avatara is far different from this,

for in it there is no element of illusion or of mere theophany. God who be¬

came man in Christ continues to be man, and by the power of the Spirit is

eternally present, as the living Christ, in the he arts of believers#

"The point that we want to make is that in Hindu theology there is an
adaptation of God or Narayana to suit Himself to thaLove of His lover#
On the contrary, in Christian experience there is not only the love of
the Christian for the historical Jesus but the eternal presence of this
same Jesus in the divine nature and His return into the world of men." (2)

In Christian belief there is no "deification" of the ascended Christ,

such as was applied to Roman emperors, or is still applied sometimes by

Hindus to great religious leaders like Swami Narayana or Sri Ramakrishna

Faramhamsa#

(1) VCA 133.
(2) VCA 135.
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"Their Lord never ceased to the disciples to be the man Christ Jesus#
What is called the humanity of Jesus was not sublimated into a kind of
mystic divinity, and lost in the effulgence thereof# On the contrary, it
was because of the consciousness that the Lord whom they had eompanied
with still remained essentially the man Christ Jesus, one who could be
touched with the feeling of our infirmities, that He became the mediator
between God and man##. His humanity was essential, and remained as the
abiding consciousness of the Christian Church"# (1)

The Incarnation or avatara of Christ is thus seen to be no mere theo-

phany, but a permanent, mediating union of God and man in Him. But besides

being permanent, it is also dynamic, working powerfully and continuously in

the world today:

"The historic Jesus subject to Conditions of time and space, of race and
language and of the gigantic momentum of history, has ten subsumed under
a higher being; in one word, it must be said that the Incarnaion, as we
call the historic Jesus, is not confined to those years of his earthly
pilgrimage but is enacted and extended, and its consummation is still
waiting when God will be all-in-all, when all things will be reconciled
in Jesus, forming the One God apart from whom there will exist nothing."(2)

The Incarnation is a process,in which, as in the physical world and

in man, we see God at work, not as a static but as

"a dynamic being who is working towards some result of which only the
dimmest conception can be formed by us." (4)

"The Incarnation#, fixes our gaze on a process that has stabilized and
made permanent the Truth and the Life in the eddying stream of time#
The Lord, in the language of Holy Writ, has gone into the holiest place
not as the divine perfection but as thenJesus of History with his human
goodness, and as our high priest." ^ '

The very dynamism of the Incarnation is found in the fact that God,

in Christ, submitted Himself to the buffetings of human life and history:

"W-hat a revolution of the ordinary conception of the Incarnation is here I
It is the real operation of contingency and expectanoy and uncertainty in
the very heart of the Incarnate Lord. Dare we deny this? If we do, then
we destroy for the sake of some kind ofmetaphysics the mystery and reality
of thelncarnation. If we may so say, till Jesus appeared, God w.s in the
vTorld and as the Logos, the Eternal Word, He was in the life of man,,#.

(l) VCA 138, 139. (2) Guardian, 6.4.1944, p. 161
(3) VCA 215 • (4) VCA 216#
(5) VCA 217.



But in the Incarnation, instead of he rely watching, sympathising with and
helping man in bs struggle, He plunged into the ocean and felt the waves
and the billows rolling over His head# (1) In other words, not only nan
entered on a new phase of life but God, too, did so in the Incarnation#
Thus, to emphasize our point, the metaphysics of God is not the key to the
Incarnation, as in Hindu thought, but the life of Jesus is the explanation
of the working of the mind of God and His adaptations to the needs of man". '

We shall see shortly how Chakkarai explains the dynamism of the ongoing,

present Incarnation in terms of the working of the Holy Spirit,

A point of interpretation arises in the use of the words avatara or

Incarnations should we speak of Christ as the "Incarnation of God", or more

strictly as the "J-ncamation of the S on of God"? Though Chakkarai does at

times speak of Christ as "The Incarnation or avatara of God"^ yet on the

whole he prefers to be more accurate in terms of traditional orthodoxy:

"It must be frankly admitted that a mathematical formula of identity,
Jesus = God, could never have dawned on any Christians, and we cannot
help asking whether any Christian says that this formal equation is the
creed of the Christian Church, Jesus in the orthodox creed of the
Church is the Incarnation of the Son of God," (5)

Chakkarai here is by no means denying the divinity of Christ: he is

seeking rather to avoid Fatripassianiem, and to stick as closely as he can

to the Biblical evidence# Cirrist is regarded as the Incarnation or avatara

of the eternal Logos, the uribegotten Son of God#

(f) Christ and the Spirit

How does Christ become present to believers today? And what does

Chakkarai mean when he speaks of the Incarnation "advancing", "from stage to

stage, from the historical to the spiritual, from the external to the
internal, from time to eternity"? (6)

The answer is to be found in the doctrine of the Spirit, whom Chakkarai

(1) Compare the language of the bhakti poets, v. supra p. 15*2.
(2) VCA 218, 219#
3) v. infra Section (f) Christ and the Spirit,
4) e.g. VCA 121.
(5) VCA 183. Cpmpare K.C. Sen, v. supra p. 62 with note ad loo.
(6) VCA 112.
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in effect identifies with the risen, living Christ, at work in the world today.

"The simple truth, clear on every pace of thelfew Testament, was that the
Lord had not left them, "but by 3ome mysterious process had come to live in
their hearts. Pentecost was the third stage in the history of the Incar¬
nation, the manger at Bethlehem being the first, and the resurrection the
second." (1)

Jesus had promised the Comforter, and had said, "I will not leave you

comfortlessz I will come unto you". And this promise is fulfilled at

Pentcost:

"The spirit came, and the great drama of Christian inner experience began -
the profound revolution effected in the inner psychology of our race." (2)

Those who were moulded by this new dynamic force became new creatures,^
and this great transformation was not just for a few philosophers or devotees,

but for all:

"The great philosophic seers of the Upanishdds spoke of the Par-amatiaan in
the inner parts of our experience - that was the great gift of thetord to
the rishis after long searching. But the Holy Spirit, the Antara-cman,
became the life of all Christian bhaktas t so much so that those who had
not the Holy Spirit were not regarded as Christians. The new incarnation
is thus sunned upi 'It is not I that live but Christ that liveth in me'.
(C-alatians ii.20). 'The self has passed away, leaving the Lord alone.

"The orientation of Indian thought in respect of the Incarnation would
be set on the Holy Spirit and the significance of His indwelling in human
lives. The Holy Spirit is the starting point; not that the historical
Jesus goes out in the Indian consciousness; He takes Ilia place and func¬
tions in the perspective furnished by the Holy Spirit. In other words,
while the historical is the primary element in the Western interpreta¬
tion, the spiritual is, or will be, the primary element in the Indian
conception." (4)

(5)
Chakkarai does not intend to underrate the importance of history. '

He feels, however, that in attempting to understand the significance of the

Person o^Christ, and of the Incarnation, we must begin with the experience of

the Living Christ. In the early Church, that experience, through the Holy

(1) VCA 113. (2) VCA 113.
(3) VCA 114. (4) VCA 114, 115.
(5) see e.g. VCA 115«
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Spirit, was vifiid and real# Only when, with the advance of time, it became

less real did the necessity arise to reduce the faith to a formulated Creed,

in which the stress on the historical outweighed that on firit-hand experience

of the Living Christ, Then, in the Church of the Graeco-homan world,

"The Holy Spirit became a distant and mystical something, and the histor¬
ical Jesus emerged in a strange shape, dimmed by allegory and fantastic
interpretation of the ordinary facts narrated in the Gospels," (1)

Today, and especially in India, with its deep tradition of spirituality,

this order should be reversed, and our consideration of the Person of Christ

should begin from our direct experience of Him through the Spiritt

"It is from the Holy Spirit or Antaryamin, the Indweller, that we start
our enquiry concerning the nature of the person of Jesus," (2)

This leads to aconsideration of the direct question of what connec¬

tion there is between the Holy Spirit and Jesus, and Chakkara±*s answer is,

quite simply, that "the Holy Spirit is Jesus Christ at work in the human
(

personal

"The Holy Spirit is Jesus Christ Himself, takingliis abode within us,,.
The starting point in the consci ousne ss of the Christian disciple is
that the Holy Spirit is Jesus Himself," (4)

Chakkarai is convinced that Western theology has done much to obscure

and confuse this truth, whereas Indian Christians, whcas minis have not been

led astray by Western theories, but who have had ^personal experience of
Christ and have submitted themselves to the New Testament, have generally

felt that the Holy Spirit is in fact simply Christ at work within us as the
(5)

antaryamin« y He cites the difficult experiences of Ms own early Christ¬

ian days, end how at last he came to the oonviction that Christ/was

(1) VCA 116. (2) VCA 116.
3) VCA 117. (4) VGA 117,
5) cp. VCA 118, Compare the way in which Goreh came to accept the divinity

of Christ through the divinity of the Spirit, v, supra p, iifc-
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"very neap him and, aye, was in his heart# He had been there from the
very "beginning, and he knew it not, "because of the views that he had learnt
from some writers#" (1)

Indian theology, he feels, will not necessarily follow Western in its

precise definitions of the nature and functions of tlie Persons of the Trinity.

After all, the New Testament itself speaks of the Spirit in many ways, as the

Spirit of God, as the Spirit of Jesus, or simply as "The Lord"#^
Chakkarai formulates his understanding of the Trinity and of the avatara in

the sentences

"Jesus Christ is the Incarnation or Avatar of God; The Holy Spirit in
human eirperience is the Incarnafton of Jesus Christ? (3)

This was the experience of the first disciples after Pentecost# "On

that day there happened southing that made them realize that Jesus w. s vork-
(k.)

ing in their inmost hearts#"x ' It is through this inner experience of the

Spirit, or Christ-in-us, that we are led to under-stand the meaning of His

Person:

"Those who would know Him as He is and was must seek Him not in the tomb of
forgotten facts and ancient circumstances but in in the inner recesses of
the atxaan. This is the dominating challenge of Indian religious exper¬
ience and the guide that we shall follow in explicating the moaning and
importance of Jesus#" (5)

(g) The True Man

Who is Jesus? We have seen that He is fully man, and also fully God,

the avatara of the S'-on of God# We have seen that His Inearnaion is still

at work in the world today, still daily experienced by men, through the Holy

Spirit# Yet Who is He, the Incarnate Lord? Chakkarai writes:

(1) VCA 119.
(2) 2. Cor# 3.17. (VCA 120). _o & koe<crs Ut, ,

(3) VCA 121.
(4) VCA 121.
(5) VCA 126.
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"It can only be that Ke is the Man of Men, the Son of Man, the original /..\

pattern in the mind of &od Himself after whom all men have been fashioned." '

He is the True Man, the satpurusa.^ the Supreme Norm,v^ the purusa and

purusottama, of the rishis and bhaktas.^ He is "not a mere man, but... the
(5)

"essence of humanity, the aukpurusa. who ought to become the spiritual
background of all humanity." (6)

"God is not satisfied till He produces out of Himself His very image. In
the picture of Jesus the express image of the Invisible has come out...
It is a picture in which the Lord of the Universe has found His own soul.
The Painter and the picture are one." (7)

Jesus, then, is the place, the Person, where alone we can truly see

God, and where alone we can see men as God intends him to be. And Jesus, who

once lived in Galilee, is still with us through the Spirit, enabling us to be

confox'med to his pattern.

(5) The Doctrine of the Work of Christ
0

Chakkarai's treatment of Soterioligy, notably in his second book,

The Cross and Indian Thought, seems to be less comprehensive end perhaps less

satisfactory than the Christology expounded in Jesus the Avatar. Like Chen-

chiah and Appaamy, he is more interested in the "positive" than the "negative"

aspects of soteriology, more interested for example in the new life brought

by the power (sakti) of the Holy Spirit than in the significance of Western,

"juridical" theories of the Atonement. Nevertheless he gives the central

place in hi3 exposition to the Cross, turns to St. Paul more frequently than

to St. John, and shows ddep insight in many places. It should be borne in

mind that a good deal of what he writes is polemical, and that he is fighting

on at least two fronts - against certain forms of theological liberalism, such

as that which would explain away Jesus* foreknowledge of hi3 derrfla, and his

(1) VGA 125. (2} VCA 74.
3) VCA 104. (4) VCA 125.
5) mulapuru3a = original (root) person.
(6) VCA 154. (?) VCA 208
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determination to suffer, and at the same time against certain aspects of trad¬

itional dogmatic orthodoxy of the Western type, and especially the "juridical"

view of the Atonement#

(a) The "Experience" of Christ and His Work

We have already seen what an important place experience (anubhava)

holds in Chakkarai's theology# for him Melanchthcn's dictum would he true,

Christum cognoscere benefioia eius cognoseere. Christ and his work cannot

be separated, and as we come to know in our own experience what Ke has done

for us, and to experience union with Kim, so we come to know who He is#

This is thenature of Christian bhakti.
I 1 " 1 '

"The Christian bhakti moves fully and freely from the living experience of
Jesus in the live3 of men and women of today to the historical Jesus and
back from the Lord who died and rose to the Lord who is alive for evermore

in the hearts of bhaktss. The historical Jesus and the eternal Christ
are the two poles of Christian bhakti (1$

Per Chakkarai, as for Appasany, the life of union with Christ is undoubt¬

edly a life of mysticism, a bhakti marga, but it is a mysticism which is firmfr

attaohed to the Cress of Christ, and draws its meaning and content from the

Death of Christ and his Resurrection# Ch&kkarai is very critical of jaystics

who try to avoid the particularity of the Cross, and writes:

"Certain mystics under the pressure of semi-Kellenistie ideas.••• have even
been tempted, and they have fallen a pray to the temptation of substituting
dazzling ideas £6r the rugged edges of the Cross# The circle of their
intellectualism, indeed, has never squared with the figure of the Cross#..
In Christian experience no suoh magical illusion is possible - the habita¬
tion of the soul has its foundation in Jesus Christ and His Death#" (2)

Christian mysticism, he holds, is significant only when it is firmly
(x)linked to the Cross. In language drawn from Shelleyw/ he makes his meaning

clear:

(1) VCC 158, 139.
(2) VCC. 229, 230. Chakkarai mentions Dean Inge in this connection.
(3) cp. Shelley, Adonais LII

The One remains, the many change and passj
Heaven's light for ever shines, Earth's shadows fly;
Life, like a dome ofmany-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tramples it to fragments# '



"The aspiration towards absolute being, the unconditioned nirguna Brahman,
trembles like the white light of the sun on the extremest edge but is
stained, even at the very centre, like time, by the many-coloured dome
of the Cross." (1)

We must therefore try to elucidate Chakkarai's understanding of the

meaning of the Cross.

00 The Meaning of the Cross

The Cross marks the place where more than anywhere else sinful man

comes into the sphere of the Grace of God, and as we approach the Cross, and

the One who there suffers for us, our consciousness of our own sin grows

deeper:

"The Cx'oss stands where the turbid flow of human life and the unresting
stream of divine grace meet to be transformed by the Personality of Jesus."

"Under the shadow the Cross, sin becomes darker and more sinister,
and ever more sinful." (3)

For it is the Cross which is central in the Life and Work of Christ,

and the significance of His coming can be understood only in its light:

"The Cross is the crown and consummation of the earthly life of Jesus,
and is interpretative of all His activities. It was felt from the very
beginning of our Lord's contact with His followers that it constituted in
some mysterious way the opening of a channel in the heart of man - we will
not say in the very heart of God - by which the Divine shakti, totase the
language of Indian philosophy, flowed as ichha, kriya and .jnana (will,
action and wisdom) into the history of humanity in a mighty stream and from
a lofty plane through the saving grace of Jesus." (4$

When we come to consider how this "channel in the heart of man" is

opened to divine Grace through the Cress, we find that Chakkarai, in so far

as he can be said to held any particular theory of the Atonement, inclines

towards a type of moral influence theory. Christ deals with sir^as a disease,
(5)

for He is the Great Physician, the param vaidya of the soul. w/ The haling

(1) VCC 230. (2) YCC 14.
(3) VCC 152. (4) VCA 71.
(5) VCC 25.
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power is found in his "moral sakti", the power which still, as Spirit, proceeds
(l)

from Him, and is "the power of God unto salvation to everyone who believes."v '

"From the Cross has descended on men's hearts and minds the healing
energy of moral and spiritual restoration"^ (2)

and under the influence of this power,

"the soul shrinking from the supreme Father turns, after the long night of
sin, its face to God as the lotus opens its petals to the rays of the
Sun." (3)

Chakkarai, feeling that "in the last resort the Cross cannot be ex¬

plained in forms of our pure or even practical wisdom",^ since it is "the
(5)

atraan within us that bears teatimoiiy to the ataan without" N ' nevertheless

is convinced "that it is God who in Christ suffers, and thie'sdiffering is

effective for us.

"The suffering ofChrist is and represents the suffering of God oi/fche human
plane and it is by virtue of this representative character that the Cross
bears such an intimate relation to our human life and reaches the very
foundations of our being.... In the Cross, therefore, God and man suffer¬
ed and through it we are forgiven our sins, we are redeemed, we in whom
are found the elements of the Divine and human however dim and defaced
they may be by the corruptions and maya of our existence." (6)

Christ's suffering is the fruit of his Love, for He is Love inc rnalli
And in some strange way the suffering acts to banish sin, and tc bring newness

of life:

"The'-e, underfthe power of a mystic alchemy, they [i.e. sufferingsj
whre transformed into the radiant sakti of His redemptive sacrifice
and the kriya sakti (8) of a new world-order." (9)

1) Rom. f.16. (2) VCC 155
3) 7CC 156. (4) VCC 157*
(5) VCC 157> adapting Rom. 8.16.
(6) VCC i62, 163.
(7) cp. VCC 131: "How abide the great ts.ttvas, realities of the spiritual

life, but of these the greatest is love, the Son of Cod."
(8) kriya sakti = active power
(9) VCC "87.



On the Cross God Himself i3 involved in suffering, and He vb es the

Cross and all it entails as the means of bringing healing and life to sinful

man:

"The faith of the Christian bhakta has been rooted in this, the Rock of
Ages cleft for him, in the Cross as the ambodiment of God*3 suffering,..,.
After the Cross it is hardly possible fox- the Christian bhakta to envis¬
age God without suffering." (1)

(2)
Chakkarai will not accept the theory of vicarious suffering,v ' but yet

feels that something definite, effective and "causal" happened on the Cross:

"We must stress to the full the factual, qualitative, and causal import¬
ance of the Cross as something without which man's redemption could not
have reaohed its fruition and assurance." (3)

The Cross is seen to be "oausal" in relation to the forgiveness of sin

and the bestowing of new life, and yet Chakkarai is unwilling to commit him¬

self firmly to any "How?" beyond the "mystic alehemy" of a moral influence

theory. He does, however, look at some of the other classical theories, and

finds helpful points in each of them, and more especially in the idea of

sacrifice. We shall consider briefly his views on four of them.

(i) Chris bus Victor

Chakkarai sees the Cross as a battle-field where Jesus "fought against

the enemies of the world*.^ In the great event of the Cross we can see

"... the marks of an experience transcending far those of a martyr and
sin-bearer •••• Just as the lotus shuts its petals when the sun sets, so
the darkness of Death closed upon Him and His mighty atman shrank into
the dark and terrible pice to struggle alone with its forces, tho
'powers and principalities*. " (.5)

(1) VCC 174
(2) VCC i88. Ke admits that the theory has some good poi ts, but feels

they are outweighed by the defects.
(3) VCC 181
4) VCC 118.
5) VCC 117. Chakkarai often uses the symbolism of the lotus which in

Indian mythology is a sign of divinity.



Christ, forsaken by the Father, goes down into the dark depths of

death and hell to fight against the forces of evil, and to emerge Victorious.

A very similar interpretation is given to the conflict with Satan at the time

of the temptation:

"It would appear as if the spirit cf goodness in Jesus, emerging to the sur¬
face at His baptism, sought the stern wilds cf the desert to give battle to
Satan... It is the dire clash of the two greatest forces in the world, one
of goodness and the other of evil. It is not a mere personal contest in
which Jesus is engaged, for H was led by the Spirit of goodnss to take up
the challenge of the spirit of evil. On this field wrestled in an unknown
and mysterious way light and darkness and on the result of this conflict
depended the destiny of the world. If our Lord had failed, the history
of humanity would have been different." (l)

(2)
Chakkarai here somes close to a dualism of good and evil,v ' though

probably such is not his intention, ills appreciation of the reality of sin

is very acute, and very far from any view of sin as mere uvldya. to bo over¬

come by growing knowledge.

(ii) Ransom

Commenting© on Mark 10.45 Chakkarai writes:

"It is not necessary to do:ins tho precise significance of 'a ransom for
many'. Of the later theories of atonement we may not have any indications
herej but occurring in the oldest tradition, it at least ought to mean
that the death was for the sake of men and not that of a mcrtyr... It
seems to us that there is no logical escape from this except by the most /

unjustifiable negation cf a necessary element in the Synoptic tradition

Christ, says Chakkarai, sees His own Death as

"a 'ransom', the price to be paid for the redemption or moksa of many
from some unknown captivity that He was prepared to pay out of the
abundance of His love." (4)

He does not expound the idea further, but clearly finds this 'image*
& useful and. illuminating one.

(1) VCA 86, Tt is Interesting to see that Chakkarai here acknowledges that
he is following Hilton's interpretation. He frequently draws illumina¬
tion from English poetry, e.g. S^helley.

(2) cp. supra pp. if.cC ff-
(3) VCA 67.
(4) VCC 118.
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(iii) Sacrifice

More than either victory or ransom, Chakkarai sees Christ's Death

as sacrifice (yajna), an idea which has parallels in Indian religion, espec¬

ially the early religion of the Vedas. At the time of the Last Supper, Christ

sees his Death asa sacrifice, a yajna,

"the sakti of which was to emerge frome eating His Body and drinking His
Blood through the symbolism of bread and wine." (1)

In expounding the death of Christ as sacrifice, Chakkarai gives a good

account of the way in which Christ toolf up and transformed the langauge of

the Old Testament, applying it to His own suffering:

"Hot a term was taken from the Old Testament which He did not transform
by giving it a new significance; and He laid even contemporary Judaism
under obligations to Himself by redeeming some of its traditions and
investing them with high spiritual significance." (2)

He takes especially Christ's re-interpretation of the Jewish idea of

the Messiah in terms of the Suffering Servant, with special reference to Isaiah

42, Psalm 2 and Isaiah 53. The death of Jesus the Servant-Messiah is no

ordinary death:

"The ignominy of such a death would have crushed any other man beneath a
load of inf'any, but He redeemed the hated symbol of His suffering into the
glory of the children of God and the sign manual of God's love for the
world of sin and suffering. Long before His day in the dim centuries, our
Vedic rishis saw in the sacrifice of Prajapati the creation of the world
of man and devas. (3) But though Jesus found little or nothing to sug¬
gest the idea of a sublime yajna or sacrifice in the conceptions of His
times, yet He drew the materials of it from the Scriptures of the Old
Testament, especially from the Psalms and Prophecies." (4)

Jesus, he is convinced, applied the prophecies of the Suffering

Servant to Himself. In their words

(1) VCC 118.
2) VCA 67.
3) The reference is to the Yedic myth of Frajapati (Lord of created beings).
(4) VCA 68.
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"we find suffering and death for the sake of men. Our santi is ascribed
to the great yajna that He performed by giving His own life." (l)

(iv) Mediator

A further "image" of the work of Christ which Chakkarai expounds is

that of Mediator. This "office" is connected with the continued humanity of
(2)Christ^ ' rather than specifically with the Cross. Because the Risen Lord is

(3still "the man Christ Jesus", He has become the Mediator between God end man.

(°) Justification by faith

Having studied Chakkarai*s understanding of the meaning of the Cross

of Christ we must now turn to his treatment of the human response to that

act. How do men appropriate the salvation which is offered in the De th of

Christ? Chakkarai replies by giving an exposition, in Indian terms, of the

Pauline conception of justification by faith.^
Hinduism, like Judaism, has always been a religion of law and work3.

The Hindu conception ofl dhariaa - one's duty to God and man - especially as

it is reflected in the legalistic system of the purva Miraamaa, is not unlike

Jewish legalism. Salvation, according to this karma marge, can come only

through rigid observance of the laws of dharma.

And above the karma marga there is in Hinduism another kind of legal-
(5)

ism, the jnana marga. y $ven though its fulfilment is by cessation of

works rather than by their performance, by the overcoming of karma rather than

by following it out, yet here too one is bound to a rigorous legalism.

Where, then, is freedora to be found? The biological, social end moral

elements in our life all unite to hold us in the bonds of karma -saasara.

(1) It may of course be questioned whether Chakkarai is correct in thinking
of the Servant passages as implying ritual sacrifice, which is the
moaning of yajna.

(2) v. supra p. 42.1 'with quotations there given.
(3) VCA 138.
(4) VCC pp. 206 ff.
(5) Compare Sundar S ingh's virtual equation of jnana marga with Pauline

"works"• v. supra p. 2J9.
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The ways of karma marga and .jnana marga both seera to fail to provide mo&sa.

This is precisely the problem which is faced classically in the

Bhagavadgita, and to the Gita Chakkarai now turns, seeing a clue with Christ¬

ian implications in the way in which it subordinates karma raarga and jnana

marga and subsumes and transforms them into an overriding bhakti marga.^
•The pres nt writer believes, that the elaboration of the doctrine of karma
in the Gita brings us to the very core of the Christian experience of the
Atonement, yet dif ering in many of its aspects from the Hindu." (2)

"There is an impassable chasm between the karma marga, the justification
by works,and j»»*m raarga. the justification by cessation of works through
the path of knowledge of the ^rahman, that still yawns and over which the
G-ita threw the bridge of bhakti, or, intense and loving attachment to
God, as revealed in the incarnation." (3)

Bhakti, which in Chakkarai*s exposition here seems to oome close to

the Pauline idea of faith, is

"a great and inspiring doctrine of the religious life that comes nearest
to the very heart of the Christian experience of the Cross as propounded
by the apostle Paul." (4)

It is "intense and loving attachment" to the crucified and risen Christ:

"Christian "bhakti is no easy method, and maintains itself in this world
of terrible contradictions by bringing together all the energies of the
whole pe sonality of man to bear on the Cross." (5)

In this understanding of bhakti Chakkarai finds the fulfilment of

both the Jewish and the Greek traditions e a fulfilment which comes only in

a Christianity interpreted under Hindu categories. The Jews, he feels,

followed karma aarga - the Law. The Greeks sought wisdom - jnana marga.

Both are changed, transformed and fulfilled in the bhakti marga of Christian¬

ity, whose centre is the Cross.^
(t) liadhakrishnan and others would disagree with this interpretation of

(6) It should be noted that Chakkarai•s understanding of bhakti marga
is much more Pauline than Appasamy's.

the Gita.
(2) VCC 214.
(#) VCC 217.

VCC 216.
VCC 218.



Continuing the line of thought of the G-ita, Chakkarai sees Christ's

Death as the supreme case of niskamya karma, of an act done with no thought of

personal gain. The Christian who in hhakti is devoted to Christ, who is just¬

ified by faith in Him, is conformed to his patterns

"The Cross is the true nislcaoya karma , the reconciliation of law and
love, karma and jnana... Being lifted as the Lord of the Cross was, the
bhaktA looks at the world with Hisses, and feels with His heart, and thinks
with His mind. In order that Christ may be formed in the inner being of
man, the bhakta toils like the apostle Paul.... In short... when I am
weak, then am I strong." (l)

It will be seen that Chakkarai onco more does not attempt a detailed,

"inner" description of the "how" of justification. He prefers to leave it

simply as bhakti marga devoted to the crucified Christ, who lovingly meets

such bhakti with the gift of his transforming power. In an interesting brief

discussion of the meaning of "imputed righteousness" Chakkarai makes his mean¬

ing clear in a couple ofparables reminiscent ofSSundar Singh. How can the
I

righteousness of Christ be "imputed" to us, his bhaktas? lie gives the illust¬

ration of a man who, after a long walk in the heat of the summer in India^

reaches a village, and immediately plunges into the cooling waters of the

village "tank", which renew and refresh him, giving him t eir own coolness.

In somewhat the same way,

"Our broken tangled lives are taken up into the fullness and beauty and
freshness of the Lord's and to some degree even our poor personal efforts
are vindicated as worthy of a place in the evolving world of Cod." (2)

Similarly he compares the healing function of nature and comments:

"In Jesus the Christian has found the life-giving and health-restoring
energy of the moral and spiritual life..... In Kim we h ve life." (3)

A3 we come in bhakti to the One who suffered for us on the Cross, we are

plunged in Him, and receive from Him the life-giving streams of his Spirit.

(1) VCC 220.
(2) VCC 201.
(3) VCC 203.
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Before concluding this section on justification by faith, it should be

added that repentance as well as bhakti is needed on the human side. Such re¬

pentance, Chakkarai feels, does not coiae so much from our own unaided realisa¬

tion of the sinfulness of our sin, but rather from our contact with the love aid

holiness of Christ, which makes us realise our own utter unworthiness.

"In His presence we stand before the moral miracle of humanity, the true
man in whom, as in looking into a mirror, we see our own deformities and
yet realise what is the inner meaning of our own strivings after a holy
and perfect life," (1)

Chakkarai realises that the -typical Hindu does not respond easily to appals

based on sin, find speaks from his own experience:

"It was fuller acquaintance with Jesus in the beauty of His holiness and
matchless and moving character that has made him realise the Protestant
feeling of sin and ofjits enormities.... It is the positive character of
Jesus that has brought out thekegative character of sin as the very oppos¬
ite of all that He stood for. It is the feeling of utter unworthiness in
His holy S annidhi $2) that is the very basis of the idea of sin in this
life." TI)

flie way of bhakti lies past and through the Cross, and bhakti is only

possible when our confrontation with the love of the dying and risen Christ

has brought our consciousness of sin to a climax in repentance and love.

(6) The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit

We have seen that for Chakkarai the doctrine of the Spirit is very

closely linked with the Person and work of Christ. Before we turn, there¬

fore, to a final consideration of Chakkarai's understanding of the relation

of the Jesus of History to the Christ of Faith - a subject which to him is a

major crux of theology - we shall look a little more closely at what he says

about the nature and work of the Iloly Spirit.

(1) VCA 74.
(2) Sannidhi - presence, narness.
(3) VCC 153.
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(a) The tfarbure of the Spirit

Jesus promised His disciples that He would send the Conforter, and also

that He Himself would come to them. lifter his Asoension this promise was

(1)
fulfilled when at Pentecost "the S-pirit of Jesus cane back to live in them. '

Chakkarai thinks of the Spirit as in "its" nature both personal and

impersonal: (2)

"The Spirit is represented in the Fourth Gospel as the Paraclete, the Con¬
soler, the groit G-uru and Revealerj that is, the Spirit is endowed with
the attributes of a personal consciousness. In the Acts, Luke writing
under the influence of a more naturalistic psychology, would seem to re¬
gard the Spirit as a kind o^Lnfluence or force .... something like elect¬
rical energy.... This classic description of the first descent of the
Spirit of Jesus sounds as if Luke conceived the Spirit as the material¬
ised energy of the Spirit of the Master or rather as accompanied by
physical manifestations." (3)

It is difficult or impossible to describe the Spirit, and Chakkarai,

recognising the impersonal and personal elements speaks of the Spirit some¬

times as "He" and sometimes as "It":

"lhat this spirit is we cannot know, beyond being conscious that it is
the Spirit of Jesus. His inner nature cannot be discovered, but we can
know only that he does within our experience. The Spirit, that we know of
in Christian experience, talks (sic) of the things of the Lord and re¬
veals them. Behind the buddhi and martas He i3 the witness, the saksin,
the jiva-salcsin. (4-) In His jyotis or light the bhaktas see light.
He moves within the cidakasa, the realm of inner thought} He mediates
and prays, as St. Paul says... with groanings that cannot be uttered...
He who has discovered the paramataan in the soul, the purusa in the eye.
the man in the heart, as the Upanisad says, has passed from death to
life.... He sees but is not seenj He perceives but is not perceived}
He knows but is not known. He is smaller than the smallest} and He is
greater than the greatest. (5) This is thf^Language of the Indian seers
when they tried to describe the glory within the Spirit." (6)

This passage is of great interest as it throws light on Chakkarai1s

understanding of the relations of the Persons in the Trinity, and also shows

how, as an Indian theologian, he feels that the categories of the Spirit mu3t

(1) VCA 132. (2) VCA 157.
(3) VCA 157.
(A) In Indian psychology manas (perceiving mind) and buddhi (intellectual

mind) are governed by the atman (soul, spirit) or purusa (person).
(5) See e.g. Maitri Up. 7.11 J Svet. Up. 3.19 f.J 4.17.
(6) VCA 159 f.
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bo dominant ones in Christian thought.

V7e have already seen how he identifies the Spirit with Christ, the

risen Christ whosjfare meet in our own experience. In this passage these is

implioit a further identification, that of the Spirit with God Himself, the

Brahman of Vedantic terminology, who is described as the Supreme Spirit,

pararaatman. In . other words it is the same God who was present in exper¬

ience to the ancient Hindu rl3his as paramatraan, who was present to the ex¬

perience of the disci les in first century Palestine as Jesus, and who is now

present to us, by the Spirit, as the Risen Christ. This does not appear to

be a form of Sabellianism, but is rather an Indian way of looking at the

Trinity under the category of the Spirit. Chakkarai comments:

"If the East, represented by the religious genius of India, is to offer
its solution of spiritual problems and its contribution to the enrichment
and liberation of Christianity from the thraldom of ecclesiasticism and
Dogmatism (1), it can only do so through channels dug by the Paramatman.
Under its inspiration alone eould the rigidities and antagonisms of West¬
ern externalism and particularism be washed off as by a new baptism. The
oriental consciousness must in reason and as a matter of God-ordained
decree ground itself in the Spirit-realm. That which is called history
or the historical Jesus, and the pramanas of ratiocination, perception
and sruti must be subordinated, and take their place round this central
truth of Christianity. The Spirit of Jesus is the organic principle of
Christian history, thought and life." (2)

In other words, the Indian Church must view its whole Christian exper¬

ience in the light of the Spirit. The Spirit becomes the principle for inter¬

preting theology, the primary standard or pramana, talcing priority even over

(3)
Scripture, experience and ratiocination (sruti, anubhava, yukti) t

(1) Chakkarai is here criticising the Western tendency to make the ministry
and sacraments of the official Church the only channels of the Spirit's
grace.

(2) VCA 157, 158.
(3) cp. Appasamy's exposition o the pramanas. v. supra p. 432*

(Chakkarai would not approve Appa, 3amy's addition of the Church, (Sabhd)
as pramanal)
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While he recognises that there are personal elements in the Spirit, and

in our experience of Him, Chakkarai does not believe that the Spirit should ho

an object of worship. The reasons for this attitude are that we do not know

the nature of the Spirit, and the witness of the Spirit takes us beyond itself.

The Spirit does not interpose between us and the Lord Jesus Christ.
He is, as it were, the ambassador of the exalted Lord and only displays
Iiis [i»e. Christ's] will and activity." (l)

In he New Testament Chaldcarai finds no injunction that prayer or worship

should be offered to the Spirit:

"We adore and glorify the Spirit along with the Father and the S on but
we do not worship and love Him as we worship the Father and the Son." (2)

(b) Antaryamin, Atman and Paramatman

Chakkarai, as we have seen, associates the word antaryamin. Inner Controller,

with the God of pre-Christian times, with the indw lling Christ, and with the

Holy Spirit. "God is Spirit", and dwells in the hearts of men in different

ways.

"The Indian mind sees in the Johannine theology and meditations the quint¬
essence of the religious spirit and the goal of yogic aspirations and
communings with the antaryamin." (3)

And again the word is applied to the indwelling of Christ through the Spirit:

"There is the living and eternal atman of Jesus energizing in the jiyatman.
YJhat are the effects of His indwelling presence, as antaryamin?" (4)

Chakkarai here distinguishes between the atraan of Jesus and the individ¬

ual spirit or soul, the jiVatican. It is an important distinction, as of

course the tendency in advaita is to overcome the dualism and assert that

ultimately the jivataan and the aramatman are one. We shall see later how

he resolves the duality in ajrery constructive way in his treatment of the
Resurrection.

(1) YCA 161. (2) VCA 161.
(3) VCA 105. op. Appasary, passim.(4) VCA 105*
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Chakkarai uses a variety of terns in this connection, God, seen pri¬

marily in his ppiritual aspect, is the paramatman , whom the ancient rishis
(1)

hoped to find, after long searching, in their inner parts. The Holy Spirit,
in contrast, is given freely to all who ask, and dwells in them as antaratman,

(2)
the Inner Spirit» 1 And as we try to understand who Jesus is, we must
start from our own experience, and that experience is in the first place of the
antaratman. theantaryamin, the Indweller, who is in fact none other than

Christ at work within us.' Chakkarai quotas the roferenoe of the Nicene

Creed to the Spirit's procession from the Father and the Son, and does not

deny it, but explains that in ids own experience it is simpler and clearer
to see the Spirit as being in fact Christ indwelling an antaryamin. And
the same Christ indwells His Church %

"The Spirit of^fesus hu3 become the antaryamin. the indwelling experience
of His devotees. This experience is seen not only as the Inner Spirit of
every individual bhakta but as the Spirit animating the entire Christian
body, Christ is the head of the Church which is hiqbody." (4)

(o) The Significance of the Resurrection

We must now turn to a consideration of Chakkarai's distinctive teach¬

ing on the Resurrection, which he interprets as the key to the antinomy of
atman-paramatman, and of several other antinomies also.

First of all , he makes it quite clear that he accepts the truly
(5)

physical resurrection of Christ, He does not attempt to explain the
resurrection appearances in/detaili

"The body of the Lord, after the resurrection, wa.3 the same and yet not
the same,,. The explanation of this should be sought for in the spiritual
body of the Pauline theology and the suksama or subtle body of Indian
philosophy," (6)

;i) VCA 114 (2) VCA 114.
3) VCA 116, 117. (4) VCA 154, 155.
[5; VCA 149. (6) VCA 150.
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What, than, is the significance of this true, physical resurrection, in

which, through the power of the Spirit, the "body of Jesus was raised from the

dead? Chakkarai sees it as

"the connecting link between the cosmic and human, between the outer and
inner." (1)

In other words, the Resurrection demonstrates four distinct, though inter¬

connected truths:

(i) The Creator God, the Godjof power and might, is also the God of Love, the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and so all gnostics or other att¬

empts to posit an intermediary Demiurge are false.

(ii) "The outer" is joi led to "the inner", that is the paranataan, the Supreme

Spirit, the Power of God, is joined to the atman of Christ, and so in Him our

human atman is linked vdth the psra.m«.tnian.

(iii) The avatara of Christ is demonstrated with power, for here the sakti

of the Spirit, the life-giving divine energy, is joined to the bhakti of

Christ, his human, self-giving love.

(iv) Light is cast also on the mysterious process by which the Jesus of

history becomes the ever-pre3 nt Christ of faith.

We shall briefly consxbr each of those in turn,-for this "meeting of
(2)Love and Energy" 'in the Resurrection is one of the key-ooncepts in

Chakkorai's thought, which might v/ith some truth be characterised as a

theology of Cross, Resurrection, Spirit and Experience.^
(i) Gcd of Power, God of Love

The tendency to separate the God of Creation and the personal God who

(1) VCA 149.
(2) "The Meeting of Bhakti and Shakti" is the title of Chap. X of VCA.
(3) op. our description of it above as "Christology of the Spirit".

V. supra p.397-
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reveals Himself toman is often seen, especially in the West. It was seen

in Gnosticism. It is seen in the conflict of natural and revealed theology.

Chakkarai feels that the Hindu mind, with its strong bias towards unity, has

to §©818 extent avoided the difficulty.

"The divisions into nature and man, the physical and the ethical, tin t are
of such prominence in scientific and even theistic simulation in modern
times, were not in-telligible to the Hindu seers. Nature and man form
one series; and man is the miorocosm of the illuminating principle." (1)

In the Death and Resurrection of Christ ne see that God's power and

love are inseparably united:

"[Christ] loved humanity so that ^-e gave Hi3 life, and He still offers
Himself as a perpetual oblation to men, bearing their 3ins and regenera¬
ting them with His love and exalted purity. Granted all this, how dare
we say that thi3 Lord of bhakti and lovo is the Lord of the incessant and
infinite energy that rolls in the ocean?....... By what concatenation of
proofs, by what arguments of natural theology can this identification be
effected?..... H ow can we bring together night and day, the infinite
energy of God and the supreme love of Jesus? The tremendous equation was
effected by the Christian consciousness, but how? As the pres nt» writer
scans the luminous and dark pages of the New Testament and looks into the
light of bhakti glowing (2) like a furnace, rising ever higher into the
very mysteries of God, he can find the formula and fact of the equation in
the resurrection of our Lord.... Says the Apostle Paul, Jesus Christ was
declared as the Son of God with power (or sakti). according to the spirit
of holiness, bivt the resurrection from the dead - the sakti that could
raise the dead, that could create the oceans and the clouds, the Himal¬
ayas and the Alps, and roll the endless cors tellations through space,
was the Spirit of holiness raid love and purity of Jesus which accomplishes
the regeneration oi' man in the realm of God." (3)

In this passage Chakkarui is in effect giving a Christian doctrine of

Creation, which leaves no room for mayn or for a type of monism "which denies

the reality of creation. He is saying that the God whom we approach through

bhakti, the God who loves us, is the same God who created the world; and in

Christ, above all in His Resurrection, we see the meeting of Love and Power.

1) VCA 145.
2) The text reads "growing" - probably a misprint.
3) VCA 148, 149.
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(ii) Atman and Faramatman

Because of the Resurrection, and the presence of the Rien Christ through

the Spirit, our atman can be united with the atman of Christ,

"The Christian bhaktas and rishis had the experience, after Christ's vis- /.\
ible departure, of the energizing cf the Spirit of Jesus in their own souls;"''

The New Testament speaks of those whom God ehooses as being conformed into
(2}

the image of the Son, ' and since the Resurrection this process is at work:

"We know that when He shall appear, we shall be like Him" (I John 3»2) •
"This upward aspiration to be sons of God is the reality of the jivatman
and is its response to the paramatiaan. (3)

That bhakti which is centred on the crucified and risen Lcrd cannot be

explained in philosophical or even theological terms, but, in Chakkarai1s para¬

phrase of Paul's language,

"it is the ataan within us that bears testimony to the atman without.

We see here that Chaikarai, like Appasamy, does not make a "metaphysic¬

al" identity between the atraan and the paramatnan; rather it is in bhakti, in

the life of -faith-union with Christ, that our soul is united, dynamically and

spiritually, with the Spirit who is Christ at work in us. There is no auto¬

matic, metaphysical identity between the atman and the paramatman, between man

and God. And yet, in Christ this great, dynamic possibility is set before us:

"The mahavakya 'tattvamasi', is a tremendous assertion of a possibility.
Xn Christian anubhava, it is not a mare metaphysical postulate to start
with or to end in. It is an achievement, a sambhava (5). This advaita
has been wrought on the anvil of the life of Jesus." (6)

Union with God, with the paramatoan, is possible for us only in Christ, and

only when we, with Him, are beaten on the anvil of His suffering and death.

(iii) Resurrection and Incarnation

e first Easter joinsJ together energy and love, laying the foundations
the Christian view or the Avatar of God in Jesus Christ." (7)

T*1) VCA TkV. (2) Rom. 8.29";
3) VCA 205 (4) VGA 157 Rom. 8.16.
5) saabhuva = possibility (6) VCA 220, 221.
7) VCA 149.
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Here we see the divine and the human united in Christ*

"The physical resurrection is a logical and psychological necessity in the
process of the Incarnation. Without the resurrection there would he a
hiatus in the continued life of the Incarnate Jord that would he fatal." (l)

But because of the Resurrection, the divine sakti is united to the loving human

Jesus in a permanent way which yet gives vastly greater possibilities than did

the historic Incarnation in Palestine. This brings udon to the fourth anti-
I

nonry which is solved by the Resurrections

(iv) The Jesus of History and the Christ ofExperience

One of the theological problems which most exercises Chakkarai's mind

ible historical account of Him. Is He "tho same who lived and died in Pal¬

estine 1900 years ago?

"We deal in our experience with a Jesus alive for evermore; and what is
the logical, if net theological nexus between the Jesus of history and
the Christ of experience? " (3)

Chakkarai's own point of view relies heavily on experience, s we have

seen: he i.s/very conscious of the living Christ indwelling in his heart, and

yet he knows that in some way there must be a valid connection with the Jesus

of whom we read in the synoptic Gospels. He identifies and criticises three

different ways of approaching the problem:

(a) "Historicism"- "the view that Christianity must be sought in the records
of the past - and Christianity signifies simply the facts of history plus
an envelope of pious imaginings. Christianity, therefore, becomes the
glaythi g of historical manipulation and manoeuvres and of our philosophyBS it that of Neo-HLatonism, Aristotellaidsm or even of the modern evolut¬
ionary Hegelian!sra, or with the Indian, of the monism or Sankara." (4)

(1) VCA 150. (2) VCA 152.
(3) Guardian, 30.3.1944 p. 148.
(4) ibid. Is there perhaps here a criticism of Brahmabandhab and the "Mght

of the East" approach?

is that of the "transition of the historical Jesus to the Chist o

(2)
Christianity".N ' The Jesus whom Christians know far transcends any poss-
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(b) He criticises Berth, as he then understood him, for under -emphasising

the historicity of ChristJ

"The historical is the evanescent and the ephemeral - the body of Jesus to
be laid aside as the outer man in order that the inner may be revealed." (1)

Chakkarai comments,

"I cannot thus dismiss the Jesus of History, unless I am prepared to deny
reality, at least some ra lity, to historic process." (2)

(c) Thirdly, he criticises the Anglo-Catholic view which, he feels, impris¬

ons the Spirit of Jesus within the historic Choch.

The solution cannot lie, then, in overstressing either the historical

or the "spiritual", "experiential". Rather there must be some "nexus" be¬

tween the two, some point perhaps where the historical Jesus passes over into

the Christ of experience. Wo are brought bade once more to the heart of

Christology: how can the man of Nazareth be the Christ whom I know in my per¬

sonal spiritual life? I cannot now know Him in the full individuality which

He had in Has.troth.

"Jesus Christ is worshipped ss Godj and we cannot meet the difficulty that
we are worshipping the creature infetead of the Creator unless the Christ is
not a human individuality any longer. The historic Jesus was a man with an
ego.... When Jesus rose from the dead and entered the inner essence of God,
then he ceased to be a human being (4), but became the universal spirit,
though with the experience of his human history. Unique is such a state -
to have the experience of human (sic) without the possession of an ego -
which alone can give to us the Christ who while in the Being of God, the
ineffable mad absolute, i3 also an indweller - antaratman. of those who
are united with him." (5)

Until the moment of the death on the Cross Jesus was a man with an ego,

an individuality, Since the Resurrection, however, though He retains his

TTJ ibid. p. 143* It is a pity that Chakkarai's knowledge of Earth was very
limited, and on more than one occasion loo criticises positions which
Berth no longer holds,

2) ibid. (3) ibid.
4) Contrast Chonchiah's view of the permanent humanity of Christ, v. supra

p.3G2 f.
(5) Guardian, SJt-, 1944, p» 160.
(6) Chakkarai does not normally use the word "personality" in this context.

But compare YCA 221,
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(1)
human experience, in the "extended Incarnation" wbiatyltaa have already noticed, '
He is no longer "a man". The Hisen Christ, who

"still remembers in the sides
His tears, His agonies and cries," (2)

is yet "in the Being of God" and is the antaryanrin who indwells our hearts.

Chakkarai attempts to press his investigation even further, using,

perhaps not very successfully, the teims of Hegelian dialectic. "In the be¬

ginning was the Word". This is the thesis. "The Word became Flesh" is the

antithesis. Then, at the Resurrection, the thesis and antithesis, that is
(x)

the Logos and Jesus, rose to a higher synthesis, the Christ of experience. y

In the Cross, or rather in the Passion, Death, Resurrection and Ascen¬

sion of jesus, a definite changedn Christ takes place, a change from the
historical to the universal?

"The historic Jesus.... has been subsumed under a higher being." (4)

To some extant we can trace the record of this "change" in the Fourth Gos¬

pel, where in a strange way the "histox-ie" Jesus is combined with the

"spiritual"t

"St, John combines the two, but I do not know how... the process is
achieved. We are not in our experience in contact with the historical
Jesus - laid in the tomb, and in the synoptic Gospels we have no exper¬
ience of the Christ, the hope of glory - and our life hidden in God
with Christ. There must bo a connection not merely logical but
spiritual that has combined the two. St. John describes the combina¬
tion but not the process." (5)

Still Chakkarai tries to identify the "process"^and we find him

turning, like Keshub Chunder Sen so long before, to the idea of kenoais.

The transformation, which we know in our experience, mud; have a psycholog¬

ical explanation, and this Chakkarai finds centred, as it were, in the cry

(l) v. supra p. 4-22 £•
2) Scottish Paraphrases, 1731, from Hob. 4.15.
3) Guardian, loc. cit. p. 161.
4) ibid.
(5) ibid.
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of dereliction on the Cross# The man Jesus of Hazareth had an ego, a full
(l)

human individuality• N Here, at the moment when He felt Himself forsaken

by His Father, and uttered the terrible cry, "% God, my God, why hast Thou

forsaken Me?" Jesus plumbs the utmost depths, the abyss whence creation

sprang. Here He reaches the lowest step of that kenosis of which Paul speaks

in Fhilippians 2. This depth of dereliction, this utter self-emptying, is

the zero-point, where the Josus of History dies, and the Christ of experience

rises from ihe grave. From this non-being, whioh was all that remained of

the historic Jesus, the Christ arose, in the exaltation which made it possible

for Him to bceorae the indwelling Christ. Between the historic Jesus and the

spiritual life of Christ-in-aen there is - in our minds - a great, unbridge¬

able gulf fixed. O-nly Christ could cross that gulf , and He crossed it in

his death. ^
The answer, then, to the question of the "nexus" between the Jesus of

History and the Christ of Experience is sonerhat as followst

"In the act of losing His complete humanity and, (while retaining His
personal identity), rising to glory from the dead, Ho is the Universal
Spirit, the Indweller and antaratman, the Immanent toe, who is more than
a mere historical figure." (3)

(v) The Christian Life

It will be clear from all that has gone before that for Chakkarai

the Christian life is one based on experience of union with the Living

Christ through the Spirit, and is characterised by joy and peace, and by

the power of the Spirit of Christ which makes ofiaen new creatures.

(1) The question of "personality" does net arise here.
(2) Guardian p. 185. I have failed to tr«ce copies of the Guardian

for April 13 and 20, 1944. This paragraph is based on Wagner's
treatment of the material. Wagner, op. cit. p. 207.

(3) Wagner, op. cit. p. 207. % translation.
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"It is only when the soul of the bhakta and jnani are in union with the soul
of the Lord that these great truths are flashed into the soul. Then appear the
constellations in the spiritual heaven. He that hath seen me hath seen the
Fatherj I aadtdny Father ere one; I am the vine and ye are the branches;
before Abraham was I am; I in you and you in me. " CD

Mien Chakkarai speaks of union it is of course not the monism of Sankara which

he has in mind, and he calls Ramanuja to his support:

"Hence monistic Vedantin and Christian Elatonist would rather be sugar, to use
an Indian illustration, than the tongue that tastes it, as Ramanuja, the quali¬
fied mollist, would say." (2)

He goes further, however, and insists tint Christian mysticism must centre

on the Cross, and be worked out in terms of suffering; "the Absolute Being of
(3)Christ's servants is in the paradox of suffering." In this connection he questions

the com only aocepted image of the lover-Loved relationship as descriptive of

Christian bhaktl. and gives a good exposition of Sphesians 5•1-33# stressing the

primacy of the relation of Christ to the Church, lather than of the husband-

wife relationship.^"' The union with Christ is, nonetheless, a personal one,

in which the full identity of each partner is preserved, and in this connection

he draws attention to the classical typc^of mdksa - salohya. sanitya, sarupya
(5)

and cayujya. '

The Spirit of Christ is at work in the faith-union, of the bhakta with

Christ, and the power of the Spirit changes us into new creaturesj

"The Spirit came, carl the great drama of Christian inner experience began -
the profound revolution effected in the inner psychology of our race...
Great transformations of moral character were effected; extraordinary
phenomena accompanied the pouring out of the Holy Spirit...Those who were
moulded by this srasxgBrsB dynamic force became new creatures." (S)

This new life is marked by the joy and love of the Spirit but it is also

marked by a new and higoer morality, the pattern of the mind of Christ; Men come

(1) VGA 107 • It is interesting to notice how in speaking of union with Christ
Gaakkarai is immediately led to quote all the favourite mahavakyas.
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to know "the Christ-mind", than which there can be no higher ethical standard.^ ^
(a)The Spirit within us witnesses to our spirit and guides us. ' He, the par ,

(a)leads us into all truth, including the inner experience of Christ Himself*J
And so the "aim of the life-process" becomes a gradual conformation to "the

image of Jesus". ^
The experience of new creation is not just for the individual. Christ

is the True Man, the sat purusa. in order that today countless people may be

conformed to his image. Here is the meaning of evangelism, and the way in

which God's Kingdom spreads:

"In the historical Jesus we have the specialised consciousness conditioned
by time and space, but in the Christian life the same becomeg^iniversrlized.
This parinaaa (5) or evolution on the spiritual plane took place as the
Christian experience of Apostolic Christianity and of subsequent ages has
shown. If the Jesus of history had lived and gone the way of all flesh,
He would have remained an adorablo figure, the greatest among the spirits of
humanity. But He became the deepest consciousness to as many as received
Him. (6) The One became the many, to use the language of Hindu philosophy.
Jesus has multiplied Himself in the experience of thoudands and tens of
thousands of all nations and tongues." (7)

We have here a± a line of thought close to that of Chenchiah. Jesus is

the True loan, the "hoot-Man" (mulapurusa) >b' and those who are "in Him" become
(9}

like Him, and so He is "multiplied" in the v/orld. '

(vi) The Spirit as Evolutionary iorce

Like Chenohiah, Chafckarai sees a sort of evolutionary process ^^at
work in God's purpose for creation, in the Incarnation, and/in Christ's ever-

renewed presence through his Spirit. The ordinary man, looking at the

processes of nature, sees there at most the evidence of Cod's power. The

(1) VGA 90,91. (2) VCA 159.
(3) VCC 14. (4) VCA 205.
C5) parinama: result, outcome.
(6) Chakkarai constantly stresses the "consciousness" of Jesus, and the

"psychological" change in consciousness of those who ore united with Him.
(7) VCA 154. (8) VCA 154.
(9) Chenchiah speaks of "reproduction" (in a genetic sense) rather than

"multiplication". A dose parallel to Chakkarai's thought here is foundi
in Dhanjibhai fakirbhai's Khristopanishad« p.31, where he expounds the
principle Ekoami Bahusyam, "I being One shall be many", as governing
Christ's "multiplication" in the lives of believers, v.infra p. Adq.

(10) VCA 216.
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desurrection, however, shows that love is united with powers

"In the death and resurrection of the Lord, the first phase of the nava sakti
(l) emerged." (2)
"In the history of the Lord, culminating in the death and resurreotion, a
great and terrible experiment was made by Him, resulting in the moralization
and spiritualization of nature. This is the beginning of a new step in
evolution.. If Jesus be the true reflection of the great God, we are driven
to hold that He is not the mere Saccidananda o^Gur religious creed. Nor is
He, as Newman said, the all-sufficient, the ever-sufficient. His life is a
sea of perpetual motion and to those who have not the darsan of Jesus He
seems to be undisturbed repose. But He worketh for ever andin Jesus He
has entered upon a new phase of His Being, stamping it for ever on Himselfj
it is the life of contingency, the manifold texture of human life; and
through this submission He is conquering the world. Because the Lord has
lived, the world and human lives in their collectivity and individuality
have ceased to be mere mists of illusion cast up from the Divine ocean.
They have became reel like the mind of God. What else may be in the unknown
God besides the life that pulsated in Jesus human thought cannot say, but to
us it is enough that God is as Jesus. one word, He^wip sits on the throne
of the universe has the human face divine of Jesus." ^ "

Through our union with Christ we are united with God's great and develop¬

ing purpose for the world, and in Him we share as new creatures in the new

oreation.

(7) The Doctrine of Scripture

Compared with some other Indian theologians, Chakkarai*s attitude to
(j.)

Scripture, the Christian sruti, '' may be regarded as conservative. He accepts

the Old and New Testaments unreservedly, saying of the Old Testament that "utith-
(5)out it I cannot understand the New"# and indeed he asserts that he has more

in common with the fundamentalist than with the modernist position, oven inolud-
(6}

ing verbal inspiration.v
("2 \

For him, as for Apjasaray, the Scripture is the supreme pramnna: ^1 *

(l) nava sakti: new power, energy. (2) VGA 219•
(3) YCA 221,222.
(4) VCC 70, for use of the term sruti.
(5) Credo", in Guardiant 2.12.1943.
(6) ibid.
(7) Though we have seen that at times he gives precedence to the Spirit as

pramana. (v.supra p. d3S )• He would perhaps hold that the two ©an be
held together.
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"% view is the downright a Indian view which, I think, is also the older
Protestant view - that the Holy Scriptures are the only authority for the
determination of the Christian Faith} it is the supreme Pramana....
Indian Christians recognise the supreme and i 'fallible authority of the
Sruti. though theological schools and sects may wrangle about the
int rpretations(1)

His acceptance of the Scriptures aa authoritative is confirmed by his

own experiences

"% own experience centres round the Holy Scriptures primarily and
secondarily, round othar helps. " (2)

A nd he tells how through the reading of the Bible he came to a personal

confrontation with Christ:

"The person of Jesus Christ laid its spell on jje, and by slow degrees,
the mysteriousness, the grandeur, and ineffable charm, calm serenity of
the Galilean, stole on my mind and imagination. The historical became
the living." (3)

Thus it is in the written Word of God that we meet Christ, the LiWing

Word, and it is in Ilim alone that the Old Testament reaches its true meaning:

"To the Jews of Christ's time, the Torah became the voice of God and em¬
bodied His will. The Law as revealed in the Old Testament and inter¬
preted by the scribes became a substitute for the living voioe of God,
a substitute for the Incarnation. Therefore Israel instead of being the
people of God became the people of the Book. It was then that the 'Word
became flesh and dwelt among men, fitll of grace and truth,' as the great
Jnani declared. The interpretation of a dead word gave place to the
incarnation of the eternal Word." (4)

He is very firm in his defence of the Old Testament, wh ch he regards
(5)

as an integral part of the Bible,' and one on no account to be discarded by

the Indian Church. The Old Testament is of special value as showing God's

righteousness, "the moral government of the world by a moral governor."
God's rule is to be vindicated by the establishment in the world of His

0) Guardian loc. oit. (g) Guardian, loo. cit.
(3) Guardian. 29.5. 1947. (4) VCA 3."
(5) Guardian 16.6. 1947. (6) ibid.
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righteousness, to which Chakkarai gives the name sanatoria dharma:
"His very being is righteousness and it works as an immanent, personal
agency in historical affairs# You may call it karma as an indwelling
moral operative cause." (2)

It is interesting that Chakkarai, a man of action himself, deeply in¬

volved in politicals and civic life and in the labour movement, turned repeat¬

edly to the Old Testament for guidance in the field of moral action and social

justice. S o too he turns with delight to the bhakti of the Psalms, which

take us so deep into the heart of the religious man of Israel. "This is

religion", he writes

he strongly assorts the priority of the Bible over the Church, and is

critical of those who would make it^any sense dependent on the Church.^
In a brief reference to the principle of interpretation of Scripture,

he writes:

"In the interpretation of Holy Writ, India prefers the mystical to the
logical, the spiritual to the historical." (5)

(8) The Church and the Kingdom of God

Chakkarai, in common with so many Indian theologians, had grave reserv¬

ations about the organised Church as he saw it# And, living at the time when

he did, and being familiar with western -theology as he was, it w s not surpris¬

ing that he gives the impression of being more interested in the "Kingdom of

God" and its establishment, than in the upbuilding and the unity of the

institutional Church.

(1) sanatana dharma = "eternal dharma". The expression is, of course, often
used by modem writers as an equivalent of the Vedantic religion. This
is not Chakkarai's meaning.

(2) ibid. Chakkarai's view is different from that ofSundar Singh who saw
karma as an automatic, impersonal process.

(3) Rethinking, p. 75.
(4) Guardian, 5.6.1947.
(50 Rethinking, p.. 111.
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The Kingdom of God is for him a dynamic idea, rooted in the New Test¬

ament, and spreading powerfully in the world through the spiritual energy of

the Risen Christ.

"The Kingdom of God is not a mere system of truths as Jesus conceived it;
of the Fatherhood of God, of His love for us, etc. eto.j it is the emerg¬
ence of new forces and of relations established hy them.... We are not
dealing with discarnate ideas that are supposed to be of eternal validity
but with burning energies, continuously streaming forth from the centre in
the very ataan of Jesus•" (1)

In a brief "Credo" he writes:

"I believe that He [ Jesus] is our Saviour, Redeemer, the Fioneer of the
Kingdom of God to be established. I believe that through union with Him
I am led into and become a citizen of the Kingdom of God. I believe that
the Kingdom Isjyet to come and will oome when Jesus comes again. I believe
that this Kingdom transcends history, and history as such will cease, and
over the nothingness of the historical process will the Kingdom of God be
established." (2)

The power of Christ, through which He worked those miracles which were the
(x)

manifestations of the Kingdomv/ is still at work in the world, for In Him

we see

"the emergence into the world of time and space of the eternal world of
God." (4)

We are called to share in the work of this kingdom, and to be its citizens.

What then is the relation of the visble Church to the Kingdom? The

Church, or sabha. is Christ's "visible Body", ' and the objeot of the Church

is to bring all the members of the human race - the"political organs" of the

Body - into union with iiim:

"when they become co-ordinated into an organism then the Kingdom of God
will come." (6)

Thus the Church has a definite reality and a definite task. Chakkarai

defines this work fully in his "Credo":
_____

135, 157. fin Guardian. 2.12.1943^
(3J VCA |£3. (4) VCA 53.
(5) VCA 220. (6) VCA 220.
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"I believe the Church',; as the Body of our Lord in a sense and with an in¬
tensity such as is call-d for by the Hew Testament. I believe/the Churoh
is constituted not by mere cultus but by communion with the living Lord
for social action.#..

I believe that baptism and the eucharist though not instituted by our
Lord, in the official sense, are great sacraments and should be retain¬
ed, though I do not want to insist on their indispensableness.

I believe that the form and nature of the future Chuch in India will be
very differ nt, though not hostile to Western ecclesiasticism.

Finally, I believe that I should tell my countrymen of Jesus and His
Cross and glory and leave them to face Him without proposing that they
should enter our present Church organisations

I believe in our becoming Christians, r ther [than] becoming Churchmen."^
This puts Chakkarai's position very succinctly, and what he writes

here in 194-3 is more positive than his contribution to Rethinking Christian¬

ity in 1939» when he was dubious about the ultimate necessity of the Church,

and wrote:

"Cannot the Lord exist without the Church and carry on His work?.....
To the question, therefore, whether Christianity can function in the
world without the Church, we give an emphatio affirmative answer. The /?\
Lord can raise many churches and saints wit of the peoples of the world." '

In Rethinking Christianity Chakkarai, as so often, deliberately over¬

states his position, and his "Credo" is probably closer to his real belief.

That position, however, was always a highly critical one, so far a.s the org¬

anised Church was concerned. He felt the Church in India to be far too

Western, in its organisation, its many denominations, its worship, its theol¬

ogical thinking and training. In a series of articles entitled What is to
(x)

Indianize Christianity?wy Chakkarai voices some of his opinions, opinions

which he and his fellow-members of the Christo Samaj had tried to put into

practice. Of Western denominations he writes:

0) Guardian, 2.12.1943*
(2) Rethinking p. 110
(3) Guardian, IX,X, 31.9.1931 - 14.1.1932.
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"All these have been transplanted in the Indian soil, but are living in a
sickly and stunted growth; for as well expect the oak to flourish on the
banks of the Ganges or Kaveri as the banyan tree on the banks of the
Thames." (1)

This Western pressure must be relaxed if Indian Christianity is to flourish:

"The Renaissance of Indian Christianity is possible only when the press¬
ure is relaxed, and when the niulti-coloured light of the Indian Spirit,
of the Indian soul, plays freely on the elements of our Christian bhakti'

He is critical also of the Church Union movement, feeling that the

impetus and thought behind it is Western rather than Indian.^ For him a

more urgent task is the "Indianization" of the Church. He thinks of the

unity of the Church as a spiritual rather than an "organizational" matter,

feeling, in common with other Indian theologians, that the Indian Church

should go straight to the living Christ, rather than seeking to reconcile

various Western denominations. He writes:

"When the divine idea of unity in Him - and where else can it be found? -
fades away, the human idea of Church unity takes its pace. Not finding
or indifferent to this spiritual unity, the human mind in the churches
seeks a unity composed of dogmas and infcitutions." (4)

His general desire is for a much greater looseness and freedom in

Church strictures. Like Chenchiah, he believes in the ashram ideal, and

prefers the idea of small groups of Christians meeting for the deepending of

spiritual lire, rather than highly organized congregations. At times he

seems to think of the Church as being identical with the Christian eomraun-

(5)
ity, though he sees the need for smaller groups, ashr ma or even indiv¬

idual congregations, each following their own bent.

"It is net possible to drill Indian nature with its varied types and
temperaments into one pattern.... Neither in the sphere of human
formulas of the mysteries of the faith nor in that of the orders 0f
the Church, will we insist on uniformity." (6)

(1} ibid. 8.10.1931. (2) ibid. 29.10.1931.(3) • Most of hi3 writing on Church union is written in opposition to the
South Indian negotiations which culminated in the formation of the
Church of S. India in 1947.
Rethinking,, p. 108. (5) e.g. Rethinking, p. 11117.

6) ibid. 118, 119.
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(1)
The Church must be a living organism rather than an organisation.v '

None of the commonly-accepted, "marks" of Western-type churches is to be re¬

garded as permanent. And yet the Church, with all its weaknesses, has a

tremendous potential, and can be greatly used by God

"Sacraments and forms of church polity, whether the historio episcopate,
as it has been styled, or any other, are not eternal, and of the divine
essence. We, trained in the religious li e of India, cannot raise the
subsidiary functions of religion to an equal place v/ith the Lord." (2)

let in all this a positive note is also tb be heard:

"The Church cannot be here an institution, but it can be an inspiration;
it cannot be a constitution , but it can be and ought to be a city on
a hill." (3)

(9) Chakkarai*s Attitude to Theolo, y

Chakkarai repeatedly stresses the fact that he is not attached to any

particular school of theology or philosophy.^ He does, however, make it

clear that experience is of prime importance for him. He writes:

"Christian bhakti has never, since the days of St. Paul, posed itself
as a philosophy but as a world of its own with its specific data deriv¬
ed from communion v/ith God in Jesus Christ.... In the 1 st resort the
Cross cannot be explained in forms of our pure or even pr ctical reas¬
on, as Kant called it. It is the ataan within us that bears testimony
to tho atman without." (5)

Again,

"We require to know Him or rather to be known of Him without the inter¬
mediation of any system, much less a system that is foreign to us." (6)

There must, however, be pramanas, sources of theological knowledge and

interpretation. The basis pr.manas are, as we have seen, experience

(anubhava) and Scripture (sruti). Chakkarai mentions but does not stress

• (1) ibid. 120. (2) ibid. 121.
f 35 ibid. 122. (4;

He differs here from BrahmabanGhab, Appasamy and Chenohiah, and
from many Western theologians.

(5) VCC 157. (6) Rethinking p. 107.
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the third traditional Hindu pramana, inference or yukti,^ ^ noi^oes he add,

like Appasaray, the Church (sabha). He does, however, indicate that the

Spirit is also an "organizing principle", to which the other iramanas must
(2)

be subordinated. 1 Thie would appear to mean that unless the Spirit it

present in power to illuminate our reading of the Bible and to give us dir¬

ect experience of Christ, our religion is worthless and ineffective.

Theologically, Chakkarai oan be seen to be fighting on several fronts.

Above all, he is opposing the domination of Indian theology by W estern

thought.^ Within the Western tradition he opposes at tinr s both liberalism,

for example in him view of Scripture, and also traditional orthodoxy for its

theological rigidity and its use of Greek and Latin thought-patterns. Natural

theology is also rejected:

"Our knowledge of God is not a mere inference, a product of natural theol¬
ogy. It come3 to us in the last resort, and on the highest authority of
Jesus, not an authority imposed on us but winning its way through the
tissues of our moral and spiritual being like the air we breathe." (4)

(5)In brief, he objects to "oredal, ecclesiastical and sacramental theology

particularly as he saw it in the South India Church Union negotiations, and

in Marcus Ward's book Our Theological Task. He seeks initead a theology

based on the Bible and experience, and reflecting Indian life and thought

rather than Western philosophy and institutions.

His criticism of Western theology is not limited to modern times, but

goes right back to the Greek and Latin formulae of the undivided Church. He

is, for example, critical of Nicaea, in a Chapter written with the S. Indian

negotiations in mind. He writes:

(1) VCA 158. (2) VCA 158.
(3) He is, for example, very critical of the Western type of training given

in Indian theological colleges. See Rethinking, p. 104.
(4) vcc 262.
(5) Guardian, 17.4.1947.



"In the S.I.U.C.^ and even in the so called Anglican Churches, even the
pastors have not the dimmest idea of the controversies that led to the
Nicene formula. Nor to the debased ideology of neo-platonism that under¬
lies its phraseology. Those who are acquainted with the theology of the
Nicene creed have no need for it} and it is an antiquated one that can
be of no value, apart from its being a relic of ancient paganism. %•
complaint is not about its theological inadequacy and falsity but its
failure to bring to men's minds the mind and will and gr ce of the Lord
and His Kingdom which is not the Church." (2)

There is exaggeration here, and inaccuracy also, yet the impossibility of

expressing the Nicene theology adequately in Indian terms lends point to
Chaklcarai*s dissatisfaction. He asserts that he gives (in Newman's phrase)
"real and not notional assent" to "the mysteries and paradoxes of the Christ¬

ian faith", and writes*

"ty thinking and feeling in regard to Christian truth is very real - col¬
oured by my desire for vivid images. A Hindu, even the most philosophic¬
al like Sri Sankara, never gets over this vivid consciousness of divine
things, and most Indian Christians are idolators in this respect." (3)

He mentions also the Indian desire for a vision of Christ, and says: "To

the Hindu the organ of divine inspiration is ttght."^' This is a feature
of Indian theological thinking which is very important: though sruti is the

primary pramana the longing for darsana is always present, sometimes over¬

whelmingly so. We may oompare Sund&r Singh's visions, and also the way in
(5)

which, for him, a vivid parable often took the place of theological dogma.
The credal formulae, Chaklcarai feels, concentrate too much on histor¬

ical facts, and neglect "the elements in the experience of the Holy Spirit
(7)

The terms are used "to yield metaphysical results"^'' rather than presenting

the livin* Christ, However, he grants that the Creeds are important, and

believes that they will repay careful study by the Indian Church, if only in

(1) •i. Indxa dilated Church (i.e. Anresbytenan and Congregational, now
absoi'bed in the CSl).

(2) Rethinking, p. 281. (3) Guardian, 1.5,1947*
(4) ibid, (5) supra pp. 24s ff--
(6) VCA 115* (7) VCA 181,
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order to avoid some of the heresies to which the Greek speculative mind fell

victim!^
Chakkarai in some matters feels more attracted towards the thoolog y of

the Greek than of the Latin Church, for example in the difference between

hypostasis and „orso::a. He expounds the point at issue over thehomoousion

in the Arian controversy, and goes on as follows:

"Father and Son are distinctions in the very being of God, but such should
not be regarded as modal distinctions, as aspects, or modifications of the
one divine substance# They are hypostatic distinctions having reality in
themselves, and not mere phenomenal differentiations. Later on these
distinctions hardened into personal distinctions in the Latin legal mind.'" '

It is all the more interesting, therefore, to find that in his exposition

of the Atonement he feels drawn more towards the Latin line of thought, the

tradition of Paul, Augustine, Luther and Calvin, than towards the Johuunine

view, seen in the Greek Church, which concentrates rather on the Incarnation,

and has proved attractive to so many Indian theologians# Ckakkarai charact¬

erises the Greek view as "metaphysical", stressing the pre-existence of Christ

and his metaphysical unity with the Father, and envisaging Christ's work as

carried out ohiefly through the Incarnation. This view he compares to the

Ved&ntio jnana marga.

The Latin view, on the other hand, thinks of Christ's union with the
(3)

Father us a moral union, dependent on His will,w/ and sees Christ's work

as a v?ork of Atonement carried out through suffering and death# This Latin

view Chakkarai compares to the bhakti marga of Hinduisms

"These two theories, the Greek and the Latin, jnana and bhakti. are the
two poles of human religious evolution... The former intensifies the
mystery and complexity of the Divine essence} the latter draws attention

(1) VGA 192. " ' "
(2) VCA 194, % italics.
(3) Compare Appasamy, v. supra pj>. 19'



to the love of God that led him as en act of grace to send Iiis only
Begotten to give His life for the world." (1)

(10) Chakkarai*s Attitude to Hinauism

Before turning to a general consideration of Chakkarai's attitude to

Hinduism a brief comment on his use of liindu terminology Is called for. He

felt that the tendency of Christians in the past had been to avoid the use -

in Bible translation or in general Christian literature and hymnclogy - of

any words which had Hindu religious overtones. He writes;

"In the first attempts that were made, and are still being repeated, the
most important was to translate Christian truth and life from a purely
Western vocabulary to an Indian one. The older missionaries and their
converts and the Churches set up by them, with meticulous care had
avoided words in Sanskrit or the veroacul rs that would in any way re¬
mind us of the fact that in India there are and have been great
religious experience and philosophies." (2)

In order to reverse this tendency, Chakkarai introduces a large number of

Sanskrit words i ito his writings, as will have appeared in the extracts given

here, and his books include a Sanskrit-English Glossary containing more than

a hundred terms. Many of these terras such as avatars, bhakti, atraan, etc.

are in common Christian usage. Some common words are used by him with a

special connotation, such as dharma^^ for the "righteousness" of God, and

yoga to describe "prayer of the loftiest kind".Sometimes words are used

which require considerable explanation if they are to be used freely by

Christians,as when he writes;

"The experience of God in the atman is not a verbal declaration but a
strong and steady fountain of santi, sivara and advaitam as the Upanish¬
ads put it, and as the peace that transcends thought and word as St.
Paul put it." (5)

(1) VCC 15-18.
(2) Guardian, 5*11#1931• Compare John Wilson's rejection of the word

svarga described above, v. supra p.30-
(3) VCA 12 (4) VCA 36
(5) VCA 28. Sivam = blis% good fortune. Also the name of the god

Siva.
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Every Hindu term which is used in Christian theology needs to be studied,
(O

and its implications thoroughly understood.v ' At the same time it should

be borne in mind that Hindu terms can be "baptised11 into Christian usage, and

indeed a great many are so used. It has been said that one cannot produce a

(2)
new theology by substituting Sanskrit words for Creek ones. ' This may be

true, but the whole of Chakkarai's theology demonstrates that this is not in

fact what he has been attempting to do. Hi3 quest has been rather to abandon

Creek and Latin theology, and, starting from the Scripture and experience

(sruti and anubhava in Hindu terminologyi) to work out a totally new expression

of the Christian faith using, but also transforming, the available Hindu terms.

The present writer is of the opinion that his attempt has been largely , if

not Entirely, successful, and has given some indication of the great wealth

of resources in terminology which are waiting to be explored and used to the

glory of Cod. Chakkarai and other Indian theologians have been tackling the

same problem as was faced iryfche early Church, that of forging a new vocabulary,
different from that of Palestinian Judaism, and yet able to express the deep

insights of the Judaic tradition in a way which would make sense to the Hellax-

istic world, and would win men to Christ. "listakes were then made, and some

(3)of them have caused trouble ever since, ' yet the attempt had to be made and

carried out, and in the end i - brought wonderfi.il enrichment and deepening of

understanding to the whole Church. The contribution of India to the world

Church in coming years could be no less vital and stimulating, and Chakkarai

hsi played an important part in demonstrating the method.

(1) See for example R.M. Clark*s valuable unpublished tteis Christological
Categoric in Indian Thought.

(2) The remark is attributed to Bp. S tephen Neill (in a letter of Bp. S.
Kulandran to the present writer')*

(3) e.g. the implications of the Latin term Persona .
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In wh t has gon~/before, Chakkarai' s general attitude to Hindu.sm will

have become fairly clear. He was a Hindu -until early manhood, and felt that

Hinduism had helped him in his quest for God.

"The first and original impression on my mind regading God came from my
Hindu surroundings and instruction," (1)

he writes, and he always feels ttrongly that Indian Christianity has muoh

to learn from Hinduism, and has/a. right to share in the riches of the Hindu
heritage.

"There is no meum and. tuum in the religious field of Indian Christianity -
to use the language of St. Paul, all things are ours and we are Christ's
for our conception of religion should be the supremacy of Jesus Christ in
life and thought. So considered Hinduism will present many truths which
will have to be received, even though they may not be in accord with
Western dogmatism." (2)

Chakkarai is very conscious of the different attitudes to Hinduism

which have been adopted by Chritians in India. He mentions the critical

attitude of Dr. John Murdoch in the nineteenth century, and the more posit¬

ive attitude of his own teacher, Dr. William Miller, who

"propounded the pregnant conception that Hinduism had its own place in
the story of human history, and that Chris tianity, that is Jesus Christ,
would gather up these threads or elements o^Hinduism into His own person,
thus summing up all things in Himself, as St. Paul would have said." (3)

He recalls also J.N. Farfuhar's "CrCwn of Hinduism"^ approach, and finally

the negative bombshell of Kraemer's "The Christian Message", in conscious re¬

action to which Chakkarai develops his own view.

An illuminating word which Chakkarai tees of Hinduism ir^elation to
Christianity is that it is a signpost, pointing the way to the longings of

the human heart. He himself stands firmly within the Christian faith, but

sees in Hinduism an indication of areas of depth and penetrifcion(vhere the

Guardian. 1.5.19*7. (2) ibid.
Guardian. 24.4.1 ?47.

(4) v. supra pp. 231 ff. See also Sharpe HTD, p. 185 for Murdoch}
pp. 82 ff. for Miller; for Farquhar, passim.

(1) £}
(3) G-i
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Christian can find much to help him and increase his understanding, even of

Christ Himself* Speaking of his ovm experience, he writes:

"To a firm belief in the Lordship and universal and cosmic significance
of the Personality of Jesus he hs added the conviction that Hindu thought
has a noble function and mission, in the reinterpretation of Christianity,

Hinduism stands as one of the important sign-posts of religious life
inthe world, pointing the way to the deepest longings of the hutoan heart...
It is not possible to write even Christianity on a clean slat^ln India
because the Indian religious consciousness is not a clean slate. It has
been written on over and over ggain and everyone here in India has in him
all the past and therefore Christianity cannot, and nay, Christ Himself
does not, profess to erase with a magic sponge all this past.... Neverthe¬
less it cannot be gainsaid that all this past and the many inscriptions
on the Indian consciousness will receive a new significance when Christ *s
Personality illumines the whole•" (1)

Not only has Christianity much to learn from Hinduism, but God has in

fact been revealing Himself to the pajle of Indian through Hinduism, so that

we may, to use R. Panikkar's expression, speak of "the Unknwcn Christ of

Hinduism."

"I believe that God who revealed Himself in His Son, Ins spoken through
the gre t rishis, bhaktas, and humble souls of my own land. My spirit¬
ual descent as well as my historical circumstances is to he traced to
the great history and heritage of my motherland." (2)

Western theology of course has its uses, but for Chakkarai the Tamil

bhakti poets, for example, shed more light on the love of Christ than does

much Western dogma,^ and so the Indian Church should give primacy to

Indian modes of thought,

"The Lord, the only Subject and King of our faith, can admithll truth,
transform and purify it in the crucible of His all-comprehending Hind,
but as King He reigns over all. If more than this is required, it cannot
be so in India, It is in this sense that it is possible to learn from
Western dogmas and creeds and systems of theologies,"

God repeals Himself, through His grace, both within Christianity and outside:

!
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"Our vary insistence on the essential elements of worth in Hinduism would
indicate that apart from Jesus there is knowledge of Cod." (1)

Yet ultimately it is the same Lord, "the hidden Christ", who 3sat work

everywhere. The closing paragraph of Jesus The Avatar puts this in memor¬

able words:

"An Indian poet-thinker sang thus:
'Where are the agaaas (2) and where the six religious creeds?
Where are the Yogas, and our thinking?
If He did not come in the form of grace like His holy feet and call us,
Say who could know that great Porm?'

Of whom did the poet speak? Surely of Christ whose days he saw afar off
like Abraham and rejoiced." (3)

We cannot set a bound, in time or place, to the working of "the Unbound

Christ* and His Spirit:

"It is the same Paranatman. the Supreme, that was in the rishis of old
and by whom they spoke at different times and degrees, who is the secret
of the Christian consciousness. There are aspects of His being that
were beyond their dreams as they lived before the Incarnation of the Lord.
The atcian of Jesus, like the spirit of the Messiah in the projhets of
ancient Israel when they prophesied of the Sufferings of the Lora, is
a larger and more conpr hensive principle of life and thought." (5)
It should be remembered that when Chakkarai speaks o^kinduism in

these terms he is speaking of the bhakti tradition, not of Sankara's monism,

which he regards rather as Paul regained the Jewish law, a bondage from which

we have been freed by the grace of God in Christ. When true bhaktas meet,

men of real religious experience, be they Hindu or Christians, they begin

to find that the encounter between Christianity and Hinduism is not as th<y

had imagined it:

(1) VGA 211.
2) agamas = sacred scriptures, dealing mainly with ritual.
3} VGA 222. .

(4) The phrase is S.J. Samartha's. cp. his forthcoming book, The Hindu
Response to the Unbound Christ (Svang. Verlagswerk, Stuttgart).

(5) VCA 1c0#
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"This emergence [sc. in bhakti ] of the idea of graceK out of the con¬
flict with the rigid law of karma, the triumph of grace over law in Hindu¬
ism was achieved not alone, we are assured, by the unaided human Isart but
by the interposition of the Lord Himself who sinwed to men, apart from the
historical revelation in Jesus Christ, His saving grace.

We turn our gaze from the dim plains where rival faiths battle to the ind¬
ividual heart which knows its own bi terness and where no man intermeddleth.
Then the distinction is seen as between not Christianity and Hinduism, but
as between the Hindu and the Christian. The salvation of each, as under¬
stood byeach, is by the grace of theLordj the former by the grace of God
without the historic Christ, tad the other by the grace of God in Christ...

Christ cannot oppose Hinduism nor docs He. He comes to the he rt, weary
and heavy laden, as tie came to the S amaritan at the well of Jacob, apart
from the controversy of Mt. 2ion and Mt. Gerlzis....

The duellists throw away their swords, and after shaking hands they retire,
each to his inmost heart. The Christian hears the whisper of the Lord that
not unto iiim but unto Him belongs mercy that follows the wandering soul.
To the Hindu, perhaps, He comes, revealing Himself as the Crucified One
and Rishi or perhaps as a stranger whose face is veiled in an impenetrable
mask.(2) The word of Mercy is spoken, and the heart overflows with rap lux
because of the undeserved forgiveness - a miracle of the divine love.
T his becomes a sacred memory which sustains him ever after at times of
defeat and darkness, the presage of a fuller victory and light. Thus',
he goes on rejoicing and sorrowing, talking to the world of some recon¬
dite phiioso by which is apart from the real secret of his selvation.(3)
When his eye opens on another day in another world he will know who has
saved him. Till then the veil is on his face; then it will be lifted,
and he will behold Him as He is." (4)

Conclusion

Chakkarai's theology is more difficult to define and classify then

that of Appasamy or Chenehiah, and at times one has the feeling that it is

difficult to see the wood for the trees. Nevertheless his contribution

(1) op. S. Kulonuran: Grace din Christianity and Hinduism fox- & penetrat¬
ing study of this subject. v. infra p. 579.

(2) The language here is very reminiscent of the close of Schweitzer's
The ^uest of the Historical Jesus. The idea of "the Stranger*
Chakkarai explicitly takes from Marcion. VGA 22.

(3) This sentence shows clearly how Chakkarai subordinates all theology
and philosophy to -the experience of Christ.

(4) Rethinking p. 76 f • The whole passage is an interesting and moving
exposition of the approach to "Dialogue" latex" outlined by Devanandan,
Cuttat, etc. v. infra pjx y/o ft j y73 ft.



to Indian theology is a very rich and helpful one# Though influenced, like

his contemporaries, by the prevailing Western theological opinions of his

time, he has shown deep insight, end issuliarly Indian insight, on at least

four major theological questions:

(i) Ilis use of Indian terminology is more radical than any other theolog¬

ian's, with the possible exception of Brahaabandhab#

(11) He has given significant content to the oft-expressed idea that Indian

Christian theology should be a theology of the Spirit#

(in) His understanding of the nature of Scripture is penetrating and helpful,

especially in his attitude to the Old Testament#

(1>) Above all, his understanding of the meaning of the Cross, anc^xis
expression of this unde rstanding through a Cross-centred mysticism, a

bhakti which is as it were an Indian expression of Paulina justification by

faith, is profound and significant# Closely linked with this is his explan¬

ation of sin in terms of both karma and maya, an explanation which gives

full weight to the seriousness of sin and the need for its removal#
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Addition;'! Note

In the period nhich we are stuoying there have been, in addition to

the three well-known figures whom we have considered in detail, many others

loa^.Tidely known, but whose writings are none the less of great theological
interest# From their number we select two for a brief mentions

0) Manila! C. Parekh (b# 1665)

Manila! Parekh comes from a Jain family of Rajkot, Saurashtra (Gujarat

State) •^ As a schoolboy ho was deeply influenced by The Imitation of Christ#

and also, through books, came under the spell of Keshub Chunder Sen, follow¬

ing him in everything including his deep loyalty to Christ# Me joined the

Brahma Samaj and in 1915 was ordai led as a Brahmo missionary* though ad the

while his reading of the Bible was drawing him nearer to Clirist# At the

same time he was deeply influenced by a study of a great Gujarati Vaisnava

reformer, Swami Warayana (a contemporary of Ram Mohan Roy), through whose

teaching he became convinced that i'or the redemption of man the incarnation of

God is a necessity# He writes x

"Hitherto I had hesitated to look upon Jesus Christ as the incarnation
of God, but afuer reading this book ttut hesit tion was gone#" (2)

He was baptised in the Anglican Church in 1918, but was not excommunicated

by his caste, and even continued his connection with the New Dispensation of

tiie Brahma Samaj# He found it impossible to aocept the life of the Christian

Church and Community, which he felt was westernised and materialistic# For

him

"to be a true disciple of Christ meant to be more of a Hindu and not less#"^
(1) Manilal Parekht "An Autobiographical Sketch", in Seitsohrift ftlr

Religions - und Geistesgeschichte (<61n) Xl/2 (1959) PP« 157 ff#
There is a much fuller autobiography in Gujarati: Ek Bhagvatni
Atmakatha (Rajkot, 1983)*

(2) ibid# p# 160. He later wrote a biography of Swami Narayana
(3) ibid, p# 161•



Though he worked for some time with Dr. Stanley Jone§, becoming well-

known throughout India as a free-lance evangelist, and served as a co-opted

member of the National Christian Council from 1924-6, he eventually felt that

h8 must sever all connection with the organised Church. Visits to the West

in 1929 and 1933 confirmed him in his opposition to the Church as a Western

and materialistic institution, and his hostility took a practical form in the
(1)

publication in 1947 of a book, Christian Proselytism in India, ' which is a

violent attach^ gathering together all available evidence against the work of

organised missions.

Manilal Parekh is a gifted writer, and has published excellent studies

in English on Ram Mohan Roy, Keshub Chunder Sen, the Brahma Samaj and Swami

Narayana, as well as writing a Church History in Gujarati. His 1 rg 3t book,
(2)

published in 1933# is A Hindu's Portrait of Jesus Christ. ' In his later

years - and he has long been a semi-invalid - he has pursued a lone course,

reading and writing, preserving his contacts with Hindu and other friends,

but voluntarily cut off from the fellowship of the Chris tianjchuroh.
His attitude has been a consist nt one through a long life, and light

is shed on it by an article on Baptism whioh he wrote in 1924.^ Baptism,

he feels, is too much of a social rite, the joining of a different community.

It is necessary, indeed, because Christ has commanded it, but emphasis should

be laid on the spiritual rather than the social implications (such as break¬

ing with one's Hindu caste), and the "disciples" (he rejects the word "con¬

vert") should remain in their own communities. He speaks of the experience

(1) Christian Proselytism in Indiat A great and growing menace. (Rajkot,1947)
(2) A Hindu's Portrait ofJesus Christ; A Gospel of God's free gift of His

Sonship. (Rajkot, 1953).
(3) "The Spiritual Significance and Value of Baptism", in HCCR I (1924)

pp. 324 ff.
f " i" £ F v
V*v " i «
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he had at his own baptise, when he suddenly realised that he was now empow¬

ered to proclaim the name of Christ:

"The present writer will never forget the wonderful way in which the words
Ham Pragat Adhikar, i.e. the privilege of making the name known, oame to
him only an hour after his baptism like a flash of revelation from Cod."(l)

He urges therefore that baptism should be separated from all the "accretions"
(2)

associated with proselytism, and should be made"essentially evangelical"•

There is much truth in this criticism, and yet one feels that Parekh

could have served his Master better ifhe had maintained a closer link

with the Church, or even with Christian friends, as did even such severe

critics as Chenohiah and Chakkarai. In his stury of Swami Narayana he gives

an attractive picture of the Swami's band of disciples, the satsangha,^
yet he failed to find such a koinonia among the disciples of Christ,

The book A Hindu's Portrait of Chri3t is disappointing, though

Ernst Benz gives it high praise,^ describing it as "the first attempt

at a pwrtrayal of the figure of Jesus Christ which has greed itself from
(5)

the traditional categories of a western interpretation". ' It is indeed

an interesting book, a later successor to Mozoomdar*s The Oriental Christ,

but it contains much more that is Western than Indian and, drawing on

Schweitzer and the liberalism of the 'twenties, it portrays the "trag-

edy"^^ of a human Jesus who suffers "the moral agony of the failure of

his mission"and whose physical body "remained where it was",^jfter his death,

though his Spirit, or "subtle body" (suksama sarlra) appeared to his

(1) ibid. -. 326.
(2) ibid. p. 328.
3) sutaangha: true fellowship, fellowship of truth.
A) "Hanilal P^arakh, der Christliche Gandhi" ,in ZR6G- XIl/2 (1959)

pp. 152 ff.
(5) ibid. p. 156.
(6) Portrait p. 568.
7) ibid. p. 572.
8) ibid. p. 580.
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disciples and is active today, Thre is triumph too, hut it is simply the

triumph of this "Spirit of Jesus" which has inspired the world, and enhanced

tfce value pf suffering and self-sacrifice. This activity of the "Spirit of

Jesus" is

"the true Resurrection of Jesus, and it hasheen so far the greatest
instrument in the raising of Humanity to what may well be called Divine
Humanity." (1)

Basically, Parekh•s teaching is not much differ nt from that ofhis

hero Xeshub Chunder Sen, and indeed he believed that the great Hindu re¬

formers had discovered "the true Jesus" - as distinct from the Jesus preach¬

ed by missionaries - and had succeeded "in'separating the kernel of Christ-
I

ianity from the husks therefifHe draws many interesting illustra¬

tions and parallels from the bhakti tradition of Hinduism, and speaks of

Jesus as the supreme Yogi, who

"by the grace of God and ... complete surrender to Him... had attain¬
ed that communion with Him which is the goal of all Yoga." (3)

TfcSs union with his Father Jesus seeks to pass on to his "brothers", and

for this the baptism of the Spirit is needed:

"Here is the new creation, the creation of the Divine Family, with God
as the Father, Jesus as the Elder Brother, and all those who are re¬
born through faith in Jesus as the Son of God and partake of the Holy
Spirit, as brothers." (4)

Is Parekh as Christian or a Hindu? He would call himself a Hindu

Christian - as did Brahmabandhab and even Coreh. Yet they did this from

within the visible Church, while Parekh has stepped outside. Is it not

possible to aocept much of what he stands for, particularl^with regaid to
"disciples" living in their own communities, and yet to retain the vital

(1) ibid. pp. 575-6
(2) ibid. p. 331.
(3) ibid. p. 349.
(4) ibid. p. 593.
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link with the Christian satsangha which he h&3 broken? Manilal Parekh' s

(1)life and work provides much food for thought for the Church In India. '

(2) C.S. PAUL

One of the most interesting books in the series of Indian Studies

edited in the 'thirties for tho Christian Literature S ociety by A.J.

Appasamy, was The Suffering God (CIS, 1932) by C.S . Paul, who was then
of

Professor/Philosophy at Noble College, Masulipatam, and has since served

in other academic posts and also as General Secretary of the Student

Christian Movement of India. Unlike Parekh, then, he sp oks from a pos¬

ition firmly within the fellowship of the organised ChuroJjr.

Accepting, like Appasamy, the necessity fof God's suffering, Paul

is obliged to reject both dvaita and advaita views, accepting Theism

(IP araanuja's visistadvaita) as the only possibility. (Chap. I). He deals,

in a way similar to Appasamy, with the Hindu objections to a suffering God

from the point of view of Brahman as ananda - and from the nature of

karma (chap. III). In Saiva Siddhanta, with its tradition of Siva drink¬

ing poison to save mankind, he finds the closest Indian parallel to the

Christian view of a suffering God, and writes:

"If Saivism had had a historical manifestation of God as the object of
its devotion and had steered clear of karma and advaita it would have
arrived at the idea of a Suffering God as the only redeeming God." (Chap.V)

Paul gives an extended and useful discussion of personality in man

(Chap. VIII) and God (Chap. IX). God, as the supreme Person, cannot be said

to be "limited" when He suffers: He Himself chooses to suffer, and so there
(i) The present writer has evidence of the fact that Parekh is regarded among

Hindus as a Christian, and hisfbooks circulate mainly among non-Christians.
Though his bitterness towards the Church is to be regretted, it would be a
too facile judgment to say that his witness has been ineffective.
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is only self"limitation, through Love, which does not imply that G-od is in any

way contingent. Indeed,

"in the moral world of self-determining personalities the Suffering God
is the only Almighty God," (p» 220),

This explanation of the Suffering of God is borne out by the parallel of the

Prodigal Son (p, 234). Yet such suffering is no mere "feeling", Paul accepts

the full Chalcedonian Christology: Jesus is truly God and truly man, and so

His sufferings are God'3 sufferings, (There is a discussion of Patripassian-

ism on p, 234-) • Because of the Incarnation, in Christ we see God in terms of

human personality (Chap, XI), And so it is that in the suffering of Christ on

the Cross we see the suffering of God Himself; the Christian's God can never

be regarded as impassibles

"The central truth of the Cross is this. If the Theist's God is redeeming
love, then we see Him in Jesus; in the crucified Jesus we 3ee the heart
of the Sternal which counts no cost too great for the redemption of souls.
Through such a revelation it acts as a spiritual dynamic for the regenera¬
tion of mankind..,. Almighty love is that which while going down to the
depths of degradation neither counts its loss nor allows itself to be
overwhelmed hy it. Through the supreme sacrifice it aims at the supreme
and only permanent victory in a moral world of self-determining moral
agents. This is the full-orbed Theism of the Christian, which it
symbolized by the Cross", (pp. 247 - 249)

The fact that this is largely a statement of a moral-influence theory

of the atonement should not allow us to forget the importance, in the Indiai

context, of saying clearly that God does suffer, and that a God who does not

suffer is not the highe t God.
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CHAPTER XIV

PREPARATION FOR DIALOGUE: P.P. DKVANAKDAH (1901-1962)

With Dr. P.D. Devanandan we take a step forward into the world

of the secular state and contemporary Hinduism. Dr. Devanandan, who

died suddenly in 1962 while at the height of his power, was very much

a man of the present day, who saw that his task lay in understanding
the different strands of contemporary Hindu and secular thought in

India, and in presenting the Christian Gospel in ways that would be

meaningful to his Hindu friends and contemporaries. He would probably
not have claimed to be a technical theologian, for his special inter¬

ests lay rather in the fields of comparative religion and the study of

contemporary society, and yet his work is of fundamental importance to

the development of Indian Christian theology, of a theology which is

true to the original Christian revelation, and yet expressed in terms

which are intelligible and attractive to the citizen of India today.

Paul David Devanandan (1) was born in 1901, in Madras, where

his father was an ordained minister. As a boy he studied in Madras

and Trichinopoly, and then went to the Nizam College, Hyderabad. He

taught for some time in Jaffna, Ceylon, later continuing his studies

and obtaining hie Master's degree from the University of Madras. As a

young man he came under the influence of the famous Christian leader

K.T. Paul (2), who took him as his secretary on hie visit to the

(1) For brief biographical details see:
- In Memory of Devanandan (CISRS, Bangalore, 1962).
- P.D. Devanandan: I will lift up mine Eyes unto the Hills:
Sermons and Bible Studies, edited by S.J. Samartha and Nalini

Devanandan, (CISRS, Bangalore, 1963). Biographical intro¬
duction by S.J. Samartha. (cited as Sermons).

(2) cp II.A, Popley: K.T. Paul, Christian Leader, (YMCA, Calcutta,
1938).
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United States in 192h-5> after which Devanandan stayed on in America

for seven years, studying first in the Pacific School of Religion,

California, and later at Yale University where he earned his doctorate

with a dissertation eventually published under the title The Concept

of Maya. (1) K. T. Paul, who took part in the London Round Table Con¬

ference of 1930, and was a leader of the nationalist movement and a

friend of Mahatma Gandhi, exercised considerable influence on Devan¬

andan, and it is perhaps to this friend that we can trace his deter¬

mination to take a full part, as a Christian, in nation-building

activities. (2)

On his return to India in 1932 he became a teacher of Philosophy

and the History of Religions at the United Theological College, Bang¬

alore, where he remained for seventeen years, gradually building up a

fine reputation as teacher, writer, scholar and Church leader. After

leaving Bangalore he served for a time as General Secretary of the

YMCA in New Delhi, and then as Director of the Department of Literature

under the National Council of YMCAs. Prom there he moved, in 1956* to

his last, and perhaps most pioneering post, as Director of the newly-

formed Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Science in

Bangalore (CISRS), where he remained till his untimely death from a

heart-attack in 1962.

In his later years he received many honours, lecturing in Eng¬

land and the United States, and receiving honorary doctorates from the

Universities of Berkeley, Yale and Serampore. At the meeting of the

(1) The Concept of Maya. (London, 1950). (cited as Maya)
(2) S.J. Samartha in Sermons, p.3.
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World Council of Churches in New Delhi in 1961 he delivered one of

the major addresses. (1) He is remembered especially vividly in

connection with the so-called "dialogue approach" to Hinduism, a

movement which was due in very large measure to his own vision and

action.

Devanandan's colleague and successor, Mr. M.M. Thomas, points

out some of the main stages of his theological development:

"As a student of theological liberalism which reduced his
Christianity to a kind of religious philosophy, he revolted
against it and found in Kraemer a basis of the renewal of
his theology. Ever since then he has been in revolt
against Kraemer, searching for the post-Kraemer approach
to the relation between Christianity and other religions.
He lived the best part of his adult life in the days of
dominance of the Western Missions. He revolted against it,
but he always sought to go beyond it to the new ecumenism
in Mission-Church and inter-Church relations. In politics
he was a nationalist, but he wanted a genuine inter¬
nationalism to bring "meaning-content" to his nationalism.
And he saw more clearly than anybody else of his age whom
I know that the new period was one not of revolt but of
reconstruction, whether in the field of theological end¬
eavour or of Church life or nation-building." (2)

Traces of these different influences are to be seen in his

writings, for Devanandan did not reject without first appropriating

what he believed to be true in a point of view he finally could not

accept. We find, for instance, traces of Barth and Kraemer in a

passage like the following (from a sermon on "The Hills of God"):

"On Zion's hill, apart frcra the world around, remote and
wholly Other, God was in the holy of holies. The knowledge
of God, as holy in a sense, is no knowledge at all. For it

(1) "Called to Witness". Printed in Preparation for Dialogue.
(CISRS, 196Ij.)» p.179. (cited as Preparation).

(2) In Memory of Devanandan p.16
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transcends all our ordinary modes of thought-expression.
God is wholly other, in every way different from the
nature of things we men are used to." (1)

In fact, to some extent it might be true to say that his

rejection of Kraemer is mainly in connection with the approach to the

"non-Christian world". Here indeed he finds himself on the same side

as the authors of Rethinking Christianity, and in total reaction

against Kraemer and the Barthian idea that all non-Christian religions

are basically human enterprises. Barth and Kraemer, he feels, have

overstressed the fact that revelation is from God, at the expense of

understressing the other fact that it is to and for the world of men.

He writes:

"The theological approach has tended to overlook the underlying
anthropological concern. Perhaps the time has come now for us
to focus attention on the human aspect in God's redemptive act -
on man as he really is, the creature for whose sake Jesus Christ
died and rose from the dead. The burden of our message to the
non-Christian world would then relate, in this generation cert¬
ainly, to the Christian view of man and his destiny." (2)

The "newness"' of Devanandan's thought, then, is not found in

any radical reinterpretation of the basic doctrines of the Christian

creed, such as we find, for instance, in Brahmabandhab's treatment of

the Trinity or Chenchiah's exposition of the "New Creation". On the

contrary, his attitude to the basic affirmations of the Creed is one

of impeccable orthodoxy. He is not seeking to "adapt" the Christian

message to Hinduism, but rather so to understand the inner workings of

Hinduism that he may be able to show his Hindu friends the points at

which their beliefs can find true meaning only in Christ. Hinduism

("O Sermons p.15« cp. Preparation p.166, where he quotes with approval
Barth's "He and He alone is a true, real and genuine person"
(The Knowledge of God and the Service of God pp. 31 ff).

(2) Concern p.106.
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is finding it difficult to bridge the gap between its own traditional

orthodoxy and the active, developing life of a modern secular state.

In this difficulty Hindus find that their theology has to be rethought

and reformed and here, strange as it may seem, the Christian may come

to the aid of his Hindu brother, in friendly dialogue, helping him

to reform his faith from within;

"One of the functions of the Christian evangelist in India is
not so much to counter forces of secularism and irreligion,
but to help Hindus, in city or in village, at all levels of
culture, to redefine the very nature of what is called
religion." (1)

We can see that Devanandan1s thinking is indeed radical on the

side of the "communication" and "reception" of the Gospel. Before we

consider this point in greater detail, however, we shall first look

briefly at his treatment of some of the basic Christian doctrines

which we have been considering in connection with other theologians.

We shall see that his conception of the "deposit" of the Christian

faith is quite orthodox and even evangelical.

(1) God and Revelation

God is Ultimate Truth, yet He is also fully personal, and is

the Creator. (Devanandan points out that the phrase, "The Lord thy

God", equates the Isvara with the Brahman (2) }. God is hidden, yet

reveals Himself in Christ, and His purpose is to redeem mankind and

the whole created world,

a. The Personality of God

Particular stress is laid on the personality of God, for the

(1) Concern p.91.
(2) Preparation p.153.
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tendency In Hinduism always is to regard God as ultimately impersonal,

while the personal God, Isvara or sap:una Brahman, is thought of as

being on the "pragmatic" plane, the plane of maya. For Christianity,

Devanandan holds, God is essentially personal, and he believes that

this is a point at which Hinduism will have to be transformed.

Writing of the call of Abraham, he says:

"The abiding value in all these encounters is not merely that
God called Abraham and the people of Israel, but that God is
the Person Who calls, He is the Person Who communicates His
will. The Christian faith Is based on this discovery. Ho
other Scripture brings this truth so vividly to light as the
Old Testament." (1)

At the same time God is more than personal, for "we are not

attributing a human trait to the divine Being" (2), and he quotes

Barth in his support;

"God is personal, but personal in an incomprehensible way, in so
far as the conception of His personality surpasses all our views
of personality." (3)

Granting that God may be spoken of as "Ultimate Truth" or

"Ultimate Reality", yet He becomes known only in our personal relation¬

ship to Him, and not simply as a series of "propositions" which we

accept as true;

"In religious experience.... man knows himself as confronted
by God not only in one particular part of his being, such as
his reason, but in his total existence. Religious faith
expresses man's essential relation to God, the Presence by
whom his entire existence is determined. So that truth to
religious understanding is "relational" rather than "proposit¬
ions!". The cognitive element in the process of understanding
is overwhelmed by the existential sense of utter dependence." (k)

This conception of God as Personal, speaking to and dealing

historically with man as a responsible person, is a fundamental

(1) Sermons p.28.
(2) Preparation p.165-
(3) ibid. p.166. (Knowledge of God.... pp.31 ff.)
(Ij.) Preparation p. 163. Devanandan is here speaking to a Hindu-Christian

Colloquium 011 The Concept of Truth (1962).
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article of faith for Devanandan, and is firmly based on the Biblical

evidence of both Old and New Testaments. It is one of the points

which he believes to be of basic importance in the Hindu-Christian

Dialogue.

h. God's Redemptive Purpose

Closely associated with it is the idea of God's redemptive

purpose at work in creation and in history. God has created man and

the world for His glory, and his purpose is working steadily towards

a cosmic redemption when hie will shall be truly reflected in man and

in the world. And this redemptive purpose, in which God reveals

Himself as ever active for redemption, works through Christ, who is

the unique revelation of God.

"God is in the world reconciling it unto Himself. The dynamic
presence of the Supernatural, cleansing, healing, redeeming the
natural - this additional factor enters in every living circum¬
stance that matters in human history. That is why any factual
appraisal of the world purely in textns of the natural does not
reveal the truth of any situation..,.

To the Christian, natural facts are significant, because
they bear testimony to the dynamic presence of the Supernatural
in the life of a people. In the Person and work of our Lord
this redemptive purpose of God is made manifest - from the lowly
manger to the open tomb". (1)

Quoting Eph. 1.9 ff., he writes:

"There can be no doubt whatever about the centrality of the
divine purpose of redemption in the Bible. Prom one point of
view this redemption is an end; from another it is a new begin¬
ning; for God has his gracious purposes for man that go on into
eternity." (2)

And again:

"Even in this very world of diverse tensions, God Almighty is

(1) Sermons p.hh.
(2) Preparation p.167. cp. Eph.1.10: "That in the dispensation

of the fulness of times he might gather together in one all
things in Christ." (AV).
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jmrpoeefully engaged in redeeming earthly being in order that
His plan for His creation may be finally achieved." (1)

Devanandan adheres to this existentialist, Barthian-influenced

insistence on personality and purpose, and on revelation which takes

place in events and above all in Christ, rather than in natural

theology. God's self-revelation takes place as the revelation of

Spirit to spirit, through the events of history guided by His purpose,

and above all through His Son. There is a

"reality of commerce between the divine Spirit and the human
spirit.... For the Christian view is that revelation is of God
Himself, not of truths about Him, and that it is the communic¬
ation of Person to persons. The Hebrew and Christian conception
is that the mind and heart of God are revealed in events, not
that the Eternal is concealed by the temporal....

But Christian faith goes further and claims that in the
Person and work of Jesus Christ God has made known His mind to
the world of men in a manner which is once-for-all and for-all-
men. It is this finality and universality of the Act of God in
Christ which gives the Christian faith its dynamic and
assuredness." (2)

Over against all tendencies to say that the ethic of the

Sermon on the Mount is the heart of the Christian faith (3)» Devanan¬

dan gives the central and undisputed place to God's revelation of

Himself in Christ. He writes:

"The Sermon on the Mount is not the essence of the Christian
faith. Nor is Jesus Christ merely an ethical teacher.
Christianity is based on the faith.... which affirms not only
the existence of God, but of a God who is profoundly concerned
in the world of his creation into which He Himself entered in
the person of Jesus Christ to begin a new creation. Jesus
Christ, to Christian faith, is the self-disclosure of God as
righteous and merciful, as just and forgiving, of God as love.
Consequently, the Christian faith makes central the person and
the work of Jesus Christ, and not the Sermon on the Mount." (k)

(1) Preparation p.179.
(2) ibid. p,l6Sf.
(3) A tendency found in Gandhi no less than in Ram Mohan Roy.
(k) Preparation p.110.
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(2) Creation

In dialogue with Hindus, it is important to stress not merely

the fact that God is Personal, but also the fact that it is God

Himself, the Ultimate Truth, who is the Creator. Devanandan makes

this point very clear, emphasizing God's act of creation, his continuous

creative activity and Providence, and the fact that all creation is

orientated towards the end, the final purpose of God to which He is

directing all things. He writes:

"The Creator is God Himself. None other. The initiative is
taken by Him. He alone is the Author, and He is the Finisher.
The secret of the purpose which is to be finalljr realized in the
end is already in His mind....

In the second place, the Christian teaching about creation
holds that the creative act of God is a continuous act.... The
present reality of the creative work of' God, even in all the
perplexing confusion of contemporary events, distinguishes the
Christian faith from other faiths. This fact is what we proclaim
in the Person and work of our Lord Jesus Christ: "Behold, I make
all things new" (Rev. 21:5), - the contemporary Christ.

Thirdly, in the Christian faith creation matters; nevertheless,
it matters not for itself, but because of the end to come." (1)

Here there is a point which is of great importance to Hinduism.

Devanandan, who turns constantly to the Bible, and whose theology,

especially in his sermons, consists largely of exegesis, points to the

parallel of Paul's description of the former condition of the Gentiles

in Eph.2.11 ff. <2lna writes:
"What is emphasized is their lack of understanding of the standing
and value of man in creation, their unawareness of also being
involved in the redemptive movement in history.... For they too
had a place, all along, in God's concern." (3)

(1) Sermons p.67 f. v. infra p.soc^on Devanandan's eschatology.
(2) cp. Eph.2.12: "At that time ye were without Christ, being

aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from
the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God
in the world." (AV).

(3) Sermons p.115-
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The world is real, God created it, and still exercises his

creative activity upon it, and is guiding it towards a desired end,

to that "hope of glory" when his original loving purpose will be

fulfilled.

God's original purpose in creation is to be achieved by the

Hew Creation, which comes to those who are "in Christ", and in which

the whole created universe will participate, as indeed it is already

beginning to participate. Yet there is no idea here of mere evolution,

even spiritual evolution. Christ is the True Man, and man becomes a

new creature in Him, not by any spiritual evolution, but rather by

response and commitment:

"The message of the Incarnation is really the demonstration in
the here and now, in the living circumstances of time and
history, of the earnest of the new creation, the token of the
fulfilment in time of God's promise for eternity. It is not
that in Jesus Christ we have the living proof of what man can
become in the end if only man can fully profit by all the
lessons of past history, the collective history of man. In
Christ we have a forecast of what God intends man to be from
the beginning of creation. And more, of what God is making of
man when he totally surrenders himself to the creative purpose
in God's design for mankind." (1)

God is, then, continuously at work in his world, directing it

towards the fulfilment of hie purpose. And so a real, purposive

significance is given both to nature and to history.

"This world of creation acquires a meaningfulness in that what is
regarded as 'natural' is now seen to be shot through with a
reality which is 'supernatural'. The phenomenal is conditioned
by the noumenal, and what is real in it is real because of the
dynamic presence in it of the noumenal. (2) Another implication
is that God has a place in history, because the world process is
real and because it is purposive." (3)

(1) ibid. p.69.
(2) Compare the discussion on maya, v. infra p.

(3) Sermons p.166 f.
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Devanandan repeatedly points out that modern Hinduism in

practice accepts the value of the material world, the importance of

history, and the possibility of transforming both the world and

society. Yet this clashes with traditional Hindu thought about the

relation of God and the world. He comments:

"This new conception of history in the making in modern India
will have to come to terms with the classical view about God
and Reality that had so long held the field.... The Christian
view of man as God's creature and of God as man's Creator,
has provided the solution in Christian thought. But in Hindu
thinking to accept the doctrine of the creation would be to do
violence to the nature of God as Absolute Being, who cannot
be in any way involved in world life. Secondly, Hindu thinking
will have to come to terms with the whole idea of personality
as applied both to finite and infinite being. And at the
heart of the modern view of personality is the belief in the
possibility of relationship." (1)

In the dialogue with Hinduism, a deep study of creation, as well

as of personality, must be one of the priorities.

(3) Man and Sin

a. The Image of God

The idea of personality occupies a vital place in Devanandan's

doctrine of man, just as it does in his doctrine of God. Man is made

in the image of God, and this in effect means that, like God, he is

a person, responsible for his actions, and capable of responding to

and entering into relations with God and his fellow men.

"Christian faith holds that man was created "in the image of God".
This is to affirm the fact that man reflects the nature of God,
but that he is not of the same substance as God. Man's reality
is derived from the reality of God, and the more truly he
reflects the nature of God, the more truly he is man, man as
God intends him to be. The figure of the "image" conveys the
meaning of kinship, not of identity. Christian tradition has
similarly used the analogy of the father-son relationship to

(1) Concern p.112
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describe both the intimacy of the bond of loving concern
which ties God to man, and the state of absolute dependence
of man on God in which alone man can truly image God". (1)
It is "wholeness of personality which is the very image of

the Person of God" (2) - that wholeness which has been shattered by

sin, and which is restored only when man becomes a "new creature"

in Christ. (3)

b. Purusa

Devanandan gives a fascinating outline of the possibilities of

the word purusa in connection with a new Indian understanding of

personality in God and man. He writes:

"We have a word in Hindu classics that is often used of man, the
real man. It is the word purusha. Some day perhaps another
great Indian like Gandhiji will help put new meaning and content
into it. (k) And I will not be surprised if he interprets that
word purusha in terms of personality." (5)

He goes on to describe the making of a true purusa in three ways.

(a) The word implies the ability of persons "to stand up to one

another, the mutual encounter of I-Thou." (b) The two personalities

in dialogue penetrate one another: there is an interaction which

draws them together as people, (c) Thirdly, "there is also involved

a purposive striving, a reaching out to realize a common end": (6)

(1) Preparation p. 11+6 f.
(2) Preparation p.181
(3) cp. Sermons p.129: "The newness is in the dynamic consciousness

of a wholeness of outlook which gives a singleness of purpose,
a new urge to live on a totally other dimension of life, a
pov/er to transcend the limitations of death-bound existence".

(i+) He has just been describing Gandhi's transformation of the word
ahlmsa to mean "respect for personality".

(5) Sermons p.60.
(6) ibid, p.60 f.
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persons who truly meet become involved in community and in shared

tasks.

In the Sanskrit-derived languages the word purusa and the

derived abstract noun purusat.va have not yet fully acquired this

meaning, and yet the word seems to be the most promising, not merely

for describing human personality, but for defining the Persons of the

Godhead. (1)

Yet man as God intends him to be is not just purusa; he is

also bhakta. the devotee, man in relation to God.

"This is the essential nature of man. Man's sense of being an
"I" is due to his being confronted by the "Thou" of God. The
Christian man would say "I am because Thou art". If I may be
permitted to put it so, because of this conception of essential
man as man-in-relation-with-God, in the Christian view, the man
whom God intends to be, the man God created, "true man (cf.
J. Haritain's True Humanism (2) ) is not just roanava (3) or
purusha but bhakta." (V)

c. Sin

Such is man in God's purpose. But man as we see him in this

world comes far short of true bhakti or even purusatva, for man is

fallen, a sinner. Devanandan rejects the doctrine of total depravity -

"a man is not so completely a fallen being that he cannot at all

grasp the meaning of God's activity in this world-life" (5) - yet ad¬

mits that there is an element of truth in it;

"Man cannot know God, the holy and perfect God of pure goodness
and light, because man is tainted by sin. There is a certain
perversity in human nature that is naturally inclined to doing
the wrong rather than the right," (6)

(1) The other word commonly used, "vyakti", is unsatisfactory as
implying "individual".

(2) Devanandan also frequently quotes Buber in this connection, e.g.
Sermons pp.27, 121

(3) manava = man, human being
(4) Preparation P.1U7
(5) Sermons p.38
(6) ibid. _485-



It is man's own pride and rebellion which has brought him to

this state:

"Man's assertion of his own self-sufficiency against God is the
root-cause of his estrangement from the Creator. Such self-
centredness gets us in that state which St. Paul describes as
'wrath', the condition of enmity with God." (1)

"Sin results from the human abuse of the gift of free will" (2),
and as a result man tends to be "man-in-opposition to God rather than

man in relation with God." (3) "Disobedience" is the keyword used in

the Bible to describe sin (k) t and because God is righteous, disobed¬

ience must be followed by judgment and punishment. Devanandan takes

a very positive view of "the sinfulness of sin", and does not seek to

link it with avidya or karma. but rather with ahamkara (5)> selfish¬

ness or egotism;

"The Christian view about what prevents man from realizing his
destiny is not avidya but ahamkara, which is construed as
self-will and which pitches itself against the Will of God and
causes not only all the strife within and for man as man but
also all the disorder in the whole world of human decision,
the realm of histox'y. It makes the present context of histor¬
ical existence at any time confusing and evil." (6)

d. Man in Community

Man is created; man is created for personal fellowship with

God; man is fallen. And in addition man is made for fellowship in

community. Personality implies a relationship of love, and God has

set us in society so that society too should reflect his loving and

(1) ibid. p.122.
(2) Preparation p.152.
(3) ibid.

(k) ibid. p.153.
(5) lit. "I-maker". cp. Sermons p.58.
(6) Preparation p.15U.
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redemptive purpose. Jesus said, "Love God, and your neighbour as

yourself", and this immediately involves us in a three-cornered

relationship of Love. (1) Devanandan writes:

"Man is truly man only in so far as he is found in the network
of human relations which make what the Bible calls "people",
and which in modern language we call "society". In Hindu
thought also this is implied in such terms as jana (people)
and jati (caste). But I think the word lolcsangraha (2) in
its Gita usage is in some ways a happier rendering of the
Biblical idea of people, and I suppose that the current usage
of the word "community" in the English language seeks to bring
out this same meaning of the holding together of people, in
which alone a person finds himself as a person among persons
and in relation to the Person." (3)

There are many implications here, both for man within the

fellowship of the Church, and for his relationship with the wider

society outside, (1+) Man both as individual person, and as member

of society is involved in God's purpose for himself, for the Church

and for the world, and is set by God in the world in order that he

may unite himself with this purpose. Linking together the ideas of

personality and community in his interpretation of the Imago,

Devanandan writes:

"The very nature of man as created by God in His image and
likeness rests four-square on the twin-foundations of Person¬
ality and Community.... man as man-in-relation to God and man-
in-community , the bhakta in the satsangh." (3)

The fact that man can be true man only in community gives the

ground for a thoroughgoing rejection of any form of the karma-samsara

theory, which at best can apply only to individuals in isolation.

(1) Sermons p.62 f.
(2) lit. "gathering of people".
(3) Preparation p. 11+9.
(1+) v, infra pp. 5'0i+ if-. and 523 #-
(5) Preparation p.11+9. satsangha = "true community"

"community of Truth".
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The Christian idea of community

"explains why any view of karrna-samsara, the retributory
consequence of human activity, is unacceptable to the
Christian, for that principle can only apply in all fair¬
ness to individuals in severe isolation, whether such indiv¬
iduality is real or unreal. It cannot apply to persons in
community without losing its rigorous logic of individual
retribution. In fact, it is open to question whether the
principle of karma-samsara can be interpreted to lend support
to what we moderns call social justice." (1)

Here again we can see Devanandan pointing out a place where current

Hindu practice is difficult to square with traditional Hindu belief.

This whole consideration of the doctrine of man brings us to

an interesting contrast with Hinduism, where man's aim is to overcome

all that separates him from God, and so find a metaphysical unity

with Him, the atman with the paramatman. The Christian faith, however,

sees man's task and his joy as full and active participation in God's

purpose for the whole world, and avoids the Hindu tendency

"to explain the nature and destiny of man in terms of a meta¬
physics of ultimate being rather than in terms of a theology
of the purposive will of a personal God." (2)

(h) The. Person of Christ

Devanandan'b Christology is orthodox. Jesus is the revelation

of God's Love. (3) He is divine (h) and human (5)» true Man (6)

obedient (7), the Servant Lord (8), pre-existent (9), the beginning

(1) ibid.
(2) ibid. p.38.
(3} "Christ is God loving man". Sermons p. 6b.
(b) "God... came down to earth to encounter men in the Person of

Jesus Christ", ibid. p.29.
(5) ibid, pp.31 ff.
(6) ibid, pp.30, 69, 15b.
(7) ibid. p.30 "perfect response of faith".
(8) ibid, pp.95, 96.
(9) Our Task Today p.5J "Christ was from the beginning, as Redeemer

involved in all that we call creation. He shall be till the
end of time when Biblical faith affirms that all things shall
be brought under His subjection." -488-



and the end. He was born in Bethlehem, performed miracles (1), died

and rose again (2). He is the Truth (3). He is God becoming Incarnate

to carry out the purpose of redemption for all the world. (1+) In

Christ, God has for man's sake become man, that man in Christ may be

"converted" and become a new creature:

"If it is God in Christ who makes the convert, the new man, the
... significant fact in this connection is that God affects
His purpose for man thi*ough man. Our faith is that "the Word
became flesh", that God confronts many among men, through man
as Man. This characteristic note of a transcendental humanism
which is fundamental to the Gospel underlies the Christian
belief in conversion as God's doing and as done through human
instrumentality." (5)

If Devanandan has a key-word for his understanding of the

Person of Christ, it is surely to be found in the word Purpose -

God's redemptive Purpose for the world. It was to reveal and carry

out God's Purpose that Christ became man, and "emptied Himself".

Brief treatments of the conceptions of kenosls and avatara make

this clear.

(a) Kenosis

In India, religious fervour is associated with renunciation,

the ascetic ideal:

"But it is not such conventional poverty that St. Paul is
attributing to the Incarnate Lord. (6) He is referring rather

(1) See e.g. Sermons p.80 ff.
(2) The resurrection is central in Devanandan's exposition of the

New Creation. See e.g., Sermons p.121.
(3) Sermons p.33; Preparation p.170 (quoting Stephen Neill)
(*0 Sermons p,11i|.; "What God has done in Christ for the believer

is for all men, - even those who may not yet believe in Him.
The redemptive purpose in the Incarnation is all-inclusive."

(5) Sermons p.131 f.
(6) sc. in Phil. 2.
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to the poverty of human nature itself. To be human is to be in
a state of want.... The point of comparison ... is the rich
estate of heavenly being set over against the stark poverty of
human nature... The poor in the days of St. Paul were what we
would call the outcaste in a caste-bound society, the serfs of
feudal times, the labourer of our industrial age, feeble,
frustrated, famished.... Our Lord Jesus Christ, though He was
rich, yet for our sakes He became poor. Almighty God became
man, feeble, frustrated, famished.' .... The poverty of the Son
of Man is, then, not to be construed in terms of material want.
It consisted rather in the terrible come down from almighty
power to human weakness, from immortal hope to the despair of
death, from love's perfect communion to nature's unfulfilled
longing for true community .... The world was made for the Son
of Man; but during those years in Galilee it was the Son of Man
that was made for the world. Helpless. He suffered it to be
so." (1)

In order to carry out God's redemptive purpose, Christ shares

in all the miseries of fallen human society, an outcaste who has come

to bring the outcastes back into the fellowship of God.

(b) Avatara

Devanandan constantly discusses the problem in Hindu India of

effecting "a synthesis between the traditional world view and contem¬

porary secularism". (2) It is in this context, of altruistic, high-

minded, secular humanism seeking for new moorings in Hinduism - a new

type of fides quaerens intellectuml - that the Good News of God

incarnate in Jesus Christ will have to be spelled out. Can the Christ¬

ian teaching on the Incarnation of Christ give a firm anchorage when

the avatara moorings have slipped? Only, says Devanandan, if belief

in the Incarnate Christ really changes men and society. The Incarn¬

ation must be seen

"not so much as a theological doctrine, but as a commitment to
an understanding of life in which God Himself is purposely

(1) Sermons pp.51 ££•
(2) Concern p.107.
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involved. Hinduism has not given sufficient thought to the
revolutionary significance for the world when God becomes
Man, because the traffic of avataras is so common as to
convey no challenge such as we encounter in the "follow me"
of Jesus Christ. Christ does not descend to us as a Master
of the schools to resolve our metaphysical problems.... He
?irho would know Jesus as the Christ and Lord must ask, "What
shall I do to be saved - to be saved from baser desires,
from cowardice and falseness, from pride and self-seeking?"
This is the point at which Jesus meets us on the road....
The real issue centres round the question whether or not
the Gospel we preach has the power to liberate and renew
man in society." (1)
Devanandan's approach is always practical. Does the belief in

the Incarnation work? Does it make new men? Does it transform society'

Does it help us to take our part in the carrying out of God's redemp¬

tive purpose? The Incarnation involves

"the belief that in the living Person of Jesus Christ the
nature of the ultimate truth both about God and man has been
made manifest." (2)

And that same Incarnation, in which the Word becomes flesh, brings

new life to man, society and the world.

(5) The Work of Christ

a. Hew Creation

Like Chenchiah, whom strangely enough he does not quote (3)»

Devanandan sees the work of Christ largely in terms of the Hew Creation.

Christ is the True Man, who reveals God's purpose for all men, and for

the world, and who brings the Power by which all men can be made new

O) Concern p.108 f.
(2) Preparation p.16$).
(3) In his published works Devanandan does not appear to notice the

work of other Indian Christian theologians, though he is
familiar with Western theologians and with Hindu writers of
both the classical and modern periods.
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and society, and even the whole world be restored.

"In Christ we have a forecast of what God intends man to be
from the beginning of creation. And more, of what God is
making of man when he totally surrenders himself to the
creative purpose in God's design for mankind. (1)

Through the power of the Incarnate Lord we are made anew:

"He did not cease to be God when He became man. Or else
through his poverty we could not have become rich. Ho
longer the underprivileged outcaste, but a new creation,
of the privileged community. Like Him who being rich
became poor for our sake, we being poor are become rich
through Him." (2)

It is the power, the personality, of the living Christ which

transforms us, and which welds the Church into a new and living

community, with Him at its Centre:

"It is the living Presence which as the living Centre draws
each one of us towards it. A magnet may draw bits of iron
pieces towards it by a blind force. But the living Christ
who draws us towards Him and together to each one of us is
a creative, healing, purposive Reality. Therefore, in the
fellowship where the living God is at the Centre, an amaz¬
ing change takes place in the deep within of the men and
women who enter into such a fellowship. He makes over again,
makes anew each one of them. "Therefore, if any one is in
Christ, he is a new creation" " (3)

b. Conversion

How do men become "new creatures"? Unlike Chenchiah, who

treats the Hew Creation in evolutionary, biological terms, Devanandan

firmly believes that men can become new creatures only by conversion,

and total self-commitment to Christ. His treatment of conversion is

therefore closely linked with his exposition of the Hew Creation.

(1) Sermons p.69.
(2) ibid. p.5U.
(3) Sermons p.100 f.
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Speaking of Paul's experience on the Damascus road, he writes:

"This Gospel of the new creation is closely related to the
Christian teaching about conversion... When God in Christ
confronted and claimed him, life became totally different
for Paul. That is why he is never tired of pointing out
the close connection between the fact of the new creation
and the necessity for commitment. The new creation becomes
a shattering reality when any man confronts God in Christ,
and is apprehended by God.

Our Lord Himself described conversion in terms of a new birth...
What is implied is that the new birth begins with a change, a
change in the very substance of our being, in the very nature
of man. The indwelling Spirit of God, not the sinful nature of
man, henceforth becomes the decisive factor in the life of the
convert. "Ko longer I that live but the Christ in me" - that
is being apprehended of God." (1)

Only when the essential nature of man is rudely shaken to a
sense of total inadequacy where the redemptive power of the
resurrected Lord has taken hold, and life has taken on new
meaning is there conversion. For we believe that in the life
of any man who becomes vividly aware of the fact of the new
creation, there begins a process of radical fulfilment of God's
creative power." (2)

Devanandan's exposition of conversion is given in the context

of Hindu opposition to Christian evangelistic work resulting in

conversion or "proselytism". He repudiates the use of unworthy induce¬

ments to non-Christians to change their religion, but stoutly defends

convei-sion in the true sense. He writes:

"V*e believe that conversion is, in the first place, the making
of the new person remodelled so that the centre is the living
God and not the individual himself. In the second place, we
hold that the change in conversion is not in the transference
of the convert from one group of people adhering to a particular
way of life to another group holding to a different system of
practices. The change is in the very texture of the person who
makes the decision to accept Jesus as Lord." (3)

(1) ibid. p.69 f.
(2) Sermons p.70.
(3) ibid p.132.
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And again,

"It is the work of God in Christ, for it is God alone that can
create that 'newness of life', providing the new Centre of
being which so completely changes a person's life and attitude
that we call it 'conversion', in Christian and non-Christian
alike." (1)

c. The Cross

When we attempt to probe more deeply into Devanandan's under¬

standing of the particular aspect of Ghrist's Person and work which

results in conversion and new creation, we find that, like the majority

of Indian theologians, he turns to the Incarnation rather than the

Cross, to Christology rather than Soteriology, to salvation for new¬

ness of life rather than salvation from sin. He indicates his

position in the following paragraphs;

"Christ Jesus is our salvation not only in that He has freed us
from the bondage of sin. He is also our salvation in that He
is the pattern of the new humanity to which, and for which, we
are saved. To be 'saved from' would convey no meaning, unless
we know what we are 'saved far'. Perhaps we fall into the same
error as men of other religions overstressing in our proclamation
of the message what we are saved from. (2) Is the Gospel to be
explained as a soteriology primarily, as many of us have learned
to do since Hendrik Kraemer put forward his brilliant thesis at
Tambaram? For the Good News is primarily of the hope of glory.
Christ is the Author of our salvation also in the sense that He
defines the nature of our ultimate life." (3)

This is by no means to imply that Devanandan ignores the Cross,

and the soteriological aspect of Christ's work. One of his sermons,

on "The Hills of God", gives a fine description of the nature of

Christ's work on the Hill of Calvary:

(1) Task p.10.
(2) The reference is to the Hindu idea of moksa as primarily release

from karma, cp. Sermons, p. 11+5: "Salvation is never like the
Hellenistic soteria, a delivei*ance from corporeal life. This
would be contrary to the fundamental psychological conception,
nowhere abandoned in the O.T. One is saved for the world, not
from the world."

(3) Sermons p.15U.
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"On His cross He bore the sins of the world - that we might
live.... Over against that cross on Golgotha's hill the entire
history of humanity takes on a new meaning. In this ever-new
revelation of God's redemptive love is the triumphant hope of
ultimate victory.... The cross stands for the central affirm¬
ation in our creed, that God's concern in our predicament has
cost Him dearly.... Out of the agony on the cross is released
saving power by which the world is being recreated from
century to century.... It is not merely that through my many
sufferings a chastened personality is being chiselled out in
me.... More, much more.' In me a new creation is wrought into
being because He died and rose again! " (1)

The Death of Christ brings forgiveness and reconciliation;

"So Jesus Christ as Man identified Himself with sinners and
'was made sin' for our sake. And by His death and resurrection,
He annulled the consequences of man's sinfulness which bars the
way to man's free access to God. It is of God's doing through
Christ, in the power of His Cross.

Reconciliation, in our faith, then consists in the forgiveness
of sins. Primarily it is realized in the experience of the
individual, and it depends on man's personal response in faith
to Christ and to the work of God in Him." (2)

This reconciliation is an act - an act on the Cross - rather

than a process:

"What is meant is not a slow evolutionary process, but a
decisive act of God in Christ which is of such a character
that in response to the Apostolic ministry of reconciliation
men throughout the Gentile world can say: 'We, too, have
received the reconciliation.' " (3)

We must, however, appropriate the benefits of that "Act", by
united

being/with Christ in faith and commitment:
"When the Christian talke of being identified with the death
and the resurrection of Jesus Christ, he means to say that
the believer steadily ceases to be the man that he had become
by reason of his own self-righteousness, and that in fellow¬
ship with the living Christ he is being made over into the

(1) ibid pp.16 f..
(2) ibid pp.122 f.
(3) Sermons p.123 (on 2 Cor. 5.i9).
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new being. That is why the Bible talks about 'being born
again', of 'newness of life' and of 'the hope of glory'." (1)

h. Cosmic Redemption

Thus Christ's death and resurrection results in the release of

new spiritual power, by means of which the individual is converted,

forgiven, and reconciled to God. Yet Christ's work is not limited to

the individual. Through it the Church, the Christian fellowship, is

renewed, and in a wider circle the whole world, and men of all relig¬

ions, are brought to share in the benefits of Christ's work.

"God's redemptive purpose is for the whole of creation. We
fail to understand the cosmic implications of the imperative
'Follow me* of the Incarnate word, if we do not realize that
the call of God is that we go His way, fulfilling His minis¬
try, sharing His purpose for the remaking of His world". (2)

Again:

"Reconciliation comes to man within the fellowship of the
Church and determines his personal relationships with others.
Indeed, it is the teaching of St. Paul that it concerns things
in heaven and things 011 earth, and has to do with the relation¬
ships of nations and of peoples (Col.1:19-22). So the work of
reconciliation extends to include the whole network of human
relations which we call society, as well as the context of
material things which in their totality is what is called
'creation' in the Bible." (3)

It is this conviction of the universality of Christ's work of

redemption, firmly based on the New Testament evidence (h)» which

provides the theological dynamic for Devanandan's passionate devotion

to the Christian task of witness and work and reconciliation within

modern society. To us has been committed a ministry of reconcili¬

ation, between man and man, between Christian and non-Christian,

(1) Preparation p.158.
(2) Sermons p.78.
(3) ibid. p.123.
(4) Especially of Eph. and Col.
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between Older Church and Younger Church. (1) Only those who are

themselves reconciled to God, and have become new creatures in Christ,

have the spiritual power to carry out this ministry, but for them the

"end" is nothing less than the renewal of society and the world in

accordance with God's purpose.

"Christian experience of the saving work of God comes as the
profound realization that all men are being redeemed by God
in Christ. We experience God's grace not as individuals each
standing in isolate relation to God but as a growing community
redeemed and gathered in Christ." (2)

We shall conclude this Section on the ftork of Christ by a

paragraph which well illustrates Devanandan's view of that work as the

initiation of the New Creation:

"At the centre of history, as it were, an event of cosmic signif¬
icance happened, the Christian believes. This was the coming
into history of God Himself in order to initiate a new era. It
is the beginning of the New Creation. On the plane of history
by the incoming of God, by his involvement in a real way with
the entire creation, and with human life in particular, it was
demonstrated that the self-love of man vhich is at the root of
all sin, need not inevitably retard, much less eventually pre¬
vent, the ultimate fulfilment of God's purpose for the world
and for man. To us the purpose of the Incarnation was not
primarily to give man a body of sublime teaching. (3) It was
rather to release man from the bondage of sin.... Now, the
Christian faith is that what God has done for man in the person
and work of Christ is for all men." (h)

(6) The Holy Spirit and the Christian Life

In Devanandan, as in Chakkarai, it is not easy to separate the

functions of the Holy Spirit from those of Christ, and indeed there is

(1) See his exposition of Eph. 2:13>1U, in Sermons pp. 126,7.
(2) Sermons p.98.
(3) The reference here is to the Gandhian idea that the Ethics of

Jesus constitutes the Christian faith.

(h) Preparation p.136 f.
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a similar tendency not to draw any rigid distinctions between the

functions of the different Persons of the Trinity.

The Spirit is seen as the Power of God at work in the new cre¬

ation, guiding men into the Truth, (1) giving them the ability to

bring their will and purpose into conformity with the Divine Will (2),

and filling them with that love (3) which is the characteristic mark

of the Christian life. And it is because of the coming of the Spirit

that the Church exists:

"Pentecost marked the revolutionary beginning of the new creation;
with it the Church of Christ came into existence. God has best¬
owed the gift of the Holy Spirit to provide the needed dynamic
to those who take His offer seriously. Spirit-filled lives of
men and women bear powerful testimony to the new-found sense of
liberation from bondage to this body of corruption. The 'whole¬
ness' that the Spirit brings into such committed lives produces
a change so radical that it can only be described as a new
creation." (I;.)

He points to Paul's understanding of the work of the Spirit in

this connection:

"More than all he places emphasis upon the power of the Holy
Spirit within mankind for an inward transformation, creating
the Hew Man in Christ so totally different from the old
creation." (5)

This transforming work of the Spirit, seen so clearly at Pente¬

cost, is not for individuals only, but for the Church:

"In the Christian view, Hew Creation is the work of God, not in
isolated individual lives but in a community of persons who are
committed to this blessed assurance of a new creation as a

present reality.... The Christian faith is that it is only in
the living Spirit of Christ that we can enjoy full community

(1) Sermons p.M+ f.
(2) ibid. p.133.
(3) Preparation p.110.

Sermons p.128.
(5) Task p.8.
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with one another, and that it is only in our togetherness
with one another we can enjoy full communion with Christ." (1)

And that same Spirit, at work in the individual and the Church,

is also available to transform the world. Commenting on Luke 1+. 18,19

where Jesus begins his ministry in Nazareth by saying, "The Spirit

of the Lord is upon me..,.", Devanandan writes:

"Humanity is not at the mercy of laws inherent in the nature of
things that constitute our environment. Human destiny is not
dependent on the devices and desires of our own hearts. At the
core of life there is a force at work which defies all wrong-
wresting good out of evil, restoring the fallen, forgiving the
sinner, aye, raising the dead. This is God's world, we are His
people." (2)

As he sees the selfless life and service of his Gandhian

friends, Devanandan is convinced that the Spirit is at work in their

lives too, and that the Church has much to learn from than, in its

task of world-transformation:

"The Church is not only built by the Spirit of God working
within it, but also by the Spirit of God working outside it.
In either case it is the work of God for the transformation
of those who endeavour to do His will.... And yet it is
difficult to see how the realm of God's sovereignty can be
extended unless there come into being more and more people
who commit themselves to the Lordship of Jesus Christ." (3)

What is the nature of the "spiritual life", the life of the new

creation? Hinduism sees the religious life as one of bhakti, or better

still of mystic absorption in Brahman, when all ignorance is left

behind, and the atman finds complete and metaphysical unity with the

pararnatman. For the Christian, says Devanandan, union with God is not

a guestion of metaphysical unity, but of bringing our rebellious wills

into conformity with the Will of God, of committing ourselves to His

(1) Preparation p.159. (He quotes 1 Cor. 12.26 f.).
(2) Sermons p.86.
(3) Preparation p.117.
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purpose, of being so transformed that His will instead of our own

becomes the centre of our life.

"The belief in the fact and the possibility of the Divine Will
becoming the centre of human personality is in many ways contra¬
dictory to the affirmations of faith in non-Christian religions,
in regard to the nature of God and the nature of man." (1)

Yet for the Christian this is essential:

"The Christian understanding of personal relationship in
Christian faith implies that essentially it involves freedom
given to man either to accept or reject the Will of God for
him and the rest of creation. Man's response is primarily
the response of a purposive will.... Man is made so that he
can share in the creative purpose of God if he is truly man,
that is man-in-relation-with-God, and man-in-community-with-
other-men. The Christian understanding of the bhakta, if I
may be permitted to put it so, is as one who actively partic¬
ipates in the creative purpose of the Bhagavan in the here and
now.... In Biblical language the one petition of the bhakta is,
'Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?' For the one governing
motive of man's very existence is that God's will be done on
earth as it is in heaven. Thus Christian bhakti is the willed
response of man reached in consequence of a free decision in
community with like-minded bhakt as to fulfil God's Will." (2)

(7) Eschatolopy - "the Hope of Glory"

A constantly recurring phrase in Devanandan's writing is "the

Hope of Glory" (3)» by which he understands that life in Christ, that

unity of our wills with the Divine Will, which will be ours in p;lorla.

but is already ours in so far as we are now creatures in Christ. His

understanding of eschatology links closely the individual and the

community, the present and the "end" (J+). He writes:

"Human destiny is thus conceived not as absorption into the
divine but as loving fellowship with God, which in Biblical
language is described as 'the hope of glory'. And there can be
no 'glory' for the individual until the 'glorified community'
comes into being, and the society of the redeemed is complete.

(1) Sermons p.133-
(2) Preparation p.150.
(3) "Christ in you, the hope of glory", Col. 1.27. (AV).
(k) Devanandan was probably influenced by Dodd, whom he quotes.
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That would be the destiny of man, then, in Christian faith -
transformed life in the Kingdom of God at the end of time and
of creation." (1)

This implies that the "end", the "hope of glory" is already

present wherever the new creation is in being, in individual Christ¬

ians, and in the Church, the reconciling community. Men normally

think of the future as being built upon and conditioned by the present,

and all secular hopes of progress are built on this assumption. But

for the Christian, says Devanandan, the present is conditioned by the

future: the "hope of glory" to which all things are moving, is present

now, changing and transforming men and communities. God's purpose is

moving steadily towards fulfilment , and yet in a sense the fulfilment

has broken into the present in Christ. He writes:

"Possibly the one word that brings out the true sequence of this
process of the New Creation is the word fulfilment. But there
again, we confuse that term with the idea of progressive realiz¬
ation. That would be to regard the present as in some sense
resulting from the past on the one hand, and on the other hand,
to consider the present as leading on to the future. That is
the human understanding of secular history.... But from the
standpoint of holy history (that is the theological understanding
of history), it is the present that is conditioned by the future,
the final end. The end is the 'hope of glory', when the whole
creation shall have been lifted to loftier planes of undreamt of
possibilities. The end is not completion of a process, but
consummation of a purpose. Here is fulfilment with a difference -
fulfilment of the divine purpose, of God's plan for His creation,
the transformation of life." (2)

This raises a very significant point when it is applied, as

Devanandan applies it, to the renaissance and internal reformation

which are going on in Hinduism, and to the relation between Hinduism

and Christianity. Much of his writing is devoted to a study of

(1) Preparation p.161.
(2) Sermons p.68.
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reform arid development in Hinduism (1), tracing the movement from

Ram Mohan Roy through the Brahma Samaj and Arya SamaJ, Ramakrishna,

Vivekananda, Tagore, Aurobindo, Gandhi to the Neo-Vedanta of Radhak-

rishnan, the Sarvoda.ya (2) of Vinoba Bhave and the secular humanism

of Nehru. It is in the context of such modern Hinduism that the

Gospel is to be proclaimed. How are Christians to view this develop¬

ment, this self-purification, of Hinduism? Fifty years ago Farquhar

saw it as a sort of evolutionary process, whose "crovm" would be

Christianity. Twenty-five years later Kraemer, on the other hand, saw

little of worth in the non-Christian world. Devanandan's view is

different from either. Neither Christians nor Hindus are building

on the past, in a process of evolution. Rather the future has already

broken in on the present, the future which is Christ in us, the "hope

of glory", the new creation. Christ, through the Spirit, is at work

not only within the Church but outside it: He is at work also in the

reform of Hinduism, in all those modern developments which only go to

show the inadequacy of the traditional orthodoxy, and the need for a

new understanding of God and the world. Over against those who fear

"renascent Hinduism", Devanandan sees in this "newness" the hand of

God, and hears in it a call to "Dialogue" with those outside, so that

we and they may stand together in the area of God's new creation.

(1) Compare the title of Devanandan's pamphlet The Gospel and
Renascent Hinduism (SCM, 1959)

(2) sarvodaya: "uplift of all". The movement carries on the Gandhian
tradition, and is associated with rural reconstruction, and
particularly with the bhudana ("Bhoodan") "land-gift" campaign.
For a Christian critique see RS IV/3 (Dec. 1957) A Christian
Approach to Sarvodaya.
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"Only then can Christians enter with sympathetic under¬
standing into the real significance of the 'newness' in
contemporary Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam. Can Christian
faith discern in such renewal the inner working of the Spirit
of God, guiding men of other faiths than ours, as well as men
of no faith, into a new understanding of God's ways with the
world of men today? If all 'New Creation' can only be of God
where else could these 'new' aspects of other beliefs in the
thinking and living of people have sprung from? If the whole
creation is being directed by the redemptive act of God in
Jesus Christ towards the final 'hope of glory', a total trans¬
formation of present existence, is fulfilment in the end the
result of the present being fulfilled in the future, or does
it consist in the ultimate future being realized (and so
fulfilled) in the temporal present? If the true reading of
salvation-history (Heilsgeschichte) is in terms of Eternity
flowing into time (1), the 'coming' of the Eternal Kingdom of
God in the temporal order of man, how do we restate the dis¬
tinctiveness of the Gospel in the context of the religions of
the world?" (2)

Elsewhere Devanandan draws a contrast between the tolerant,

Farquhar-type of "hope in fulfilment of all religious faith" and the

more radical "Gospel proclamation of the fulfilment of God's promise

of the Kingdom", and says of the latter that

"because the promise of the Kingdom is so totally assured, the
end is in reality a present fact. It is come.' In salvation-
history, to the discerning eye of faith, the eternal future
is being fulfilled in contemporary present. It is in this
sense our Lord declared that He has come not to destroy but to
fulfil." (3)

This is something which affects the life and proclamation of

the Church, for the New Creation is to be proclaimed both within and

without the Church as a present reality; already we can know in our

own experience that "hope of glory" towards which we are moving in

God's purpose. The Church is not to see itself as

(1) Compare Chanchiah, "Eternal life
river into the sea, but of the

(2) Preparation p.177.
(3) Preparation p.192 f.

is not a flow back of the

sea into the river." (v. supra )
P-3 79-
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"suspended between a 'has been done' and a 'not yet', to think
of its present life's significance as arising solely from a
mission to proclaim the reconciliation achieved, while awaiting
the End."

Rather,

"what the Church proclaims and expects is present now. For
when God raised Christ from the dead He 'gave him to be the
head over all things to the Church, which is his body, the
fulness of him that filleth all in all'. (Eph. 1:22f)" (1)

We shall see in more detail later how Devanandan applies

this understanding of eschatology to the Mission of the Church, and
}

its relation to the non-Christian world.

(8) The Church

a. Koinonia

Devanandan was the son of a minister of the Church, himself

became an ordained minister, taught for many years in one of the
*

leading Indian theological colleges, and took a leading part in the

work of the World Council of Churches and of the National Christian

Council of India. His attitude towards the Church is therefore one

of positive participation. In his published writings his view of

the Church is a dynamic one: he is intensely interested in the Church

as part of the Hew Creation, as demonstrating the life of the Kingdom

of God here and now, as a healing, serving, transforming Koinonia.

the family of God. He is definitely not interested in more narrow

ecclesiological matters, and says little about historic Church

traditions, or even about the more technical aspects of Church unity.

For him the overpoweringly important fact was that the Church should

(1) Sermons p.15^.
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be a living, witnessing, serving fellowship, showing to the whole
world what the life of the New Creation is like. He says many of

the same sort of things as Chenchiah said, but says them in a tone

less critical of the Church as it already exists: he does not seek

the abolition of the visible Church, but rather its transformation

and revival.

Hinduism is essentially a religion for the individual. True,

there is the whole social structure of the caste system, but that

represents the sphere of social duties rather than of a man's personal
relation to God. (1) Hinduism has little place for the kind of cor¬

porate worship and of spirit-filled fellowship which is essential in
Christianity. Devanandan writes:

"Religion [sc. in Hinduism] is regarded as a matter of spiritual
experience. Consequently in none of its forms has Hinduism
ever developed the idea of a religious community of believers.
Except perhaps in the more recent renascent movements, Hinduism
has never thought in terms of congregational worship, where a
corporate body of believers approach God in a sense of together¬
ness.... The conception of the Church is a rock of offence to
the Hindu. Starting from the theological presuppositions of
the sanatana dharma, it is difficult undoubtedly to go on to
establish the claims of a Church as necessary to spiritual
growth.... The idea of the Church is essentially incongruous,
and therefore repugnant, to the Hindu believer. The reason is
obvious. Religious maturity in Hinduism is the result of
individual achievement in self-discipline towards which others
like-minded can only help by the inspiration of example or
through wise counsel. The idea of a transforming community is
alien to the Hindu genius because of its basic belief about
the nature of God as the eternal Brahma, and of the nature of
man as essentially that of Brahma itself. There can, therefore,
be no such community as the Church claims itself to be, where
there is an inflow and outflow of personal influence which is

(1) cp. Brahmabadhab's distinction of sarnaja dharma and
sadhana dharma, v.supra p.193.
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transforming, because the real bond of fellowship therein is
provided by the Holy Spirit which draws the members of the
Church together in communion with God as revealed in Christ
Jesus." (1)

An essential part of the Christian faith is, then, the Church,

a visible, vital fellowship, gathered round Christ who is its centre,

and filled with the Holy Spirit, who gives it power:

"True community is created by the conscious sense which each
one in the group has of being vitally connected with a living
Centre. And because of this living relationship to the Centre,
they are all bound one to another. That is the real difference
between the communion of saints and an association of people." (2)

And when the Church is in this vital relationship with Christ - is

"in Christ" - then it too shares in the New Creation:

"In the Christian view, New Creation is the work of God, not in
isolated individual lives but in a community of persons who are
committed to this blessed assurance of a new creation as a pre¬
sent reality. It is this conviction which gives significance
to what has come to be known as the Church.... That is why the
Christian man never regards himself/isolated from the rest of
the community of those among and within whom the Spirit of God
is alive." (3)

The Church is the fellowship of those who seek to do God's

will, to unite their wills with His in the carrying out of His

purpose, by responding to Jesus' invitation, "Follow Me":

"Those who follow him accept his Lordship in their lives. Thus
the human response to the invitation is of the nature of a
decision to commit oneself, to be led by the Spirit of Jesus
Christ in the same way of obedience to the Will of God as
Jesus Himself showed in His life on earth...

The Church is therefore the fellowship of those who endeavour
in community as well as in their own personal lives to 'do the
will of the Father* ". (4)

0) Concern pp.101 f.
(2) Sermons p.99.
(3) Preparation p.159.
(k) Preparation p.116.
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But the fellowship is not "exclusive", and there is no

adherence to fextra ecclesiarn nulla salus' :

"It would not be true to say that there is no salvation far
those outside the Church.... For the Church is no closed
body. What the Christian believes about the Church is that
it is essentially a fellowship of the Spirit within which there
is a conscious, corporate effort to apprehend the will of God for
mankind as declared in Jesus Christ." (t)

b. The Mission of the Church

For Devanandan, evangelism is of the esse of the Church, for

the Church can only demonstrate the fact that it is vital, spirit-

filled, and truly related to Christ its Centre when it engages

actively in mission, in which is included both ker.ygma and diakonia,

as well as the spontaneous witness of the living Christian koinonia.(2)

The Church is truly significant only in relation to the whole

world. Christ came proclaiming the arrival of' the Kingdom of God,

and in His coming the work of the New Creation has begun, a work that

is for all men, and whose instrument is the Church. When the Incar¬

nate Christ identifies Himself with man,

"such identification initiates a new era in creation. It
marked the beginning of a redemptive movement which takes in
humanity in its entirety... So that, far from wanting to shut
others out from participation (which would be being exclusive),
the Christian wants the world of men to share his faith in this
all-inclusive cosmic process of new creation....

When we talk about Jesus Christ having inaugurated a new era
in creation we use the Christian Scriptural term Kingdom of
God, meaning thereby that henceforth all people should be
brought into the conscious realization that this world and
all that happens therein should be brought under the sover¬
eignty of God. This is the Christian mission." (3)

(1) ibid.

(2) Task (1959) p.3 f• These were three of the main emphases at
the New Delhi Assembly of the WCC, 1961.

(3) Preparation p.138. Devanandan is here writing for a mixed group
of Hindus, Christians and others, "The Fellowship of the Friends
of Truth",
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c. The present context of Mission

Bevanandan gives a very clear and illuminating survey of the

Hindu reaction to Christian evangelism since the time of Ram Mohan

Roy, tracing the attitude of the Brahma Samaj, the Arya Samaj,

Ramakrishna, Vivekananda and the more modern Gandhian movement. (1)

He examines the charge of "proselytism", so frequently made by

Hindu antagonists of Christianity (2), and, while repudiating all

dubious methods of evangelism, emphasizes the fact that the Christian

is bound to witness to the "new creation" which he has known in his

own life. There is a difference between "propaganda" and true

"propagation" of the Gospel:

"The propagation of the Gospel, which is the mission of every
Christian believer, is primarily to spread abroad the good news
that God has initiated a movement in the history of mankind by
Himself entering into this very world of want and violence, of
disease and death, of human sin and wilfulness, in order that
this whole realm of world-life may be transformed into a verit¬
able new creation in which will be acknowledged the sovereignty
of God". (3)

While "proselytism" - in the sense in which most Hindus

understand it - is rejected, conversion is, as we have already seen (1+) >

stressed as an essential step if we are to share in the new creation,

a step which is needed for Christians as much as for non-Christians.

He quotes a leading Hindu, Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar, in support of

the view that true conversion, the turning of the whole person to its

new Centre in God, is legitimate and desirable. Br. Aiyar writes:

(1) ibid, pp.80-119-
(2) ibid, pp.101 ff. cp. ibid. pp. 11*2 f.
(3) ibid. p.105.
(h) v. supra p. 492.
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"Conversion... is perfectly legitimate, provided it proceeds
from fundamental convictions or, in the language of the
Christian Father, a 'change of heart' ". (1)

Evangelism, then, must be directed to the Church, as well as to the

world outside, in order that the whole of creation may share in the

"newness" of the Kingdom:

"Evangelism is a two-dimentional process which involves extension
of God's activity on two fronts as it were - inward into the
Church and outward into the world." (2)

The contemporary context in which the Gospel is to be proclaimed

and the life of the new creation demonstrated is very different from

that of the decaying Hindu orthodoxy of Goreh's day, or even of the

rationalism of the advanced reform movements of his time. Devanandan

is a brilliant exponent of contemporary Hinduism, the practical, high-

souled Gandhian outlook of the Sarvodaya Movement, the intellectually

cohesive and attractive neo-Vedanta of Radhakrishnan, the secular

humanism of Nehru, the disillusioned atheism of the Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam in South India. (3) This living, renascent and reformed

Hinduism has already adopted many new attitudes and practices which

go right against traditional orthodoxy - for example in such matters

as caste, social justice, the place of women in society, the need for

economic and social planning etc. - but has not yet found a firm

theological basis for its new praxis. Christians are called to share

in the great adventure of building the new India, and it is by

(1) Preparation p.11^2.
(2) Task p.9.
(3) Preparation pp.60 ff. The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam ("DMK")

is a Dravidian movement of revolt against Brahmanism in South
India. See P.D. Devanandan: The Dravida Kazhagam, (CISRS,
Bangalore, 1960).
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identifying themselves with their nation, and with its cultural

traditions, that they can best find an opportunity for witnessing

to and sharing the new life which they possess in Christ. For the

Christian believes that his faith not only allows him to participate

in these nation-building activities, but gives him a positive basis

and incentive for taking an active and leading part in them. And so

the Mission of the Church consists in going into the world of con¬

temporary India and there witnessing by the proclamation of the

wholeness of the Gospel, and also by service, and by the demonstration

of true community in action.

There is to be no curtailing of the Gospel, but ratter we are

to present the Christian faith in its credal fulness, to share it

with Hindus in such a way that they examine their own fundamental

credal basis:

"The resurgence of Asian religions is in every case a new evang¬
elistic opportunity for a face-to-face meeting of the credal
claims of the Christian Gospel and their [sc. non-Christians']
foundational doctrines.... The real task in evangelism is so
to declare the Gospel we believe in that its decisive demands
on a man's total allegiance are made positively clear." (1)

(9) The Dialogue Approach

What many people regard as Devanandan's greatest contribution

to the Mission of the Church is his interpretation of the task of

evangelism - and of the whole relationship between Hinduism and

Christianity - in terms of "Dialogue", and to that insight of his we

now turn.

(1) Concern p.18 f.
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His approach to Hinduism is a thoroughly practical and

modern one. He looks at the wide variety of modern Indian thought

and action, and asks, "What religious assumptions, if any, lie

behind current practice?" As a Christian, he seeks to share in the

rich and varied life of contemporary India, and to join his Hindu

friends in "dialogue", in a sharing of experience, so that together

it may be possible to come to some firm theological basis which will

undergird that movement towards God's new creation which he sees at

work in the Church, and also, though not always so obviously, outside

it.

Goreh looked at traditional and reformed Hinduism, and firmly

rejected them both. Upadhyaya, Appasatny and Chenchiah so ugh t to

interpret the Christian faith for their follow-countrymen with the

help of a particular strand of Hindu thought - that of Sankara, or

Ramanuja, or Aurobindo. Devanandan's approach is different. He

seeks first of all to understand (1) his Hindu contemporaries, and

gives a most illuminating historical and analytical account of the

various traditions on the scene today. In this analysis he demonstrates

clearly how Hindu practice has advanced far beyond traditional orthod¬

ox theory, especially in such subjects as creation (including the
(2)

attitude towards material things), history, personality, and community.

He seeks, then, in a frank interchange of study and conversations, to

(1) Some recent writers would refer to this process as a stage of
the "inner" dialogue of spiritual preparation which must
precede the "external" dialogue where we actually meet our
Hindu friends, v. infra p. 574-

(2) To these, as the dialogue deepens, maj be added such concepts
as sin, forgiveness, grace, salvation, cp. S.J. Samartha
in Sermons p.9»
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share with his Hindu friends not merely the insights which the

Christian faith provides on these natters, but the whole meaning of

that new creation which is ours in Christ, while at the same time

he seeks to understand, and so far as possible accept the high value

of Hindu culture.

Modern India clearly demonstrates concern with the material

world, with history, with the value of the individual, and with

society. Gandhiji's own life - his appreciation, derived originally

from Ruskin (1), of the value of manual labour, his successful

efforts to change the course of world history, his raising of the

status of the outcastes to that of "Harijans", "the people of God",

and his welding the Indian nation into a single, purposeful whole -

is a sufficient illustration of the principle. Yet at each of these

points traditional Hindu orthodoxy, with its belief in the ultimate

identity of atman and paramatman, and its relegation of the world

of experience to the realm of maya, fails to provide the religious

basis for practical action. Devanandan writes:

"The real problem in Hindu India is to effect a synthesis
between traditional world-view and contemporary secularism.
Thoughtful Hindu leaders are wrestling with this problem and
it is in relation to this concern that the good news of God
incarnate in Jesus Christ will have to be spelled out." (2)

Hinduism, in its devotion to the idea of Brahman,has failed

to treat the doctrine of man seriously, but modern Indians are in

fact largely humanistic, and devoted in a very real way to improving

the lot of both the individual and society. Where, then, is an

(1) M.K. Gandhi: Autobiography, pp.364 ff.
(2) Preparation p.38.
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adequate basis for the new anthropology to be found? We come,

perhaps, very near to the heart of Devanandan's understanding of
the possible relationship between Hinduism and Christianity in the

following paragraph:

"This new conception of history in the making in modern Indiawill have to come to terms with the classical view about Godand Reality that had so long held the field. Certain conse¬
quences are inevitable. One is that an attempt should be madeto reconcile the new anthropology with the classical theology.This is a task which is by no means easy because so far inHindu thinking the affirmation of the reality of the one hasalways been at the expense of the reality of the other. TheChristian view of man as God's creature and of God as man'sCreator has provided the solution in Christian thought. Butin Hindu thinking to accept the doctrine of the creation wouldbe to do violence to the nature of God as Absolute Being, whocannot be in any way involved in world-life. Secondly, Hinduthinking will have to come to terms with the whole idea of
personality as qpplled both to finite and infinite being. Andat the heart of the modern view of personality is the beliefin the possibility of relationship. Thirdly, there is a new-demand for the realization of true community. Such communityis the consequence of purposive endeavour in which responsiblebeings enter into creative relationship, because they are boundtogether as persons in relation to the Person." (1)

As we enter into dialogue with our Hindu friends, and come to

understand their faith more deeply, we shall encounter much evidence

of the working of the Spirit there, and especially in the developments
of modern Hinduism of which we have been speaking. Christ, who is the
Centre of the new creation, which already exists, and yet towards which

all things are moving in the purpose of God, is already at work within

Hinduism. To sane extent - more than many Hindu leaders would admit -

the new movements within Hinduism are due to new insights learnt from
the Christian faith, as Goreh saw. Devanandan writes:

(1) Preparation p. 1+0 f.
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"We may not expect men of non-Christian renascent faith to
openly acknowledge that the ferment in their religious
thinking and the new emphasis they place on values, which
we regard as distinctively Christian, are both due to the
influence of the Gospel. But to those who see human history
with eyes of faith, it is apparent that the fact of Christ
has made an obvious difference, and that it continues to
make a difference in the living and thinking of men of all
faiths." (1)

But whether any formal obligation to Christianity is acknowledged

or not,

"it would be difficult for the Christian to deny that these
deep, inner stirrings of the human spirit are in response to
the creative activity of the Holy Spirit." (2)

As we enter into dialogue we must see Christ at work, "the Hidden

Christ" (3)» already there before us. Devanandan quotes D,T. Niles:
"The Christian witness does not grasp the true inwardness of
his work where he does not see that God is previous to him in
the life of the person whom he is seeking to win for the Gospel,
and alBO previous to him in whatever area of life he is seeking
to make the Gospel effective." (h)

The Christian Task in Dialogue

As we enter dialogue, then, there are certain clearly-defined

objectives which we can set ourselves, as different branches, as it

were, of our apologetic task. And first we should remember that in
the new situation our task is not one of "rational refutation" of

Hinduism, but rather of friendly and sympathetic explanation of

Christianity.

"The Christian apologetic for our times in India is best set
forth not so much in defence of the Christian position as in
explanation of the difference between the Christian and the

(1) Sermons p.118.
(2) Preparation p.188.
(3) cp. R. Panikkar, op. cit.
(U) Preparation p.189.
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Hinclu understanding of religious fundamentals." (1)

Devanandan envisages three ways of approach to this task:

(i) A separate study of each of the different varieties of
Hinduism (2)

(ii) A clarification of those religious terms used interchangeably
by the Christian and the Hindu in philosophic, popular and
village religious categories. (3)

(iii) "The third would be the more daring task of discovering in the
process the place and possibility of an Indian Christian ex¬
pression of the Faith committed to our fathers. Group
thinking at its very best, individual effort of the highest
standard of scholarship, ecumenical consultation which will
take full account of the wide divergences in emphases within
the world Church - all these are factors which will have to
be borne in mind." (1+)
It is the object of the present thesis to evaluate what has

slready been accomplished in this third stage, and it would seem to the

present writer that Devanandan has perhaps underestimated what has in

fact been achieved. His statement of the task is, however, a very

clear and helpful one:

"Effective communication of the Gospel to the non-Christian man
of faith depends on the effective use made of the religious
vocabulary with which he is familiar, and of the cultural pattern
of life in which he finds self-expression and community-being.

(1) Task p.13.
(2) Devanandan himself gives a lead here in his study of the different

aspects of renascent Hinduism, and especially by his book on

Maya. Other examples of work in this field by Indian theolog¬
ians are:

S. Kulandran: Grace in Christianity and Hinduism;

S.J. Samartha: Introduction to Radhakrishnan.. The Man and His

Thought. (YMCA, New Delhi, 1961+5;
Surjit Singh: Preface to Personality; Christology in Relation to
Radhakrishnan's Philosophy (CLS, 1952)

(3) See R.M. Clark, op. cit., a pioneering study in this field.
(4) Task p.1i+.
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In our task of missionary preaching we have yet to take the
dominant philosophical and religious concepts of the non-
Christian faiths and make them into instruments of inter¬
pretation of the Gospel. (1) This is undoubtedly a difficult
process involving the denuding of their original connotation (2)
and a reclothing of them with the new meaning inherent in the
Gospel. If God's redemptive activity in Jesus Christ is a
fact with which we should reckon in every human situation, it
is not so much by total destruction that He manifests His power
but by radical renewal of what we cherish as valuable." (3)

It is one of the great merits of Devanandan's approach that

he sees Indian Christian Theology, not as something academic, but as

a living interpretation of the Christian faith which is hammered out

on the anvil of dialogue with men of Hindu faith, and which meets

their real needs, while remaining true to the "faith delivered to

the saints."

(10) Two important Concepts

Out of the many living issues discussed by Devanandan we

shall select two for a slightly more detailed examination, since they

are points of particular importance which have already more than once

engaged our attention. They are the doctrine of maya, and Devanandan's

understanding of Secularism,

a. The Concept of Maya

Devanandan's Yale doctoral thesis, completed before the war,

was published in 1950 under the title The Concept of Maya. This book

is a very useful and penetrating presentation of the history of the

concept of maya from Vedic times through the Upanisads, the Epics,

(1) This is surely what in fact men like Upadhyaya, Appasamy and
Chenchiah have already done.

(2) This raises the interesting question of demythologizing in
relation to Hinduism!

(3) Preparation p.191.
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the expositions of Sankara and Ramanuja, the Bhakti poets, and more

modern Hindu writers like Aurobindo and Radhakriehnan. (1) Devanandan

is influenced by certain anthropological ideas a£ the time which

might not gain universal acceptance today. (2) Like all his writings,

however, the book is a model of clarity of thought and expression,

and provides a scholarly analysis of maya which is of equal value

to the Christian and non-Christian student.

The book does not attempt to give a Christian critique of the

concept of maya. nor to seek for ways in which the doctrine might

prove helpful in interpreting Christianity to Hinduism. In some of

his later writings, however, Devanandan does outline a possible con¬

structive Christian approach to the idea of maya, not so thorough¬

going or central as that of Upadhyaya, but nonetheless useful.

Devanandan points out that for modern Hinduism (as distinct

from traditional orthodoxy or contemporary village Hinduism), maya

is not thought of as mere illusion. (3) Rather there has, since the

time of Vivekananda right down to Radhakrishnan, been a persisting

claim that Sankara's mayavada does not deny the reality of world life.

The phenomenal world is real, though not with the same reality as God:

"The world is not an illusion; it is not nothingness, for it
is willed by God and therefore is real. Its total reality is
radically different from the being of absolute God. Absolute

(1) As the thesis was written before 1939» there is no treatment
of the modern secularist movements and Sarvodaya.

(2) e.g. his identification of pre-Vedic maya with the Polynesian
concept of mana. cp S.J. Samartha's comments in Sermons p.7.
Devanandan*s estimate of the Dravldian contribution to

Hinduism might also fail to meet general acceptance.

(3) Preparation p.67.
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alone has non-created divine reality; all else is dependent
created reality." (1)

Devanandan paraphrases Radhakrishnan's view of the world as

"relatively real" as follows:

"This world of time and space, and all these many facts of life,
are only relatively real; but nevertheless real, in that the
phenomenal world rests upon the ultimate Real. The 'manyness'
of what we call world-life is a 'manifestation' of the One,
for it has all emerged out of It and goes back into It in
periodic cycles of historical being. Therefore all activity
in world-life is justified, necessary and real at any time
as long as the ultimate oneness of Being as the eternal
Brahma is not realized." (2)

This is very close to that interpretation of maya as "contin¬

gent being" in the Thornist sense which Upadhyaya expounded. (3) The

neo-Vedantists are anxious to give the maximum "reality" to the world,

while still refusing to accept creatio ex nihilo, or to accord to the

creation a reality equal to that of the Creator.

Devanandan gives his own brief exposition of a possible

Christian interpretation of maya, and it is of great interest. He

finds his two major clues in the word "vanity" (b) in Romans 8.20,

"for the creation was subject to vanity"; and in a comparison of

secular history with "Heilsgeschiehte". Despite the "vanity" of this

world, and of so much of secular history, God's purpose is steadily

at work in the world, guiding men and events along the line of

Heilsgeschichte towards the "end" of the Hew Creation. Secular history

and Heilsgeschichte are not to be regarded as parallel processes, and

yet they are not unrelated to each other, as though secular history

(1) Preparation p.70. Quoted from P.A. Schilpp, Philosophy of
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, p.bl.

(2) ibid p.1b. cp. Concern p.51.
(3) v. supra pp-205 ff.
(b)
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were in some sense unreal, and Heilsgeschiehte alone real. Rather,
"the two processes are in a sense intermingled, so that time
is, as it were, shot through with eternity. Thus the Christ¬
ian talks about man as a citizen of two worlds. This is really
a way of stating that this is a world of Maya, a world which
is both real and unreal, conditioned by time and shot through
with eternity, the scene of human endeavour and the plane of
Divine Activity. But here the sat-asat (1) nature of world-
life is not understood in terms of Ultimate Reality but Pinal
Purpose." (2)

In other words, secular history moves in a sort of maya-

world in so far as it is man-made, and has not been brought into

line with God's purpose. Maya here is not in the sphere of Blng,

but rather in that of Will, and the unreal passes into the Real

when man's will and purpose finally come to coincide with God's.

"So the Biblical word 'vanity' is used for this world where the
vain (meaning self-willed) activity of man in what we call
history tends to claim for itself a cosmic sovereignty which
can belong to God alone. The Christian man thus works in time
but lives for eternity. He is in bondage to self-seeking
motives but by the grace of God is capable of living as a child
of God who is constantly endeavouring to do his Father's will."

(3)
This is an Interpretation of maya with real possibilities, for

there is no ontological barrier between the "really Real" and the

realm of maya: the actual world, the v/orld of rnaya. can be transformed

until it conforms to God's will and purpose. What is evil in the

world is not just to be endured or ignored: it can and must be

changed.

Elsewhere, writing of the nature of ultimate Truth, Devanandan

makes a somewhat similar point. He sees "ultimate Truth", of course,

(1) reality-unreality.
(2) Preparation p.155.

(3) ibid. p.155* He goes on to quote Rom. 8.19-25*
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as being finally "relational" (1), and indeed personal, for

"religious faith expresses man's essential relation to God, the

Presence by whom his entire existence is determined." (2) Our 'hctual"

existence, here in this world, must somehow be related to ultimate

Truth, to satya:

"Ultimate truth would then mean ultimate reality in the sense
of that which is, in the final analysis, the eternally real,
beyond and beneath the temporal actual. It may be granted
that the actual is not to be equated with the real; but if
the actual is to have any meaning and significance at all,
it should in some sense reflect the real. Thus the concept
of truth should be inclusive of the now and the always." (3)

The "actual" can be "shot through" with the real, and the

more closely our wills conform to the Will of God, the more clearly

will the actual reflect the real:

"This world of creation acquires a meaningfulness in that what
is regarded as 'natural' is now seen to be shot through with
a reality which is 'supernatural'. The phenomenal is conditioned
by the noumenal, and what is real in it is real because of the
dynamic presence in it of the noumenal." (1+)

Thus the doctrine of maya, when interpreted in the light of

Romans 8.20, and in the context of God's purpose for the New Creation,

acquires a new meaning and new possibilities which it does not possess

in any of its present Hindu interpretations. This is perhaps a sample

of the kind of reinterpretation which Devanandan hoped would emerge

from a Hindu-Christian Dialogue, helping to bridge the gap between

modern Indian "world-affirmation" and the view of maya found in

Sankara.

(1) ibid. p.163.
(2) ibid.

(3) Preparation p.162.
(4) ibid p.167.
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b. Secularism (1)

One of the most significant developments in Indian thought

and life since the time of Ham Mohan Roy has been the growth of

secularism. This could be seen in the popular "rationalism" a

century ago, but with the caning of independence in 19U7 and the

emergence of India as a secular rather than a Hindu state, secularism

assumed a new importance. (2)

The independence-struggle, together with the sustained effort

to improve conditions of life and to eliminate social abuses sanc¬

tioned by religion and caste, have brought modern Hindus to the point

where they give much greater weight to the material world, history,

the individual and the dynamic community (as opposed to the static

caste-community) than can be sanctioned by traditional orthodoxy.

There is, indeed, an ancient Hindu tradition - the lokayata system -

which was world-affirming, and out of the four purusarthas (3) paid

more attention to artha and kama than to dharma and moksa; but it was

regarded as atheistic (nastika). and never achieved much acceptance.

The kind of world-view which was held by Gandhi, and is now proclaimed

by the Sarvoda.va movement, is "secular" in that it rejects much trad¬

itional orthodoxy, while the Hehru-type of secularism goes even

farther In its departure from traditional 'religious' Hinduism.

(1) See especially Preparation pp. 60-79.
Concern pp.63-68.

(2) The question may well be asked, "If a secular state is right
in India, would it be wrong in Britain?"

(3) Traditionally, the four purusarthas ("ends of man") are: dharma
(religion); artha (wealth); kama (love); and moksa (salvation).
See Preparation p.63.
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"Such a secularism.... recognizes material values; it gives
worth and dignity to the human person; it places importance
on all purposive endeavour to realize a just social order;
and above all, it points to the need to take this present
moment in world-life seriously." (1)

We have, then, on the one hand the phenomenon of a modern Indian

society which is largely secularized, pursuing a purposeful and pro¬

gressive course, and affirming the worth of the individual and of

material values in a way which is inconsistent with traditional

religious Hinduism. One frequently meets in India people who say,

"I have no need of religion - yours or mine or anyone else's." (2)

On the other hand, there is the fact that a new nation like

India, formed of many heterogeneous units, needs some great unifying

force, and the natural tendency is to find this unifying factor in

"Hindu Culture". Modern, "secular" Hinduism is thus faced with the

problem of preserving the cultural aspect of Hinduism while yet

ignoring, or at least radically transforming "religious" Hinduism.

Devanandan inclines to the view that it is possible, though very

difficult, to distinguish between cultural and religious Hinduism.

It is, he feels, feasible to have

"a common Hindu way of life (3) which may be acceptable to all,
and can provide a unifying force. For Hinduism is not only a
religion but also a cultural heritage. Possibly a clear-cut
formulation of this distinctive way of life, characteristic
of our heritage, would lead to an appreciation of the many
diverse elements that have contributed to the making of our
composite culture through the ages. Such cultural synthesis
would however be not the same as religious synthesis, of which

(1) Preparation p.67.
(2) One is sometimes tempted to wonder whether before Indian Christian

theology becomes fully effective, religious Hinduism will not
have been replaced by secularism, rendering this particular
search for a new terminology unnecessary!

(3) i.e. rather than a common view of life, or creed, which would
be virtually impossible t o agree on.
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some non-Hindus are afraid, for in syncretism the amalgam is
of religious doctrines not of culture-patterns of social
behaviour." (1)

This comes close to the attitude of Upadhyaya, and even to

Goreh with his use of the name "Hindu Christians". Can the name

"Hindu" be used in a neutral, secular sense, or is it necessary to

adhere to the emotionally more colourless word "Indian"?

In support of his conception of a "secularized Hinduism"

Devanandan can quote no less an authority than the late Sardar

K.M. Panikkar, a doughty opponent of Christian missions. (2) Panikkar

propounds the thesis that

"the regeneration of the Hindu people is possible only by emph¬
asizing the secular character of their social institutions," (3)

and goes on to demand

"a re-thinking of social values, a reorganization of instit¬
utions and a divorce between law and custom on the one hand
and religion on the other." (4)

Devanandan*s thesis is that this is the point at which the

Christian Mission should be brought to bear - bringing the insights

of the Christian faith on creation, history, personality, community -

all themes on which secular Hinduism is looking for a deeper vision

than can be found in traditional Hinduism. Indian Christians must

claim their "cultural kinship" within Indian society, and state their

view in dialogue from within that society.

(1) Preparation p.123.
(2) See K.M. Panikkar: Asia and Western Dominance (2nd imp. London

1954)
(3) Hindu Society at the Cross Hoads. (Asia Publ. House, Bombay, 1955)

p.3 ff. Quoted Task p.24.
(4) ibid.
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That is perhaps as far as Devanandan goes along this road.

There appear to be three separate "moments" involved. The first is

the inability of traditional Hinduism to meet the need of a "theo¬

logical" basis for modern secularized Hinduism. The second is the

importance of accepting the fact that cultural Hinduism can provide

a unifying factor in the life of the Indian nation. The third is a

call to the Indian Church to identify itself with the Indian cultural

tradition.

May it not be, as we have already suggested (1), that there is

a possibility that eventually the secularization process may go fur¬

ther, and Hindu society become completely secularized, finally becom¬

ing Hindu only in a cultural sense, in the way in which Greek religion

eventually lost its religious content and became cultural? Then this

process - carried a stage farther than Devanandan suggests - might

combine with another process carried beyond his suggested beginnings,

namely the provision of a Christian theological basis to support the

structure of modern Indian life in a way which traditional Hinduism

can no longer do. Thus "Hindu culture" would survive, while religious

Hinduism would be "fulfilled" in the Christian faith.

Devanandan nowhere goes so far as this, and might perhaps

have felt that to suggest such a possibility goes beyond xvhat is

immediately legitimate or charitable in the present stage of dialogue.

And yet, when one follows up the various pointers which he has left

here and there, this would appear to be the "end" where they all

(1) v. supra p. 522.
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converge: Indian individuals, the Indian Church, Indian Society all

converging in the New Creation, fully conformed to the will of God,

living in and by the Spirit of Christ, yet still fully Indian: creed,

cultus and culture all finally achieving stability and mutual inter-

relatedness in a series of concentric circles with Christ, the New

Man, at the Centre. (1)

(1) For the symbol of the concentric circles of creed, cultus and
culture, see Concern„ p.10 f.
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ChAx-T^ri. XV

INDIAN TH'ICLGGY TODAY

tie shall attempt in this chapter to give a brief review of some of the more

interesting developments in Indian theology in the period since the achievement of

political independence in 1947-

1 • The Church of J-outh India

In the field of Indian Church history the most important event of this period

coincides with independence. On Seplenfcer 27th, 1947, in St. George's Cathedral,

.Madras, the Church of South India was inaugurated, bringing to the point of visible

fulfilment negotiations which had been going on since 1919, and uniting Anglican,

I resbyterian, Congregational and Methodist traditions, whose Western affiliations

were mainly in Britain, in a single Church.

The significance of this event is fully appreciated in ecumenical and

theological circles, and the events leading up to it and the theological issues
(1)

involved have been thoroughly examined. v 'The influence of the C3I has been strong

on all subsequent Church Union schemes, aiu. in south inaia itself the movement has

not ceased with the inauguration of the Church, but significant conversations with

Lutherans and Baptists have been carried on. For the purpose of our investigation

of the development of an Indian theology, three observation may be made:

(a) Minimum Doctrinal statements

The original C3I negotiators worked on the principle that it was better not

to draw up a detailed confessional statement, confining themselves rather to a few

important general presuppositions, and leaving it to the united Indian Church of the

future to draw up, if need be, a more "Indian" confession. In Marcus Ward's words,

the C3I

(1) 3ee, e.g. Bengt Cundkler: Cxi The Movement towards Union. 1900-1947. (London,1934)
A.M. v ard: The Pilgrim Church: an Account of the First Five Years in the Life
of the C3I, (London 1953)•
Rajaiah D. Paul: The First Decade, ( CLS, 1953).
J. K.L. Newbigin: The Reunion of the Church. (London, 194# )•
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"sees the danger of tying down the Indian Church at this stage to elaborate
statements which would inevitably tend to be framed in Western categories
of thought"•v1)

In the statement on The Faith of the Church in the Constitution of the C3I,

a strong statement is given on the supremacy or the scriptures as what we have called

pramana:

"The Church of South India accepts the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments as containing all things necessary to salvation and as the supreme
and decisive standard of faith; and acknowledges that the Church must always be
ready to correct and reform itself in accordance with the teaching of those
Scriptures as the Holy Spirit shall reveal it".(2)

In addition, the Church accepts the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds "as witnessing

to and safeguarding that faith". Looking to the future, the Constitution states that

the Church

"is competent to issue supplementary statements concerning the faith for the
guidance of its teachers and the edification of the faithful, provided that such
statements are not contrary to the truths of our religion revealed in the Holy
Scriptures".

The problems which had to be surmounted before union took place were largely

concerned with the order rather than the faith of the Church, and in particular with

the ministry. Cn the other hand, the importance of theology has never been neglected,

and it is now possible for the united Church to work out its theology in more detail,

drawing on a great richness of Western tradition, as well as on the Indian present

and future.

Viard points out how the Lutheran conversations made it clear that the Lutherans

feel that the Church should possess and exercise a clear authority in matters of

doctrine, for the sake of the individual Christian and in order to combat false

(3)
teaching , in contrast to the CSI's policy of a minimal doctrinal statement, which,

on the Lutheran view, may conceal fundamental differences of principle. One is

reminded

(lj Pilgrim Church p.69 f.
(2) Constit. II, 5*
(3) op. cit. p.69 f.
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of Agpasaoy's criticise of iiinaui.aiu for itd iaCi of * central authority on matters

of faithl^'. Here, perhaps, ia a place where we suat look to the future, in the

confidence that a unite! Church, combining the Lutheran with other traditions, will

eventually formulate a truly Indian confession which will be universally recognized
,o

as authoritative because thoroughly dcriptural.

It is interesting to note that as conversations with the Lutherans have

advanced, more detail has been given in agreed doctrinal statements. For instance,

in the -Statement, The Faith of the Churoh. prepared ana adopted by the Col-Lutheran
(2)

Inter-Church Commission in 1962v , and intended to form part of the constitution of

the coming United Church, recognition is given to the Athanaaian Creed "as giving a

true exposition of the Trinitarian faith", and teachers of doctrine in the new Church

are given freed cm "to use as guides for instruction confessional documents which are

already in use in any of the uniting Churches, namely, the Anglican Catechism, Thirty-

nine Articles, Westminster Confession, Luther's Shorter Catechism, and the Augsburg

Confession". The whole statement on The Faith ox' a Church is much more detailed

than that in the present C3I Constitution.

(b) The Dominance of ■■eatern Uic.o.io, iru>u,,ht

As one reads the C31 Constitution, and the various publications emerging
C 3)

from the ongoing conversations with the Lutherans , one cannot help noticing the

entirely Western quality of the language and of the thought underlying them. One

cannot help noticing also that the authors of the signed articles are almost

invariably missionaries

(1) v. supra p. 34-0-
2} rinted in UT XI (1962) pp. 153 f.
5) e.g. - Lutherans. Baptists and the C31 (CLC. 1949)»

- More Conversations between Lutherans. Baptists and the Cdl (1950).
- The Holy Spirit and the Life in Christ (1953).
- Unity in Faith and Life (1955).
The Cacrsunenits '(1956)
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rather than Indians. To say this is not to uetx*act from the absolute value of the

discussion, and its significance for the Church in India and elsewhere, but simply

to note that this is not really Indian theology. The pressures of the Indian

situation have forced the Churc- ;s to face their divisions, in the realm of theology

as well as of organization, and this is highly significant. What has happened so

far, however, is that India has acted as the catalyst forcing the Western Churches

to recognize and resolve their theological differences, rather than that India has

in the process evolved her own theological insights. We must remember that men like

Chenchiah for this reason thought the unity movement was largely an irrelevance, and

that priority should be given to indigenization. At the same time we cannot forget

the part played by leading Indian thinkers like Bishop Azariah and Bishop Appasarny

in the movement. It might be said with some truth that the C3I has hitherto been

paving the way for an advance in theological thought rather than actually making

that advance in it3 own official statements. The recent work of men like Devanandan,

and the richness and variety of thought associated with the Christian Institute for

the Study of Religion and Society no doubt owes a considerable debt to the atmosphere

of theological openness and inquiry which is i'ouad an the Col.

(o ) Signs of an "Indian" .poroach

The Governing Principles of the C.1I include the statement that the Church desires

"conserving all that is of spiritual value in its Indian heritage, to express
under Indian conditions and in Indian forms the spirit, the thought and the
life of the Church Universal".(1)

It is perhaps in the sphere of worship that we can discern in the C3I a more

(2)
positively Indian atmosphere . The C3I Liturgy has attracted world-wide attention,

and Ward believes that it is "markedly Indian in character", and represents "a

marked advance towards an Indian form of worship". He points out that much of the

eastern character has

1) Constitution II, 2.
2) see T.S. Garrett; ». orship in the Church of oputh India (2nd 3dn., London, 1965)*
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come from the Syrian Church, and adds,

"This has meant that, for once, a successful attempt has been made to naturalize
the gospel in India without any suspicion of 'Hinduizing'. It may mean that,
through this liturgy, Christian India is making her first contribution to the
worship of the Universal Church", (i)

The large place given to praise ana thanksgiving, and the sense of .joy which

is so predominant in the Litrugy, accords well with the Indian understanding of the

Holy Spirit as ananda. Some of the more obviously Indian features which may be

mentioned are the "Kiss of eace" in the Order for the Lord's Supper, taken from

the use of the Syrian Church of Kerala, and the use of suffrages from the litany in

the Holy : urbana or Syrian Liturgy of St. James. The Syrian tradition, though long

established in Kerala, is not originally Indian, and as Garrett points out, details
(2)of this kind do not in fact make the liturgy more "indigenous" . In addition

there are certain features taken from a definitely Hindu background such as the

echo of the Upanisads^ ^ in the final suffrage of the Order for Baptism,

"Prom darkness lead them to Light; from death lead them to everlasting life".

There is also the permitted use of the Indian wedding necklace, the

mangalsutra or tali in place of a .Vestern wedding-ring, and the Christian adaptation

of the Saptapadi (Seven steps), which is a common feature of Hindu weddings. These,

however, are points of detail which affect the "atmosphere" rather than the

theology of worship, and Garrett admits that

"the liturgical forms in use an ooutn ixmia, whether pre-union or post-union,
are for the most part imported from the .<est, and even those elements in them
which have had theix- birth in India show marked signs of Western influence".(M

In the field of theology, and in the particular context of the Lutheran

conversations, .Vard notices what may be an Indian feature of the theology of the
(5)C3Iwy. He comments:

"In the particular context of the Christian's life an Christ it was seen that
whereas the Lutherans tend to stress those aspects of the Gospel which lead up
to conversion, the C3I lays the greater stress on the newness of life in Christ
and the work of the Holy Spirit".(6)

(1) The Pilgrim Church p. 135
(2; Garrett, op. cit. p. 11
(3) Brih. Up. 1. 3. 28.
(4) Garrett op. cit. p. 10 f.
^ J IraSftfon''n^tSeU^f' otiier ^ac^ora wo*k» especially the predominantly "British'(6) Ward op? cit. p. o^.'Do we catch an echo of Chenchiah? _tr0-



The Church of Couth India is undoubtedly a "great new fact of our time".

While it has not yet produced official doctrinal statements which express the

Christian faith in a distinctly Indian way, it is preparing the way for such

statements, as its many traditions are fused into one and it penetrates more deeply

into the understanding of Him who makes all things new.

2. Theological Education and the National Christian Council

In contrast to earlier days, when the most important contributions to Indian

Christian theology were made by gifted and enthusiastic laymen - one might almost

use the word "amateurs" in its best sense - like Brahmabandhab, Sundar Singh,

Chakkarai and Chenchiah, the tendency today is for most (but not all) theological

books and articles to be written by men who are themselves engaged in theological

teaching, or who have been called from such teaching to service in other fields of

the Church's work. In order to understand the present situation it is therefore

worth glancing briefly at the history of theological education in India^''.

The earlier missionaries, up till about the middle of the l^th century,

usually trained men in theology by gathering a grouo of the ablest young converts

round them giving them personal instruction, and, after watching them at work as

teachers or evangelists, selecting the most promising for ordination. Later,

theological classes, and eventually colleges, sprang up in many areas, organised

on a denominational basis, with teaching partly in the vernacular with perhaps English

classes for those able to follow them. It was very rare indeed, right up till the

early 20th century, for a university graduate to study theology. One of the earliest

institutions to be established was the Tamilnad Theological College, Tirumaraiy^ur,

founded in 1320.^

(1) I am indebted to an account by Dr. M.H. Harrison entitled Notes on the History
of Protestant Theological Education in India in the Jubilee volume of the United
Theological College, Bangalore, "Fifty Years of dervice, 1910-1960 pp. 14 ff-

(2) Long before this, in 1716, the Lutheran Mission had a seminary at Tranqubar
(arno Lehmann, op. cit. p. 146).
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By 1920 there were reported to be 62 Protestant Institutions, a number which, as

a result of amalgamations, had shrunk to 33 in 1959^• The teaching in these

schools and colleges was largely given by missionaries, a single missionary often

carrying the main burden of the teaching*'2^, witn perhaps one or two Indian

assistants.

An important advance was made in 1910 by the foundation of the United

Theological College, Bangalore, and the opening of the Higher Theological Department

in the already long-established Serampore College^ These institutions were

designed to attract graduate students from a variety of Churches and missions, to

study theology through the medium of Pnglish at a level similar to that of

theological colleges in the Yfest. Prom 1915 Serampore began awarding theological

degrees. Later, a number of other institutions arose where graduate students are

trained, such as Leonard Theological College, Jabalpur (1922), the Gurukul Lutheran

Theological College and Research Institute, Madras (l95l)» and Union Biblical

Seminary, Yeotmal. The much older Bishop's College, Calcutta, also trains graduate

students.

Today the work of these graduate "colleges", as well as that of many vernacular

"schools" is co-ordinated by the Serampore Senate, which establishes syllabuses for

study and conducts examinations, besides acting as a clearing-house for the exchange

of ideas on theological education. It is now possible to study beyond the B.D. level

at Serampore, Bangalore and Jabalpur, and Serampore has established a degree of

Master of Theology.

The National Christian Council^^ has taken an important part in many matters

connected with theological education, first through its Committee on Theological

1) Harrison, op. cit p. 16.
2) e.g. G.P. Taylor in the Stevenson College, Ahmedabad for many years after its

foundation in 1892.
3) Harrison, op. cit. p. 23.
4) Pounded in 1914 as the National Missionary Council, it became the National

Christian Council in 1923. See K. Baago: A History of the National Christian
Council of India. 1914 - 1964 (NCC, Nagpur, 19&5)'• ™~~~"
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(1 )
education in India, and since 1955 through the Board of Theological Educationv .

Following the IMC Conference at Tairabaram in 1938, with its stress on the importance

of the indigenous ministiy, an All-India Conference on the training of the ministry

was arranged by the NCC in 1939. The survey and study following this conference
(2)

culminated in the publication of the well-known "Hanson Report" in 1945, which

was followed in 1957 by a second Report, "After Ten Years"which may still be

regarded as the "plan of operation" of the Huard^''.
It was the NCC which calieu the theological conference at Foona in 1942,

part of whose purpose was

"
- to examine how original research in theology may be encouraged in India,
so that the Indian Church may bring its full contribution in this sphere;

- to answer the demand for a presentation of the eternal Gospel of Christ in
contact with Indian thought and life and not in foreign guise".

The findings of this Conference, incorporated in Dr. Marcus Ward's book

Our Theological Task (1946), provided a stimulus to theological work in the period

immediately after the war, although, as we have already seen, the copious material

there presented is heavily weighted in a Western direction, and perhaps one of the

book's most important results was in the negative reaction it produced from

Chenchiah and Chakkarai.

A particularly valuable and important venture promoted by the Committee on

Theological Education ana sponsored by the Senate of Serampore College has been the

establishment, in 1951, of the Christian Students' Library, a series of theological

(1) Baago, pp. 78 f.
(2) C.W. Hanson; The Christian Minister in India (CLE, 1945).
(3) M.H. Harrison: after Tea fears (195771
(4) Baago, p. 79.
(5) »ard, Our Theological i'asic p. xx. as against this, Baago notes that the NCC

in 50 years has contributed iittle to the indigenization of the Church of
India. "Already in 1923 the Conference of Indian Christians asked the NCC
to create a centre where Indian Christian thinkers could devote themselves to
the interpretation of Christianity in terms of Indian thought, but nothing
was done about it", op. cit. p.85.
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textbooks written specially for the Indian situation, and providing good up-to-date

scholarship of a standard jungea suitaule for the Eerampore L. Th. Diploma. The books

are intended for adaptation and translation into regional languages, and it is

interesting to note that they are in demand in theological colleges outside as well

as within India. The first editor of the series was Dr. Marcus Ward, who was

followed by Dr. J.R. Chandran, and the present editor is Dr. 3.J. Saxnartha. A

disappointing feature of this series - as of Farquhar's Heritage of India series -

is that almost all the books published so far have been written by foreigners; of
I (1)

the first thrity-six titles only one, Chosen Vessels by Rajaiah D. Paul, is by an

Indian scholar.

In recent years the NCC's Board of Theological Education has been responsible

for the carrying out in India of the Theological Textbooks Programme of the

Theological Education Fund of the World Council of Churches. This programme,

designed to encourage the production of basic theological textbooks in the different

languages, has already resulted in the production of a number of good original
(2)

textbooks and commentaries, especially in Tamilx ', where the work of A.D.Manuel has

been outstanding. The Board has also given help and encouragement to the Indian

Journal of Theology.

We can see, therefore, that whereas theological education in India was

organized only in isolated units up to 1910, there is now a we11-organized structure

covering the whole country, and largely integrated with Serampore and the Board of

Theological Education of the hCC. One important result of this development is the

fact that, although the standard of theological training for the ministry as a whole

is still far from satisfactory, there are today many graduate Christian ministers

with high qualifications in theology, not a few of whom have taken higher degrees in

Western universities and now serve as professors and lecturers on the staffs of a

variety of institutions in India. A large proportion of recent theological writing

(1) Lives of Ten Indian Christian Poets of the 18th and 19th centuries (CIS, 1961).
(2) Minutes of BTE; Reports of Tamil Theological Textbooks Committee.
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has come from this group, as may be seen from studying the names of contributors to

the Indian Journal of Theology or Religion and --oclety.

Until 1952 there was no specialist journal devoted to theological studies.
(1 )

Right back from the days of John Wilson's Oriental Christian Spectator , Christian

periodicals, mainly written by missionaries, had carried theological articles,

frequently related to the Indian religious and cultural environment. This tradition

was continued in The Harvest Field, first published in Bangalore in 1861, and

continuing till January, 1924, after which its place was taken by the National

Christian Council Review, which still continues, fie have seen how, in the hands of

men like Chakkarai and Sudarisanam, the Christian Patriot and above all the Guardian

were also frequently the vehicles of stimulating theological wilting.

By the beginning of the 'fifties the growing interest in theological education,

and the hope - expressed in bur Theological Task, but perhaps somewhat suppressed

since Kraemer - of encouraging the growth of a truly Indian theology, had made the

time ripe for a periodical devotee to theology. 00 in 1?32 the Indian Journal of
(2)

Theology was commenced •, and since then has provided a valuable forum for the

publication of theological writing.

The criticism could perhaps be made of the Journal that it carries too many

articles by non-Indians, and that many contributions have no specific Indian

reference. It is important, however, that it should encourage scholarship in more

general theological and Biblical fields, and in fact the number of articles written

from a definitely Indian viewpoint is not inconsiderable. To mention only a few, there

(1) Founded in Bombay in 1830, it continued till i860.
(2) Twice a year at first, and quarterly since 1957« The Journal is published at

Serampore, with which it has maintained a close link. It is sponsored by the
Board of Theological Education of the NCC.
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( 1 ^
have been several important articles by Dr. Bevanandan on Christianity and Hind.uisrav '*

(2)
a notable series by Dr. Rajarigam on Tamil Christian terminology , and several

fundamental articles on Alexandrian Christology, Chalcedon, and the Monophysites,

by Dr. V.C. Lamuel^^.
Associated with the woric of the Journal there has been a series of Indian

Theological Conference, culminating in the establishment in 1961 of the Indian

Christian Theological Association^^. The Association has held a number of

(5)
theological seminars and conferences.

( 3 ) The Christian Institute for tne otua.y of .teligion and Society

What may in some ways be regarded as a more radical approach to Indian theology,

especially in its relation hip with Hinduism, than the rather "professional"

theological world which we have been considering, is provided by the Christian
(6)

Institute for the 3tudy of Religion and Society (CI3R3) \ founded in 1957, and

closely associated with the name of its first Director, Dr. Devanandan.

The Institute is the result of a merger of three organizations, the Christian

Institute for the 3tudy of Society (established in 1950), the Committee for

Literature on Social Concerns of the NCC (organized in 1952), and a projected Centre

for the Study of Hinduism. Under Dr Devanandan, and his successor, Mr. M.M. Thomas,

the Institute has done much to stimulate original thinking and research, especially

in the fields of sociology and of the relation of Christianity and Hinduism. It

publishes a quarterly bulletin. Religion and Society, in which are printed many of

the papers presented at the different conferences organized by the Institute, as well

as other contributions. In addition, the CISR3 has sponsored the publication of a

(1) Vol. VI p. 74; X p. 53; X p. 151.
(2) Vol, VII J. 69; XI, p. 130; XII. p. 3; XIII p. 41.
(3) Vol. X p. 143; XI p. 1; XI p. 136.
(4) The constitutions is printed inUT X (1961). pp. 121 ff.
5) e.g. on Creation (in association with CISR3), 1962.
6) 17, Miller's Road, Bangalore, 6.
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(1 )
number of books, including several of Dr. Devanandan*sv , a series of Pamphlets on

Religion. maihly on aspects of Hinduism, and an Indian Christian Thought series, which
(2)

has to date included original theological works by Bishop Appasanyv , Marie Sunder

Bao^\ and Dhanjibhai Fakirbhai^^.
Some of the most significant contributions have appeared in Religion and

Society, whose special numbers have been devoted to theological as well as

sociological matters, and have drawn on a wide range of contributors including Hindus

as well as Christian both Frotestant, Syrian and Roman Catholic, among issues of

special theological interest have been those on Religion and the Christian Faith

(June 1958); The Christian .approach to Renascent ninduism (February 1959); Christian

Encounter with Other Faiths lectooer 1^59;; oasos oi Hindu Theism (September I960);
The Christian and the dindu Views Concerning .- an (Cct»~Dec. i960); Christian Faith

and Other Faiths (l ocerriber 1961); Seculariam and India Today (March 1962); Doctrines
of Creation (June 1962); Hindu and Christian Concepts of Ultimate Truth (oeptenber

1962); Concept of Love and Non-Violence (March 1963); Religion and Secularism (June

1964); Indian Understandings of Jesus Christ (September 1964); Inter-Faith Dialogue

(March 1965)»

It can readily be seen that the CISR3 is promoting a great deal of constructive

and radical thought, usually by the method of commissioning a number of papers from

different authors and then publishing the resultant symposium in Religion and Rociety.

The Institute carries on in very vigorous fashion the tradition started by

Dr. Devanandan of constructive and well-informed dialogue with Hinduism, and under

its sponsorship many "dialogues" have already been held. The CI3HB provides, in the

theological field, a useful counterbalance to the more academic theological and Biblical

scholarship represented by the Indian Journal of Theology. Both approaches are

important.

(1) Other books are in the social concerns series.
(2) My Theological ,;uest 19o4>
(3) Ananyatva, 1964- "
(4) Khristopanishad, 1965-
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(4) 'Qffie G ontempprary ..riters

In addition to the work of institutes like the CISR3, there have in the post-

independence years been several theologians at work whose writings have dealt with

particular problems of theology, or with a particular aspect of the relation of

Christianity to Hinduism. &e cannut deal with them all, but shall attempt a brief

assessment of the work of a few.

(a) The Nature of Personality - Surjit 3ingjh

We have repeatedly seen how Hinduism seems to fall far short of the Christian

idea of person and personality, both in relation to man and to God.^^ In his book

Preface to Persona lit.i^. published in 1952, Dr. Surjit Singh deal with this question,

and sheds considerable light on it.

The book is a study and critique of Dr. Radhakrishnan's view of personality.

The author concludes that despite certain concessions to western personalism,

Radhakrishnan's basic view is that "God" is ultimately the impersonal Absolute, and

that man, though he has a separate "individuality", has really no separate "personality'

of ultimate significance, in the Christian sense, so that in the end the .jivatman and

the paramatman are identical. In Radhakrishnan's view, says Surjit Singh,

"the organized whole called personality or individuality is quite distinct
from the transcendental self. The latter is the 'persistent stratum', the
'unseen seer', and remains always distinct and unaffected by the fortunes
or misfortunes of the former"

The"personality" is *the empirical self" or jivatman, while the "intelligible"

or "transcendental" self or atman is alone permanent ana of ultimate significance:

(1) e.g. supra pjp- 484 #"•
(2) Surjit Singh: Preface to personality: Christology in Relation to Radhakrishnan's

Philosophy (CLS,' Madras, 5-952)•
(3) "reface to Personality p. 104
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"he does not see individuality in any other way except as a distortion and
therefore to be dispensed with as soon as possible «... Man's finiteness, /..x
his individuality, is a prison house for the universal ever-present Atman".

It is clear that Radhakrishnan's view, which simply expressed the traditional

advaits in modern idealistic terms, is very different from the liblical view of man

as a "psycho-somatic unity", a "person" of infinite worth. 3urjit Singh's book is

largely a Christian "personalist" critique of Radhakrishnan, influenced perhaps more

by modern Western existentialism than by an definitely Indian school of thought; his

Bibliography refers to Berdyaev, Buber, Kierkegaard and Temple. We shall indicate

briefly Surjit Singh's views on a number of themes, all related to the idea of

personality.

(i) The fact of Christ

Like Chenchiah, Surjit Singh finds the clue to his theology, and in particular

to the question of personality, in the "fact" of Christ, the intuitive, direct

experience of Him, rather than in any "rational" system of theology. This makes

him, again like Chenchiah, critical ol' Biblical ana systematic theology. He writes:

"Biblical theology, in the strict sense of the term, is not adequate to the
needs of our time. It gives the raw material for systematic theology whereby
the Biblical message can be intelligently and methodically communicated to
the world. Systematic theology is, however, not the last word in logical
presentation ... The essential fact is that reason necessarily plays a
secondary role in the Christological content. The fact of the Christ is given,
and reason does not create it. Season, therefore, if it has to function here,
can function.oqly by recognizing the limitations imposed on it by the primary
given fact".'*'

(ii) The Meaning of the Resurrection

In order to understand the meaning of personality in both God and man,

Surjit Singh turns to "the fact of Christ", and, like Chakkarai, he finds the

secret of the Person of Christ most clearly demonstrated in the Resurrection;

for it is here that we see, in the resurrection of the body, the demonstration

that the body is a vital ingredient in the total personality: it is not merely

(!) ftia J:
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the incarnate, historic Jesus of Nasareth who has a body: the risen Christ is a

psycho-somatic unity also.

"The idea behind resurrection, is that auul-faooy is the complete or whole man ..,
The body ia general, representing historical individuality, is not discarded^* '

Thus the resurrection, while giving absolute value to the body, gives

similar value to time a«i history; it is the syr&ol of Christianity's insistence

on the particularity of matter and time. Stressing the conception of Christ's
(2)

humanity being retained after the resurrection Surjit Singh writes:

"historical reality is not a shadow or phantom but is taken up into the
consummation of things and is preserved in the essential structure of
Reality ... Jesus Christ as the unity of God and man represents that
the picture of ultimate reality is not only divine but divine-human ...
The God-: an is the norm of ultimate reality"«v *'

This conception of the positive relationship of God to the world of matter,

of body, of humanity, is a distinctive feature of the Judaeo-Christian doctrine of

man, repugnant alike to Creek and Hindu. Curjit Singh points out how the early

Fathers, in order to win over the Greeks, developed the doctrine of the Logos, which

"bears witness to the truth of the reciprocal implication of God and the world".

In some similar way a doctrine needs to be worked out which for Hindus will indicate

that sure "link" between God and the world which ia so fundamental in Christianity.

The implication - not clearly state-- - is that a fur ;, unaeratending of the meaning

of personality as seen above all in Christ, ana su also in Goo and man, may provide

the needed "link"; for Hinduism today, as Devenandan has pointed out so clearly,

is in search of a deeper understanding of the ultimate value of personality, matter

and time. Curjit Singh writes?

(1) ibid p. 112.
(2) cp. Chenchiah, v,supra p. 363.
3) -reface to Personality p. 113.
4) ibid p. 114.
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"The Vedio, like the Greek, tradition did not develop adequate concepts of
personality, time, history and freedom. It is only in recent times that such
views have been given some kind of an expression in Indian life. They are
more explicit in the political struggles of the country'1. )

(iii) The nature of the hypostatic union

When we cane to his discussion of the relation of the divine and the human

in Christ we find that his position is similar to that of Appasamy: he believes that

the unity is moral rather than metaphysical, and uses the language of kenosis and

transparency which we have noted in Keshub Chunaer Sen - and in Bonhoffer! He writes:

"The unity of the divine and the human in Christ is not a matter of essence.
It is relational. As a matter of fact the Christ is the 'Relation' that
subsists between God and man. ^ ; It is the Relation in which the two are

involves, but not as a matter of essence. It is a relation of involution and
not of identity'",w>

There are familiar phrases in his description of the nature of the unity:

"By positive righteousness He made himself so transparent to the divine that
no contradiction remained between divinity and hu..aiU ty. The relation of
perfect union was achieved ... The humanity was not by an means absorbed in
the divinity, but only became completely responsive".

(1) ibid p. 114
(2) This is perhaps the central point of Surjit Singh's theology. Ghrist the

divine-human, soul-body, resurrected Christ, is the firm relation, the link
between God and the world.

(3) Preface p. 70
(4) Preface p. 110 Surjit Singh gives an interesting account, in four aspects

or stages, of the relationship between the divine and the human in Christ:
(i) mutual involution, (ii) mutual interaction, (iii) mutual interpenetration.
(iv) the disclosure of a unitary person. Though he doe3 not say so, it would
seem that these four are closely parallel to the well know four aspects of
moksa as (i) salokya (ii) samipya (iii) sarupya (iv) sayu.-jya. If so, this
indicates very clearly that Surjit Singh is taking - as does Appasamy - the
"type" of the unio rnystica of Christ and the beliver, and is applying it to
the unio hypostatica. Indian Christian theology may find that it has to say
distinctly that of the two Johannine mahavakya3 one, i.e. "I and the Father
are one" is true advaita.. since it represents a substantial unity (in Latin
terminology), while the other, "Abide in me and I in you" can be taken only
in a mystical, moral and Christological-analogical way. As the branch abides
in the vine, so we abide in Christ, and abiding in Him we are united with
God - yet not metaphysically.



"There is, therfore, in Jesus the Christ the perfect union between God and man
which has no sign or taint of law and necessity but is through and through
informed by grace and love, trust and obedience. In him God and man are
reconciled. Jesus Christ is the reconciliation .... Essential humanity which
bears the imago Dei, or essential God-manhood, has become real him Him. In
Him God and man have become identified though not identical".'^'

(iv) oalvation as New Creation

Christ is the New Man, and union with Him brings to men the status of the

New Creation. Surjit Singh's position here, as elsewhere, is close to Chenchiah's.

He writes:

"The Christ is the New Creation as well as the basis of it. New humanity
takBB its birth from him"

It is in union with Him that we find a nevv humanity and the conquest of sin
(3)

and "anxiety". Man rises to tne full expression of his personality only when

he is "in Christ";

"The state of being 'in Christ', where the quality of personal integrity is
unconditionally affirmed and along with the quality of intra-personal relatedness
is achieved to the highest degree, is the most enriched state of experience.
The truth of other stages, e.g. in Hinduism, is not denied but fulfilled. Man
is guided by an inward spirit and is reconciled to nature .... The point is
that a new creature comes into being; he is the integral man - that is, the man
who stands in a relationship of creative union and fellowship with God, himself,
other man and nature".(4)

(v) Personality in God

Radhakrishnan's view, and that of advaita in general, is that "personality"

implies limitation. Thus the personal, particular, body-related jivatman is

limited, and so only temporary and inferior compared with the enduring, trans¬

cendent atman. 3o tooGod, on this view, cannot be regarded as personal, for that
(5)

would imply limitation. The personal "God", Isvara, is ultimately absorbed

in Erahman, the Absolute.

(1) Preface p. 128
(2; ibid p. 124
(3) ibid p. 124 Note the existentialist terminology.
(4) ibid p. 135
(5) Thus "Radhakrishnan abandons the theistic view of the 'Descent' /avatar^ of

God into man, and accepts trie monistic vie«. of a mere 'ascent' of man into
God", (ibid. p. 123J. This is inevitable in view of Radhakrishnan's advaitin
"strand" of thought.
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Surjit Singh's reply is to say that

"in calling God personal, the limitation which is implied is self-limitation,
something peculiar to the being and nature of God".^/

God's saving activity does not "limit" Him. Rather,

"the saved universe is transparent to the presence of God ... Individuals are
not lost, they have become transparent but remain distinct.... Thus God does
not cease to be personal".(2)

Surjit Singh's book, is tne most tnorough-going attempt so far made to work

out a doctrine of personality - in God and man - which will fulfil the need of

Hinduism in this field by pointing to the Judaeo-Christian conception. His

concentration on Christ and the resurrection as the centre is very good, but his

exposition suffers - for India - in being made too much in Western terminology.

A similar attempt using and developing the term purusa might have great possibilities,

(b) The Theology of Love - Dhanjibhai Fakirbhai

Two small theological works by Professor Dhanjibhai Pakirbhai have recently

been published in dnglish^"^, and are worthy of note as a distinct genre in Indian

theological literature, in that they present profound ideas of Christian doctrine

in very clear and concise, almost aphoristic language, with Indian terminology fully

used in a very constructive way. Prof. Bhanjibhai has published a number of

devotional and theological works in Gujarati.

He was born a Hindu in Baroda in 1895> and grew up in an atmosphere of devout

bhakti. In his youth he became a Christian, as a result of an experience not unlike

St. Paul's on the Damacus road. Since his retirement from his work as a professor

of physics he has devotes, himscxf to the writing of Christian literature designed

) Preface - p. 111. cp. C.S. Paul, The Suffering God, v. supra, p• 47'•
2) ibid p. 112.
(3) Dhanjibhai FaMibhai: Khriatooaniahad (CISR3, 1965). (Khr. Up.)

The Philosophy of Love (ISICK, 1966). (.PL)
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to present the Christian faith to Hindus. His books are, therefore, not theological

treatises in the technical sense, but rather are living examples of Christian

apologetic written in a transformed Hindu terminology. We shall examine here a few

of his leading ideas, noting before we commence that a good deal of what he says

is reminiscent of Appasany, as it springs from a similar love of bhakti. and that

there are traces also of a "new creation" approach not unlike that of Chenchian.

(i) God, as Love

The dominant note of Dhanjibhai*3 theology is that God can best be described

as Love. He can, indeed, be described as saccidananda:

"But beyond all this we can say something further about God, and that is that
he is Love - filled with Lo,e and Himself the very form of Love. This does
not mean simply that God shows Love, or that he is merely like a loving Father.
It means rather that God's very essence or being is Love] His nature is Love,
He himself is Love".(1)

Where intellect fails, and can describe God only in negative terms (neti
| '

neti) Love goes further, for Love transcends all other categories, and to call

God Love is to go even higher than nirguna rrahman. In this we see clearly

Dhan jibhan's adherence to the bhakti strand of theological thought, which puts

Isvara above Brahman.

Yet God is not "exhausted" by personal categories:

"His, having personal characteristics cannot exclude Him from supra-personal
characteristics or impersonal qualities beyond the qualities of persons like
human beings. An iceberg is visible above the surface of the water, while
much remains under the surface. Similarly God in His personal aspect is
discerned,by persons at the same time as He remains unknowable in His other
aspects".^

The doctrine of creation is understood in connection with God's Love.

Creation is not the result of illusion, nor did it take place from independently

existing elements.^^ Rather,

"the origin and development of creation took place out of the very nature of
God, which is Love. In creation there is nothing like ignorance (agnana).
illusion or fall. Rather it is 3imply the spontaneous expansion of God's Love.
Creation is the revelation of Absolute Love (-Parana irema, Parabrahman). And
so the created universe itself is good, not evil; far from being impure, it
is pure and holy" .

(1) ffailflgoahy of foSs T.
2) Khristopanishaa p. 6 cp. Appasany's "ranges beyond".
3) i.e. the advaita and oankhya doctrines are rejected.
(4) HL 3.
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It is not enough, then, to describe God's relation to man as that of

Creator to creature: it is also (though ideally, because of man's sin) that of

This stressing of Love as the best description of God's personality is

concrete and scriptural, and links up with the devotion to Love (prema) or many

modem Gandhiana. And it should be noted that Dhanjibhai's argument is at every

stage related to the Biblical evidence. Lore than perhaps any other Indian

theologian he bases himself on Scripture, and indeed almost evezy sentence is

supported, by an array of "proof-texts" in footnotes or appendices.

(ii) Sin and Aarma

Evil is treated mainly in a negative way as the absence of goodness, just
(2)

as absence of light is darkness. ' Evil is not an independent principle:

"Satan or the devil is not an independent being, a counterpart of God. He is
devoid of Godliness, a void without God. He was not created Satan, he took
to that state".(3)

Evil does,, however, spring ultimately from the will^\ above all from

egoism (ahanta).

"God is the only I AM, and Egoism is its negation •••.Self (aham) is the great
negation, the opposite of God, the void without God".'5;

And the effect of this negation, of self, is that we are estranged from

God, that we ourselves sever the bond of his Fatherly Love?

"Indeed the worst possible evil, the worst possible sin is the destruction
of the bond of Love". ( ® )

Father to 3on.^ '

Another element in evil is mithya. which corresponds closely to

Devanandan's interpretation of maya as vanity

(1) ibid.
(2) Khr. Up. p. 56.
(3) Khr. Up. p. 3d f.
U) PL 5.
(5) Khr. Up. p. 38 f.
(6) PL 5-
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"Badness, evil, sin or Satan, disease or death do not require to be created*
they are the absence or lack of something positive. The non-spiritual or
unspiritual condition is normally there. To remove it spirituality or spiritual
state has to be produced".

Man, however, is not "spiritual" by nature, and becomes so, as we shall see,

only through the New Birth in Christ.

Writing of Karma. Dhanjibhai specially emphasises the fact denied in the

Hindu view, that the fruit of our actions affects others as well as ourselves:

"God, the individual, and one's fellow men are all united together, joined
together in the bond of Love. 3o it is that each action and its result does
not affect only the indivisual •••• In other words the law of Karma, of
action and result, does not apply only to individuals but is effective also
in community, and in social relationships, and demonstrates the solidarity of
mankind".(5}

(ill) The Person of Christ

For Prof. Dhanjibhai the heart of the Christian faith is personal experience
(5)of Jesus as God, a realization which goes back to his own conversion-experience* .

He writes:

"The Spirit of Jesus now dwells and acts in me. This is a realization (saksatkar)
of God in personal experience. No amount of thesoiy, doctrine, teaching or
reasoning can give this realization of God which comes through personal experience

God, who is personal and more than personal, reveals Himself as avatara in

Christ, who is the full avatara (furnavatara).

"Jesus is God complete and full. If Jesus is God in our experience then He
is the only and complete God, without a second (Bkaiva advitiyam)".W)

(8)
It is because of Love that God becomes incarnate . And he reveals Himself

1) cp. "contingent being".
2) Khr. Up. p.
(3) Hi 7.
(k) ibid.
(5) Khr. Up. p. 2*
6) ibid. p. 23.
7) Khr. Up. p. 8.
(8) PL 8, 11.
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(1)
not merely in the historic Incarnation, but also as the inner dweller in the

heart.

"First of all, in order that God may reveal Himself to man in a way that man
can both understand and personally experience, He makes Himself known in human
form ... And yet that revelation and that Hevealer come to man from outside
himself. And so there is a second mode of revelation in which God manifests
Himself through the inner dwelling ox the Lord in the heart and mind ana life
of the believer".

(iv) The Work of Christ

Salvation is the restoration of the bond of Love between God and man which

has been broken by sin. And such a great work can be accomplished only by

suffering:

"There is a law of God's creation that, whether in the natural or the spiritual
sphere, fruition comes only through suffering, pain and self-sacrifice, when
a corn of wheat or a seed is sown in the ground it decays and dies .... New
life can spring only from renunciation, sacrifice and death. For the salvation
of any individual it is necessary that someone should suffer and die".(3)

This is the woric which Christ accomplishes on the Cross:

"In order to make atonement (nrayascitta) for the evil results of man's deeds
(karmaj. and in order to conteract the effects of those deeds, this
Incarnation of God endures agonies of body, mind and spirit ... Forgiveness
which does not involve suffering is meaningless and worthless ... Here is a
great work of God's Love. Lvery individual who is united with God can obtain
the benefit and the fruit of this mightyact"

(5)
Christ, then, is our Liberator, our mukti-data . Cur salvation enmes not

alone from what He is, but from what He does, in suffering for us. The precise

"how" of sin-bearing is not described, but the need for Christ's suffering, and

for our union with Him in His suffering, is clearly asserted.

(▼) "The Response to Love''^ °J
When we see this work of Christ for us we must respond, in repentance

and faith. Y.e must

"rely by faith on the complete efficacy of the way of salvation, which God
has provided throu^i offering up Himself in Love"

'1) antaryamin. though Dhanjibhai does not use the word here.
,2) PL 11.
3) ibid. 9.
^4) ibid.
(5) Khr. Up. p. 22 "Freedom-giver".
(6) PL 10.
(7) ibid.
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"Salvation has two sides. On one side we see the sacrifice, the work of
atonement and the grace which God has shown in his Love and in his pity,
while on the other side are the repentance, the submission, the utter
dependence on and surrender to God, and the Faith which man shows in his
loving response to Love".("l)

When man responds to God in repentance, faith and love, there is an

(2)"inner advent of the Spirit of God"v , and man experiences the New Birth. In the

Hindu idea of rebirth and reincarnation

"the soul, though it continually changes its body, remains itself unchanged
and unconverted".

But of what use can that be?

"What is necessary beyond all else is not that bodies should be changed
but that the &qilL should be transformed or converted, that the soul should
be born again . ( 3)

Although perhaps Surjit Singh is more positive in speaking of personality

as a soul-body unity, yet here Dhanjibhai is making a very clear and valid criticism

of the Hindu doctrine of samsara. oin is not merely illusion, nor is it merely

enslavement to bodily desires: the root of 3in is in the will, the heart, the

soul (atmay, and unless there is a radical transformation there, any kind of

"Spiritual life" is worthless.

The affect of the New Birth is that the self (aham, the ego) disappears,

and God lives in its place.

(vi) The Life in Christ

Dhanjibhai speaks of the Life in Christ as "Spiritual Being", a phrase

reminiscent of Aurobindo. He writes:

"Spiritual-being is not an amorphous, shapeless mass* it has a form, and
that form is the figure of Jesus Himself. This transformation of man into / ,

the likeness of Christ is like the shaping of a child in the mother's womb".^'
When a man comes to be in Christ he becomes "spiritual" and so takes a

step upwards to a new level of existence, beyond the physical, the biological and

rn pl 10.

(2) ibid. 12.
(3) ibid. cp. Kulandran, op. cit. pp. 236 ff.
(4) cp. K.C. Sen - "divinity fills the void" v. supra, p-6o-
(5) Khr. Up. p. 13.
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the intellectual, into the realm of spiritual being. Here is a conception

similar to Chenchiah's evolutionary view, yet, as with Levanandan, there is no

thought of mere automatic evolution: it is only aa each individual comes to live

in Christ that he can rise to the new level.

The new life is, however, not merely for the individual, but for society,

and for the world. Dhanjibhai speaks here of the "multiplication" of the Christ-

life:

Jesus "did not want to be confined into one body. He wanted to live in a
large number of bodies belonging to different persons. This was a new kind
of creation (Ekosmi Bahusyam; I being One I shall be many). H$ wanted to
multiply himself. This miracle He perforated by becoming present in and
working through many bodies .... In the Incarnation, God in Jesus altered
into a human body, and so this multiplying was possible by Jesus becoming
incarnated in, or entering in, many persona .... This living of theirs is
Christ-living. Incarnate-living, the continuation of the Incarnation of
God-in-man".(2)

Just as Dhanjibhai had interpreted 3accidananda as being subsumed under

the more comprehensive category of Love'' so he sees the Life in Christ as

transcending the three traditional margas of Kama, bhakti and jnana in an all-

transcending yoga of Love. He re-interpret3 the three margas. and feels that there

is a place for each of them in the full Christian life, as the .'■ay of Action through

Love (karma yoga). the ay of Devotion (bhakti'). and the Way of Knowledge (.jnana),
in the sense of personal knowledge of God^^. It is Love which unites the three

f

ways;

"
o it is that the complete yoga of Action, Worship and Knowledge, (karma.

bhakti and jnana) is attained through the Way of Love (prema yoga). To love
God with all our heart, with all our mind, with all our understanding, with
all our powers, with all our soul - with our whole personality - that is the
Way of Love".^5) ——

(vii) The Trinity

Dhanjibhai's theology is one of experience, and he tends therefore to think

of the Trinity as "economic" rather than essential.

(1) ibid. p. 15 f. '
(2) ibid. p. 32
(3) supra p. 5*4-4-
(4) cp. p. 308.
(5) PL 13.
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The "three aspects of God as Transcendent, as Incarnate, and as Indweller
are to be unified as one in one's personal experience. Alien one experiences
Jesus in oneself as the Indweller one is convinced that Jesus is God Himself,
God and none else, and that God is Jesus. Jesus is God 'The manifest and
the unmanifest' (vyakta and avyakta)".(1t

The evidence of the new Testament, whxch ^hanjibhai quotes at every turn,

is confirmed by our experience of Goa as Triune:

"all this we experience and appropriate in the form of a manifestation
revealed to us at first hand. These three ways of God's self-manifestation
are not separate from one another, but interpenetrate one another in a
complete unity. It is a three-in-onenesa, a Unity, a Trinity. God's nature

are three different aspects,

There is, perhaps, not a great deal in Prof. Dhanjibhai's work which we

have not already encountered xn some other writer. He does, however, make a number

of interesting contributions. He writes primarily for the Hindu, so that his books

represent theology in action. He writes brifly and aphoristically, so that in

short compass he covers a wide range of doctrine with great clarity and econony

of language. And he usually writes in Gujarati, so that his terminology is Indian

throughout, making a direct link between the Biblical sruti and the Indian thought-
( 3)

categories of the readers.

(c) "Non-r,1 terit.y" - Mark Sunder Rao

The question which more than any other has kept engaging our attention in

this study is that of the relation between God and man, the One and the many,

paramatman and jivatman. .v penetratxng attempt to deal with this problem has been

made recently by Sri lark Gander Rao, a veteran Indian Christian leader, formerly

General Secretary of the National Missionary Society of India, and now a Research

Associate of the CI3R3, in his book Ananvatva*^^
(1) Khr. Up. p. 6.
(2) PL 14.
(3) cp. R.M. Clark's review of PL in IJT XIl/4 (1963) pp. 144 ff.
(4) Mark Sunder Rao: Ananyatva: Realization of Christian Non-Duality, (GI3RS,

Bangalore, 1964).
c.p. James E. ?>hitehurst: "Realization of Christian Ron-Duality" (review article)
in R3 XIl/l (1965) pp. 66. ff.
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Mark Sunder Rao was born a Brahmin, and became a Christian at the age of

twenty-one. Sixteen years later a sex-ies of talxs with the well known Hindu

philosopher and writer, Rrof. Lysore uiriyanna, led him to a deep interest in the

nystic experience of union with Cod, for which Uiriyanna found an illuminating

analogue in the aesthetic experience when the spectator becomes one with the work

of art he is contemplating. Art, said Hiriyanna, is laymen's yoga, and provides a

clue to the meaning of mystic union with God^ Later, in 1951» after conversations

with a Hindu yogi, an old friend of his family, Sunder Rao had a deep spiritual

experience of union with the risen Christ, an experience associated with radiant light,

and with the loss of consciousness in a state of samadhi. Describing the experience,

he writes:

"On returning to normal consciousness the previous state left its impact, a
residue in such manner that I could not get over the fact that all life was
held together in Jesus Christ, and that in no wise could we think of others as
other. Otherness abolished, at-one-ness, ananyatva, took its place". '

This overwhelming experience gave rise to his gradually thought out system,

to which he has given the name ananyatva, which means literally "non-other-ness" or,

in his own translation "Non-Alterity" • The idea behind the term is that "otherness",

whether between God and man, or man and man, can and must be overcome. The term as

he uses it has dialectical overtones: xt xnvoives the overcoming of a previously

existing alienation or otherness, and so is not to be confused with advaita ("non-

dualism"), the absolute monism of Snnkara. Rao finds Western Christian equivalents

in the terns perichoresis. as used by Cyril of Alexandria, circuminsessio and

co-inherence, all of which he takes to imply an interpenetration of the divine and

human, a unity which at the same time includes a dialectical distinctness.^"^
We shall now attempt, briefly, to follow the stages of his argument in

working out the implications of this principle.

1) Ananyatva p. 2
2) ibid p. 5.
3) ibid.
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(i) The relation of the jivatmn to the paramatman.

Traditional Hinduism, as we have repeatedly seen, provides several different

solutions to the question of the soul's relation to God. (i) For Sankara's advaita,

the self is Brahman: there is an ontological relation of identity, (ii) For

Ramanuja, the self is an amsa. a part of Brahman. There is thus both difference

and non-difference, an intimate relationship of "inseparability", not of identity,

(iii) In Madhva's dualism (dvaita) there is a relationship of utter dependence, all

these relationships, says Rao, "point to an intimate relation between the divine and
( 1 )

the human". In other words, he feels that the basic truth or "vision" (darsana)

behind the different theories lsiddhanta> is one and the same; all the theories point

to an intimate relation of union between God and the soul.

"'what really matters is to grasp the fact of such a relationship as being
intimate, integral and eternal".' ?*

If we turn away, that is, from the different schools of thought to the

fundamental fact as communicated existentially (saksatkara) through scriptures (sruti)

and experience (anubhava). we shall find that all the traditions bear witness to

the same type of unity.

We see here a tendency on Rao's part to minimize the very real difference

between the school of Hinduism, in his effort to discover an underlying unity. The

points of view represented, for example, by 3ankara and Ramanuja, are very far apart,

and really represent two separate "strands" of religious experience as well as

language. Christian mystics also offer a series of different patterns of union -

unio mystica, theosis, perichoresis, etc.^*^ The different types can be classified

in various ways, advaita. for example, asserts an ontological unity between God

and man; while theistic thought sees a co3mological unity (§od and the world), and

the school of yoga looks to a purely human, anthropological achievement. The

(1) ibid p. 17.
2) ibid.
3) ibid. p. 19.



Christian conception of union, however, reaches out beyond all these to the level

of the Spirit, a pneurnatological union, which is the work of the Indwelling Holy-

Spirit, the antaryamin, the revealer within of the Incarnate Word, the Son who is
"

(a )
the image of the Father • For Christians, therefore, the way of union with God

is the yoga of the Spirit, to use Chenchiah's term; it is the Holy Spirit who effects

the sayujya of God and man.

In an interesting paragraph reminiscent of Goreh, Rao rejects Sankara's

conception of ontological unity, by proving that Brahman and the .iivatman fall into

two different categories, and so cannot be united at the level of Being:

(a) The .iivatman is antahakarana sahita ("with mind" ), while Brahman is

antahakarana rahita ("without mind")^^.
(b) Because of maya, the jivatwan is on the vyavaharika level, while Brahman,

is on the paramarthika level.

Having thus demonstrated the impossibility of ontological union between God

and man, Rao proceeds to examine two basic Christian conceptions, the Trinity and

the Incarnation, in the search for a significant understanding of what his experience

has already demonstrated.

(ii) The analogies of the Trinity and the Incarnation

He finds his first analogy in the doctrine of the Trinity, where unity is

represented by the one ousia, diversity by the three hypostaeeis. and their relation
(3)

ky perichcresisv . Hereby, he says both monism aral pluralism are averted, and

ananyatva is established.

So too in the Incarnation there is a hypostatic union of the divine and the

human, which Rao, unlike appasamy, believes to be an ontological union. Here again,

is a relation of ananyatva. duality being overcome in unity. He writes:

(l) ibid, p.' 21 ..... 11 -
(2^ antahakarana: "mind" as the "instrument" of the self's consciousness v. infra
(3) ibid. p. 24. p.S3"4-.
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"According to this way of understanding the two doctrines of Trinity and
the Incarnation we can, I believe, correctly claim for the Christian
believer a non-dualist theology and philosophy. These two doctrines are,
I believe, the charter of Christian non-dualism or Ananyatva"')

When the principle is applied to the relation of God to the believer,

however, this relationship is no longer ontological or hypostatic, but mystical.

and the perichoresis is brought about by the activity of the Holy Spirit. The

Spirit, as the antaryamin. offers to each person, and to the whole community, the
(2)

status of ananyatva.

(iii) The Yoga of the Spirit

The goal of man's life is thus the experience of unio mystica, and Rao

fixes the locus of the union, on the human side, in the antahakarana, which he

translates as "mind", though it is clear that he is here using the word in a very

broad sense, as "the means and the medium through which the self becomes aware of

and experiences reality"

How, then, are we to describe the self's relation with the "Other", whether

the "Other " be man or God? It is not, says Rao, an "I-It" relationship, and even

Buber's "I-thou" category is unsatisfactory, for the relation must be a fully

reciprocal one of perichoresis. He therefore characterizes it as "'i-in-thee; Thou-

in-me', a mutual indwelling, interpenetration, union, oneness,"^'' in which all

egocentricity is overcome and transformed by love (agape).

Thus in the Christian use of the term ananvatva we find the truth of the

various Hindu systems subsumed and transformed - advaita with its identity ant."'

.jnana marga. Ramanuja with his "inseparability", the daiva diddhanta with praptti

or self-surrender, Madhva with his sense of utter dependence on God. To this

Christian yoga Rao gives the name of Burna Yoga - full or perfect yoga - and finds

it most fully described in the Johannine mysticism of the Vine and the branches,

IT) ibid. p. 25.
(2; ibid. p. 26.
(3) ibid. p. 28.
(4) ibid. p. 30.



of "Abide in me".^ ^
(iv) Purusartha

(2)
Rao describes the final goal of the spiritual life as purusartha ' which

he interprets as the full, permanent and joyous experience of ananyatva. the

perichoresis relationship between God and man. Like the aesthetic experience, it

is characterized by joy (ananda)^ But it goes much deeper:

"Purusartha is the consummation of the union, sa.yuj.ya. of God and man; it
consists of an experience of ananyatva. non-duality; it has its source in
the very nature of the Godhead, in the perichoresis of the Trinity and the
Incarnation. It is a supernal state of mind and status of being. The
Being of God provides it; the Incarnation reveals it; the Holy Spirit
actualized it. And no man, in the divine econony, is outside itf'.v^-)

Rao's Achievement

In a curious way, Rao's position is an inversion of Appasamy's. Appasamy

points to the mystical union of Christ and the believer, a moral union of the

will, and makes that the key for interpreting the union of Christ with the Father.

Rao hagins with the union of Christ and the Father, but takes the orthodox view

that it is hypostatic and ontological, and then uses that union, that perichoresis.

as the "type" of the union of the bhakta with God. He had to admit, however, that

the second union is "mystical" not ontological. Is there, then, a real analogy here?

Again, is Rao on sound ground when he affirms that beyond the differing Hindu

siddhantas there is really a very similar darsana? True, he rejects Cankara's

ontologic:! identity between the jivatman and the paramatman, yet later he quotes ie
(5)

'Identity" ideal with approval^ , and concludes that all the siddhantas are feating

after nothing other than ananyatva in the Christian sense of loving interpenetration.

1) Rao's yoga is thus close to ppasamy's bhakti marga.
2) The four traditional Hindu purusarthas are dharma. artha, ka;. a. moksa.

v. supra p.3"2l.
3) op cit. p. 42.
4) ibid. p. 43.
(5) PP. 32, 33.
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(l )
In fact, however, as Smart has pointed out, the different schools are different

not only in language but in their underlying presuppositions.

If, however, Rao's main emphasis is on the fact that the unity with God

which is sought by all the Hindu schools is illustrated ari "fulfilled" by the

full personal union of an "I-in-Thee: Thou-in-me" relationship which is character¬

ized by agape, then he is indeed pointing the way to a constructive interaction

between Hindu and Christian mysticism.

(5) Recent Roman Catholic Insights

Ever since the time of Brahmataandhab there have been those in the Roman

Catholic Church who have taken a deep and scholarly interest in Hinduism, an

interest often suffused with a profound, knowledge of and love for the Indian

spiritual tradition. We have already seen the writing of Fr. P. Johanns, and
(2)the Light of the Bast , and the work of Fr. Henri Heras 3. J. of Bombay deserves

honourable mention.

In recent years an intensive study of Hinduism has been carried on by

individuals and institutions in the Roman Catholic Church, notably in connection

with De Hobili College, Poona; 3anti-©havan, Calcutta; the Lumen Institute,

Ernakulam, etc.^"^. These publications arc marked by deep scholarship and

penetrating insight, and a sympathetic outlook towards Hinduism. Like the

Christian Students' Library they are, however, still very largely the work of

(1) e.g. Reasons and Faiths, p. 18.
(2) v. supra p.234.
(3) See, for instance, Religious Hinduism by Jesuit scholars (St. Paul Publications,

Allahabad, 1964), an excellent introductory "presentation and appraisal" of
Hinduism.
- India and the Eucharist (Lumen Institute, Ernakulam, 1964)

- a symposium-
- Discovering the Faith, by U.N. Ghosal (St. Paul Publications, Allahabad,

1964)
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Europeans, mainly from Belgium, Prance and Austria, several of whom have taken

Indian citizenship. A number of Indian theologians are now beginning to take part

in this dialogue^ but, with the exception of Brahmabandhab there have not yet

arisen within the Roman Catholic Church Indian thinkers of the stature of those we

have been considering in the main part of this thesis. The reason for this slow

development has no doubt been caution: the judgment on Brahmabandhab expressed by

Vath has been widely accepted, and it has been felt that much preliminary research

has to be done before an attempt can be made to work out in detail the relationship
(2)

of Christianity to religious Hinduism. '

There are, however, two thinkers whose work deserves more than a mere passing

mention. They are Jwarni iarama Arubi Anandam (Pr. Jules Monchanin and

Fr. Raymond Panikkar.

(a) Jules Monchanin (1895-1957)

In the case of Pr. Monchanin we must depart frum our self-limitation to

theologians of Indian birth. Monchanin was a Prenchaian, who served for many years

as a priest in Lyon, where he was a friend of the famous ecumenical pioneer Abb^
Couturier, and did not come to India till 1939, when he was already 2j4 years old.

After ten years in parish and other work he was able in 1950 to secure the permission

of his superiors to follow the lead of Brahmabandhab and begin the life of an

ochre-clad sannyaai in a small ashram on the banks of the River ICavery. He took

the name of Parama-Arupya-nnanda ("joy in the Supreme Formless One") in witness

(1) e.g. M. Dhavamony, L. Pereira, G. Scares, Parmananda Diverkar.
(2) As an example of such research one could mention the work of R.V. de Smet

on Sankara.
(3) Benedictine Ashram: Monchanin and Le Saux (Revised edition, Douglas, I.O.M.,

1964).
Swani rarama Arubi Anandam (. r. J. Bonchanin). A Memorial (Saccidananda
Ashram, TiriUchirapaill, 1959} (Cited as Swami).
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to his special devotion to the Paraclete, and the ashram was called oaccidananda

Ashram, for the purpose of its foundation was that Monchanin and his companion,
(1 )Swami Abhishiktananda , might devote their lives to the adoration and contemplation

of God, One in Three, 3at-Cit-Ananda.

Our reason for including Monohanin,£- work here is that it represents a very

interesting development of the pioneering efforts of Brahmabandhab, and has also

been influential in much recent thought on the . le question of dialogue with
(2)

Hinduism. ' We shall not attempt to give a comprehensive outline of his theology,

but confine ourselves to one or two points of special interest.

( i, .^accidananda

The great insight of Brahmabandhab into which iioncfaanin longed to penetrate

even more deeply .-/as that God is essentially Triune, and that therefore the highest

goal open to man is the contemplation of, and faith-union with God as oaccidananda -

a God who is no monad, but a Trinity. In the Christian doctrine of Trinity he

saw the solution of some of those antinomies which we have so often noted in Hindu

L >.ought.

"Only the Mystery of the Trinity is capable of resolving the antinomies which
cause Hindu thought to swing endlessly between monism and gluraliaj between
a personal and an impersonal God. India ^writes Monchaniny awaits without
knowing it the Revelation of the Trinitarian Mystery, a Revelation inaccessible
both to metaphysical genius and to holiness".(3)

As B-ahraabandhab pointed out, Hindu "natural theology" posits the "Trinity"

of God. But Hinduism cannot penetrate the meaning of that Trinity, which is

revealed only through the Revelation in Christ. The Indian Christian can, however,

use the idea of daooida anda. and fill it with new content. Monchanin writes:

(1) A French Benedictine monk, now leader of the ashram. The name means "Joy in
the Anointed" (Christ).

2) v. infra pp. 573
3) Quoted from Dieu Vivantf 1945# No. 3# by J.-A. Cuttat: The Encounter of

Religious. (Desclee Go., I960), p. 16.
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"For the enlightened sannyasin, the ultimate simplicity of the Absolute
can rightly be named by reduplication Sat (Being), Git (thought) Ananda.
(bliss), knowing, as he does, that the Deity has not but is by essence^
Existence, Intelligence and Beatitude.

Repeating that sacred formula Saccidananda. the Christian gives it a
new and mysterious meaning, unknown to man, because such a knowledge is
above any created intelligence, but was communicated (in novissirao tempore)
to all mankind through ultimate Revelation by the word made flesh.

And, more fervently and with greater appreciation than any of his fellow-
sannyasins, can the Christian monk utter: Sat, when thinking of the Father,
the 'Principleless' Principle, the very source and end of the expansion
and re-collection' of the divine lifevw- C' t, when remembering the eternal
Son, the Logos, the intellectual consubstantiai Image of the Existent;
Ananda. when meditating on the Paraclete, unifying together the Father and
the Son".(2)

Monchanin had chosen for himself the contemplative life, but for him, unlike

aav -itin sannvasis. contemplation was not of the impersonal Absolute, although he

did not hesitate to use the term airguna. For even nirguna Brahman, on the Christian

understanding, is personal, involved in the eternal colloquy of the Trinity- The

Christian mystic may indeed, he feels, pass "beyond the mysteries of Creation,

Incarnation and Redemption"but he cannot pass beyond the Trinity to an

impersonal Deity, and this Trinity, which the world cannot know, is revealed only

tii.rough the Word - the Cit - made flesh.Monchanin writes:

"For us God is neither the impersonal nor the unipersonal. In his intimate
life he is Throe Persons. We reject equally the systems of Dvaita. Advaita
and Visishta-Advaita. We believe that it is not despite his Trinity but in
very consequence of this Trinity that God is One. He is Sat, He is Cit. He
is Ananda. Being, Consciousness, Bliss - in 3uch a manner that He constitutes
three centres of personality, each one pola used by the other two. 'The Trinity
resolves itself in Unity without becoming less and the Unity expands itself
in Trinity without becoming more'".(5)

Christian mysticism, says Monchanin, must be Trinitarian or it is nothing^
and this means that it must ultimately be personal, and that the basic Hindu idea

of the identity of atman and Brahman mu^t be rejected:

1) The language of this phrase reflects Aurobindo.
2) Swami p. 18
3) Ibid. p. 17
4) ibid. p. 18
5) ibid. p. 200
6) ibid. p. 187 cp. J. Monchanin, art. "The Quest of the Absolute" in Indian

Culture and the Fulness of Christ, all India otudy Week, Madras Dec. 195&
(Printed Report)
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"Hinduism must renounce its equation 'atman-Brahman' to enter into Christ",^ ^
he writes, and again, affirming the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo

"The infinite and the finite cannot merge into a single Being; even in the
final glory of beatific union, God and the soul retain their distinct
individuality".^

This, Monchanin holds, is the difference between Christian and non-Christian

mysticism, and we find him quoting Kierkegaard's description of God as "the ai

in all other"^^. Thus, although he is in spirit so close to Brahmabandhab, he

explicity rftfuses tc accept the ultimate consequences of pure advaita - as indeed

did Brahraabandhab also.

The "pers nalism" involve"! in such Trinitarian mysticism is not, however,

- that of bhakti, and Monchanin in a single rather sweeping sentence writes off

the whole effort of Appasamy and others to develop this school in a Christian

direction:

"The search for a meeting between Hinduism and Christianity on the bhakti
level is simply a temptation of facility".^'

For Monchanin our relation with God involves a different kind of personalism,

to be found, not on the level of tt. ista deva or bhakti. ev a when the object of

devotion is Christ, but only in the quest for the all-highest, for saccidananda:

"The divine existence is a personal one, but not a monopersonai one. God is
not _it, is not he, is not I, but rather he is I and _I and I. His very essence
is identical with tri-personal relationship".C5)

In a passage full of insight, Monchanin outlines what might be an Indian
approach to the Trinity, and it is especially interesting to note that he

reproduces Goreh's experience of the yiamacy, for the Indian mind, of the Spirit.

"Is not India destined in a very special vay to contemplate the mystery of the
blessed Trinity? To begin with, to the contemplation of the Divine Spirit,
the * uncire urnscribed' x'eraon, who appears on../ under fluid forms,

(t) Swami p. 222
(2) ibid. p. 166
(3) ibid. p. 167
4) ibid. p. 221
5) ibid. p. 186. cp. R. Panikkar: "Christian Trinity is something more than pure

Theism. God is there not even one Persaj and yet is one God", art. "The
Brahman of the Upani3ads and the God of the Philosophers", in RS VIl/2 (1960)
pp. 12 ff.
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breath, water, flight, fire and metamorphoses, the Person who is not
pereeived through the visible like the Word, but through spiritual real¬
ities, the chrisms, and above all, the agage, the charity, the communion
of saints, the mysterious immanence of all in every one and of every one
in all. He is the very One whom India is awaiting. Prom Him, she will
pass on to the Word of glory, to the Risen One, clothed v,Tith the splendour
of the world - then to the Word of Sorrow assuming every pain to transmute
it into thi paschal bliss - finally to the § Word in His terrestrial life,
not an illusory one as the avatara * s but *a realizing reality* in v.hich
every thing, the world itself and our very individualities, have their
consistency. The contemplation of India will end in the abyss of the
Father, the Person unmanifest in Himself, whom the two others manifest,
in eternity, by the generation of the Word and the procession of the
Holy Ghost, and, in time, by the divine missions, the projection of the
eternal processions: the Inoarnation of the Word and the sending forth
of the Paraclete in the incessant Pentecost which is the Church". (1)

(ii) Nirguna, Saguna and the Divine Fleroma in Christ

Monchanin finds a key to his interpretation of the doctrine of God in

a New Testament passage which sheds light for him upon the idea of nirguna and

saguna also. The pass ge is in Colossians 2.9: "For in Him Christ J
(2)

dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily", ' Stated very briefly,

his understanding is that the word "Godhead" ( Qecrxjj - a hapax legomenon

in the New Testament), describes God in His essence, and so corresponds to

nirguna Brahman, while the common word "God" (Of-c^r ) describes God in His

relation to man, and corresponds to saguna Brahman. But the text does more

than this, for it demonstrates God's self-revelation in Christ, in whom the

"fulness" ) of the Godhead dwells in bodily form J that is, Christ,

in His incarnate life, reveals in bodily form the fulness of nirguna Brahman

This interpretation, combined with Monchanin's interpretation of sacsid-

ananda. is very interesting, and may be regarded as a logical development of

(1) ibid. p. 103. Compare the somewhat similar passage on the Trinity as
saccidananda in R.C. Zaehner: Mysticism Sacred and Profane (Oxfiflrd,
1957), pp. 207 ff.

(2) 077 ev K°CTIifcei rr&v ri 73^ .

(3) See Swarni pp. 177 ff»
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what Brahmabandhab was saying. It affirms three important points: that no

view of the Godhead could be "higher" than the Christian view; that the God¬

head is essentially Triunej and that in the incarnate Christ the Fleroma

of the Godhead dwells in bodily form. When the Godhead is thus revealed to
(1)

men, we may speak of "God", of Saguna Brahman or of Iavara. ' Monohanin

writes:

"Godhead and God do not designate contradictory attributes, but rather
complementary aspects of the same Reality.

God points to the Divine Essence, in as much as man (mind and spirit) is
related to it: to its aspeats of immanence.

Godhead points to the same Essence, in its essentiality (tattva of tat)
pure abyss of simplicity and unity, unrelated to anything else... to its
aspect of transcendence. or rather: to its aspect of oneness and
absoluteness.

To concentrate upon the concept of Godhead, as contradistinguished from
that of God means: to look at the Divine Essence, not as it appears to
us, but as it Is/in itself, beyond human grasp and understanding: the
unknown and unknowable •Beyond* to which the praise of Silence is the
only hymn". (2)

(iii) Apophotic Christian Mysticism

We are here led to a consideration of Monchanin•s understanding of

mysticism. IIi3 earlier studies had brought him into deep contact with the

neo-platonie mystics, with the pseudo-Dionysius, John Scotus Erigena, Meister

Eckhart, Ruysbroek, Nicholas of Cusa, St. John o the Cross, Boehme, and on to
( 3)

the modern Russian Bulgakov.w/ This tradition, he felt, was very close to

Indian spirituality, yet he insiied that it must begin firmly ir/the incarnate

Christ, and rise to the pleroma of Christ - to "Godhead" - a^Lts final goal.
He writes:

"Paradoxical though it may appear, this very Christocentrism is the Script¬
ural and theological foundation of the most intellectual type of theocratic
mysticism....

(1) ibid. p. 180. (2) ibid. p. 179.
(3) ibid. (4) ibid. p. 178.
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Through Christ, full man and full God - the Way - to the abyss of fathom¬
less Godhead, wrapped in its mystery and silence. Christ as man is the
starting point.. The same Christ, as God, is the final goal. And at this
ultimate stage, God is meditated upon as He is: in His essence, in His
absolute Godhead.* (1)

It was this type of mys&ciam, the contemplation of the Trinity, of God

in his Essence, of saccidananda. of nirguna Brahman who is yet the same Real¬

ity as saguna Brahman, that Monchanin devoted himself iiythe utter Indian
simplicity of the Saccidananda Ashram. Though his vision of God in its abstract-

ness isv very different from the rich imagery of Sundar S-ingh's, yet for him

also the vision is not of man's making, or man's striving, but is given as a

free gift by God. It is

"an intuition above image and concept, a direct experience - not a man-
made one, but a God-given one - an existential contaet with that God is
in Himself and for Himself." (2)

(iv) Christology

Like Brahmabandhab - and as one belonging to the same "strand" of con¬

cepts - Monchanin avoids the word avatara in connection with Christ. He writes:

"Christian faith professes only one incarnation - a real one, not a mere
docetism or maya,"

and comments that

"in Hinduism, avataras are many, just because none of them is fullyteal,
but every one is iridescent with maya - an illusory 'd6cetism'.n (4)

His own description of the Incarnation has kenotio elements, but makes

clear the full hjntanity of the incarnate Christ:

"The Son of God did not consider it enough to take only a man's semblance,
but he assumed from human nature everything except sin, absque peccato
(Heb. 4.15) - from the depth of the human souls where the Incarnaiion

(1) ibid. p. 178.
(2) ibid. p. 185. In Indian apophatism - apavada - there is a progress by

negation (the neti, neti of the Brihad-Aranyaka Upanisad). and the elim¬
ination of successive upadhis (hindra-noesTto union with nirgunn
Brahman . cp. Swsuai, p. 90, Note 20.

(3) Swami p. 169
(4) ibid, footnote.
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"originated, up to the fish in which He was to suffer and die, from the
external behaviour and appearance to the language and mental habits of
the people amonst whom He became nm 'He annihilated (1) Himself in
the likeness of sinful flesh" (Phil. 2,f; Rom• 8.3)." (2)

In these words we find an indication of Monchanin's own idea mB a

Christian sannyasi in India, and he comments:

"And so He wants His elect to assume from the people whom they represent
everything except sin," (3)

(v) Eschatology

Monchanin's eschatology has similarities to that of both Brahmabandhab

end Devanandan, for he looked for an "Indiaij4schatological Church" which
(5}

"will sing a new canticle which will fill the earth with sweetness,"^ and

connected the advent of such a transformed Church with the pleroma of Christ,
(6)

as Devanandan Aid with "the hope of glory".

He felt that the Spirit was everywhere - and especially in India -

preparing men for the pleroiaa of the Risen Christ, and so the anakephal -

aiosis of which Paul speaks the summing-up of everything into Christ

who is the Head, was a present and not merely an eschatological reality for

him.^ He speaks of the "Theaadric Pleroma" - the fulness of Godhead re¬

vealed in the G-od-Man Christ - and sees that Fleroma, which is used properly

of that plenitude of Godhead by which Christ is eonsubstantial with the
(9)

Father,' extending in moaning to include the Church, Christ's Body, and

(l) A mistranslation of txtvujrev based on the Vulgate exinanivit.
2) Swami p. 25 f. (3) ibid. p. 26.
4) ibid. p. 25. (5) supra p. 191.
6) v. supra p. 500- f n r
7/ Eph. 1.10. ... e£s' o/*OYo/<t~cv tujv ^

(8) Swami, p. 4 rx tUvtz. tk>

(9) ibid. p. 72
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ultimately the whole world in all its variety. Towards that fulness the

Spirit is drawing us:

"The qualitative universality of the Church, nowhere foreign, nowhere anti-
quated, but contemporaneous with every age and congenial to every civilis¬
ation, is but the final harmonizing and synthesizing of all civilizations,
assumed by Christ, the Absolute Man, into His Theandric KLeroma." (l)

In this understanding of a purposive spiritual force working in men and

creation we catch eohoes of Erahmabandhab * s interpretation of sakti, and also
(2}of Aurobindo and de Chardin. ' This linking of the Spirit with the eschat-

ological pleroma was an important part of Mcnchanin's hopes for the development

of a distinctive Indian theology. As his biographer writes, he

"liked particularly to hope that the theology of the divine Paraclete,
closely united to that of the pleroma in Christ, would find, in the
Indian line of approach to the mystery of God, some fine opportunities
of development." (3)

Towards that development his own contribution was no slight one, and

in him the vision of Brahmabandhab was clarified and perhaps even deepened.

(b) Raymond Pe.nikkar

Raymond P-enikkar was born in Barcelona, Spain, in 1918, the son of a

Hindu father and a Spanish Roman Catholic mother. He was brought up in an

environment of both Hinduism and Christianity, learning the Vedunta alongside

the Bible. He studied in Spain, Germany and Italy, taking his Ph. D# in

1945» his D.Sc. in 1958, and his D.D. in 19^1. fte was ordained as a priest

in the Roman Catholic Church in 1946 and has worked in India, Spain and Rome,

contributing to many learned journals and becoming well known in ecumenical

circles. Ife has frequently taken part in conferences organised by the CI3RS ,

1J ibid. p. 163.
2) cp. Swami p. 86, where Monchanin's biographer quotes de Chardin with

approval in this connection.
(3) Swami p. 37*
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as well as in those of his own Church. Pr. Panikkar1s major work to date is

his hook The Unknown Christ of Hinduism, published in 1964.^
(i) The Hidden Christ

The th sis of this very interesting and scholarly book is, briefly,

as follows. Taking his stand on such texts as Acts 14.16-17 ("he left not

himself without witness") and Acts 17*23 ("whom therefore ye ignorantly wor¬

ship,him declare I unto you"), he concludes that Christ is present within

Hinduism, and that so Hinduism has somehow been for millions an effective

means of salvation and union with God precisely because of the hidden pre-

sence of Christ within it. ' In Christianity, Christ is fully revealed

and known, and so the work of the Christian Mission is that of "unveiling"

the hidden Christ of Hinduism, and the relationship of Hinduism to Christ¬

ianity can be spoken of as that of seed to fruit, of desire to accomplish¬

ment, above all of death to resurrection, for it is in dying with Christ aid

rising in Him that Hinduism will find its true meaning, since "risen Hindu¬

ism" will be Christianity

Where, then, are we to start? W here, in the manifold variety of

Hinduism, are we to identify and reveal the Unknown Christ, so that our Hindu

friends will be able to recognise and name the One they have long experienced?

There are many different Hindu texts from which one could start, but Panikkar

selects one which he claims to be of basic importance, "a corns x'atone on which

rests the whole structure oijtndian philosophical speculation", ^ from the
beginning of the Brahma Sutra (1.1.2).^ Thi3 text reads Janmadi asya

(1) Raymond Panikkar, The Unknown Christ of Hinduism (Barton, Longman and
Todd, London, I964I fReferred to as UCH}^

(2) UCH p. 54 (3) ibid. p. 17
(4) ibid. p. 76.
(5) he Brahma Sutra of Badarayana is a summary and distillat ion of the Vedarfc*

ta. Together with the Upanisada and the Bhagavadgita it is regarded as
the prasthana traya , the triple basis, of the Yedanta.
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yatah,^ ^ which means " [ Brahman is that 3 from which the origin etc. of this

[world proceed] % or, approximately, "Brahman is the total ultimate cause cf

the world.

Thii text is a fundamental one for Hinduism, and has been interpreted fa

a variety of ways by commentators of the different schools, e.g. those of

Sankara and Ramanuja. For it poses a problems if Brahman is the uncon¬

ditioned Absolute, as Sankara held, how can the world be said to proceed

from him? This, as we have so often seen, is one of the major problems of

Hindu philosophy - the bridging of the gap between Brahman and the world.

Sankara's later followers were compelled to say that it is not Brahman but

Isvara who is the cause of this world, though they of oourse maintain that

Isvara. the personal God, is in fact none other than Brahman, but Brahman

in his aspect as personal God and Creator. Thus Isvara becomes the "link"

between the undifferentiated Brahman and the erected world (including man)."^
It is here, says PaniMcar - and this i^the centre of what he says in

this book - that we are to find the point of entry: for the unresolved anti¬

nomy of the One and the many in Hinduism oan be solved if we realise that

Isvara is no other than Christ, the Logos, the Agent of Creation, tho

Mediator between Gou and man,^ S-o Panikkar, with a wealth of scholarly

detail, interprets his text as meaning: "That from whioh this world comes

forth ana to which it returns and by wh.eh it is sustained, that 'that* is
( 5}

Christ". Ylhs.ii Hindus think of Invara, the true revealer of Brahman,

personal aspect of Brahman, agent of oreation, origin of grace, yetjftho
one who is himself fully Brahman - then, says Panikkar, they are in fact,

(1) ^HifV tt'* (2) UCH 74 f.
(3) Panikkar is here in fact rejecting the extreme advaita of Sankara,

and i3 accepting the more "personal" view expressed, e.g. intho
Kena upanisad.

(4) UCH p. 125 f. (5) UCH p. 131.
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though without realising it, acknowledging the hidden Chris t, and the loving

task of the Christian Mission is to unveil this Christ.

Here, then, we have a suggested solution to the problem of the "link"

between God and the world which is different from the others which have been

proposed, such as Brahmabandhab*s identification of Christ with the Logo3-cit

of sacoidananda, or Chakkarai's with saguna Brahman. The success of the ident¬

ification (which of course is not claimed to be absolute, but rather to be e.

(1)"pointer") ' depends on the extent to which Isvara can be regarded as not

"inferior" ontologically to Brahman, and this is a point on which PanikK&r

by no means proves his case, lie relies, like Zaehner, whom he quotes with
(2)

approval, ' on "the counter-offensive of the Hatha, Mundaka and Svetas-

vetara Upanisads in favour of a God superior to Brahman",^ and tends to

neglect the fact that most educated Hindus today think of Isvara as being

in fact ontologically inferior to Brahman, because existing only on tho

vy&vaharika level of existence, and being in fact subject to maya.

Panikkar has not as yet provided the materials to enable us to make

a survey of his work over the whole field cf Christian doctrine. We shall

attempt, however, to look in a little more detail at a few of the points

which we have outlined above.

(ii) God and the world

We must remember dhat Panikkar is trying to dot he is trying

to lead his Hindu friends along a path which leads from the Brahma Sutra

to the aoceptanoe of the fact that the visible world has a cause,that that

cause is Isvara, and that Isvara is only fully understood as Christ, the

Logos. In following this line he is tightly confined by an exegesis of

(1) UCH p. 132. (2) UCH p. 112.
(3) ibid. p. 107.
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the Brahma S^utra on the one hand, nd the framework of Thomism on the other#

The fact of the world, and its contingency, points beyond itself to a

Cause, for

"Ihe conviction of the contingency of the world is the basis on which the
problem of Reality arises for the whole ofIndian philosophy." (1)

Indian philosophy, however, does not have to prove the existence of God, for

that is a presupposition. The cosmological argument

"if it exists at all, will not take the formulation: we discover that this
world is contingent, therefore God exists as its cause. It will rather
take the form: we see that this world is contingent because God as its
cause exists.... Reason prefers to explain r ther than to discover." (2)

S- o too the ontological argument is dealt with - from the Indian point

of view - in much the sense in which Barth interprets Ans elm:

"When we try to prove God's existence, we are ontologically pre¬
supposing it, for if he were inexistent, we would not even have the
desire to go to him." (3)

This desire (jijnasa) of knowing God is important, for

"this ontological structure of our desire will appear as a certain
communion with the very 'end' of this desire." (4)

The two traditional arguments, in this somewhat Barthian "inverted"

form, have, then, led us to posit a "Cause" of the world, but have not taken

the further step of saying that this Cause is Brahman. It is at this point

that Fanikkar introduces his excursus on the meaning of Brahman, finally

reaching, as we shall see, the point ofidentifying the reality behind both

(5)Brahman and Isvara, though differentiating their "aspects" or forms.v '

The final step of the argument here follows an admission of diversity

between the concepts of Brahman and of First Cause s

1) UCH p. 97.
2) ibid. p. 99. op. Anselm "Fides quaerens intellectum".
(3) ibid. p. 103.
(4) ibid. p. 91.
(5) "Brahman and God are materialiter the same and formallter different."

UCH p. 114.
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"They are not the sane, and yet they refer to the sane supreme Reality,.,.
In so far as the human intellect is capable of grasping the identity be¬
tween the First Cause and Br hman, there will be a kind of cosmological
argument. As far a3 it discovers diversity, the argument will not be
closed and will not be apodicticj it will remain 'ready1 to acoept a
higher instance if this happens to cone." (1)

This "higher instance* does come, and it ocass in the Christian doc¬

trine of the Trinity, with the unity yet diversity between the Father and Son,

corresponding to that of Brahman and Isvara. In the Trinity Panikkar finds

the solution to Hinduism's problem of Cod's relation to the worlds

"All that is, the whole of Reality, is nothing but God: Father, Christ
and Holy Spirit." (2)

(iii) Brahman and Isvara

Panikkar disagrees with Radhakrishnan and others who regard Brahman

as equal to God only in "the transpersonal sense of Godhead".^Even though

Brahman may be like the ens commune of scholastic thought,^ and the person¬

al Isvara like the ens realissimum. yet

"Indian speculation identifies them even if the characteristics of the
two are not comptible. After all, the attributes of the Ultimate are
only given in our mode of knowledge." (5)

(6)
Pannikar admits that "the idea of Brahman is not the theistio idea of God"v ,

but concltides that both ideas "point" to the same Reality, and that

"if we penetrate into the very thing meant - into the res signfioata as
Thomas Aquinas would put it -••••• wa shall recognise that 'God' and
'Brahman' refer to that Ultimate tystery, to that attributeless Absolute
which is the last and flefinitive R ality."(7)

(1) ibid. p. 118
(2) ibid. p. St. 131.
(3) ^Srsfeaaa He is attacking pure advaita here, but perhaps also the view

of Monchanin on Brahman as meaning "Godhead".
(A) cp. Tillich's "ground ofbeing".
(5) UCH p. 108. The advaitin would disagree, and say that the difference

is in the ordo essendi, notkerely in the ordo cognoscendil
6) ibid. p. 111.
7) ibid. p. 112
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And it is only in this identity - andhere we have ranikkar's"pointer"to the

doctrine of the Trinity - that the Ultimate can "be truly understood:

"The personal God without the correction of Brahman may well become an
anthropomorphic idolj the transpersonal Brahman withouts its comple¬
mentary vision as God, may well dissolve in the mere abstraction of the
ens commune. We believe that Indian wisdom offers here immense poss¬
ibilities of deepening the conception of the Absolute without slipping
into the pitfalls in which Indian philosophy has been the first to
fall victim." (1)

Fanikkar's exposition of the meaning of Isvara is very helpful, and

draws heavily on the bhakti tradition, where Isvara "seems to absorb the
(2)

whole Godhead, for Brahman is mentioned muoh less."^ Tulsidas, for

example, fully identifies Brahman .nd Isvara and speaks of him as saguna

(3)
as well as nirguna. ' Even the redoubtable Sankara is quoted as saying

that Paramesvara has two forms, s guna and nirguna.^ Panikkar lists

some of the functions of Isvara as follows:

1. He is the revelation of Brahman.
2. He is the personal aspect of Brahman.
3. He is that "aspect" of Brahman responsible for the creation of the world.
4. He is "the Lord", bringer of grace, destroyer of maya.
5* Isvara is conscious, and knows that He is Brahman. He is the one through

whom souls (jiva) realise that they are linked with Brahmai.
6. It is Isvara who is revealed as avatara.

Isvara , though distinct from Brahman,is identical also.

In other words, Isvara is the Mediator between God and the world, and

all this evidence points clearly to the "fulfilment" of the concept of

Isvara in Christ alone. And so Panikkar comes to his "Christological

(6)bhasya"v on the Brahma Sutra, the illustration of his whole method of
"unveiling" the "Hidden Christ of Hinduism". He writes:

"That from which all tilings proceed and to which all tilings return and _&L
which all things are (sustained in their own being"} that 'that' is God,
but priao et per ae not a silent Godhead, not a kind of inaccessible

(1) ibid. p. 113 (2) ibid. p. 121.
(3) ibid. (4) ibid. p. 122. Paramesvara

Supreme Isvara.
(5) ibid. p. 122 f. (6) bhasya « commentary.
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Brahman, not G6d the Father and 30uroe of the whole Divinity, but the true
Isvara, God the Son, the Logos, the Christ,

The 'that* is God, it is identical with the Absolute, it is not a platonic
demiurge, or a secondary saguna Brahman for there is only one Source,
only one ultimate Reality, butyet it is distinct from it, for it is its
'expression* (1), its 'image',(2) its 'revealer* (3). May we say that
this divine 'that', this divine Person is begotten by God, (4) equal
in nature,(5) and yet distinct in its subsistence, in its personality?"(6)

We see here where Panikkar's exegesis of the Brahma Sutra has led us:.

to a full and Biblical authenticated statement ofChalcedonian orthodoxy.

It is an impressive demonstration,

(iv) The Relation of Christianity and Hinduism

Panikkar's attitude to Hinduism will have become fairly clear from

what has preceded. Like Deganandan and Monchanin he cores in a spirit of

Irving dialogue, anxious to know and understand Hinduism from within, for

"Christ is already there in Hinduism in so far as Hinduism is a true
(7)

religion,"v/ But Hinduism does not yet see Him cleady:

"Christ has not unveiled his whole face, has not yet completed his
mission there. He still has to grow up and to be recognized. More¬
over, He still has to be crucified there, dying with Hinduism as He
died with Judaism and with the Hellenistic religions in order to rise
again, as the same Christ (who is already in Hinduism), but then as a
risen Hinduism, as Chr istianity," (8)

Hinduism , says Panikkar, is simply an "existential dharma" , with

no real dogma, and no essential contents, while

"Christianity's bold claim is that it provides the true contents,.,,
to the Hindu existential dharma", (9)

(7) UCH p. 17.
(9) ibid, p. 19.

fl) cf, Heb. 1.3
(3) Jn. 7.16; 12.45; 14.9.
(5) Jn. 10.30; 17.11. etc.

(2) 2 Cor. 4.4; Col. 1.15 etc.
(4) Jn. 1.14; 3.18; 6.46,
(6) Jn. 1.1; 7.29; 17.5.
(8) ibid.
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In other words Christianity eventually reveals to Hinduism the res

significuta. the true object of its agelong quest.

To enter this dialogue with Hinduism requires great humility, and

"a very special asceticism" -

"The stripping off of all external garbs and forms to remain along with
Christ, with the naked Christ, dead and alive on the Cross, dead and alive
within the Christian too who dares such an encounter with his non-Christian
brother... Only then is it possible to discover Christ there where he is
now veiled with less correct or even Yfrong formulations, and help to un¬
veil, to reveal- the mystery hidden from the aeons in God". (1)

The relation of Hinduism to Christianity, then, is not one which can

be solved by the"victory" of one over the other, or by any kind of syncretism.
(2)

It is the relation of seed to fruit, or rather of death and resurrection.

Hinduism needs "conversion" or transformation,

"a passage through d ath to resurrection.... a real descent into the living
waters of baptism in order to rise again transformed, converted, enlight¬
ened, but not as another thing, another religion... Hinduism h s to be
actualized, has to give way to the thing itself towards which, allegoric-
ally, it isjfpointing. Yet this does not represent any real loss for
Hinduism, but the gaining of its soul. Indeed, Hinduism as a positive
religion will suffer a transformation which seen from its presen^'state
may appear to be a radical change. It will be no more what it appeaas
today and yet it will be a better form of Hinduism, because of its
elevation, its transformation into a higher sphere." (3)

(6) A now Moment in Dialogue

Today a certain "converging" momentum is apparent in the developing

dialogue between Christians and Hindus, and, as can be seen from these pages,

it is a rapprochement which brings together Protestant, Roman Catholic and

Orthodox Christians as well as Hindus. We have noticed a similarity of

approach in the work of Dr. Devanandan, of the CISRS, o^Monchanin and

Panikkar, and this is no accident, for intact the movement represented by

(1) ibid. p. 25.
(3) ibid. p. 61.
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each of them is one in which streams from various directions are merging with

one another." ^
(2)In the past, as Murray Rogers points out, three attitudes have

been typical of the relation between Christians and Hindus: there has been

the polemical attitude, seen in the early missionaries and to some extentlin

Ck>reh and Pandita Ramabaij there has been the "neutralist" attitude of the

great Western Indologists like Max Mfillerj and there ha3 been the synoretist-

io attitude, shown, perhaps, by people like Soyribee and Eadhakrishnan. The

"new" attitude of dialogue has several notable features. As its prerequis¬

ite it demands a readiness to listen to what the partner in dialogue has to

say: to provide a certain "putting into brackets" of one's own conviotions,
an epoche ( ), or "suspension of judgment in front of the thing

itself, in order to let it speak". ^
Grant d this epoche, we must then engage first of aLl in an "ima'"

dialogue, says Rogers. First we must be "unshakably rooted iijfchrisfi'. Then,
retaining our grasp on Him, we must "dive deeply into non-Clristian spirit¬

ualities", when we shall see that "the Spirit has been drawing Hindus into

the orbit of Christ."^ We turn and study the Hindu Scriptures, and

try to understand and "live" not merely isolated aspects of Hindu relig¬
ious experience (like bhskti. for example), but rather "the whole Hindu

experience and understanding", and we shall find - if we have followed

(1) Murray Rogers:" ftindu and Christian - a Moment breaks" , in RSXII/1 (1965) pp. 35 ff• Murray Rogers,of the CIEBC, is the founder
of Jyotinikstan, a Christian ashram in Mareili, near Bareilly, U.P.(2) ibid.

3) J•—A. Cuttat, op. cit. . 30•
4) Rogers, opc. cit. p. 40. op. R. Pannikar, UCH, passim • Panikkar

and Cuttat were both mernb rs of the "Circle" described by Rogers.
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Fannikar - tliat this implies the death and resurrection of Hinduism. Thirdly

We "become more deeply aware than before of "the irreducible Uniqueness and

transcendence of Christ", and so see a "coming together in Christ of all that

is genuine in non-Christian spirituality and experience". And then we find

that we are at the point where the flowering of Hindu experience already begins

to be purified and perfected in Christ. In this "inner dialogue" we shall

find that our own Christian aith has been deepened and enriched from our

deeper understanding of Hinduism.

Then comes the "external dialogue" when we actually ne?t our Hindu

friend. And first, we must meet him in Chrisi; as one made in the image

of God, and already being drawn towards Christ by the Spirit. And we must

b^prepared to hear God speaking through him, just as we believe that God
speaks also through us. Secondly, we acknowledge with gratitude the

spiritual truths which we have learnt from him, remembering that Christ

3aid "I have not found such faith in Israel."^1^ Then for a time in our

walk together Christ remains incognito, as He did on the Emmaus road, yet

our hearts - our Hindu friend's and ours - burn within us as we hear his

(2)
words, and become conscious of his hidden presence with us. And then

at last comes the moment of unveiling, when the true Face of the Unknown

Christ is revealed:

"This is the moment of conversion, a work of the Spirit, when the Risen
Christ in whom the spiritual 'world of my Hindu, pre-Chistian neighbour,
is gathered up , purified and transformed, is seen, known and v
worshipped." (3)

In their very different ways the work of all the theologians we have

been studying could be said to help in this task of dialogue culminating

in the revealing of the. Hidden Christ.

fl} Matt, 8.10.
(2) Thi^intorpretation of the Emmaus Road is Cuttat's. RS XIl/1 (1965)
(3) Rogers, ibid.
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APPENDIX

Our aim in this study has been to select for detailed consideration

those authors whose special concern has been to present the Christian Gospel

through terminology and theological thought-forms which will be faithful

to the Christian tradition and at the same time intelligible and attractive

to the Hindu reader. Wo have had to be very selective. In the years

since 1947# many other significant books have been published by Indian

Christian thinkers, some of them highly important. We shall attempt in

this Appe*dix to indicate briefly some of the literature to which it has

not been possible to refer ir^letail in the text. We shall divide the
material into four categoriest

(i) Studies of the Indian Church and of Indian Theology

a. R.D. Immanuelt The Influence of Hinduism on Indian Christians
("Leonard Theol. Coll. Jabalpur, 1950).

The author surveys various aspects of Christian life and thought in

relation to Hindu "counterparts", e.g. av .tara and Incarnation, karma and

the Cross, mukti and the Coal of Life, and in the process gives a good deal

of information about the theology of Chakkarai, Chenshid^ Appasamy and

C.S. Paul. There is much that is useful, but little attempt to work out

his own theological position. The study is concerned almost exclusi* ly

with South India.

b. JSddy Asirvatham: Christianity in the Indian Crucible
(YMCA, Calcutta; 2nd revided edn. 1957; 1st edn. c. 1953)

This is a general survey of Indian Christianity, made soon after

Independence. There is an interesting chapter on Re-thinking Christian

Theology in India, which gives a clear statement of guiding principles but

takes comparatively little account of the theological writing which has

actually appeared.
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c. The G-urukul group

In our studies of Appasamy, Chakkarai and Chenohiah we have already

referred to the book A Christian Theological Approach to Hinduism, published

in 1956 (CLS, Madras) by the G-urukul Theological Research Group of the Tamj.ln.ad

Christian Council. This group, under the chairmanship of Dr. P. David, repres¬

ents the Lutheran Theological tradition in India, and its work is character¬

ised by deep, careful and critical scholarship . As we have indicated in

the text, it is our opinion that the Group's thinking is too much governed by

Western, especially Lutheran, theological categories, which results in a

rather unsympathetic assessment of the South Indian theologians.

The Gurukul Faculty (Gurukul Lutheran Theological College, and Reseach

Institute, Madras) has recently published another book, The Gospel for India

(Diocesan Press, Madras, 19^3), which is a symposium of paperson theological

and Indian subjects including "The Lordship of Christ and Evangelism" by J.

Kumaresan, and Nishkama Karma in Gita and Gospels, by Dr. P. David.

(ii) Christian Studies of Aspeots of Hinduism

a. Dilbar Hanst Hot Without ..itnessoa: A Preparation for the Gospel in the
Beliefs and Customs of the Munda P eople. (SPCK, Madras, 1952).
This is an anthropological and religious study of the aboriginal

Munda people of Chota Nagpur by Dr. Dilbar Hans, now Anglican Bishop of

Chota Hagpur, who is himself a Munda.

b. P.S. Mathai£ A Christian Approach to the Bhagavadgita
Calcutta, 1956)

Mainly a critique - and a hostile one - of Radhakrishnan's

Commentary on the Bhagavadgita.
1 ii in i .mmii— in.—, ii ■■ m iii. Ill, n <ri" ir . - i 1 r - -i - rr-*! n i iin i f 1'* mm. n

c. S.J. Samartha: Introduction to Radhakrishnan. The Man and his Thought.
(YMCA, New Delhi, 1964).

This is an excellent introduction to Radhkrishnan by the Professor of
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Philosophy and History of Religions at the United Theological College, Bangal¬

ore# The chapter on God and the World which deals with the relation of Brahoai

and Isvara, and with the nature of aaya is concise and illuminating.

S.J. Samartha: The Hindu View of History - Classical and Modern
(CISRS, 1959)

Two chapters giving a dear and important description of the Hindu view

of history. This pamphlet supplements and expands much that has been said

above in relation to Devanandan's eschatology.

d. Sabapathy Kulandrant Gracet A Comparative Study of the Doctrine in
Christianity and Hinduism. (London™Lutterworth, 1964).

This is an outstanding book, and undoubtedly one of the best compar¬

ative studios of a particular doctrine in Christianity and Hinduism ever to

have appeared. It is a fine example of a type of scholarship which is

essential in the task of laying a firm foundation for an Indian theology

whioh is related in a constructive way to the terminology and thought-forms

of Hinduism. Though its conclusions are largely negative, it carries the

Christian critique of Hindu theism a stage beyond the point reached by

Otto and Macnicol in the *thirties.

Dr. Kulandran is Bishop of the Jaffna Diocese (in Ceylon) of the

Church of S outh India, and Ms book is the fruit of mature study. He

gives a clear* account of the Christian conception of grace as ssen in the

Hew Testament (especially in Paul), in Augustine and in Luther, making it

clear that hisown position is within the Pauline and Reformation tradition

represented by sola gratia and sola fide. The second section of the book

is a detailed and penetrating exposition of the meaning ofgrace in the

various Hindu theistic traditions, both Vaishavite and Saivite. He

(1) What follows is largely taken from the present writer's review of this
book in Scottish Journal of Theology. XVTIl/2 (June 1965) pp. 219 ff.,
and RS XII/2 (June 1965) pp. 91 ff.
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concludes that the Hindu idea of grace - even in such a conception as the

prapatti or self-surrender of S outhern Yaisnavisin - is quite inadequate

for the interpretation of grace in Christianity, So too the Vaisnavite

doctrine of avatara fails, through its innate docetism, to help our under¬

standing of Christ's Incarnation,

The final conclusion of the author, therefore, is that, while this

comparative study is illuminating, there can he no real rapprochement be¬

tween Christian and Hindu conceptions of Grace, And the reason for this

he inds in the failure of Hinduism to understand fully the utter right¬

eousness of God and the utter sinfulness of man,

"The need for person to occupy himself intently with the subject of
grace in its stark outline arises when he stands before a God, holy and
righteous beyond all human imaginings, and feels his achivements and
claims crumbling around him and the garment of his saintliness
singed into utter nothingness", (p. 270),

The author's examination of Hinduism convinces him that it is lacking

precisely in this feeling.

In this connection Dr. Kulandran's treatment of the Hindu concep¬

tion of sin (papa and mala) is illuminating, particularly in his discussion

of the difference between the Hindu conception of soul (atman*) and the

Christian idea of personality. The soul in Hinduism remains fundamentally

untouched by sin. "The soul in Hinduism never falls" he writes (p, 255),
and so it remains detached from its experience, for although it may take on

a succession of personalities, they are ultimately alien to it. It is not

surprising, therefore, that Hinduism seldom or never experiences the sense

of man's total sinfulness before the holiness of God, In Christianity it 3s

the integral personality who sins and who must stand before the holy God,

and that personality, that individual person, mustLe reconciled -with God,

"The need for reconciliation does not exist in Hinduism, because the soul is

possessed of a worth in its own right." (p, 239 )•
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Dr. Kulandran is at his best in grappling with some of the crucial

issues which Indian theology seems sometimes to avoid, and here his approach

reminds one of Nehemiah Goreh. One could mention his exposition of sin

(p. 236 f.), of the meaning of the Cross (p. 240), and hi3 penetrating attack

on the "moral influence" theory of the atonement, which, as we have seen, is

so frequently accepted in Indiant theologians in some form or other (p. 103).

On all these points his views are Pauline and Lutheran, and are stated in

uncompromisingly "Western" terminology# It 'would seem that, even provided

one accepts Dr. Kulandran's demonstration of the inadequacy of the Hindu as

compared with the Christian conception of grace, there is still a need for

the doctrine of grace to be expressed - with fully Christian content - in

terms which are meaningful to Indian readers. Augustine and Luther used

Biblical terminology, but they made it highly intelligible to those who were

their historical and cultural, contemporaries.

It is to be hoped that this scholarly work will prove a forerunner to

other similar ones written by Indian theologians as part of the enormous

task of continuing the building of Indian Christian theology.

(iii) General S tudies on Comparative Religion and Missionary Theology

a. The best known name in this field is that of Dr. D.T. Niles, who is now

General Secretary of the East Asia Christian Conference, and who has a world

reputation as an ecumenical laader and thinker. We have said comparatively

little about his work in this study, partly because as a citizen of Ceylon
(1)

he does not strictly come within the terms of our survey, ' but also be¬

cause his work reflects more the international ecumenical and missionary

statesman rather than the outlook of a theologian with the definite task of

(l) t.hile Dr. Kulandran, as a Bishop of the CSI, docsj
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formulating a theology in a new context. Of Ms recent works, for example,
fl)

Upon the "Barttr ' is a book dealing with the world-wide mission of the world
(2)

Church, while We Know in Partv ' is a study of general theological interest

dealing with the Honest to God controversy, and not specifically related to tte

Indian (or Ceylonese) situation. Mention should, however, be made of his

many publications in the field of Bible study, devotion, and the dialogue

with other faiths, including, for example, In the Beginning: Biblical 5ssays

based on the Book of genesis (YMCA, Calcutta, 1953)? Eternal Life - Now;

A Presentation of the Christian Faith, as an Evangelist would present it to

a non-Christian (YMCA, Calcutta, 19n.d.$j Living with the Gospel (USC^,

1957)? As Seeing the Invisible (SCM, London, 1962).

b. B.G-. Moses* Religious Truth and the Relation between IS&ligions
(CLS, 1950).

This is an enquiry, by tho distinguished Principal of Rislop College,

Bagpur, into the special characteristics of truth as it is understood and

applied in religion, in comparison with truth in philosophy, art and

science. The second part of the book is a oritique of the views on

comparative religion of Dr. Radhkrishnan, W.E. Hocki ng and Hhdrik Kraemer,

(iv) Indian Evangelical Theology

No wurvey of contemporary Indian theology would be complete without

reference to the very strong conservative evangelical tradition which is

found in many parts of the country. This is not in the least to imply that

there are not may "evangelicals" in the traditions which we have already

discussed, and indeed it has been made dear that a burning concern for

(1) Upon the Earth: The Mission of Cod and the Missionary Enterprises of the
Churohb s* (CLS, Madras, 1962).

(2) We Know in Part:( Lutterworth, London, 1965)
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"evangelism" is characteristic of all Indian theologians. We speak here,

however, of a conservative tradition which maintains strong links with similar

groups in Europe and America. The "evangelical" wing in India is of course by

no means homogeneous, and international affiliations may range from Pentecost¬

al groups to Plymouth Brethren ana conservative Anglicans. In recent years

a number, though by no means all, of these groups have ound fellowship to¬

gether in the Evangelical Fellowship of India, and at the student level in the

Union of Evangelical Students of India.

On the whole it improbably not unffiir to say that in their writings
the members of this tradition tend to reflect a type of theology which has

little or nothing to distinguish it from similar writing in the West,

except for illustrations drawn from Indian life. The famous evangelist,

Brother Bakht Singh^ for example, uses many illustrations from his own

life and from Indian life in general, which in their vividness often remind

us of Sundar Singh, who like him was a Sikh by birth, and whose conversion

experience was in some ways strikingly similar to his own. Bakht Singh is

distinguished also by his constant use of the Old Testament - usually in a

typological way - a trait which is not common in India.

We shall restrict ourselves, however, to looking in a little more

detail at the work of one who, with a conservative background, has neverth-

less sought to use Indian forms of thought and experience, Paul Sudhakar.

(1) Ba®|rfc S inch: The Skill of His hoviag Hands (G1S, Bombay, roprinted
1961). (Autobiographical)

Hie joy of the Loxu (G-LS, 1958)
Gad's Dwelling Place (&LS, 1957)
My Chosen"" (&LS, 19o4) •
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Paul Sudhakar

(1)
Mr. Paul Sudhakar, a Vice-President of the Union of Evangelical

Students of India, has for many years been well known as a powerful and

successful evangelist. A nephew of Sri Krishna Menon, former Minister of

Defence of India, and a pupil of Dr. Radhakrishnan, he grew up as a Hindu,

and, following the death of his father while he himself was only eight,

became an earnest seeker for truth, and studied the Vedas, the Upanisads,

and the Gita. He studied the Bible also, but was at first repelled by the

personal nature of its claims, and was unwilling to admit that he was a

sinned. In 1947, at the age of twenty-five, he had a vivid conversion

experience similar tc that of Sundar Singh.

"One day I was about the tear the Bible and throw it into the flames.
Suddenly I heard a Voice: 'Flesh and blood have not revealed ffyself to
thee, but my Father which is in Heaven*, when this happened I was
alone in my room. Then and there I surrendered before Jesus and con¬
fessed my sins. I got up from my knees a changed man. with peace in
my soul, joy in my heart, and assurance in my mind." (2)

(i) Christ the Answer

Contrary to what many people imagine to be the attitude of all Indian

"evangelists" , Sudhakar did not experience a radical "break" with his Hindu

background, for hejbelieves that the liberal Hindu background from which he
came was conducive to Christianity. For him, Christ is not to be described

as the "fulfilment" of Hinduism, nor as "present" or "hidden" in Hinduism,

but rather as the Answer to Hinduism. He writes:

"Hinduism is a hunger and Christ coins s to satisfy it. So I emphasize
Christ "the answer" rather than Christ "the fulfilment", God puts

(1) Art. Paul Sudhaker in Aikya (Indian SCM), Sept. 1954* The following
pamphlets ^rneL ted), are published by the Gospel Literature Service,
Bombay: U tter to a Hindu; Letter to an Atheist; The Worthiness of
Christ; Jesus the Light of the 'AorId; Speculation or Revelation?
The Meaning of Life; The Fourfold Ideal.

(2) To an Atheist
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the hunger and provides the food for the hunger in Christ." (1)

Christ, who is both Logos and Incarnate, may use Hindu concepts to reveal

Himself to India:

"'What think ye of Christ?* is the Lord's question which has been only
partially answered by the world. India has also the answer to this
question... Jesu3 Christ is the Saviour, not Jesus, not Christ. To put
it in another way, the Ward who bocame Flesh is the Way, the Truth and
the Life, and not the Word only nor the Incarnation only. It is my.
belief that Hindus have known the Logos. We who have preached so much
the Christ of History would do well to see the Christ beyond and behind
History in the non-Jewish religions prior to the Christian era." (2)

Sudhakar sees Hinduism as a culture rather than a religion:

"Hinduism has no Bouhdary, there is no doctrine, no dogma.....
Hinduism is a river which has not seen its end. I say that Christ
is the answer to the river that is flowing on." (§)

(il) Terminology

Sudhakar, who has been an effective evangelist among Hindus, has no

hesitation in using a Hindu vocabulary. He writes:

"I use thought-forms, expressions and philosophical words which are in
the Veaas and the Upanishads. (4). I try to put Christian content into
them and then tell that Christ is the Saviour. I do not use the words
that Christians have used for the past two thousand years like regenera¬
tion, redemption, substitution, etc. All these words I avoid. I use
boldly the words which Hindus can understand and put Christian content
into them and then interpret Christ." (5)

Sudhakar1 a theology is thoroughly "evangelical", and despite his

disclaimer he can and does use Western terminology, at least when writing

for Christians. He fully accepts and uses the theory ofpenal substItufcLo^.

(i) Aikya loc. cit.
In a letter to the writer, dated 23«3.19£6. Wy italics.

(3) Aikya loc. cit.
(4) cp. "It is possible to use all the forru3 of thought in the Ved&s and

Upanishads to bring India face to face with the Saviour of the world.
The Indian concepts of Deva, Isvara, Brahma, Yoga, Parsana, the Hargas
of Jnana, Bhakti and Karma, the concepts of grace in Bhakti literature
can be made use of iz^showing Christ to India". (Letter to the writer).

(5) Aikya
(6) e.g. Jesus the Light of the World p. To a Hindu, p. 3
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We here select for special notice two further points where his insights seem

to have a real significance for Indian theology•

(iii) The optimum level of perception

Sudhakar's theology is "based on his own personal experience of Christ.

He sets a high value on reason, "but subordinates it to faitht "Believe first,

and then I will prove that your belief is reasonable."^ The knowledge of

God, then, must come in the first place by experience, and it is onljyfchrough
personal experience of Christ that we can know God. The astonishing thing is

that in Christ God always meets the seeker at th^level whs-re he is . whether
he is an atheist, a .inanA or a bhakti,

"In Jesus I found humanity at the highest form of development, and divinity
at the lowest point of condescension. Man at his best cannot grew beyond
Jesus, end God at the utmost cannot go lower than what He did through Jesus.
So in Jesus I found God at the level of my experience, but yet uplifting
me to higher realms of the spirit." (2)

There is a point of great importance here, which may be linked witftr

8udhakar*s conception of tJesus the Answer". Hinduism - and indeed that

considerable body of current Western opinion which has been dubbed "The Un-

known Hinduism of Christianityy" - asks the question, "Where can I find

G-od? A3 Brahma^ as Ground of Being, or as Isvara? SucLhakar replies that
Jesus meets us where we are. There is, as it were, an optimum level of per¬

ception in our quest for God, and that is always the point where Christ meets

us, where in Him the focus suddenly becomes sharp and clear. And when He has

found us at our level, whatever that level may be, He "uplifts us to higher

realms of the Spirit". He is the Answer, no matter how vreja&y have put the
question, and that Answer meets the questions asked and unasked of jnana,

bhakti and karma marga.^'

0) To an Atheist (2) ibid.
(3) Ninian Smart, in a broadcast review ofjtpanikkar1 s Unknown Christ of Hind¬

uism, with reference to Tillich and Robinson. Listener, 16.9.65.
(4) The Meaning of Life.
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(iv) "The Fourfold Ideal"

Like many others, Sudhakar in his evangelistic work uses the fourfold

conception of moksa as salokya. saaipya. sarupya and aayu.iya. He links

this conception "both with the "optimum level of perception" idea, and with

an interpretation of the im;io Dei:

"When God reveals Himself, He does it only in proportion t© man's cap¬
acity to receive revelation# So revelation too is not static# It is
continuous. Though man may know God, yet there is no end of knowing
Him." (1)

Adam, as original man made in God's image, possessed the fourfold

moksa, being like God and in fellowship with Him# Fallen man "has lost
(2)

the fourfold ideal, and down the centuries has struggled to regain it."v '

And in Christ "this ideal is not only manifested in His own persons, but

is also made available to maIt i^only in union with Christ that
we can regain the ideal, as in samipya# "meeting", we come to the Cross

which is the meeting place between God and man.

Sudhakar has not as yet written any full-length books. He is

significant, however, not merely because of his great gift3 as a practical

evangelist, but because he demonstrates the fact that the search for a

meaningful Indian terminology is not just the fad of a certain group of

theologians, but is an es entlal part of the evangelistic task of the

Christian Church in India.

(1) The Fourfold Ideal.
C2) ibid.
(3) ibid.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE DOCTRIMS OF INDIAN THEOLOGY

In the seoond part ofour study we shall attempt to draw together

some of the lines of thought which have become clearly visible during our

survey of Indian Christian Theology, in order to assess their validity and

usefulness, and to consider how they might continue to serve, and to become

even more effective instruments in the Church's work of Christian life and

witness. We shall consider each of the major doctrines in turn, following

the order outlined in our Introduction^ with only one exception, in that we

shall treat Christology immediately after the doctrines of God and of Creation.

We have seen that it is typioal of Indian theology to consider the Person of

Christ primarily in connection with the doctrine of God and only seoondarily

in relation to the treatment of man and sin. Our discussion of the relat¬

ionship of Christianity and Hinduism will be taken up in the 1 st chapter.

(1) ThePootrine of God and of Creation

Can we really know God? Is there any real and firm link between

God and the 'world - including the world of men - such that men, by clinging

to that link, may know that they are really and truly in living contact with

God? And has the world any reality? These are some of the most vital

questions that men can face, and they are questions where Hinduism seems Tin-

able to return an unambiguous, unqualified, positive answer.

Yet thinkers in India have been grappling with the problem for centur¬

ies, and have worked out their own solutions, with a terminology which in

India has been universally understood and accepted. Today more and more

people - openly or implicitly - are coming to feel that the traditional Hindu

^
v. supra, p. 13
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solutions are inadequate, and do notprovide a firm base for the kind of life

which modern men must lead, a life of action, of manipulation of materials,

of power politics and the organisation of men in purposeful communities, The

answers to these questions given by Christians in India do not find a ready

response, as they are couched in an unfamiliar language and reflect an unfam¬

iliar cosmology and terminology. Is it not possible for Christians, without

for a moment abandoning their base within the historic faith and their firm

grounding in Scripture, to explain their solution to these fundamental qu st-

ions in terms which will be immediately meaningful, and ultimately acceptable,

to their Hindu friends? The carrying out of this task will involve the use

of Hindu terms in new ways, and the filling of them with new content. But

the Church has from tine to time in the past taken non-Christian terms, used,

developed, and transformed them. In our study of the work of Indian Christ¬

ian theologians we have seen how they have approached this task and we must

now attempt to give some indication of the lines which seem to offer the

greatest possibilities in solving a number of those problems which have most

frequently occupied our attention.

Again we put the question, "Can we really know God?" The Christian

answer is that we can know God, and that the primary locus of our knowledge

is Christ, where alone God has fully revealed Himself. God has indeed re¬

vealed Himself in other ways - in creation, in the history of his chosen

people Israel, and of other peoples also - but, as Chenchiah and Chakkarai

have so forcefully pointed out, it is above all in our direct experiences

of Christ that we oome to know God.

Yet it was to reveal the Father that Christ came (Matt, 11. 27), and

to 3eek not his own will, but the will of God who sent Him (John 5.50)• He

is one with the Father (John 10.30), yet points to that Father, who "is
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greater than I" (John 14.28). What word, then, are we to use as we seek to

proclaim to the Hindu world that G-od whom Jesus came to reveal?

a. The Word for "God"

It is here that we are faced with a problem of terminology. We must

use words which are in current usage, whether they are altogether satisfact¬

ory or not. So, in Greek, terms like and Kufios were used, in

Latin Deus and Dominus, in English God and Lord, in German Gott and Herr,

in French Dieu and Seigneur - all of which had pagan, seoular, or feudal

overtones whioh were very different from the Hebrew or Aramaic words of the
(1)

earliest Palestinian Church which they were intended to translate•

Christian usage in the Sanskritio languages has tended to settle for
(2)

either Isvara or Deva to translate "God". Deva, ' which is still widely used

in many Bible translations and in popular Christian devotion, is manifestly

unsatisfactory as it is in Hinduism frequently used inthe plural to signify
( 3)

different polytheistic deities.v ' Isvara or Paramesvara is more satisfac¬

tory, as it is not used in the plural in the Sanskritic languages. However,

as we have frequently noticed, isvara belongs to the personalist "strand" of

Hindu thought. Advaitins, and they still constitute the leading seotion of

Hindu believers, maintain that beyond Isvara and the personal qualities whioh

he represents, there is a more ultimate conception of deity - Brahman, who is

without attributes (nirguna) and impassible.

(1) Elohim, Jahweh, Adonai. The Greek translations of these terras were of
course fixed in the Septuagint long before the question arose for the
Christian Church.
It may be noted also that Qtrcrs and Deus, accepted from the first into

Christian usage, have pagan etymological connections, e.g. with the Indo-
Iranian Dyaus-pita. the Greek Z£v<>-, the Latin Ju-piter, etc. All are
derived from an Indo-European root div, "to shiae". op. Radhakrishnan,
Ind. Phil. I, p. 76.

(2) Cognate etymologically with Otrt^s , Deus, etc.

(3) The English word "God" of course suffers from the same defect!
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(i) Brahman

Can Christians use the word Brahman for G-od? G-oreh's answer was a

clear negative. He had no hesitation in saying that nirguna Brahman was

simply a nullity, zero, and that union with such a God was the state of "a

stone". His solution is to say that Hindus must abandon the idea of Brahman,

and reoognize that the idea represented by Isvara, as revealed in Christ, is

in faot higher and more meaningful than any understanding of Brahman oould be.

Zaehner's attempt to show that personalisa is the dominant strain in Indian

thought is a step in the same direction. But always one has the uncomfort¬

able feeling that Hindus, hearing the Christian Gospel so proclaimed, will

simply smile and say, "That is perfectly all right for people at your stage

of development; but our God is higher, and truth will not allow us to reduce

our standards". And so "the Christian's God" is dishonoured.

(ii) Use the "Highest" available Term

The fourth Gospel's use of the word Logos shows a different approach to

a similar problem. The pagan world thought of divine action, in creation

and providenoe, in terms of the Logos. The Logos was God at work in the world;

there ooiud be no higher "name". So the evangelist said in effect to his

Greek friends: "You say that the Logos created and sustains the world. All

right. We say that Christ is the Logos." For Him he claimed the highest

title known to the non-Christian world, in order that no one oould say "Char

God is higher than yours".

A similar logic would seem to make it plain that Christians « at least

in apologetic if not in the language of devotion - should not hesitate to use

the word Brahman for God. We ajte not making a direct comparison of Brahman

and Logos, but rather pointing to a parallel situation. In order to preserve

the uniqueness of Christ the Son, the evangelist had to make it dear that the
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Logos , aooepted in much of the contemporary Greek world as the principle of

rationality in man and the universe, and as agent of creation, was not super¬

ior to Christ, and that indeed only in Christ did the Logos-cono ption find its

full meaning. In a different oontext, (that of the Triune God, not of the

Son), Brahmabandhah and others make it clear that Brahman can never be regard¬

ed as "higher" than the Christians' God# If Hindus regard Brahman as "higher"

that Isvara, then God cannot be less than Brahman, and only in the Trinitarian

context can Brahman find its full meaning#

Keshub Chunder Sen was the first to realise the possibilities here,

for it was he who took the Brahman of the then deistic Brahma Sam&j, and

showed that by using the traditional description of Brahman as Saocidananda

it was possible for Christians to proclaim and explain the doctrine of the

Trinity in a way which Hindus oould understand and perhaps ultimately aooept.

The fact that Sen and the New Dispensation did not carry his insights to their

conclusion does not detract from the importance of those insights for Christ¬

ian apologetic. It was Sen's spiritual heir Brahmabandhab who first expounded

this terminology in a fully Christian context, and in more recent days the

tradition has been carried on by Fr« Monchanin at the Saccidananda Ashram.

It is a terminology which seems to hold real possibilities for the immediate

task of proclamation and perhaps also for the work of building a dogmatic

theology in the Indian Church.

But does not the word Brahman carry with it certain Hindu overtones

whioh would make it unacceptable for Christian usage? There is no doubt

that many Christians in India believe that it does, and would for that reason

unhesitatingly reject it. In the minds of many people the word is linked

(as indeed it is etymologically) with the Brahman caste, and with the personal

God Brahma. But in fact the word had originally no such overtones: it is a
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(1)
neuter word, and is not a proper name.

The fact that Brahman is not a proper name associated with a particul¬

ar G-od of the Hindu pantheon is a factor in favour of its use by Christians,

freeing it from the objections which would clearly attach to a name like Hari
(2)

or Rama. v Thus when the deistio Rem Mohan Roy wanted to find the higb.est

word for God, it was natural for him to choose Brahman. Keshub Chunder Sen,

seeking for a word which would signify the highest, but would alsopLend itself
to development in a personalist direction, made the same choice. And UpadLh-

yaya, eager to demonstrate the transcendenoe, the immanence, the majesty and

the incarnation of G-od in a fully Christian sense, felt that here alone was

the word which met the need. And so he calls himself Brahmabandhab, "friend

of Brahman", and does not hesitate to name the Incarnate Christ as "the form

of the transcendent Brahman", (Brahmaparatpararupa).^'
what then of the fact that Brahman is a neuter word, and is usually

thought of in the Upanisads as an impersonal Absolute, the equivalent, or

rather the same as the world-Soul (Atman)?

Here Brahmabandhab's conception ishelped by that development of the

understanding of Brahman which views It as saguna as well as nirguna, and

describes It under the categories of sat, cit and ananda. The fact that

this paradox of nirguna and saguna Brahman is found in the Upanisads, and is

widely accepted in Indian thought, makes the word the more adaptable for

Christian use. It is not connected with any Hindu "name"j it expresses

both the fact that G-od is absoonditus, and yet that He can and does reveal

Himself. And it lends itself in an astonishing way, as Sen saw, to

(1) v. supra p. 3"3~

(2) The names often used by G-andhiji, e.g. Harijan, "people of Hari" for
outcastes; Ramarajya, "Kingdom of Rama" for Kingdom of God.

(3) Hymn of the Incarnation, v. Appendix p. 699.
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explication in terms of the Trinity as saocidananda.

It is true that Brahman "sounds" Hindu. Yet surely Logos "sounded"

Stoic. The fourth evangelist uses the word Logos with a full Christian oon-

tent, and later the conception proved a fruitful one in the winning over of

the Hellenistic world, which was thus enabled to see in Christ its own high¬

est ideals and conceptions. Is there any prospect of the Hindu world being

attracted to the Christian understanding of God if any conception less than

the highest is used? It seems doubtful.

(iii) Saocidananda

It is interesting to note that Monohanin, though accepting from Brahma-

bandhab and developing the idea of God as saccidananda. seems reluctant to use

the word Br hman, except by implication as the equivalent of "Godhead" (9tcr?yc
in Col. 2.9).^ He refers to the apophatism of the Greek mystics like Greg-

fa)
ory of Hyssaj and quotes Eckhart's distinction of God and Godhead:

"The divine Being is called God in as much as He is related. In its
absoluteness, it must be called only Godhead: the unspeakable, the
unthinkable One.n (3)

On this understanding, Brahman would be used for "Godhead", 0(wiS , and

Isvara for "God", 0&vx> • Monchanin does not, however, lay any emphasis

on the Christian use of the word Brahman: his interest is devoted rather to

stressing the fact that the Godhead is essentially triune, a unity of three

Persons, indicated by sacoidananda. The word Brahman would, then, be used

(1) The early Church did not permanently retain the Logos-conception. It
was an "instrument" for the evangelising of the Greek world, but when
the Church came to formulate its creeds the use of the Logos was aband¬
oned. In a similar way (though it is not arjfexact parallel), the Indian
Church may find the concept of Brahman a heap in its present task of
proclamation, without necessarily retaining it permanently.

(2) Swami p. 18^.
(3) ibid. p. 185.
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rarely if at all in Christian theology ( is after all a

\tyo/uevcv in the New Testament), and only to indicate the fact that G-od in

Himself and in his fullness is unknowable to the unaided human mind. The

term saceidananda, however, is one which holds great promise for Christian

theology, indicating as it does a new conception of the esse of G-od, an esse

which is intrinsically triune.

(iv) Is God "hiftften"?

Is it necessary, or even helpful, to speak of God as hidden, abscond-

itus? Must our statements about Him ultimately break off in apophatie sil¬

ence? Certainly we cannot hope to know" Him exhaustively, and the Eible
(1)

speaks of a God who hides Himself, and asserts that "no man hath seen God".

It seems clear that we cannot "comprehend" G-od, and that so our statements unit

ultimately be apophatic towards Him. As Appasamy says, there are "ranges be-
(2)

yond" what we can see of Him.

And yet God does reveal Himself, and in Christ He has revealed Himself
(3)

fully and sufficiently. We cannot see God wholly - but "we 3ee Jesus".v '

And that is enough. We can say only neti neti to all statements which would

attempt to give an exhaustive description of God. And yet in Christ we find

all that we want, and there is no need to go: beyond Him. The mountain peak

which we can see in Christ is the guarantee of those which lie beyond. The

limitations of our sight do not permit us now to penetrate further, but we know

that the structure, the substance of the whole overwhelmingly great range is

that of the Hock we see, which is Christ.^

(1) Is. 45.15; John 1.18.

(2) v. supra p. 30G ■

(3) Heb. 2.9 (AV).
(4) ep. 1 Cor. 10.4.
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(v) Mirguna and absconditus

The question remains whether the expression nirguna Brahman can in

fact he used in the sense of Deus abscond!tua, for of oourse nirguna means

"without qualities" (guna)• Christians could not agree that God is ultimate¬

ly without qualities, for however far He may be beyond our knowledge, we be¬

lieve that love and power and justice and many other qualities will always be

his. It might, however, be possible t o give new meaning to the adjueetive

nirguna, along the lines of the "negative" level of theology of Dionysius the
(O

Fseudo-Areopagite • We think of God analogically as saguna, that is a.a poss¬

essed of qualities like the best human qualities. Yet we know that in Him the

qualities are quite unlike human qualities, for indeed all qualities stem from

Him, not from us, God is, then, nirguna in the sense that He has not our human

qualities: He is beyond anything that we can postulate from our own experienc.

To sum up, then, our discussion of the Christian use of the word Brahan

we would suggest that when Hindus say to us, "The Christian God whom you pro¬

claim is merely your "ohosen God", your henotheistio "ista deva", while ours

is Brahman, than which nothing can be higher", we can reply: "The God whome

we worship is Brahman, But your understanding of Brahman is limited, because

it stops short of that full tri-pe- sonal oontent which is found only where

Brahmen, though indeed nirguna, as being beyond the capacity of our minds to

(1) The suggestion is derived from Monchanin, op, cit, p, 184 f•
Dionysius distinguishes three levels of theology - the positive, the
negative and the supereminent. The positive asserts propositions -
God is just, good5 etc. The negative theology in turn' denies these
qualities, since God is not just, good etc, in the same way as his
creatures; He is infinitely beyond them all. The third, "superemin¬
ent", degree is thus not simply a foreshadowing of the Thomist eminenter;
it is rather a dialectic, behind which lies the idea that all qualities
derive from God rather than from men. Thus nirguna might be used to
refer to God as being totally independent of our qualities (guna); He
is the one from whom alone such good qualities (guna) as we may have are
derived, the Father t&jta rrzcrpiX • •. o^o/luJ(-tk/. (Eph, 3*15)•
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understand, is yet revealed as sat, pit, anancla; as sat. Being, "I am",

Yahwehj as pit, Logos, the incarnate Word; and as ananda, the Spirit of
tt

love and joy. It wou d seem that, as Upadhyaya saw, Brahman is a term which

holds certain apologetic possibilities for the Indian Church, tod it is a

term which reaches its fullest and richest meaning only in the Christian,

Trinitarian interpretation of sacoidananda,

(vi ) Safeguards

There would seem to be two main objections to the Christian use of the

word Brahman;

(1) The fact that Brahman, as Goreh pointed out, tends to reduce to zero.

For the advaitin "nirguna" does not simply indicate our apophatism towards

God; it indicates rather that ultimately Brahman is without qualities,

(2) There is the additional complication of the widely accepted raahavaicya,

"aliam Brahma asmi", with its postulation of a metaphysical identity between

man and Brahman, or at least of the jivatman with the paramatman,

toy Christian use of the term will have to overcome these objections,

and Brahiaabandhab and Monohanin give us a helpful lead here:

(1) (a) We cannot accept the statement that God is without qualities, even

though we may admit that his ultimate and inner nature is far "beyond our

created understanding, tod so we can accept the conception of nirguna. Brahman

only when the word nirguna is interpreted in the way we have suggested, and

when it occurs in polarity with saguna. God is both abscondltus and revelatus,

(b) A second point, and one where we can draw help from the insights of Hindu

mystical and natural theology,is in the use of the concept cf saccidananda,

Brahman, even when used simply to indicate the "ground ofbeing" is always, and

essentially, defined as sat, cit and ananda. Though Brahman is "unrelated

without", in the sense that nothing eternally exists independently of God, yet
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He is "related within", and always and essentially within the "Godhead" there

is the endless dialogue of the Trinity.

(2) With regard to the rnahavakya we have to state quite unequivocally that

we reject it, if it is taken to mean that there is a metaphysical union, an

ontological unity "between man and C-od, Here we must reject all terminology suoh

as "becoming Christ", "deification", etc. We accept Appasamy's criticism, and

assert that while the concept of union with Christ, and even union with God,

may "be accepted, it must "be accepted in a sense which preserves the separate

personality of the individual^ it is a union of will, of purpose, of love.

The taster and the sogar do not become one. This is the point at which

Christian theology, while it may accept the concept of Brahman as indicating

that nothing oan be higher than God, must yet clearly reject advaita, with

its monism of the believer and his Lord, of the creature and the Creator.

(vii) Personality in God

This assertion of the preservation of individual personality in our

union with God raises the vital question of the meaning of "Personality" as

applied to God.

We speak of "a.personal God", and iryaodera Western theology there has
been s fairly widespread acceptance of Buber's "I-Thou" conception as apply¬

ing not only to our relations with each other, but also to our relationship

with God. In Indian theology the bhakti-tradition, for example in Sundar

Singh and Appasamy, has given a clear statement of this point of view.

Yet even Appasamy clearly indicates that beyond the Personal in God

there lies something different, and that the Biblical evidence points to

certain "Impersonal" features. And we realise that our current thinking on

personality is largely influenced by modern psychological study rather than

by Biblical or theological thought. Traditional theology, after all, does
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not say that God is a Person, but that God is "in three Persons". Monchanin

writes, in words which we have already quoted:

"The divine existence is a personal one, but not a monopersonal one. God
is not it, is not he, is not I, but rather He is I_ and I_ and His very
essence is identical with tri-personal relationship. Therefore is not /.>.

every esse a coesse, every sat a samsat, every being a being-togother?" * '

It is possible for us to enter into "personal" relations with the Pers«

ons of the Trinity - above all with Christ, who for our sokes bcame man, and
(2)

so "continueth to be".v But it is not open to us, as some mystios have

imagined, find as advaita asserts, to pass beyond this to unity with arjimper-
sonal Brahman. Our relations with Brahman are with Brtihman as sacoidananda.

"Christian mysticism is trinitarian or it is nothing." ^
What we are saying here rules out two distinct points of view. On the

one hand we are rejecting monistio mysticism, of the advaitin type, which

thinks of God ultimately as nirguna Brahman, as the unqualified Absolute.

Such m sticism is not unknown in the Christian tradition. But at the same

time we are rejecting that type of bhakti which is content with henothei3tio

devotion to a selected ista deva - even when the object of that devotion is

Christ. A personalistic Christian mysticism which stops short of saying that

Christ is the Logos, the pit, and that He is in the unity of the Trinity, stops

short of the full Christian revelation.

Thus if God is to be described as nirguna, the paradox of nirguna-

saguna must be stated. And if God is to be thought of as Brahman, this must

be only in the triune context of saccidananda. If these safeguards are

applied, there would seem to be good reason for using these conceptions in

a statement of Indian Christian theology.

(1) op. cit. p. 186. v. supra p. 560-

(2) Shorter Catechism Ho. 21.

(3) Monchanin, op. cit. p. 187
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The dominant philosophic strain in modern India is still most reluct¬

ant to grant personality to God, and hints that personal religion, the

"worship" of a personal God, is definitely an inferior stage in the develop¬

ment of religion, Radhakrishnan writes:

"Personality i3 a limitation, and yet only a personal God can be worship¬
ped. Personality implies the distinction of self and not-self, and hence
is inapplicable to the Being who includes ana embraces all that is. The
personal God is a symbol,though the highest iymbol of the true living
God. The formless is given a form, the impersonal is ms.de personal...
The moment we reduce the Absolute to an object of worship, it becomes
something less than the Absolute." (1)

As against such a view, Christian theology maintains not only that

God is personal, but that in fact Personality is the highest possible form of

divine life, just as of created life. We should therefore prefer to say that

impersonality is a limitation. Without personality the psycho-somatic unity,

man, reduces to an aggregate of chemical particles. And why, in the high¬

est existence, should impersonality represent a more advanced stage, or a

deeper truth?

Thus, as against advautins who assert- that the personal conception of

God is ultimately transcended by and subsumed in the idea of nirguna Brahman,

we are in effect maintaining that nirguna Brahman is not in fact the highest:

that personality is higher than impersonality, and that ultimately even nirguna

Brahman, the Deus absconditus, is revealed as Personal and Triune - as

saccidananda.

We are here up against one of the most fundamental problems of Indian

philosophy and religion - the polarity between God and the Absolute.

Radhakrishnan sleeks to solve it by making Brahman the only ultimate Reality,

ifad Isvara, the personal God, simply a symbol of Brahman. Radhakrishnan's

successor at Gxfrrd, R.C. Zaehner, takes the opposite view, and exalts the

(1) Indian Philosophy I p. 97•
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personal at the expense of the monist view# It is the old conflict of jaana
marga and hhakti marge» In attempting to find a solution in the idea that

Brahman i3 ultimately sacoidananda, and so tri-personal while yet transoend-

ent, we have drawn on the insights especially of Xeshub Chunder Sen and of
Upadhyaya. Fr. Raymond Panikkar expresses the point clerly:

"Prom a vital and existential point of view both conceptions, that of
Brahman and that of God...#, point to the same (Being, Realty, Truth,
Ultimate, Absolute...) ..... The personal God without the correction of
Brahman may well become an anthropomorphic idolj the transpersonal
Brahman without its complementary vision as God, may well dissolve in
a more abstraction of the ens commune. We believe that Indian wisdom
offers here immense possibilities of deepening the conception of the
Absolute.... The Upanisads are not satisfied with an amorphous Brahman;
they want also a living Brahman, pure consciousness, perfect bliss and
supr-me being (1), not as a kind of sum total of total being, but as
that which, being in all beings, yet does not rest ir^them." (2)

(viii) Purusa

The terms "person" and "personality" are notoriously diffioult to trans¬

late or "adapt" into the vocabulary of the Sanskritic languages. Following
the suggestion of Dr. Devanandan we would draw attention to the possibilities
of the word purusa in this connection. It must be remembered that we are not

simply searching for equivalents of "person" or o-mlf-r*<ri£ or persona, whioh
are all non-Biblioal terms. Rather we are seeking for Indian terms whioh will

express the deepest Christian insights on the nature of God, of^nan, and of
the God-man Christ.

In common parlance purusa means "man" as opposed to woman. In the

Samkh/a system purusa is an important term, signifying the active, creative
principle which operates on passive matter, prakriti, in order to produce
the created world. In the Mundaka Upanisad (2.1) there is a famous passage

(1) i.e. Saccidananda
(2) R. Panikkar: "The Brahman of the Upanisads and the God of the Philoso¬

phers", in RS VIl/2~(l960) pp. 17 f.
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describing purusa as the Supreme Person, source of the world and of the indi¬

vidual, the immanent soul (antaratman) of things, dwelling within the heart.

He is identified with Brahman (2,1.10), This Upanisad is one of those which

leans in the direction of personalism in God, and it is interesting that the

word which is used to indicate an Absolute, Brahman, who is also Person, Crea-
(1)

tor, macrooosm and soul, is purusa. ' Radhakrishnan, commenting on the

G-ita, writest

"The supreme spiritual being with energy is Purusottamaj the same in a
state of eternal rest if Brahman." (2)

The word yields an abstract noun purusatva, which has possibilities in the

field of "personality".

Bevanandan ^ merely hints at some of the ways in which this word
/

might be used to deepen the Indian understanding both of the nature ofGod

and ofman, in the light of the Judaeo-Christian tradition with its tremendous

stress on the personality of both God and man. After the early Fathers had

hammered out the usage of such words as vrro/rTutriy t ou<ju and 77f v

in Greek, and ofpersona in Latin, later theologians gave to the term "person"

a preoise meaning whioh asserted that to be a "person" one must be (a) sub-

sistent, (b) distinct, (c) complete and (d) intelligent.^ The word purusa

appears to be capable of being used with such a meaning, not merely in Trinit¬

arian and Christologioal discussion, but also with reference to the human
(5)

person.v/ Brahmabandhab realised its possibilities, and used it in his des¬

cription of the Son in his Hymn 6f the Trinity: prasutapurusa, "the Son,

the Person" (purusa).

(1) In the Gita, purusa (8.4; 8.10)-and purusottam (l1.3i 15*18) are used
of Krishna.

(2) Indian Philosophy I 543*
(3) Sermons p. fed, v. supra p. 4?4-
(4) R.V. de Smet: "Categories of Indian Philosophy and Communication of

the Gospel" , in RS X/3 (IS63) p. 22.
(5) An objection to its anthropological use is the fact that it would

appear to exclude women from the sphere of personality/
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Goreh also suggests the use of purusa for "person" when he writes,

"The Holy Spirit is most plainly set forth in Holy Soripture as a dis¬
tinct 'Person* or 'Purusha* or 'Vyakti* from the Father .... substan¬
tially One, but personally distinct." (1)

While it seems possible, then, that purusa maybe used to express the

truth aimed at in the Chalcedonian and Nioene formulas, the word may also be

oapable of expressing much- that is implied in more modern understandings of

"personality"•

13 • God and the World

She problem of Creation, when reduced to its barest terms, is the

question of God's relation to matter. This includes the relation of God to

man as his creature, a relation which should be expressed in terms of God

and embodied souls, rather than simply of paramatman and atman.

We have seen Indian Christian theologians returning three different

types of answer to this problem, answers related to the Hindu philosophies of

Sankara, Ramanuja and Aurobindo. And all three answers have accepted, though

with differing interpretations, the fact that Biblioal Christianity postulates

ereatio ex nihilo. Chenchiah, like de Chardin, sees God's power or sakti at

work in matter as a principle of evolution, working alays in accord with His

purpose. Christ is at work in the created world, and creation, through Him,

is being transformedinto his Image, the new creation. Appasamy uses the Raman-

ujan analogy of the world as the Body of God, an analogy which gives reality

to matter and to embodied sou s, even though it may not satisfactorily explain

their origin, and seems to postulate creation as a state (sthiti)rather than

a creative aot (srsti).

By choosing to link himself with Sankara, Brahmabandhab has given him¬

self a more difficult task. By equating asat with nihil he is able to

IT) v. supra p. ii7
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preserve a form at least of the doctrine of oreatio ex nihilo: in a process

of Hegelian dialectic Brahman, who is sat, acts upon "nothing" (asat), and

so by his maya-sakti the empirical world, or contingent being, cones into ex¬

istence. Whether in fact this explanation of the nature of matter is satis¬

factory from a Christian point of view i3 highly questionable, even though it

may approximate fairly closely to Aquinas' creatio passiva.

Maya

To the advaitin it is impossible to conceive of creation or of matter

except in the light of maya, and Brahmabandhab has made a fascinating attempt

to use this conception in his Christian reconstruction. Can this be regarded

as a promising way ahead?

We must note first of all that he uses maya in two distinot senses: one

as "contingent being", the empirical world which participates in "vyavaharika"

existence, and the other as maya-sakti, the abounding, oreative energy of G-od.

(a) It seems tolhe present writer that maya can be constructively used in

Christian theology only if these two conceptions are separated from each other.

There is indeed a sense in which the empirical world can be spoken of as maya.

(1)
or "vanity", as Devanandan has pointed out. The contingent, transitory

world of secular history, the "vale of tears", the realm of tragedy and comedy,

does have a certain aura of vanity, even though it may be shot through with

Heilsgeschichte, and may be moving to the "redemption of the body" (Rom.8.23).

Maya is a word which can be used to describe the groaning and travailing of the

creation as it waits for that Day. Maya, then, as Devanandan indicates, is to

be thought of as inthe realm of will, not of Being, Because of man's sin,
I

because of the Fall, the whole of oreation is subject to vanity, yet man's

(1) v. supra p. S'£*
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return to God, his yielding of his will to God's Will in conversion and sanoti-

fieation, can lead to the end of maya, and the entry of the whole oreation in¬

to the realm of the Kingdom of God. Maya can he removed, and by God's grace

and through man's response it is being removed.
(1)

This interpretation can be linked, as Chakkarai saw,v ' with the Christ¬

ian understanding of sin. It is sin which keeps us in the world of maya, and

maya itself can be regarded as that which obscures and taints our lives.

Here indeed is a place where maya can even be united with sakti to express

the positive power of evil at work inthe world, evil inthe sphere of will,

rather than cosmological illusion.

Maya» then, a concept which is so deeply ingrained in the Hindu view of

life, appears to have definite possibilities as a term of Christian theology,

when used in the sense of "vanity" and of the blinding power of sin.

(b) What then ofits use to desoribe the active force of God in creation, the
/

overflowing abundance of his power out of which the created world arises?

The trouble here is that there would not appear to be any Biblical

evidence whatever to support an interpretation of this kind. It is a matter

of the "Agent of Creation", aA the Biblical evidence would appear to support

only two possibilities - the Spirit, which "moved upon the face of the water^i
or the Logos, " by whom all things were made".^Even if one were to say

that maya-sakti could be used as an e uivalent of Spirit, or Logos or Sophia

in this context, we should b faced with the impossible task of euating the

maya of vanity and illusion with that of the creative agent. The equation is

impossible, and Brahmabandhab has to avoid it by postulating a maya which is a

(1) v. supra p. U-09.
(2) Gen. 1.2.

(3) John 1.3.



purely advaita concept and cannot be squared with the evidence of the Biblical

sruti.

Our conclusion wou-d therefore be that while the concept of maya has

definite possibilities as a description of the unredeemed, tragic, conting¬

ent world of human life, it cannot be used to describe the Agent of Creation.

A much more fruitful line of thought for the theology of creation is to be

found in the development of the concept of cit-Logos, as in Keshub Chunder

Sen and Chenchiah, or of the Spirit, as in Zaehner.

(2) The Doctrine of the Person of Christ

a. The Link

We return now to the question with which we began this ohaptor: is there

any real and firm link between God and the world, including the world of men?

In advaita the link is provided by maya, which gives to the created world only

a vyavaharika existence. Christianity, however, regards the reality of the

created world as axiomatic} the opening verse of the sruti states, "In the

beginning God created the heaven and the earth". Where, then, are we to find

a link or bridge between God and his world, a link which makes creation poss¬

ible, and which make3 possible also the approach of the creature to the Creat¬

or? Dr. R.M. Clark writes:

"India needs a Christian concept of Logos. Over against the capricious
play of maya and the uncontrolled dynamism of sakti, India needs the
assurance of a steady, dependable relation between God and the phenom¬
enal world, the assurance that God is involved in all nature and all
history, and that He acts therein with redemptive purpose and power,
txie bnaracter of which action is in keeping with his supreme redempt¬
ive act in Christ." (1)

It is just that link which the Christian faith claims to demonstrate

in Christ the Logos. In Hinduism the connection between God and the world

(l) R.M. Clark: " A Study of Christological Categories in the Indian Church,
as compared with those of the Early Church." Unpublished D. Th. diss¬
ertation, Union Theol. Seminary, New York, 1949, P» 258.
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of matter is always ambiguous and uncertain. But Christ is the God-man, (1)

who is born of a woman, and in the preoisely defined time and place of first

century Palestine becomes the fleshly ladder uniting the creature with the

Creator. The Lord of maya enters the realm of maya; the Lord of history

steps upon the stage of history, and He who is Lord over the sadness and

tragedy of life enters and suffers life's tragedy and sadness.

Cit, Puruaa, Avatara

Tiie different theologians whose work we have studied throw light on

different aspects of Christ and his Per on. He is tho Logos, the oit of sat,

pit, ananda. as Sen and Upadhyaya so clearly saw. He is the Word, the sabda,

and his the sakti by which the world was created from nothing, from asat.

He is from oil eternity one with the Father, with Being, sat, in the et: rnal

colloquy of the Trinity.

And yet for our sakes, for the sake of men whom He had created in his

own Image, as persons (purusa) who cou d respond to his personality (purusatva),

and who yet had turned their wills against his and fallen victim to the de¬

ceits of maya-sakti, He entered tho ralm ofmaya and became man, being united

with a human, material body. He "came down" to earth as the true avatara,

who is fully man and ully God. With Appasamy and Chakkarai we may accept

the Christian use of the term avatara, provided it is used with certain safe-
/ (2)

guards. He is the purna-avatara, inwhom the Godhead dwells in fullness, ' who

comes once and once only to save the world, not merely from a single disaster,

(1) We find ourselves obliged to reject the term Nara-Hari, even though
Brahmabandhab frequently uses it, as Hari is a proper noun used for
Visnu, aid the composite word Nara-^ari is also used for Yisnu.
cp. Religious Hinduism p. 87.

(2) Col. 2.9.
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tut from the guilt and power of sin. And in becoming a man, He takes to Him¬

self a single personality, a unil^r of body and soul, fully divine and fully

human, two natures in one person (purusatva). Thereby He demonstrates that

G-od is personal, and that man too is personal, and can enter into living com¬

munion with God through Him. And, as Chenchiah points out,^ the incarnation,

the union of divine and human, is not just temporary, but permanent, find is

only confirmed and proclaimed by the Resurrection and Ascension. The link is

permanent^ Christ remains the God-man, and so we are still today able to come

to God through Him. The Jesus of History, who on the Cross experienced the

utmost dereliction and kenosis, is the Christ of faith, the Risen Lord who

today dwells in the hearts of his bhaktas as the antaryamin.

As Logos and cit, as the sakti in creation, Christ is ever active in

the world, and it is iflthe Spirit, as Chakkarai holds, that we see and exper¬

ience Him at work. He is the true Man, the sat purusa, and by the power of his

Spirit those who are "in Him" become new oreatures, and share in the evolving

life of the New Creation. Chenchiah with great clarity sees the driving div¬

ine purpose at work in this process of spiritual evolution and generation,

though perhaps Devanandan shows more clearly that the "new creation" is by no

means an automatic, biological process, but is connected with the individual

experience of conversions, when the bhakta in repentance and love commits

himself to his Lord,

o. Saguna

The term saguna has also been applied to Christ, as indicating that in

Him the hidden G-od reveals Himself, showing his attributes, especially the

attribute of lovo. The term may be accepted as helpful, especially in indica¬

ting the personal nature of God, provided it is always used in polarity with

(l) v. supra p. 363.
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nirguna. As de Smet says,

"Most Vedantins really think that the Supreme God of Christianity corres¬
ponds to saguna Brahma and that our worship does not reach the real
Absolute which is nirguna«" (1)

There is a danger here that if Christ is thought of only as saguna,

his ontological identity with the other Persons of the Trinity will disappear.

As oit-Logoa He participates in saocidananda, which, in the aspect of Deus

absoonditus, may be described as nirguna. So far as we are concerned, Christ

is saguna. Nevertheless, inthe inner life of the Trinity the dialectic of

saguna-nirguna must be preserved. The confession "Christ is Lord" must

never mean that Christians give up at a stage short of the final one.

d. Isvara

Another aspect of the same dialectical tension may make it possible,

as Panikkar suggests, to use the term Isvara in connection with Christology.

He who is the First Cause, "from whom all this proceeds", is Christ, the Lord

and Agent of Creation. For Him the title Isvara, the personal God who is

Creator and Lord, may well be used, though there are practical difficulties

to beovereomo because o the fact that in many fanskritio languages Isvara

is the usualword employed by Christians for "God". Once again, the fact

which must be safeguarded is that Brahman and Isvara , God and Christ are

one; there must be no suggestion that Christ as Isvara belongs to a lower

plane of existence. With this safeguard, the suggestion is a very helpful

one, and can link up in a fruitful way with the whole conception of Christ¬

ianity as bhakti marga elaborated by Appasamy. In Hinduism the relations

between nirguna and saguna, Brahman and Isvara. vary a good deal, and in

some interpretations there is a definite dialectical tension between the

members of each pair. The use of such terms in a Christian sense can fill

(1) op. ©it. p. 22.
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them with new content, and transform their meaning, while yet remaining within

the Indian universe of discourse#

s# The Union of the Father and the Son

The positing of this sort of dialectical tension takes us right into

the inner relations of the Trinity# Brahmabandhab's exposition of saceidan-

anda, tod Panikkar's account of Isvara as First Cause, both demonstrate an

ontological identity between the Father and the Son. On the other hand Sen

and Appasamy think in terms of a moral unity j Christ by "emptying Himself"

of self, and by uniting his Will to Cod's, attains a moral unity with the

Father#

The present writer is inclined to think that the assertion of an

ontological unity is closer to the Biblical evidence, to the traditional form¬

ulations of the undivided Church, and even to the conceptions of Hindu theol¬

ogy# The "moral union" theory, vrith its language of kenosis,,"transparency".

and "the Man for others", strangely modern and attractive as it may seem, yet

does net appear to have very deep Scriptural roots#
i t c t

'Hie Nicsne and Chalcedonian language of oo<tia and yfro <r73^/5

may well be unsuitable for Indian apologetic or even systematic theology#

Yet the truth behind the language is Biblioal, and can also be expressed in

meaningful Indian terms. There are Tlree Persons inthe G-odhead. Brahman is

one, yet is revealed as aat, cit, ananda. Christ is fully Cod and fully man.

He is the Cod-man, the Isvara who becomes incarnate as the true avatara to

save men from the sinful world of maya, and from the karma which they have

brought upon thems&lves. Yet He is also the Logos, cit, one of the Three

who are in the Trinity and who together are Brahman. He is the True Person,

the sat urusa, who when incarnate takes a human body and demonstrates that
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personality is a unity which includes the mterial body as well as the soul.

There are many conceptions here which require fuller working out in

the context of an Indian systematic theology. Our purpose has merely bem to

point out some lines whioh may prove fruitful.

(3) Man and Sin

a. Image or Identity?

The dominant strain in Hinduism thinks of man as a soul - .jivatman -

which has become entangled in the world of maya, and so is temporarily united

with a body, which at death will be destroyed, while the atman, whioh is ident¬

ical with the paramatman. continues its eternal existence.

The Christian view, expressed in the Bible, and accepted by the theol¬

ogians we have been considering, is that man is created by &od in his own

image, and for fellowship with Him. Human souls are not eternal but are

created by God, and by Him united with a material body, the psycho-somatic

entity constituting a living person. God gives freedom to each man, but men

have made wrong choioes, and fallen into a state of sin and misery. In his

loving purpose for man and the world, however, God has provided a way for man

to find forgiveness and newness of life, to become a "new creature" in Christ.

The distinguishing features c^Hindu anthopology are the pre-existance
and eternal changelessness of the gitatman, its ultimate identity with the

Brahman, and its inevitable involvement in karma and samsara. In practice

this has tended to lead to an undervaluation of the individual - since nothing

that we do can have any effect on our soul - and a fatalism which attributes
(1)all misfortunes to karma.v ' As Devanandan has so clearly pointed out, many

modern Hindus, notably G-andhians and followers of the Sarvodaya movement, in

(1) Radhakrlshnan and others give a more positive interpretation, but the
view stated does largely reflect the traditional outlook.
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fact attribute great worth to both the individual and society, and act on the

assumptiorithat man's destiny can be shaped and improved. As he points out,

the question arises whether such an outlook can find a firm theological base

in traditional Hinduism,

b. Soulana Body

The Christian view which seems to emerge from the foregoing pages is

3omewhat as follows:

Man is not just an atman entangled in maya. God creates men as persons,

in whom soul and body are joined in a unity. The body, made of matter as it

is, is not worthless or illusory, but is good. It is not something to be sup¬

pressed and escaped fromj rather we must seek the redemption of the body,

which comes about when we live "in Christ" and in Him become "new creatures".

Each individual is a psycho-somatic unity, a "person", (purusa), and is

of! infinite worth. The "personality" is not obliterated at death, nor is the

"soul" then released to enter another body. Rather the "person" survives, end

those who are already "in Christ" enter fully into his presence. We arc by

nature "persons" (purusa) but are called to give ourselves to God in Christ,

to become bhaktas, so that in Him we may become part of the New Creation.

°. Called to Communion

Man is made in the image of God. This means that though created from

nothing, we are capable of entering into a personal "I-Thou" relation vdth
_ j[

God. It does not mean, however, that we are metaphysically identiealwith God,

that the jivatraan is identical with the paractatman. We are called to union

with God; Christ says "Abide in Me". Yet this cannot be & union in which we

lose our identity in God. It is rather the union of loving communion, which

can be described as moksa. and further defined as salokya, samipya, sarupya.

and sayujya, in which, however, the lover and the Beloved retain their separ-
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ate identities, in the manner described so vividly by the bhakti poets.

d. Community

Devanandan has drawn attention to the additional fact that man can be

true man only in community. This is not simply a matter of social organisa¬

tion. Oxir personalities ©an develop and grow according to God's purpose only

if we are living in fellowship with others, and we cannot expect to have a

satisfactory relation to God if we neglect our relations with other people.

The community in which we live cannot be limited to our own group, be it

Church or caste, but we must take our place in the wider life of our country

and of the world.

e. Sin

Sin is little stressed in Hinduism, except in some cf the bhakti poets,

and some of the Christian theologians, notably Chenchiah, have felt that It is

over stressed in the Western Christian tradition. We agree, however, with

Goreh, Suadar Singh and Dovanan&an that its "sirfulnoss" and positive evil

power must be clearly emphasised. With Appasamy we have made the Scriptural

sruti cur primary pramana, and, the overwhelming evidence of Scripture, in both

Old and Ife.i Testaments, cannot be neglected.

(i) harma-samsara and Kaya

At the same time, the Hindu understanding of karma and mgya can be used

in our description of sin and its removal. For many Hindus, karma is a terr¬

ible burden from which they long to be freed. To sa^/that there is no such
thing, or that the Christian faith cannot point to its removal is like telling

(l)
a patient that he is suffering from the wrong disease. ' We can indeed go to

the Hindu witha message of mokaa, of release from the bonds of karma for those

(1) eg. Christian Message to the Hindu (London, 1947)
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who by faith are united with Christ, the on who is free from karma*

We can also gain much help from Sundar Singh's interpretation of karma

as automatic retribution for our sins. God is a God of love, who does not wish

any to perish/ 1' but yet our sins are terrible, and bring their own fruits with

them. God sends no one to hell, but our sins, by a process of karma, can

take us there, unless we turn to Christ inrepentance and self-surrender.

Closely associated with karma is the idea of samsars, the endless cyole of

transmigratory existence. Christians do not accept samsara in this sense,

but it can be used of the deep entangelement of a man in the things of this

world, including the snares of sin - the cares of this life which like thorns

spring up and choke the growing seed.

So too we can use the idea of maya to show not merely the illusoriness

of this world, but the fact that there is a positive force for evil, a per-

verse maya-sakti, which leads us astray into false paths of sin.

(ii) Ahamkara

Devanandan stresses the fact that sin is primarily selfishness,

ahamkara. It is this egoism which makes us try to take God's place, and to

give ourselves priority over our neighbours. Though some of our Indian Christ¬

ian theologians thins of sin chiefly as the negation or deprivation of wirtue,
(2)

as darkness is the negation of light, yet when it is seen as an evil sakti

and as ahamkara a deeper understanding of man's nature results.

Western theology is sometimes charged vriLth displacing a morbid inter¬

est in sin,and most Indian theologians are more interested in the positive

fact of God's glory and goodness than in the negative one of nan's sin. Yet

surely this is a case where the Biblical tradition, supported as it is by the

darsanas of Sunhr Singh, and the experience of people like Goreh, Pandita Ran-

abai and Bevanandan, must receive more emphasis than it has inthe past.

"(T5 2 Peter 3.9»
(2) e.g. Dhanjibhai Fakirbhai, v.supra p. 5"45".



(4) The Doctrine of the Work of Christ

a. An "Eastern" Tendency

To anyone trained in the Western tradition the soteriology of most of

the Indian theologians we have studied seems in some ways unsatisfactory•

It is not that the Cross and its significance are neglected, hut rather

that there is a marked reluctance to try to define closely the "How" of

Christ's work there. Moreover it is widely assumed that Christ's work of

salvation is carried out just as much "by his incarnation, his life, his Per¬

son and his resurrection as hy his death on the Cross, In very general terms

it would he true to say that for most Indian theologians Christ saves hy

what He is, rather than hy what He does.

The tendenoy here is very like that inthe Eastern Church of the early

centuries: interest centres much more on cosmology and the Incarnation than

(1)
on soteriology. ' In both cases the reason is probably to he found in the

cultural surroundings in which the witnessing Church finds itself, Greek and

Hindu thought is interested inthe problems of creation and of the relation of

the One and the majy, and developing Christian thought has to grapple with

these issues. In India also the popular belief in ayataras foroes attention on

the question of the nature of Christ's incarnation. Indian thought, like Breek,

is unfamiliar with the Hebrew sacrificial tradition and the Roman juridical con¬

ception, and so has tended to turn to those aspects of the life and work of

Christ whioh seemed more familiar, > '

(1) In" this^lendency of the Indian Church is closer also to modern Eastern
orthodox than to Western Christianity in its Protestant or Roman forms.
Like Orthodoxy, Indian theology instinctively emphasises the incarnation,
resurrection and the Holy Spirit,

(2) Indian religion does have a sacrificial aspect, e.g. in the Vedas, and in
the cult of Kali in Bengal, This tradition, however, is totally renounced
in modern Vedantic Hinduism. Modern Indian law, closely related to Brit¬
ish and so to Roman law, is quite familiar in current experience, but is
n0Mef^ern^tiec£ogy^ainwf£icias^Sai^irn^Ms^S6f course, seen the need to
stress the oboedientia aotiva as well as the oboedientia passim of
Christ.
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Starting from the time of San, then, the Cross is regarded as " a
(l )

beautiful emblem of self-sacrifioe unto the glory of God", ' whose "vast

moral influenoe" constantly affects the life of individuals and of society.

Seeing that example, men's lives are changed, through the operation of an inner
divine power, the Spirit. A similar approach is found in other theologians,

notably Appasamy. Chenohiah turns more to the "newness" of Christ Himself:

by union with Him men are made new and take a step forward in spiritual
evolution.

The leading themes here are those of moral influence and of faith-

union with Christ, The Johannine mahavakya "Abide in file" predominates, and

perhaps also the apodeiotic "Beheld the Lamb of God". And yet comparatively

little is said about the taking away of the sin of the world, which is equal-
fa)

ly Johannine. ' Seen Goreh, so conservative in many ways, thinks of sal¬
vation as coming through the Incarnation and the sacraments rather than

through a particular understanding of the Cross:

"God, out of Kis amazing love to man, made Himself so lew as tc become
Man, by assuming our nature, and opened the way for uniting man to His
Humanity, through the sacraments, and, through His Humanity, to unite
man even to His Divine Nature." (3)

It is not unusual to find references to the blood of Christ, "over¬

flowing to drown and annihilate our sins",^ but a full statement of the
Western doctrine of "penal substitution" is not found. Themerest approach

is perhaps in Sundar Singh, on whom Western influences, largely unconscious,

were very strong. Even he, for example in his parable of the father giving

(1) v. supra p. £3- e \
(2) John 1.29. Compare the emphasis on propitiation for sins (
kh) in I John 2.2j 4-10.

(3) v. supra p. i'2J.
(4) v. supra pp>, 73 .> 12.3-
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his blood to save his son, lays more emphasis on the infusion of power through

contact with Christ, than on the idea of vicarious suffering. The fact is

that Indians find the conception of penal substitution very difficult to acc¬

ept. As C.S. Paul has pointed out, such suffering seems to contradict the

justice implicit in the idea of karma, where everyone must suffer for his own

sins, and also offends the prevalent belief in God's impassibility.

Perhaps there is a corrective here for certain types of Western theology.

Sunlar Singh's teaching clearly states the effectiveness of Christ's "work"

on the Crossj the desired end is achieved, as ihWas by the mother who, with

her bleeding hands, earned the money for her 3on's release. This "work" can te

described in many ways - a blood-transfusion, a victory in battle, resoue from

drowning (the image beloved of the bhaktl poets)'"' - and penal substitution

is only one such picture. The great fact is the objective truth that through

the life and death and resurrection of Christ men are pardoned, healed and re¬

stored, nd that by union with Him in faith they fina salvation and sanctifioa-
(2)

tion. Beginning with Sen, ' there is a tendency to spoak of atonement in its

literal Lnglish sense of "at-one-ment", man being reconciled to Cod through the

influence of the love of Christ, and through union with Him. This is joined

with a tendency to separate Cod's love from his justice, a conception worked

out most fully in Sun&ar Singh's interpretation of karma as an almost independ¬

ent principle of self-operating justice, which leaves God's lovo free to oper¬

ate unhindered - even in hellJ Appasaoy, though at times inclining towards

this view, holds also that Christ in his suffering has taken on Himself the
(3)

burden of man's evil karma.

V0~ V. supra p»(5*It ia interesting to note that in the Sanskrit!© languages
the word, chiefly used by Christians for "Saviour" is Taranlra, which lit¬
erally means "one who causes to float" or "rescuer from drowning", from
the root tar, to swim or float.

(2) v. supra p. 71 -

(3) v. supra p. 32.3.



b. The Release of Power

Chakkarai's interpretation of the atonement shove many insights, and

is similar to Sundar Singh's in his ''mysticism of the Cross", the view that

Christian bhakti or faith-union with Christ must have the Cross at its

oentre, for "the Cross is Heaven". There are points of contact with both

Sundar Singh and Chenohiah in his explanation of the "How" of the Cross; in

"some mysterious way" it "opens a channel" in the heart of man, and in Cod's

heart, for the flowing of the divine shkti, that mysterious power which saves

and transforms. Here is, perhaps, one of the mostliistinctive and constantly

reiterated insights of Indian theology, an insight which closely links the

Cross with the resurrection and with Penteoost. Christ's sufferings,

"under the power of a mystic alchemy... were transformed into the
radiant sakti of His redemptive sacrifice and the kriya-sakti of a
new world-order". (1)

The Cross is "causal" in salvation, and there is no salvation without

it, yet the "cause" is not to be seen in the vicariousness of the suffering,

but rather in the release of spiritual energy there achieved. So too

Christ sees his own death as a sacrifice, yajna,

"the sakti of which was to emerge from eating His Body and drinking
His Blood through the symbolism of bread and wine." (2)

Chenchiah. too lays great emphasis on this sakti, but for him its

locus is not so such in the death end resurrection of Christ as in his very

existence as ad±-?uruse of the New Creation. It is clear from all these

writers that the conception of spiritual power- is a very real one for Indian

theology; the Hindu conception of sakti, porvertad as it has sometimes been

into some of tho more ghastly aspects of Kali-worship, has been a praeparatio-
(3)

evangelii, and has made men ready "to expect great things from God". w

1) v. supra p. 9.^-9 ■

2) v. supra p. 432.
(3; William Carey.
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Chalckarai's exposition of the Pauline justification "by faith in terms

of bhakti is interesting, for indeed the meaning of bhakti - so often trans¬

lated as "love" or "devotion" - does comes close to the idea of loving,

reckless self-commitment which is far closer to the Pauline w/<rry5 than is

any kind of i tellectual assent to credal propositions. It will be remembered

that, like Sundar Singh, Chakkarai sees the karma marga of Hinduism as similar

to Jewish legalism, and jnana marga as corresponding to Greek intelloctualism

and speculation. It is in the bhakti marga of love for the crucified Christ

that there take3 place that great release of spiritual energy which alone can

transform our livesj the righteousness of Christ is imputed to us, and we re¬

ceive new power, when we coir It ourselves fully to Him, and plunge in that

life-giving stream.

Devanandan too, vd.th his strong emphasis opindividual conversion and

the new birth, sees the new creation as taking place through the power whieh

is released by Christ:s death. At conversion, "the indwelling Spirit of God,

not the sinful nature of man, henceforth becomes the decisive factor in the
(1)

life of the convertn.v ' And againt

•Out of the agony on the Cross is released saving power by which the
the world is being recreated from century to century... Ln aa a new
oreation is wrought into being because He died and rose again." (2)

TM.3 constantly recurring theme of power released by the death of

Christ, power which brings about- the new birth and new creation of the

bhakta who commits himself to Christ in faith in one which is not unfamil¬

iar in Western evangelical theology. One could quote William Cowper's

hymn, "There is a fountain filled with blood":

(1) v. supra p. 4-93-
(2) v. supra p. 495".
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Dear dying Lamb, thy preoious blood
ShalT'never lose its power

Till all the ransomed Church of Cod
Be saved, to sin no more#

a

E'er since, by faith, I saw the strera
Thy flowing wounds supply,

Redeeming love has been my theme,
And shall be till I die. (1)

Indian theology, with its great stress onpersonal experience of Christ,

find on the transforming power whioh comes to those who commit themselves to

Him points tbwards a very olose linking of the dootrine of Christ with that

of the Holy Spirit, to which we now turn.

(5) The Dootrine of the Holy Spirit

India is a country with a very strong tradition of "spirituality",

and Chenchiah is right in feeling that the dootrine of the Holy Spirit may

(2)become the corner-stone of Indian Christian theology. ' The word atman

and its cognates paramatman and antaratman are capable of use with a deep

Christian content, and there are other words like antaryamin which are also

promising, as is the conception of sakti when applied to the Holy Spirit.

There are several leading ideas in Hindu thinking on spirit which

are influential:

(a) Hindu thought on spirit is dominated by the atman-paramatman

equation. The spirit in man, the jivatman, is held to be identical with

the Supreme Spirit, the paramatman, and salvation consists in removing

the veil of ignorance, avidya, which keeps the human spirit from knowing

and "realising" this fact.

(b) Hindu thought does not distinguish Brahman from paramatman.

v 1 William Cowper, 1731-1800. There are many other hymns which speak
of "the power of the blood", or of the "life-giving stream" of
Christ, the Water of Life, without laying stress on vioarious
suffering.

(2) v. supra p. 3/5".
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From the time of the Upanisads the two have been regarded as identical.

God, the Supreme Spirit, is identical with the spirit in man.

(o) Another influential conception is that of sakti. In Vedic Hind¬

uism this was usually identified with the female consort of the various

deities, indicating the active principle. Later the idea of sakti became

associated with xnaya as God's oreative power. Indian Christians have used

the term widely in association with the aotive power of the Holy Spirit.

a• Atman- aramatman

Indian Christian theologians are unanimous in rejecting the identific¬

ation of the atman with the paramatman. Chenchiah sees the union of the two

(not their identity) as a sambhava or possibility, to be achieved through

self-commitment to Christ. It might be possible, on this view, for the

conception atman-paramatman to be used fruitfully as an illustration of the

doctrine of the Imago; the jivatraan (embodied soul) is in the image of the

paramatman. is thus able to enter into relations with Him, and is restless

until it finds its rest in Him. Appasamy is therefore right in maintaining,

against all tendencies to monism, that the unio mystloa is moral and not

metaphysioal.

b. Godhead and Spirit

Miat is the relationship between the Spirit and the Godhead^ At this

point a number of our theologians show very dearly that emphasis on the

unity of the Godhead which, sinoe the time of Ram Mohan Roy, has been charact¬

eristic of Indian theology. This tendency is dearest in Chakkarai, with

his explicit statement that "the Holy Spirit is Jesus Christ Himself, taking
(1)

His abode with us . But the same point is illustrated also in Appasamy,

when the term antaryamin is used of all three Persons of the Trinity.

(1) v. supra p. ^4-
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One of the factors underlying this tendency to avoid a strict separ¬

ation os the titles and functions of the Persons of the Trinity is probably
(1)the Hindu equation of Brahman with paramatman. The Hindu frequently

thinks of God as Spirit, and the Indian Chrstian finds confirmation of this
(2)

in the Johannine text "God is Spirit", (John 4-24), and 30 does not easily

think of separating the third from the first Person, On the other hand there

is the ambivalence in the Fourth Gospel between the Paraolete and Christ Him¬

self, which leads Chakkarai to assert that the Spirit is in fact Christ at

work in the world and in men's hearts today. Indian theology his not as yet

worked out the function of the Spirit in detail, after the manner of Western

dogmatics. Yet throughout these writers the reality of the Spirit and the

Spirit's work is apparent, especially inthe work of Chakkarai, but also very

clearly in Chenchiah.

c* Spirit and Scripture

Chakkarai sees the Spirit as the supreme pramana, taking precedence

even over the sruti. This is perhaps dangerous - does it represent an att¬

empt to get a subjective judgment above Scripture? - but he probably thinks

of it as an assertion of the fact that the true interpretation of Soripture

is the .testimonium internum Spiritus Sancti.

d. Christ and the Spirit

Chakkarai's explanation of the link between the historie Incarnation

and present Christianexperience is also helpful. Through the Spirit, Christ
I

is present today as antaratman; thus the Incarnation advances from the hist¬

oric to the spiritual. Chakkarai was anxbus to assert the priority of exper¬

ience of the living Christ over against the liberal historicism of his time;

(1) For the development of this identity in the Upanisads, see H.E. Hume,
Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 23 ff•

(2) 0 Qet%*
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for him as for Chenchiah, Christianity begins with "the raw fact of Christ",
and that faot must be mediated today by the Spirit#

It is interesting to note that in both Goreh and Chakkarai the Spirit

is given a certain priority over the Son in the ordo oognoscendi. It was

through the Spirit that Goreh oame to aooept the personality and divinity of

the Son, and Chakkarai* s experience of Christ israsdiated through the Spirit

rather than through prior encounter with the "Jesus of History"# So too for

Sundar Singh it is the experienoe of the risen, glorified Chrdsfc whioh is the

basis of his Christian life and theology.

Two related questions arise here, that of Spirit and history, and that

of Spirit and body:

e# Spirit and History

Indian thought tends to negleot or underrate the historical# Gandhi,
for instance, feels that it does not really matter whether Jesus aotually

lived or not.^ There is therefore a standing temptation even in Christian

theology to stress the "spiritual", "eternal" side of things rather than the

concrete and historical# As we have seen, however, Chakkarai grapples with

this problem, and the final effect of his theology is to provide a needed
Western

oorrective of the/tendenoy to neglect the doctrine of the Spirit# Almost

every page of these theologians' works Stakes olear the faot that they live

by the Spirit, and that the presence and power of the Spirit, the living

(1) "I may say that I have never been interested in a historical Jesus#
I should notcare if it was proved by someone that the man called Jesus
never lived, and wha^was narrated in the Gospels was a figment of the
writers' imagination. For the Sermon on the Mount would still be true
for me." Gandhi's Christmas sermon, 1931» delivered on boafid ship
while returning from the Round Table Conferenoe. (Guardian 7.1#32).



anubhava of his power, is the dominant fact in their lives, and that this ex¬

perience is not separated from, hut is rather Identical with, the experience

of the living Christ,

f. Spirit and Body

(1)
Most Hindu traditions tend to underrate the body, ' and to think of

the way of "non-attaohment" (anasakti) as essential for the attainment of

peace and salvation. Christian "spirituality" needs to oorrect this tend¬

ency, through an adequate understanding of creation. One of the specially

helpful aspects of Devanandan's writing is his stress on the importance of

the material world and of society, and his clear indication that these too
(2)

are spheres where the Spirit operates.

8• Indwelling or Inrushing?

Appasamy's use of the term antaryamin. or Inner Controller, is stimula¬

ting, as it is a dynamic word which implies activity, guidance and enlighten¬

ment. His assumption, however, that the antaryamin is simply the immanent God

indwelling all men, is not a very happy one, and seems to leave little room

for the newness of what happened at Pentecost. We may accept the fact that

God is at work in all men - as antaryamin, or as that same paramatman who

(3)dwelt in the rishis. ' Nevertheless what happened at Pentecost was something

new, and unless Christianity can point to this newness, to a power which is

not to be found elsewhere, then it has no claim to be able to change the

world, and there is no point in the prayer Veni, Creator Spiritus.

Spirit and Power

Chenchiah's exuberant description of the Spirit as mahasakti, the great

power of God whose coming brings us into the New Age, and through whom we are

1) There are e*eeptions, and kama is one of the four purusarthasI
2) v. supra p. 4p6 -f.
(3) So Chakkarai, v. supra p. 439 "f-
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united with Christ so that as new creatures we may live the "Zo£a of the

Spirit", is a powerful and attractive statement. Here we find a different

strain of Hindu thought lying in the background - that of sakti as the mani¬

festation of divine power. Chakkarai points out that the Spirit is spoken of
(1)

in both personal and impersonal terms in the HCw Testament^ - as Comforter,

and as tongues of fire - and here in Chenchiah the impersonal aspect of vital

power seems to be uppermost. The Spirit is regarded as the "new cosmio energy?

which leads tlrough various stages of spiritual evolution to the "new oreation"

in Christ. We have seen how Chenohiah's thought is oomparable here to much of

what has lately become familiar inthe work of de Chardin and Saehner. while

it is true that Chenohiah wasinfluenoed by Bergson, Aurobindo and Western

evolutionary thought in general, it should not be forgotten that some of his

deep insights oome from an interpr tation of the Biblical evidenoe in the

light of the Hindu conception of sakti, whioh holds distinct possibilities

of development in this field.

Jo.V

The stress which is laid on the Holy Spirit as Joy is a very salutary

one. In promising to send the Paraclete, Jesus said "Let not your hart be
(2)

troubled". ' Within saocidananda, the Spirit is ananda, joy or bliss, and

He brings joy to those who through Himare united with Christ. Indian lays tic-

ism lays great emphasis on joy and peace, and it is right that this aspect

of the S irit's work should be given such prominence.

We ©an see that there are not a few points at which the Indian Christ¬

ian tradition, drawing on certain Hindu ideas and terms, can enrich the Christ¬

ian understanding of the nature and work of the Holy Spirit.

(1) w. supra pp. 437 #*
(2) John 14*1•
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And here is a startlingly clear example of Devanandan's argument

that only the full Christian faith can enable Hinduism to realise what it

has in fact been trying to say and to understand, "Spirituality" (adhyat-

mikta) is a word frequently used in modern Hindu ciroles, especially Gandhian

ones, and it is sometimes brought forward as a basis for common ground in

dialogue. From the Hindu point of view, however, "spirituality" is some¬

thing statioj at bsst it implies the dispelling, through knowledge, of the

ignorance which keeps us from knowing that we are one with the paramatman,

and so is linked with the aseetio life and the way of non-attachment.

The Christian idea of "spirituality", on the other hand, oan be de¬

fined only in terms of Pentecost, of power and spueoh and healing and growth.

It is something dynamic, which involves the atman's confrontation with Christ

in the power of the Holy Spirit. Sakti is involved, the power which made
g

the blind to see, the deaf to har, the ooward to preach, and which turned
A.

the world upside down. The doctrine of the Spirit is full of the greatest

possibilities for the transformation ofHinduism from within.

(6) The Dootrine of the Trinity

There is a hint at trinitarian thought in the Hindu idea of Trimurti,

the triad of Brahma, Visnu and Siva, but none of the Christian theologians

have felt that this conception was worth developing, except by reference to

its function in preparing the minds of people for the doctrine of the Trinity.

Saooidananda

It is different, however, with the conception of saocidananda, and

beginning with Sen a series of thinkers has found this idea not only helpful

but suggestive of new and thoroughly Indian ways of expressing what Christ¬

ians believe about God. We have already said something about this doctrine

in our comments on Brahman.

( l) v. supra p.
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What is the advantage in using the eonoept of saooidananda? There

would appear to he several:

(i) Saooidananda is an idea which can he used to explain the Biblical

teaching on the triune nature of God. Far from oontradicting or modifying

the Biblioal evidence it provides a useful framework for expounding that

evidenoe in an Indian rather than a Western way.

(ii) Saccidananda is regarded in Hinduism as a point reaohed hy natural

reason in the search for an understanding of God. In other words, those

who accept the existenoe of God as the Absolute, the Supreme Soul, Brahman,

are likely also to grant that God is saccidananda, and so are more open to

a Christian explanation of the Trinity than would he Muslims or Western Unit¬

arians, for example. That is, Hinduism provides a mind prepared for a triune

understanding of God as sat, pit andananda, and in a sense waiting for these

terms to he filled with a rioher content than they now have.

(iii) These three terms seem to reflect in a way that is more than fortuit¬

ous the content of the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. Sat as "Being" ex¬

presses the "is-ness" of God, the I AM. Cit, "intelligence", links up closely

with the Biblical conceptions of Logos and Sophia, and with the "Word" of the

Old Testament, hy which the world wasoreated. And Joy (ananda) emphasises

one of the most characteristic aspects of the Spirit, associated as it is with

love. Is it mere chance that this correspondence exists? Is not this terminol¬

ogy as well fitted to express the inner nature of the Godhead as are the Greek
3 / C '

perms oocr/< and 07mrr*rtS ? it has seemed to some theologians -

Keshub Chuader Sen, Brahmahandhah and Monchanin,to name only three - that the

correspondence is not fortuitous, hut is an indication of the way in which God

has in India been preparing a people for Himself, and giving to them instru¬

ments of thought hy which they might better know and proclaim Him.



(iv) Saooidananda is a conception whioh effectively preserves the unity of
G-od. Brahman is onej nothing in Hinduism is clearer than that, and yet He
is also Existence, Intelligence, Bliss. Sen was very oonscious of this when,

within the Brahma Samaj of Ram Mohan Roy's founding he sought to express the

tri-unity of God. The unity of Brahman is never called in question, and yet

within this unity Sen expresses the inner divine colloquy which results in

oreation.

(v) But saooidananda, while preserving the unity, takes the personal

"colloquy" right into the very Godhead, so that Brahman cannot he reduced to

zero, in Goreh's phrase, nor communion with Him to "a stone".v^ Christian

mystioism, as Monohanin saw, thus becomes differentiated - even when it is

not the bhhkti-m./sticism of Appasamy hut the Sankarite mystioism of Brahma-

bandhah - from monistic mysticism in whioh all distinctions are finally over-

oomo. Rather, in seeking faith-union with saooidananda men are led into the

endless mystery and fellowship and love of the Trinity.

(vi) Saccidananda-Brahman,in the Christian usage of the terms, is the

highest of all goals. No one could make the objection that ahigher object•j

lies beyond.

(vii) Within the Triune fellowship there is no distinction of degree, no

subordinaticnism. The three purusas, if we may now use the term - so adding

a new Christian dimension to saocidananda - are "the samein substance, equal
I

(2)
in power and glory"; ' for all are equally Brahman.

These are some of thepoints which, can be cade in favour of the Christian

use of this conception. It must of oourse be realised that this isonly a/

beginning, and much remains uiraid. The nature of the Son's eternal generation

(1) v. supra p. I2.1 •
(2) Shorter Catechism Q. 6.
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and the Spirit*s procession, and their relation to men have to be expounded.

But after all "generation" and "procession" are Latin, not Biblioal, technic¬

al terms, and the fact of the S on and of the Spirit can be expressed equally
J) /

well in a system based on safe rather than on oo<r/< or essentia. As a

means of understanding and expressing the irmdr mystery of the Trinity, and

the fact that the Trinity is Godhead at its highest, saccidananda seems to

offer very great possibilities. It will have to be transformed, and filled

with new content, for example in the exposition of the incarnation of the

logos-cit, as God-man. The danger of modalism will have to be carefully avoid¬

ed. But the attempt, oarried so far already, should be forwarded.

(7) The Bible and the Pramanas

a. The Old Testament

It is perhaps unfortunate that Chenohiah's Mareionism has attracted

so much attention, for it is by no means typical of Indian Christian theol¬

ogy. Howevr, it is well that the issue has been raised in a clear form, and

has been dealt with by other Indian theologians. In its extremest form

Chenchiah's view said that the Old Testament, with its portrayal of a war¬

like, vindictive Jehovah, and with its total lack of any foreshadowing of an

Incarnation, was unnecessary for Indian Christians, and that indeed their own

Hindu Sastras formed a better praeparatio evangelii. Like Ivlaroion, too, he

sought to reject even from the New Testament such passages as did not fit

inwith his ideas. He felt that it would be quite feasible to recoritruct,

from Hindu prophecies and devotional scriptures, a new, Indian "Old Testament".

It is necessary only to say that Chenchiah's idea has not proved

acceptable to the Indian Church as a whole. Chakkarai, for example, realises

the importance of the Old Testament in all questions of social justice and

world order. On the whole, however, Indian theologians seem to have
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underestimated the significance of the Old Testament, and this is a tendenoy

which needs to be corrected. The Old Testament is of fundamental importance

for the understanding of the New, and in India there is need for specially

clear understanding of its teaching on such subjects as creation, God's

self-re.vclation, God's personality, God's concern for justice, and the mean¬

ing of history both sacred and secular,

b. The Use of Hindu Scriptures

Though Chenchiah's idea of a "Hindu Old Testament" must thus be rejected,

a somewhat different idea has proved helpful in some places, namely the use,

as an aid to private or public devotions, of selected passages from Hindu

Soriptares, and especially from the Upanisads and the bhakti poets. The

collections of Appasamy, Winslow, Kingsbury and Phillips, Macnicol, etc. are

good illustrations of this approach, and familiarity with these lofty Hindu

3oriptures has often proved helpful to those engaged in Christian evangelism,

no less than did Paul's knowledge of Aratus end Epimenides, on a famous day in

Athens.^ It is,mbvaover, from Christian poets steeped in the bhhkti trad¬

ition of Hinduism that the best Christian lyrics have some, though Indian

hymn-books still abound with pale and insipid translations of Western hymns -

translations which are an illustration of the inadequacy of Western language

and thought-forms to express the faith in India.

The Hindu Scriptures cannot, for Christians, form part of the strati .

But as aids to devotion, as "quarries" whence precious stones may be dug

which will shine more brilliantly in their new setting, they are of great

and permanent value - and all this quite apart from their mere cultural,

aesthetic and literary value, which is often grearb. The Western tradition

shows no equivalent of this great heritage of the Indian Qhristian, for the

(l) Acts 17.28.
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truly religious legacy of Greece and Rome was small indeed. There are passages

in Sophocles, and even in Flato, which move us deeply by their beauty and

their human pathos, but there is nothing in classical literature to corres¬

pond to the deep religious feeling of a Tukaram or a Dadudayal. The depth

of devotion and faith so beautifully portrayed in these poets is something

which can pass over into the hymnody and devotion of the Indian Church,

c. The Rramanas

The cmcept of the Pramanas, elaborated by Appasaay, and touched on

by Chakkarai and Sunder Rao, is a useful one, which carries weight when used

in explaining the Christian faith to Hindus. The four pramanas accepted by

Appasamy - sruti or sabda (Soripture); anubhava or pratyaksa (direct personal

experience); yukti or anumana (inference) and sabha (Churoh) - when added to

Chakkarai's principle of the testimonium internum Spiritus Sancti, make up a

very useful and rigorous yard-stick for the testing out of doctrines, as may

be seen if we seek in their light to evaluate some of the conceptions we have

already examined, like saccidanamda or avatara. As we look at any teaching

we are faced with the questions:

i. - What does the Scripture say?

ii. - What is tho interpretation which emerges from Scripture through the
inner witness of the Spirit?

iii. - Does it conform with the teaching of the Church?

iv. - Does this interpretation, this doctrine, ring true in ay own personal
experience of confrontation with Christ?

The application of such texts would rule out a great deal of theology

which is merely speculative and non-scriptural. It is interesting to note

the unanimity of Appasamy and Chakkarai « two of the more "radical" theolog¬

ians - in assigning first place among the praiaanas to Soripture, and indeed

Chakkarai, stressing the fact that this is a definitely Indiaipray of looking
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at things, speaks of Scripture as the only authority and the supreme and
(l)

infallible pramana.v '

d. Sruti

The concept of sruti itself is an interesting and useful one, lending
(2)itself to a meaningful Christian usage,v ' because of its double meaning of

"Scripture" and "Revelation", both of which have their origin from "hearing"

(sruti from root sru, "to hear"). Indian tradition - including Christian

tradition - does indeed give an honoured plaoe to revelation by sight (frg-

velare, to "unveil"), as foi* example in Sund r Singh's daraana of the Risen

Christ. let the norm of Christian revelation is by hearing, the herring of

the written word, which was originally "heard" by the writers from the "speak¬

ing" of the Spirit (just as the Hindu sruti is supposed to have been "heard"

by the rishis). 'There is much to be said for the view that the word sruti

is more satisfactory than or revelatio in many oontexts, part¬

icularly in that of revelation through Sadpture. The primacy of sruti as

pramana is also a safeguard against any mere theology of experience (anubhava)

against speculation (yukti)and against the exaltation of the Churoh (sabha) -

including both Churoh doctrine and the sacraments - above the Scriptures,

though each of these "subordinate standards" hasits rightful and useful place.
(3)

As Goreh pointed out, the works of the Church Fathers are of value as

smrti ("remembering"), but they bear the same relation to the Bible as the

Puranas do to the Vedas, providing only a "warrant" for what is established

in Scripture.

1) v. supra p. i+SOf.
2) v. supra p. ybi.
(3) v. supra p. > Z7-
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e• The Need for Exegesis

When we turn to the Biblical scholarship of the Indian Church, it must

be admitted that the picture is on the whole a disappointing one. While

thousands of ordinary humble Church members know their Bibles with a thorough¬

ness, and study them with a devotion which would put their Western brothers

to shame, yet the number of Biblical commentaries or exegetical books, or

works of Biblical theology to have emerged so far from the Indian Church is

very small. Series of commentaries have appeared,^^ but they have mostly
(2)been written by foreigner's. We have noted Sri Parananda's commentaries, '

written from a definitely Hindu viewpoint, but good "Indian" commentaries

have still to appear.

Thin is a very great need, for theology grows hest in an atmosphere of

aocur, ts and "existential" Biblical scholarship. The sruti of the Satveda

needs its Upanlsa&s and Bhasyas, and little progress can be jade till the work

is 'undertaken by Indian scholars with a deep knowledge of Greek and Hebrew as

well as of the Indian cultural background, for the exegesis on which Indian

Biblical and systematic theology is based must, be second to none, or Indian

theology will bs open to the same criticism which Goreh turned on Sw&mi

DayanandJ

What are the principles followed in Indian exegesis? There i3 an

obvious need for much straight-forward exegetical rating, expounding the

clear, historical, meaning of the text, in the manner indicated by Goreh (and

it is astonishing to see the meticulous and penetrating scnolarship in both

Greek and Hebrew which two of the earlier theologians, Ram Mohan Roy and Goreh,

(1) e.g. the series of "Indian Church Commentaries", begun in 1900 (Anglican),
or the current Christian Students' library series, (CLS, Madras).

(2) v. supra p. 176.
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achieved). At the same time, as Sundar Singh has demonstrated in practice,

and Chakkarai has explicitly stated, there is a tendency towards an interpret-
(a)

ation which is spiritual and mystical rather than "logical" and historical.v '

There will be many contexts, especially perhaps in apologetic literature, where
(2)

exegesis based on this "analogical" type of inferencev ' yoay fill a need

which the moro pedestrian Western methods would fail to meet. And Biblical

exegesis must be in a context, whether it be that of confrontation with Hindu¬

ism, or of the building up of a young Church in a Elndu cultural environment,

or simply of the developing secularism of modern India. Bishop Westeott lock¬

ed for an Indian commentary on St. John, and Bishop Appas&my has in effect

filled that need. Perhaps the time is now ripe for an Indian equivalent of

Barth's RdmerbriefI

(8) The Church and Sacraments

a. The Western Garb of the Church

The attitude of nearly all the theologians we have studied is highly-

critical of the organised Church as it is found in India, chiefly on account

of its "foreign-ness". It is indeed a tragedy that - with the exception of the

Syrian Church - Christianity should have reached India inextricably linked

with imperial powers, notably Portugal and Britain. This me.de virtually imp¬

ossible the kind of rapid, spontaneous growth from within, which can be seen

( 5)in the spread of the Churoh in the apostolic period, ' or inthe rapid evang-
I

elisation of Ireland under St. Patrick. Despite the early experiment of De

Ilobili, the Church in India has developed along Western lines, especially in

(1) v. supra p. 4f>"2.
2) v. supra p. 2.49 i.
3) op. Roland Allen: Missionary Methods: St. Paul's ar Our3? (London, 1912)

The Spontaneous Expansion of the Churoh. (London, 1927).
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the cities, and few Hindus are ever attracted to it; if they come in, it is

often despite the institutional Church rather than because of it.

The anti-Western critique of Upadhyaya, Sunder Singh, Appasamy, Chen-

chiah and Chalckarai, may then be accepted in general outline. The Indian

Church - both Protestant and Roman - does still retain far too many of its

Western trappings, and the continued connection with Western Churches ends

on the whole to perpetuate this feature. Experiments along the lins of

Christian ashrams, and attempts to enter the Hindu tradition of simplicity

and poverty in the religious life, are therefore of very considerable value.

So too are efforts to "indigenise" worship, by the use of Indian music, arch¬

itecture, art forms, etc.

But enthusiasm here must he tempered with realismi It is significant

that many of those most enthusiastic for "Indianisation" are now middle-aged
(1)

and elderly, and not a few of them are foreigners. ' Secondly there are

several features of the "Western" Church pattern which have actually been

adopted by modern G-andhian Hinduism, such as meetings for corporate worship

and prayer. And thirdly, care must be taken to see that the advancing secul¬

arism and Westernisation of modern India, particularly among young people,

does not surround and maroon an island of "Indian Christianity" using "indig¬

enous" patterns of behaviour which have ceased to be current in Indian society

at large

In many places nowadays there is an appreciation of the fact that

(1) The Christian ashrams, for instance, are finding it difficult to attract
new recruits. Indian Christian painting and dancing often find a warmer
response from Westerners than from Indian Christians.

(2) Compare Charles Ryerson III: Encounter in/South India, (CISRS and* ' — — .11— I I mm. 1 111 I I mil I ^ . *-■' l.MW— *

Overseas Mission Society, Washington, B.C.), 1966.
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worship should be Indian, and efforts more or less successful are being made

in that direction. Yet the structure of the Church remains incorrigibly West¬

ern, as can be seen not only from the obvious monolithic character of Indian

Roman Catholicism, but also from the constitution of any Frotestent Church, or

from a study of even such a recent document as the Flan of Church Union in

North India.^^

b. Nationalism

The efforts which have been made in the past to provide an alternative

structure have not been notably successful. Sen's New Dispensation was an

effort to produce a "new" Indian Church, as was Palni Andi's "National Church
(2)of India • ' The former was of course an effort "from outside", a sort of

"reflection" of the Church, and so does not form part of Indian Church Hist¬

ory, while the latter was largely influenced by nationalist considerations,

rather than being inspired by any inntcr theological dynamio. This raises

an important question: to what extent is it legitimate or desirable that Nat¬

ionalism, the desire for a "national" Church, should be a guiding foroe in

Indian, or any Christianity?

The nationalism of men like Upaohyaya and Chenchiah is completely

understandable; their country was under foreign domination, rand even the

Church was organised in a largely foreign pattern. The fault, if fault there

was, lay not so much with them as with the historical circumstances which

forged a link between the Church's Mission and the imperial power. Neverthe¬

less, there is great danger in any Church movement which sets out to be pure¬

ly "national". It is the danger into which the "German Christians" of Hitler's

(1) 4th Revised Edition, CIS, 1$65.
(2) S. Pulney Andy (Palni Andi): A Collection of Papers connected with the

Movement of the National Church of India (Madras). Madras, 1893•
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day fell, the danger of putting the State, or even national culture, at the

oentre, instead of Christ, the Lord of the Churoh, Even the Reformation,

with all its purification and renewal, fell viotim to the nationalist princ¬

iple of ouius regio eius religio, with disastrous effects on the unity of the

Church, and with the importation Ante it of all kinds of worldly*!!visions.

How that India is independent, the Church need no longer seek to prove it-
(1)

self "national" in that way. It should simply be itself, ' living in

"cultural kinship" with its non-Christian neighbours, drawing its dynamic of

development not from a superimposed nationalism, but from the Spirit of

Christ working within it, from the natural growth of the tree now firmly

rooted in Indian soil,

A more hopeful path for the future would seen to be that suggested by

AppasanQr and Devanandan, namely that of the encouragement of special "Indian"

developments within the struoture of the present Churches'# with the recog¬

nition that the living, transforming Koinonia of the Christian Church is a

prioeless "new" possession, something which is distinctive of the Christian

faith, and should be oherished against all attempts to divert the Churoh in¬

to individualism, even the individualism of a bhakta like Sund r Singh.

The Church in India needs also to remember that it is part of the univ¬

ersal Church of Christ, which knows no boundaries of nation, race or culture.

While it is important that Western traditions which hinder development should

be discarded, there must be openness to the fact that the Churoh is one

throughout the world, that Christian truth has free course everywhere, and thsfc
(2)

Christian fellowship is to be shared with men of every nation and culture.

(1) This implies, of course, that any foreign "control" which still persists
should be removed.

(2) op. D.I. Niles: Upon the Earth, pp. 170 ff.
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®• Kingdom and New Creation

The stress laid by Chenchiah and Chakkarai on the Kingdom of God as

opposed to the institutional Church is no doubt partly a product of the liber¬

al theology of the time. And yet there is no reason why the conception of

the Kingdom should not be related to that of the Church, if the Church is in¬

deed the kind of living, witnessing, serving community which Devandndan envis¬

ages. So too Chhnohiah's concept of the New Creation, as applied to both in¬

dividuals and society, is in no way inconsistent with the life of the Churoh,

provided the Church is truly Christ-centred and Spirit filled. Devanandan

indeed, by insisting on the need for conversion as the door of entry upon the

New Creation takes the idea out of the sphere of the merely "biological", and

brings it into that of the Will, the conscious acceptance of the claims of

Christ, the New l.ian. Here we seem to have an exciting prospect of signific¬

ant development} a Church truly alive, formed by those who have consciously

dedicated themselves to Christ, and look to Kim as Centre ana Head of the

Church; who are filled with the Spirit, and so, in a ''Yoga of the Spirit"

live the life of new creatures in a Churoh which is a New Creation; and

carrying out their witness by proclamation, by the witness of a dynamic

community, and by loving service, realise the Kingdom of God here and now in

the Koinonia of the Churoh, the Body of Christ, and look forward to the time

when the whole world will be transformed, will become part of the New Creation,

and will so, in very truth, be "the Body of Cod". Within such a Churoh

there will be ample room for new forms of life, such as asramas and orders

of sadhus or sannyasis. and gradually a structure will emerge which will be

truly Indian, while still firmly based on the New Testament,

It must be recognised that such a Churoh - the "Indian esehatological

Churoh" in Monohanin's phrase - will no longer conform to any of the imposed
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Western patterns, whether Roman or Protestant. The present Churohos all
bear the marks of their European origins, particularly in their organisa¬

tional structure, whether that be hierarchical or democratic. The Western

Churches will have to "die" in order that the Indian Church may arise.

d. The Sacraments

The question-mark set against the sacraments by Chenehiah and Chakk-

arai (and even to some extent by Sundar Singh) represents chiefly resent¬

ment against the Churoh's claim to control the "means of Grace" and thereby

to discourage the direct access of the believer to Ms Lord. The emphasis

in Gorsh and Panikkar on the eueharist as the "normal" means of grade per¬

haps adds point to their protest. Attempts like Appasamy's to work out a

theology of the eneharist in Indian terms - for example in terms of Ramanuja's

soul-body analogy - are helpful. It is, however, important that the euchar-

ist should never become a mere ritual, part of a purva-mimamsa or karma
e

marga, where it is thought that Christ is received ex opera operato. The

priority of the sruti, of confrontation with Christ ex auditu must be main¬

tained, or Indian Christianity ean easily relapse into a form of idolatry

such as Ram Mohan Roy would have vehemently rejected.

e. Baptism

The objections against baptism raised by Chakkarai and Parekh need to

be faced. There are in India nay "lovers of the Lord" who yet refrain from

baptism because of its social implications, involving their complete banish¬

ment from their social and family milieu. Baptism is not just a "religious"

sacrament; not merely does it involve entry into the Christian Church, but

also into the Christian community, which in many places constitutes virtually

an independent caste group. The separation of a new Christian from his soc¬

ial background not only raises many difficulties for him, butmakes any pro¬

spect of approaching his oaste-fellows through him almost impossible.



The question is not one which ©an be solved on sociological grounds,

or even in grounds of expediency for the success of the Church's mission.

There is, however, need for a new and oareful study of the evidence of the

Bible and the early Church to see whether the emphasis was primarily "relig¬

ious" or "social". It we believe that Hindu society is becoming more and

more secularised, the time may soon come when it will be possible to receive

baptism without having to sever all one's connections with one•s own commun¬

ity. "Conversion" must be shown to be something inner and personal, and not

simply an outward "change of religion" (dharraantara).

f. Church Union

The Churoh union in South India whose wisdom Chenehiah and Chakkarai

questioned has now been an accomplished fact for almost twentj' years, and

union may come in North India also. It should not be forgotten that despite

their opposition, and that of Sundar S ingh, who preferred "spiritual" to
" engineered" uity, there have been many distinguished Indian defenders of

Churoh union, right from the early days - men like Bishop Azariah, Bishop

Appas&my and D.T. Miles. It can of course be said with much truth that the

denominational divisions in India are of Western origin, and that it has been

the duty of Weste n churchmen to dismantle the barriers which they themselves

erected. Certainly it is true that the ELans of Union, historically signifi¬

cant as they are, do not in any way present an "Indian" theology. The work

which they achieve, however, inthe creation of new united Churches, opens the
(1)

say for the development of truly Indian confessional statements.

(l) There are many studies of the Church Union Movement in India. We do not
consider it necessary to enlarge on this point in the present context,
vitally important though it is.
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(9) The. Christian Life

a• Indian Sanctity

Is there a distinctive "pattern of sanctity" inthe Indian Churoh?

With several different Hindu traditions to provide "instruments", and many

(1)
illustrious examples already before us, it would seem clear that there is.

There must be a place within the Church for menwith a special devotional vooa-

tion to penetrate deeply into the mysteries of the faith, nd to experiment

freely inthe use of the tried sadhana of Hindu mysticism. This is perhaps

a strange path for those coming from Western Protestant traditions, but the

lives of some of its distinguished followers leave no doubt about its valid¬

ity, The pioneering work of men like Appasamy indesoribing Christian bhakti

or of Upadhyaya and Monchanin in showing that mysticism at its highest level

must be Trinitarian, is of permanent value, as is their work in demonstrating

parallels with the medieval European mystics, and with the Creek mystios of

the East. The Protestant Churches of India must not be afraid of exploring

the ways of Christian mystioism, however different their own historio trad¬

itions may he. Sunder Singh has demonstrated the way, but 6fl oourse it is not

to be restricted only to the great saints} there is a place for suoh Christ-

centred mysticism in the lives of many very ordinary men and women, and India

delights to hear of suoh humble saints,

b. Holy Living for all

A word of oaution is necessary here. Hindu "sanctity" tends to become

stratified at a number of different levels - karma marga for those who can rise

no higher than the regular performance of their religious duties, bhfakti marga

(l) There is something quite distinctive about the devotional life of men
like Ccreh, Upadhyaya, Sundar S ingh, Duwan Bahadur A.S. Appasamy,
Narayan Vaman Tilak, eto.
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for those with an emotional attachment to a personal God, and jnana marga

for the spiritually elite. Within the Church there have always been saints

and masters of the devotional life, hut there is no "gradation" of believers

according to the "way" they follow. The only thing which is demanded from

all true believers is a living experience of Christ, and commitment to Him.

Indian Christian theology lays great stress on this anubhava or pratyaksa,

which must be based on snoounter with Christ tlirough the Word, sruti, and

this is something whioh is open to any Christian. Hinduism has a wonderful

tradition of family devotion, devotion such as that of Sundar Singh's mother,

whioh so deeply influenced hik. It is important that the Church should en¬

courage the Christian use of this great tradition, so that, as in the Churoh

of the Reformation, the home is the locus of the Churoh all through the week.

It is a well-known fact that oountless Indian Rrotestant families have

a very fine tradition of family worship based on Bible-reading, singing find

prayer, morning and evening. This simile but effeotive pattern, going back

to the Reformation, is a very valuable heritage, especially as it corresponds

to a normal Indian pattern, but with full Christian content. Jnana marga may

be for the few; a Christian karma ma-ga based on ritual and churoh-attend-

anoe of a perfunotory kind (including the undiscerning participation in the

eucharist) is a danger to be avoided. But this simple type of domestic piety

is something to be treasured in India and reoovered in the 'West, from where

it has so largely disappeared,

o. Fellowship

Secondly, as Devandndan has pointed out so clearly, the characterist¬

ic Christian emphasis on the Churoh as fellowship, as a liviog, transforming,

active koinonia, must be oontinued and developed. This is not a fimilior idea

in Hinduism, whioh looks to the social struoture of oaste for its sense of

community, and makes "religion" mainly a matter for the individual. When the



Christian feels and knows that he is a member of the Spirit-filled Body of

Christ, that he represents the New Creation in the world, and that he is sent

out by G-od to transform that world into the Kingdom of &od, a Kingdom whioh

he knows, and of which he is already a member, then he is carried beyond the

bounds of Hindu religious achievement, and his individual bhakti is caught

up into something greater, and more dynamic and purposeful. He does not find

simply a static sense of unity with God; rather his will is united with God's

purpose for the world, and his "religion" flows over to change and transform

the lives of those around him.

(10) Sschatology

a. Karma and Samsara

Perhaps the most basic and central idea in all forms of Hinduism is

that of karma-scmsara. Is there any way inwhioh this conception oan be oon-
1

structively used in the formulation of a theology for India? The dearest

suggestion comes from Sundar !Jingh,who makes karma into a principle of almost

automatic justice, while samsara, the idea of repeated incarnations, is

discarded.

Samsara as transmigration does indeed seem to be incompatible with the

Christian view of God and man, though the word may well be retained in the
(1)

sense of "involved in this world and its trials". ' In this latter sense

it would be closely associated with the view of maya which has been suggested
(2")

above.v ' The Christian view that the jivatman is a psycho-somatio unity,

which is "made alive" after death according to the pattern of the resurrection

of Christ, is not compatible with the idea of an eternal, unchanging soul

which is incarnated in a succession of bodies.

It is often used to desoribe the married stateI
v. supra p. 603 -
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We may, however, acoept Sundar Singh's explanation of karma as imply¬

ing that every deed must receive its fruit. It is not a vindicfctte God who

sends men to hell, but rather the ineluctable oonsequenees of their ovm mis¬

deeds. God's justice allows karma to work in this way, the way of even-

handed justice. But God's grace and love provides in Christ a way for the

sinner, by no merit of his own, to escape from the consequences of karma

and find true moksa in union with Him. To the immemorial question of India,

"How am I to escape my karma?" Christianity returns a very positive answer,

b. "Realisation"

A second idea which occupies a prominent place in Hinduism, and whose

implications for Indian theology must be faced is that of "realisation"

(siddhi, saksatkara). Hindu mysticism does claim to provide here and now the

realisation of union with God. It was Vivekananda's question "Have you seen

God?" which led him to Ramakrishna, who alone answered him in the affirmative.

What does Christianity offer to the Hindu seeker?

Sundar Singh's mysticism of "The Cross is Heaven" provides an answer;

to him, as to mary others in India, realisation came through visions and

eostasies, and this type or religious experience must not be minimised, for

in India it is not uncommon, for most people, however, the answer will be

in teams of sruti rather than drsti5 in the encounter with Christ through the

hearing or reading of the Word, the sruti. "Realisation" of this kind should h

expected and received by every Christian, for the sruti must result in

anubhava.

o. God's Purpose

A further eschatological emphasis whichwe have seen to be well repre¬

sented in Indianthoology is that on the creative, purposive power of the

Spirit working in the world. We have seen this stressed in Sen and Chenchiah
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and have noted the debt to Aurobindo, and the similarity to the thought of

de Chardin. This view, with its implication of the reality of creation and

the worth of matter, both inorganic and organic, is not typical of classical

Hinduism, but Aurobindo's stature gives it weight among present-day Hindus,

and it constitutes a notable and valuable stream of Indian Christian thought.

Devanandan also writes of God's Purpose, and the ned for our uniting ourselves

with that Purpose by being conformed to the Image of Christ. Hei-e is a point

of view which, by its dynamism and its positive attitude to the world and soc¬

iety, can go far to provide the kind of theological basis which modern India

needs as she seeks to remake herself find her environment.

Devanandan's own contribution here is significant, combining as it does

the ideas of New Creation and the Kingdom of God into a special kind of "ful¬

filment" - the realising here and now, by union with Christ in the New Crea¬

tion} of that "Hope of Glory" to which we and the whole world are oalled.

Instead of an automatic process of evolution, of gradual progress towards a

better world, the pattern of the Kingdom of God, the "Hope of Glory" which is

identical with the living presence of Christ, is hete and now in the world,

transforming it. And the mission of the Churoh is to demonstrate that Christ-

filled life in itself, while proclaiming to the world that the "glory" is for

all.

This linking up of "realised eschatology" with the mission of the Church,

with our attitude to our Hindu neighbours, and with the idea of the Kingdom of

God as extending to all mankind and already proleptieally present in the

Church, represents a valuable new insight, linking Indian theology in a

positive and meaningful way with its immediate task in the world.
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CHAPTER XVII

AN ASSESSMENT AND A PROSPECT

We must now attempt to formulate some general conclusions on Indian

Christian theology, basing our remarks on the work of the theologians we

have studied.

(l) Indian Christian Theology has arrived

It has become clear in the course of our study that there is already

in existence a very considerable body of Indian Christian theology, that it

is marked by a lively concern to grapple with the problems of witnessing to

the Gospel in the Indian cultural environment, and that it represents a

wide variety of traditions and viewpoints. We have attempted to trace its

growth, and have seen how certain leading ideas have emerged and been grad¬

ually developed. We have noted some of the factors which have given it its

characteristic features, and especially the fact that it developed at a time

when India was in political subjugation, so that while in the earlier stages

views were often accepted because they were Western, at alater period they

tended to be rejected for precisely the same reason. We have seen the

variety of Western denominational and theological traditions which exer-

oised their influence in India from time to time. And we have noticed

how, when Indian theologians began to formulate their beliefs in the dual

context of a Westernised Churoh and a Hindu Society, they tended to turn

to the great philosophical sohools such as those of Sankara and Ramanuja,

or to great modern Hindu thinkers, like Aurobindo, in order to find a suit¬

able instrument for the expression of their beliefs in an Indian way.

For various reasons there has been little attempt to write oomplete

Summae of theology. After all, the early Churoh was more concerned with
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forging out single doctrines in ordir to meet controversial situations, and

the great Summae had to wait for a later age. Neverthless, by our arrange¬

ment of the material according to a doctrinal schema we have been able to

present a picture which is reasonably comprehensive, and which shows the mind

of the Indian Church grappling with theological formulation over the whole

range of the doctrinal speotrum. The jibe that the Indian Church has so

far failed to produoe even a heresy is patently misleading. Traces of

"heresy" there are, perhaps, but far more important, the Indian Church has

demonstrated many new insights into the fundamental truths of the faith,

aided, as the Church has never been aided since its earliest days, by a

rioh and flexible terminology whose resources have not hitherto been brought

into the treasury of the Church's theology.

(2) Indian Christian Theology has a right to exist

Christianity began in a Jewish cultural environment, with a Hebrew

vocabulary, and a baokground of Semitic longings and their fulfilment, and

the Gospel's first great confrontation was with Judaism, to which it oame

as fulfilment to promise. Christ's own proclamation of the meaning of his

coming was couched in such terms: "The time is fulfilled, and the Kingdom

of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe in the gospel." ^
When the first Christian laymen and missionaries began their proclam¬

ation to people of Greek cultural background, in Antioch and later inEurope,

they had to use a different vocabulary and even to refer to the fulfilment

of different promises, as Paul did when he quoted Aratus in Athens. When

writing for people who believed that the Logos w s God's highest revelation,

the author of the Fourth Gospel claimed that word and its content for Christ.

(1) Mark 1.15.
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The author of Hebrews uses Platonic phraseology in speaking of Christ as "the
(1)

very image of God's substance".v ' And gradually the language of Christian

theology changes, with many G-reek words and ideas being added to the Jewish

ones already in use. In order to win the Graeeo-Roman world in this second

great cultural confrontation, the Gospel laid Greek philosophy - and Roman

juridical oonoepts - heavily under contribution.

For many centuries the Churoh has continued to live in the Graeco-

Roman world, ohanging its theological expression from time to time to fit

the changing moods and the changing history of that world. Barbarian Europe

was evangelised, and gradually assimilated to the culture of Christian civil¬

isation. Islam arose from within the Judaeo-Christian tradition, and the con¬

frontation of these two related traditions has mainly remained hostile.

Since the modern missionary movement began there have been encounters with

tribal cultures, where the Christian pattern has quickly submerged what was

there before. The confrontation with Chinese culture, where Confucianism

and Taoism were dominant, along with the Indian-derived Buddhist tradition,

has now been broken off, with the eruption there of communism, itself a

product of the Western Judaeo-Christian line. Christianity's third and last

great culture-confrontation is, then, with Hinduism. In Zaehner's words,

"we are faced with two chosen people, not onej for, whereas Europe
and the Hear East owe their religion directly or indireotly to the
Jews, further Asia owes hers directly or indirectly to the Indians." (2)

The task of presenting the Gospel in India is, then, of quite excep¬

tional importance. Despite all the mistakes of Western missionaries, and

their association - at least in the minds of those to whom they went - with

imperial powers, the Church has taken firm root in India. For many years

there has been a continuous debate in missionary and ecumenical oiroles

(1) Heb. 1.3 (RV).
(3) R.C. Zaehner: At Sundry Times (Faber, 1958) p. 165 f.
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(1}
about "presenting Christ to India", ' a debate in which a distinguished

succession of Western thinkers has taken part - T.E. Slater, J.N. Farquhar,

A.G. Hogg, W.E. Hocking, Hendrik Kraemer and others. The time has now oorae,

however, when we should listen rather to the voice of the Indian Church, not
(2)

merely when that voioe speaks, as it so eloquently can, ' of the methods of

evangelism and Christian strategy, but above all when it expresses the Christ-
(3)

ian faith in new terms, for a new cultural situation.

For this is not just a question of an "approach", of a new evangel¬

istic technique. It is a question of the theology of the Church. The Church

must carry through this third great confrontation, and as it does so the marks

of a new terminology, of new insights and visions, will be left not only on

the language of Indian Christians, but on the Christian tradition of the whole

world. Chenchiah wrote of Indias

"Even if a common faith could be evolved without her, it cannot be
complete without her contribution." (4)

This does not, of course, mean that the Christian faith is not "complete"

without an alliance with Indian thought-formsj the faith of the apostles,

after all, was "complete" even before the Gospel adopted Greek philosophy

as its instrument. But that Greek intrument was necessary for the winning

of the Graeco-Roman world, and the theological structure in which that in¬

strument played a vital role has remained a part of the heritage of ecumen¬

ical Christendom. The materials for the construction of a comprehensive

dogmatic structure for the world church will not be completely assembled

until Indian thought-forms take their plaoe among them.

rrr °p. Presenting Christ to India Today, by P.D. Bevanandan, A.E. Iriban-
athan, A.J. Appasamy, J.E.L. Newbigin. CLS, Madras, 1956#

(2) e.g. in the work of D.T. Niles, and earlier in Rethinking.
(3) The point is well made by A.C. Bouquet: Christian Faith and non-

Christian Religions, (London, 1958), pp. 423 ff•
(4) v. supra p. 391.



India cannot be expected to conform to the Western pattern in theology,

any mo e than she can be expected to aooept, in Upadhyaya's words, "boots,
(Otrousers and hat, ... spoon and fork, meat and wine. ' The Gentile con¬

verts of the early Churoh did not accept Jewish Christianity without change.

Even in the New Testament period there were radical ohanges in ceremony

(the rejection of oircumoision), in Churoh-struoture (e.g. in the development

of the office of errl<rKonos , which eventually diverged from the Jewish

Trptr/SuTirfos )( in theological statement (e.g. the Logos-Christology).

At first, no doubt, the efforts of the Jewish apostles and missionaries were

halting, and expressed largely in the Jewish imagery of Messiah and prophecy

and sacrifice. But gradually the "indigenous" leaders arose, the Apologists

and their successors, who in the work of evangelism used the ideas and voca¬

bulary of Greek philosophy. The time for systematic statement came later,

through the heresies and controversies. We cannot expect a precisely similar

pattern in India, where there are many complicating factors, such as the fact

that the missionaries possessed a fully worked out theology, the present rapid

spread of secularism, and increasing ease of communications and interchange of

ideas. Neverthless it is clear that it is now Indian theologians who must

deoide how the Gospel is to be preached in India, and the faith formulated.

The v/ork of building a theology must be carried out from within the Indian

Churoh by Indian leaders with a profound personal experience of Christ, and

a profound understanding of the oulture and traditions of their own land.

Indian theology, then, is not "different." simply in the way that Scandinav¬

ian theology, for example, is different from British. There are, of course,

differences between Western theologies from different countries, just as,
for example, the hymns of Wesley and Watts are different from thoseof Luther

(l) v. supra p. 2.23.
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and Cerhardt, or as the whole atmosphere of the Celtic Church was different

from the Roman. The difference between Indian and Western theology is, how-
(l)

ever, more radical than these,v ' because of the almost complete absence of

a common cultural and philosophical background.

3. Arrested Development

We need not today waste time on recriminations over the fact that

Indian theology has been slow to develop, or to receive wide recognition.

De Nobili hnd his followers saw the task to be attempted, and made a notable

effort to face it, with considerable success. But it seems that at that stage

the approach was mainly made by imaginative Western missionaries; the theol¬

ogical response of the Indian Church was still to come. The Christian poets

of the nineteenth oentury like Krishna Pillai were among the earlie st to ex¬

press the Christian faith from within in fully Indian terminology. Goreh's

theological statement, though largely Western in formulation, was closely re¬

lated to his intimate knowledge of Hinduism, and sought to meet the needs of

his countrymen at points where their own religion was weakest. He was a

genuine Indian theologian., closer in spirit, pe haps, to Tertullian than to

Clement, with whom he has been compared.

But the radical movement towards Indian theology had to wait for the

development of national consciousness, and is shown at white heat in the work

of Brahmabandhab, who was so deeply influenced by Keshub Churner Sen, and by

his own boyhood friend Vivekananda. Brahmabandhab's revolt against Western

theology is closely linked with his hatred for Western Imperialism. In both

fields he saw Western dominance holding up Indian growth and stultifying all

(1) There are, pe haps, affinities with the Celtic Church, which also
grew up in a cultural environment radically different from that of
the Roman Empire.
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efforts at self-expression. The Churoh h&d a Western structure, Christian

literature was Western, Christian ministers were taught Western theology in

Western-type theological colleges.

Sund.ar Singh brought new dignity and self-consciousness to Indian

Christianity, and exeroised a great influence by showing that the world was

prepared to take notice of an Indian type of Christianity. Brahmabandhab'a

"anti-Western" mantle was, however, taken up largely by men like Chenohiah

and Chakkarai, in whose theological thought nationalism very naturally con¬

tinued to play a prominent part. A politically less radical, but equally

Indian line of development was shown by Appasamy in his work on the bhakti

tradition. In their own time Chenohiah and Chakkarai were regarded by

many as voices in the wilderness, for the Church as a whole, and theological

education in particular, oontinued in the main to follow the Western lead, and

to pay more attention to what Barth and Brunner and Nisbuhr and Dodd were

saying than to the efforts of Indian theologians to find the best way of

witnessing in Hindu India. The domination of the West oontinued, and,

despite thevaliant battle of the Rethinking group, Xraemer's 1958 broadside

seemed to terminate, for a long period, the conception of an "Indian" theology.

Normal development was also interrupted by the war and the closing

stages of the national struggle. Few young missionaries - and they oan some¬

time s help to spread new ideas and challenge old ones - arrived during these

years, and of those who did mary were more interested in sociology and anthro¬

pology than in theology as such. Thus between 1938 and about 1950 comparative¬

ly few new books of Indian theology;.were published, though it should be remem¬

bered that Chenohiah and Chakkarai were at this time producing some of their

best work in the pages of the Guardian.
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Recriminations are, as we have said, out of place, and anyone who has

studied the history of missionary "beginnings in India - even those of the

early nineteenth century - knows what a valiant group the missionaries were,

and how diffioult their task was, for despite a commonly held assumption to

the contrary, they were usually hindered rather than helped by the impeial

power# And yet how different their position was from themissionaries of the

first oentury, who had no status behind them, and could live only as the simp¬

lest and poorest of those they sought to reach# It has been diffioult for the

Indian Church to emerge from its Western tutelage, and even today the tradi¬

tion holds, especially, pe haps, in the realm of thought#

Today a new threat to Indian theology has arisen# The domination of

the "Mission" is ending, and of the benevolent autocracy of particular West¬

ern denominations# Yet the "internationalism" which is succeeding it, good

as it is in many ways, is still European and American-dominated. The ecumen¬

ical grants and foundations have great possibilities, but there is a danger

that they may once again impose Western patterns of "what ought to be done",

for example by laying too much stress on social and anthropological studies,

and too little on theology, philosophy and especially Biblical scholarship#

India, as we have seen, has now got its own theologians, and its

own distinguished theological traditions. These traditions must be given

every encouragement# The West may feel tempted to criticise and issue warn¬

ings } but Indian theologians must go ahead with their task, and, turning

away from Western voices, from warning and encouragement alike, turn to

the God-given task of bringing Christ before their Hindu fellow country¬

men so that they may come to know that it is He whom they have been seek¬

ing for so long.
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4. The Mature of Indian Theological Thought

We shall attempt now to formulate some general conclusions on the

nature of Indian theological thought, while recognising that it includes a

wide variety of traditions,

(a) The question of Authority

Appasamy rightly affirms that the question of the souroes of author¬

ity is a vital one for Indian theology. He himself, as we have seen, uses

the traditional Hindu concept of the pramanas, and postulates four: Scripture

(sruti), the Church (sabha), experience (anubhava), inference (yukti).

Chenchiah would give first place to expreience - the experience of

Christ "the original stimulus". Sundar Singh also would give a high plaoe

to experience -

"a revelation which I have received in ecstasy is worth more to me
than all the traditional Church teaching" - (l)

yet he makes it clear that his experience and visions are always based on

Scripture, and never contradict it. The fact that the brilliant work of

Upadhyaya and Panikkar leads always to Aquinas suggests, as one would natur¬

ally expect, that for then the teaching of the Chureh (sabha) takes priority

over the other pramanas.

Chenohiah asks the question, "9an we 3mve direct, unnediated know¬

ledge of Jesus, or must such knowledge always come to us mediated by Sorip-
(2)ture and Churoh tradition?" x The answer to whioh Indian theology seems to

point is tliat we can ha ve direct knowledge of Clirist, anubhava or pratyaksa,

but that t3iis knowledge or experience is normally and primarily associated

with the sruti, in the double sense of Scripture and revelation. Even Sundar

Singh, whose direct experience of Clirist in his frequent ecstasies were so

(1) v. supra p. 272.
(2) v. supra p. 533-
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remarkable and so "Indian'^ ftelt olosely bound to the Bible. His very first

vision came to him after burning the Bible; though he may not have read

far, he knew at lea.st that here was something to reckon with.

It is through the ftruti of the written word that the Living Word,

the sabda, oit, Logos, is revealed ex auditu inthe heard sruti of revela¬

tion. If with the hearing there is also a vision (drsti, darsana), as

happened to Sunder Singh, the bhakta is indeed fortunate. But normally the

hearing comes first, -here is indeed a temptation to seek first a darsana,

which may in fact have very little content, rather than that deep personal

knowledge - in the Johannine sense of pratyaksa - which comes from the

(1)
regular hearing find study of the Word.

Here, then, is a place where the Indian theologian can point to a

recognised Hindu tradition, that of the priority of the sruti over the

other pramanas, and claim it in the service of the Christian faith.^
After the sruti Hinduism places anubhava, experience, and this -

though Appasamy acoords second place to the Church - would seem to be the

right order. The Indian tradition demands direct experience in religion,

whether this be experience of devoted 3elf-surrender to a chosen deity,

or of calm and blissful absorption in nirguna Brahman. So it is - accord¬

ing to the common testimony of Indian theologians - in Christian theology.

Theology is only possible for those who can say "expertus 3um". Christian

(1) The writer has talked to a young Hindu who had had visions of Christ,
and yet knew little about Him}-a few pictures and stories provided the
total content of the darsana.

(2) The Roman Catholic tendency (noticeable e.g. in Panikkar op. cit. p. 54)
to encourage Christians and non-Christians to think of the eueharist as
the primary locus for receiving Christ is dangerous, especislly in I ndia,
where the temptation is strong to localise the presence of God in partic¬
ular places and objects. The Eucharistie Congress held in Bombay in
Deo. 19b4 created much misunderstanding in this respect. The anubhava
of Christ must come primarily ex auditu, and be appropriated in a
personal encounter.



theology, then, can never he mere speculation! it must "be based on exper¬

ience , and according to the Indian way of thinking the only experience worthy

of the name is that of union with Cod.

The Bible, then, provides the context, and the living Christ the con¬

tent of the Christian anubhava. And the insistence on anubhava eliminates

the possibility of empty speculation or even of ingenious, but non-Christ-

centred Biblical scholarship.

(b) "Strands" of theological thought

It is the third pramana, inference (yukti or anumana) which opens the

door for a variety of schools of Indian theology. That faith which is reveal¬

ed in Scripture, and which we have appropriated in our own experience, is to

be proclaimed, and made intelligible and attractive, to the world around us.

India has a tradition of diversity in theology and philosophy, notably in the

six Darsanas. inthe sub-division of the Vsdanta into Advaita and Yisista

Advaita» and in the work of great modern philosophers like Aurobindo and

HacLhakrishnan .

In the West we have h d Platonic and Aristotelian traditions, and in

modern times idealism, existentialism and logical positivism have all had

their Christian theological exponents. In India, where many traditions are

still followed, it is important to present the Christian faith in a form which

men can understand and respect#

Hitherto the most thoroughgcing "systems" of theology to have apparel

have been those of Upadhyaya (linked with Sankara), of Appasamy (linked with
J

Ramanuja) and o.^Chenohiah (linked with Aurobindo). Two other approaches,
however, are also of considerable significance because of the principle of

anumana (inference) on which they are based. Nehemiah Goreh uses a Western

type of logic, a typically "rational" reason, in his "refutation" of Hinduism,
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while Sundar Singh's whole theology rests on the authority of his "parables";
(l)

for him the parable ijs the doctrine, and his logic is the logio of analogy.

It should be noticed that in each case there is no slavish imitation

of the Hindu system. For example Brahmabandhab lays great stress on the Trin¬

ity of the frouhead, and on Christ's dual nature as the Nara-hari; Appasamy

departs from Ramanuja on such points as image-worship, karma and samsara.
o

and caste, and Chenohiah does not adopt anything to correspond t6 Aurobind's
A

"overmind" and "supermind". Rather the theologians use these syst as as

instruments for presenting in a coherent system the truth which they have

learnt through the sruti and verified in their personal experience of the

G-race of Christ. They have turned away from the terminology and structure

of Western systems to a more familiar frame within which they seek to por¬

tray the Christ they know.

It is the purpose of this thesis to give a fair presentation of the

various types of Indian theology rather than to pass a comparative judgment

on them. It should, however, be pointed out that Upadhyaya's and Appasamy's

doctrinal schemes adhere fairly closely to the two different logical "strands"

represented by Advaita and Visista Advaita, and therefore tend to have mutually
(2)exclusive "clusters" of ideas. Thus Upadhyaya's outlook tends towards

monism, which is relieved by his exposition of saccidananda, in which the

ultimate unity of G-ed is not impaired. He rejects the idea of avatara,

whieh belongs to the "monotheistic" strand of ideas. So too he favours

"monistic Trinitarian" mystieism, and finds the distinction between God and

the world in a form of maya rather than in a firm doctrine of creation.

(1) cp. Honohanin, op. oit. p. 173* "Though Indian tarka (logic) is funda¬
mentally identical with Aristotle's 'topics', we cannot fail to notice
the Hindu's propensity to magnify analogies, and even to turn them
into identities", op. N. Smart cited p. 249-

(2) The terminology is Smart's. See Reasons and Faiths, Introduction.



Appasamy on the other hand thinks of God primarily in personal terms, welcomes

the avatara idea and sees the world as real, through the Ramanujan analogy of

soul and "body.

Both these thinkers accept the authority of Scripture, and both speak

from a living experience of Christ. How is it, then, that they have taken

such different ways? Is there an ongoing dialectical process at work, suoh

as that which in the West swings theological opinion from liberalism to Barth,

and then back to Bultmann? Are there different types of inference at work?

Or is it simply that in India certain psychological, sociological and histor¬

ical circumstances tend to lead men to accept certain clusters of ideas and

reject oihers?v WWithin Hinduism it has certainly been true that oertain

families and groups tended to belong to a particular tradition, though we have

seen how Goreh, before becoming a Christian, changed from the Saiva to the

Vaishnava tradition, from which, perhaps, his transition to belief in the

Christian Incarnation was easier.

Historically the "strand" of Ramanuja arose in opposition to the monism

of Sanlcara, with the purpose of allowing a place to devotion to a personal God.

It is interesting, however, that the two traditions - to say nothing of Saiva-

Vaishnava divisions within the personalist tradition - have continued for cent¬

uries to maintain their- separate existence! jnana marga and bhakti marga

have remained apart.

Must this distinction be reflected in and perpetuated in Christian

theology? There are already signs that the edges of the two positions are

not altogether clear-cutt Upadhyaya worships the Hara-hart, and Appasamy

(1) See the comparative table in S mart's Doctrine and Argument p. 130.
The same argument could, of course, be applied to schools of Western
theology.
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points to the ranges of God's Being Beyond the porsonali3t "summit" which

we see in Christ. And in Panikkar we find the attempt to retain Brahman

the Deus absoonditus, or simply "Godhead", while Christ is equated with

Isvara, the personal Creator, thus oombining features from the two

"strands".

Would it not,thbn, be better, as many theologians think, to abandon
(1)

the Sankarite position as clearly incompatible with the Christian faith?

As Smart points out, a place for mysticism can always be retained in Christ¬

ian Theism, but pure mysticism ultimately leaves no room for theism, except
(2)

at the illusory (vyavaharika) level.v Why, then, should we not simply

write off Brahmabandhab's attempt as a gallant fiasco?

The answer is that from the point of view of the Christian mission we

dare not do so, any more than the author of the Fourth Gospel would h; ve

dared to say that Christ was not the Logos. If we adhere only to the term¬

inology of Isvara, Creator and Avatara we shall never convince the advaitin

that our faith is more than a second best to Hinduism. Brahmabandhab saw

this clearly, and so he asserted with magnificent boldness that the God of

SankHEa, the God of the Brahma Samaj, is the God of Abraham, Isaac and

Jabob; that He is both nlrguna and saguna, that He is Triune, and that

Christ, as oit-Logos, is in the Godhead. For the Hindu, nothing higher

than Brahman is conceivable, and Isvara is definitely inferior. Brahma¬

bandhab therefore said "our God is Brahman", and proceeded to give to that

term a fulness and depth which it never possessed in Hinduism.

(1) So, in addition to Appasaray, F. Heiler, R.C. Zaehner and, with
qualifications, R.IJ. Smart (Philosophers and Religious Truth, p. 158).

(2) loc. cit.
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We cannot, therefore, neglect Sankara without thereby admitting

defeat in the face of an all-absorbing advaita.

If, then, we use simply the language of theism, employing the term
(l)

Isvara for God, and calling Christ the avatara of Isvara, ' we shall fail

altogether in convincing the advaitin, whom above all we want to convinoe,

that Christianity is a faith which surpasses Hinduism even at Hinduism's

highest point.

On the other hand - and this is the issue so clearly seen by Appasamy -

it is only in the vooabulary of the theistio tradition that we find that

personal conception of God without which Christianity ceases to exist.

What we must at all oosts maintain, then, is that the God whom we worship

is id quo maius nil oogitari potest, and that at the same time He is fully

personal, knows us, and oan be known by us. As Chakkarai said, in Kim

sakti and bhakti, power and love must be united.

We are driven, then, to a synthesis of jnana marga and bhakti marga,

and indeed in their different ways Brahmabandhab and Appasamy both admit
; (2)

this, acwe have seen. ' In the theologians we have studied, this is ex¬

pressed in several different ways, each of whioh is meaningful:

(i) Brahman is Saceidananda, and in this way the One enters into relations

(primarily in the internal colloquy of the Trinity), The door is thus open¬

ed for a development of the doctrine of the oit-Logos, who is born as the

Incarnation (not Avataral), the Nara-hari. So Brahmabandhab.

(ii) Brahman is both nirguna and saguna. Sankara, of course, holds this

belief, but for him ultimate reality belongs only to nirguna Brahman]

saguna Brahman is simply a concession made to the weakness of those who

cannot rise to the contemplation of the pure Absolute.

T) This is, in fact, what is oommonly done in Indian Christianity]
2) cp. Smart: "A comprehensive faith will be one which mingles together the

two great strands of experience and language" (so. the contemplative and
and the numinous). Philosophers and Religious Truth, p. 156
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Many commentators, including Radhakrishnan, attempt to give full

reality to saguna Brahman, but it is diffioult, on the advaita understand¬

ing, to be convincing. Chakkarai, however, accepts the ambivalence, and

gives value to both, though he tends to lay more stress on saguna.^^ As

we have seen, the conception is capable of a meaningful Christian usage

in terms of Deus absoonditus and Deus revelatus (avyakta Brahman and

(2)
vyakta Isvara). '

(iii) Brahman is Isvara. This is Panikkar's suggestion, and is coupled

with the equation, First Cause = Creator * Isvara = Christ. Here again the

argument hinges on the extent to which Brahman in Hindu eyes, can be equated

with Isvara, without any inferiority attaching to the latter.

Conclusion

It seems to be essential in Indian theology that in one of thse ways,

or in some such way, the gap between Brahman and Isvara, and so between

Brahman and the world, between God and man, should be bridged. And in each

case there is only one Bridge possibles Nara-hari, Isvara, saguna Brahman,

flit - whatever term we use points only to Christ. He alone is that sure link

between the Creator and the credion which Indian philosophy and Indian

religion so deeply need.

(0) The Logio of Indian Theology

(1) The reconciling of opposites

As Monchanin points out,^ Indian logic is generally similar to

Aristotelian. In addition, however, to the tendency to turn analogies into

1) v. supra p. 01.
2) v. supra p. ypif.
(3) opo.oit. p. 173.
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identities, which we have already noticed, and to whiohwe shall shortly re-
/

turn, there is a strong oonviotion in the mind of many Hindu thinkers

"that intuition (of which no definition is ever given) reconciles and
synthesises opposite viewsj that so-called 'contradictions' are such
only at the mental level, but are in reality 'complementary aspects'
for the over-mind and the super-mind. There is a 'logio of the infin¬
ite', transcending the 'logic of the finite'." (l)

Thus, for example, it is possible to hold simultaneously the belief in nirguna

and in saguna Brahman, or in the fact that the soul is subject to illusion

and yet identical with Brahman.

Again:

"for most modern Hindu thinkers truth (the higher truth, parama-arthj) is
hidden, beyond words and concepts, untranslateable into clear-out ideas."(2)

Thus it is easy for Hindu thinkers to say that all religions are true;

on the vyavaharika level they are true, that is, but the ultimate Truth

whieh they represent trannoends this, and is finally unknowable, and oannot

be expressed in propositional form. This Truth is Satya, or Brahman, and

so is in fact to be found only in advaita IlinduisT. The Truth cannot be

logically expressed, yet union with the Truth, the grasp of Truth (satya-

graha in G-andhian phrase) brings inner peaoe (santi).

Western Christian theology has often made use of paradoxes, but not

of this type of contradiction whose resolution is as it were lifted into

a sphere beyond man's cognition. It w uld seem that this type of thought,

closely related as itis to the theory of different types of existence,^
oan be of little help in Indian Christian theology.

(ii) Analogical Thought

. We have already discussed Sundar Singh's method of making a vivid

(l) ibid. p. 174 f. The reference is especially to Aurobindo.
2) ibid. p. 174.
3) v. supra p. i05".
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parable or analogy serve as a demonstration of a doctrine, ' and have noted

that this is a recognised type of inference in Indian thought. The astonish¬

ing fact about Sundar Singh's inferences from his ecstasies is, however,

their deep insight and virtually impecoable orthodoxy. The implication would

seem to be that the Sadhu was so deeply grounded in the Bible (sruti). and

had such a profound and constant spiritual experience (anubhava), that his

inference (yukti) , although it was of the analogical type (upamana) rather

than logical, yet was controlled as it were from the side of the object so

that there was no danger of his being led aside into merely individualistic

paths.

This is an important point, for analogical thinking has been, in

Sundar Singh, and could be in future a profound influence in Indian theology.

And it goes back, surely, to the nature of the teaching of Christ Himself.

His teaohing is in parables, not in logically thought out propositions.

And yet it is controlled from within by the very nature of God Himself. Ho

man can claim to set himself up as an authority in this way, and yet when a

Sundar Singh arises, a man of deep Biblical knowledge, and with a deep person¬

al experience of Christ, and, from within a living Indian tradition gives

teaching of this kind which is verifiable from the sruti and even the sabha

(Church), such a mao^should be listened to with deep respect, for God oan

speak through him and give new insights which a mere formal logio could

never deduce.

(iii) "Rational Refutation"

The logic which Goreh used was plain Aristotelian reasoning, based

on the law of contradiction, and this type is by no means unfamiliar in

India. He was no rationalist, and indeed the rationalists and deists were

(l) v. supra pp. 2-4-S -fir.
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the object of his constant attacks, but he did value the use of reason to

refute errors, to remove difficulties and to defend the truth as he aaw it.

We have seen how successful he was, for example, in removing the intellectual

difficulties of Pandita Ramabai,

Modern India, whose relationship both to Western science and sociology

and to traditional Hinduorthodoxy has been so skilfully desoribed by Devan-

andan, uses this type of logic in all its practioal affairs, India has no

lack of distinguished thinkers in such fields as mathematics, atomio science

and medical research. As Devanandan has noted, the tendency is for men of

this type to forsake orthodox Hinduism and become secularised. The faith of

their fathers will not stand up to the type of logical analysis which they

apply to the objects of their researoh.

The Christian faith, if it is to attract such men, must demonstrate

that it does not fear the application of this type of logic. Its explication

- the explication of the sruti and the anubhava - mus t be controlled from the

side of the object. This will involve a deep and scholarly study of the Bib¬

lical evidenoe, and a refusal to allow any a priori mould, however attractive,

to shape theology. Even systems like those of Sankara and Ramanuja should be

used only in so far as they illuminate truths which emerge from the "inner

logio" of the object of faith.

(d) The Nature of History

Just as Indian thought tends to underestimate the material in compar¬

ison to the spiritual, so it underestimates or even denies the temporal and

historical in comparison to the eternal. It prefers ubique et semper to

hie et nunc.

We have seen this tendency in Sundar Singh,^ and in extreme

(1) v. supra p. 253.
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(Bultmanniani) form in Gandhi,^ ^ Most Indian Christian theologians, how¬

ever, are aware of the fundamental importance of the historical. We have

seen Goreh's careful defence of the New Testament documents, and Chakkarai's

interesting attempt to define the meeting-place of the historical and the

universal in Christ, Devanandan,and Samartha, have laid special emphasis

on the Christian understanding of the meaning of history, and point to the

fact that the whole political and sociological life of modern India depends

on holding the realistio view that human activity and plans pan and do in¬

fluence history, and that history itself is significant. We need not here

lay further emphasis on the point, which is widely reoognised. It is,

however, worth reminding ourselves that few Hindus are impressed by the

argument that Jesus was a historic Person, Such particularity for tfcem re-

duoes rather than increases their regard for Him, They are more interested

in knowing what the effect of the indwelling Christ isin the 3mrt of the

bhakta than on the proof of his historicity, and we must be ready to meet

their "felt need", while still maintaining the faet that without the histor¬

ic Inoaraation there would have been nothing,

5, Terminology and Dootrinal Formulation

Every theological teacher who has hi?d the task of explaining in an

Indian language the theology of the Inoarnation and of the Trinity knows the

difficulty, and indeed impossibility of finding accurate renderings for suoh

words as n^Q<rcorrov uno<n*<r/s J J (putri^ , The fact of
the matter is that these terms, which make sense in Greek, and whose meaning

has been somewhat distorted in Latin and in modem European languages, cannot

be accurately translated into the Sanskritie languages which have a different

(1) v, supra p, 422.



pfaderlying philosophy.^ ^
It seems to the present writer that a strong oase oan be made out for

attempting to reformulate, in Sanskritio terms, the truths concerning the

nature of God and His Christ which are witnessed to in the Bible# Hindu

apologetic in the West has adopted preoisely this method, as a study of

the work of the leaders of the Ramakrishnan Mission, like Swami Akhilan-
(2)

anda , will show# The Ramakrishna Mission long ago "realised that the

Hindu answer to the Christian Gospel was the Vedanta expounded in categor¬

ies of Western thought.Even Radhakrishnan's massive work is really

an interpretation of Indian religion and philosophy to Western readers,

using very largely Western idealist terminology and patterns of thought.

So too a contemporary Western exponent of Indian thought, Ninian Smart,

has felt it advisable to use Western rather than Sanskritio terminology in

the text of his recent book Doctrine and Argument in Indian Fhilosophy

(London, 1964)# and has evolved a new and interesting solution to the pro¬

blem of translation#

If, after carrying out the prooess of formulating Christian truth in

Indian language and thought-forms, the formulations prove inadequate or

heretioal, controversy will sharpen and oorrect them, as it did in the

early Church# We have the added advantage now ofbeing able to draw on the

wisdom of the Graeoo-Judaean Churoh, even though in our Indian formulations

we must seek, not to translate the Nicone or Chaleedonian formulae, but to

go beyond them to what they, in their limited language, attempt to signify,

and express that in Sanskritio terminology#

(1) v. infra p.670 for a discussion of the evolution of Indian Christian
theological terminology,

(2) e.g. Swami Akhilananda: Hindu View of Christ. Philosophical Library,
New York, 1949•

(3) Devanandan, Preparation p# 90.
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This effort should be sharply distinguished from what Bultmann,

Tillioh and J.A.T. Robinson have tried to do in reformulating Christian

dootrines in modern "demythologised" terminology. They are operating within

the Western tradition, where Greek and Latin terminology is still that used

and understood, albeit in a developed context. But the whole Indian cultur¬

al background is different. If it was legitimate for the Churoh to use

Western language at Chalcedon, and indeed ever sinoe, it must be Igitimate

for the Indian Church to use Sanskritio language now and for everI Indian

and Western theology begin with the same sruti, while the anubhava of the

Damasous Road, or of Augustine's garden at Ostia, is fundamentally no differ¬

ent from that of Sundar Singh in the Punjab. Only the yukti is different, the

inferenoe from the faots, and the systematic statement in terms taken from the
(1)

surrounding cultural environment. '

(1) Effective evangelism would seem to require not demythologising but
reinterpretation or "translation" into another set of terms and
thought-forms which are as vivid and living as those of the origin¬
al. Biblical terms and ideas need explanation and illustration
rather than demythologising.

This even makes possible the use, as a vehicle of Christian evangel¬
ism and instruction, of non-Christian n^thology, that "secularised
mythology" which has been detached from its original non-Christian
religious context. As famous and proved examples we could oite
Milton's Paradise Lost (full of Classical mythology), Bunyan's
Pilgrim's P rogress "(where the mythology is largely imaginary and
contemporary, though with a strong Biblical apocalyptic strain)^
and C„S. Lewis' series of "Narnia" novels (where the mythology
draws on Classical, Norse and medieval souross). Allegorical
works of this kind are very popular in India. For example, in
Gujarati there is, besides the "missionary" translation of the
Pilgrim's Progress, an adaptation by a Hindu writer. A recent
publication in Gujarat! by the Christian writer, Professor
Dhanjibhai Fakirbhai, is Atmakunvari. a Christian allegorical
interpretation of Tennyson's The Princess.
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We have already dealt in considerable detail with the use of a wide

variety of terms. Here we shall, in summary, simply give a brief mention

of some of those which would appear to offer fruitful possibilities to the

Indian Churoh.

(i) Saooidananda (with or without the more controversial term Brahman) as

a word whioh signifies the unity of the Godhead, and the oolloquy of Three

Persons within that unity. The term will bear further explication in terms

of sat as Being, I AM, "Pahweh; pit as Logos, Agent of Creation, Wisdom, Word;

ananda as Spirit, Bliss, Love.

(ll) Nirguna and Saguna (Brahman). Though thi3 pair of terms gives evid-
(1)

enoe of that "logic of opposites" ' which we have noticed and questioned, it

is capable of useful development in the modified sense of absoonditus and

revelatus (ayyakta and vyakta), and secures the fact that our knowledge can

never exhaust God's possibilities.

(iii) Brahman. This is oiterm tejfoe used with caution, because of its strong
Hindu over-tones. In oertain contexts, however, we should not fear to use

it, to indicate tht "the Christians' God" does not fall short of ultimate

Reality, but rather, as Saooidananda in the Christian sense, gives a new

and personal meaning to that Reality.

(iv) Isvara, Despite the widespread use of Isvara to translate <3frcr in

everyday Christian language, we are inclined to support Panikkar's suggested

use - at least in a technical theological context - of Isvara as a description

of Christ which has special reference to his personality, to his agency in

creation, and so to the fact that He is the Logod, the oib sure link between

God and man.

(l) v. supra p. 660.
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(v) Purusa. This word seems the most suitable for development to express

that conception of personality which Hinduism represents so inadequately if

at all. The word could, it seems, be used to express personality in God,

(for example the three Persons in the Godhead), and also in man. It would,

however, have to be filled with a good deal of new content.

(vi) Avatara. Despite Br.hmabandhab's rejection of this word which comes

from the theistio "strand" of language, we would follow Appasamy, Chakkarai

and R.M. Clark in holding that it has considerable possibilities for express¬

ing the meaning of the Incarnation, for which it is indeed already widely

used in Christian oircles. This usage would accord well with the use of

Isvara for Christj it is orthodox to refer to Jesus as "The Incarnation of

the S on of God", and so too as "the svatara of Isvara". The association in
w* J 1 11

the Hindu mind of the avatara with grace and salvation is wholly appropriate.

What must be stressed is the fact that Jesus is not only the full avatara

(purna), but is also the only avatara.

(vii) Hara-hari. We mention this title used of Christ by Brahmabandhab

simply as an. indication of the type of word which we fail should net be

used in Christian theology because of its use of the proper nsme Hard.

Though Gandhiji used Kari as a more or less neutral term for God, Christ¬

ians cannot do so. Brahman, however, being a neuter term, does not fall

under the same rejection.

(viii) Karma and Samaara. Samsara which implies reincarnation and the eter¬

nal existence of soul3» must be rejected. There is a possibility of the word

being used in some oontexts to express the tragi-oomic world of ordinary

human existence.

Karma is capable of a definite Christian usage, and because it is

such a universal Indian conception it should be retained, and given full
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Christian content. It could he taken in the sense used by Sundar Singh,

to imply that every deed is followed by its fruit, and that we are respon¬

sible for the consequenees of our actions. Only salvation can free us from

the inevitability of these consequences.

The conceptions of karma and samsara must be separated from each

other.

(ix) Maya is a term which can be used only with great caution, and only if

a very considerable part of its Hindu connotation is rejected. Above all

it should not be given the meaning of maya-sajjti, the power by which oreated

being emerges from nothingness.

It may, however, be used with a greatly reduced meaning to signify

the "vanity" of human life lived apart from God.

(x) Sakti. This term, when divorced from its association with maya and its

identity with the female consorts of deities, and understood in its oommon

usage of power, can be used - as it so frequently is - to indicate the dynamio
(1)

power of the Holy Spirit.x ' The fact that the word has "divine" associations

is in this case no hindrance, but rather creates the expectation of dynamic

inner power.

(xi) Atman, Jivatman, Paramatman. This series of terms, derived from a root

meaning "breathe",^ can be used in many contexts where the Greek has .

These are, indeed, the words in common Christian usage for the human soul and
(3)

the Holy Spirit.w' The ontological identification of jivatman with paramat¬

man must be carefully guarded against, and discussion of the Holy Spirit

should begin with Pentecost, not with the jivatman. It will be normal to use

1) Its derivation is from the root sak = "to be able".
2) cp. Rig-Veda 10.16.3, where it means "breath" or "vital essence".

(Radhakrishn&n, Ind. Phil. I, p. 150*
(3) e.g. Gujarati pavitra atma or pavitratma for the Holy Spirit.
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words like pavitratraa for the Holy Spirit, while paramatman iw a word to

use more rarely, in contexts where the meaning intended approximates to

that of John4.24 ("God is 3 pirit").

I*li) Antaryamin. The antaryamin is the inner ruler or guide. Appasamy

uses this word to express God's immanence, and also to refer to the indwell¬

ing Christ and the indwelling Spirit. We would suggest that it be used for

the latter two meanings, but that it should not be taken to imply that God

by nature indwells all men. The advent of Christ and of the Spirit must be

preserved. The word, however, well describes the activity of the indwelling

Christ, guiding us and empowering- us by His Spirit.

(xiii) Moksa. Appasamy has pointed out the great possibilities of this word

as the expression of our union with God in Christ. We would suggest that con¬

tent be given also to the aspect expressed by its root meaning of "liberation"

- i.e. liberation from karma., from maya, and above all from sin, whioh surely

requires a fuller treatment than it receives in some Indian theologians.

(xiv) The Praaanas. This is a highly useful© category, aiding us as it does

to establish clearly the sources of our authority in the Christian faith.

The traditional pramanas of sruti, anubhava and yuktl are capable of bearing

a deep Christian meaning, while Appasamy's addition of sa&ha draws attention

to the importance of the Church as a fellowship whioh worships, witnesses,

serves - and formulates theology1

(6) The Evolution of Christian Theological Terminology

In the modern Sanskrit-derived Indian languages there are, broadly

speaking, three sources for the derivation of Christian theological terms (if

we exclude the mere transliteration of English or Portuguese terms whioh is,

unhappily, still practised in some quarters). We give illustrations from

Gujarati:
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(i) Words in common secular usage» which are given new meaning.

e.g. iaandali (an association) for Church.
• ->

sarvatrika (general, universal) " Catholic

^ahda (word)

pastavo (remorse)

khandanx (tribute paid to a
paramount chief)

" kogos ( The term
has a technical relig-

for repentance

" ransom

Such words have become accepted and familiar among Christians, but do not

oonvey their full Christian meaning to Hindus, In addition, some of them

may not be acceptable to all Christiansj for example, the Anglioan Prayer

Book in G-u.jarati uses the Hindi form kalisia (derived, through the Portu¬

guese, from eoclesia) for Church, rather than the more neutral word mandali.

(ii) Hindu religious terms vdth altered content.

Isvara

atnia

moksa

samskara (purification rite)
<9 "

prayadoitta (ritual atonement)

avatara

for God.

" salvation.

" sacrament.

" atonement.

n incsmation.

" heaven.svarga (indra's heaven)

When Christians use these terms they are aware of their "new" meaning. Hindus,

however, may easily misunderstand them, thinking of them purely in their

Hindu sense.

(iii) Specially coined words

The third possibility is to ooin new words from Sanskrit roots;

usually the meaning of such new words is immediately obvious, e.g.I

vadhasthambha (lit. "punishment-post) for Cros3
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punarutthana (lit. "rising again") for resurrection.

dehadharana (lit. "talcing flesh") " incarnation.

nyayikarana (lit. "making just ") " justification,

sarvasaktimana(1it. "able to do everything") " omnipotent.

These words are widely accepted, though again some Aaglioans and Roman Cath¬

olics prefer the transliterated form krusa for Cross.

Not all the terms in the above three classes are fully satisfactory, and

in the ongoing work of Bible revision and the compilation of theological
(1)

Glossaries new suggestions are constantly being mads, of which the foll¬

owing are fairly typical:

- that for repentance ( m^t<voK ), hridaya-palto (change of hoart) be used
instead of pastavo (remorse). '

- that for ransom (AuTfov )t mukti-mulya (price of release) be used instead
of the obviously misleading khandani (v. supra).

o• n

- that for almighty in the Apostles' Creed sarva-satta-dhari (possessing all
authority) be used instead of sarvakaktimafta (v. supra), on the
assumption that the meaning intended is TrsivToKe^7*0? rather
than omnipotens.

- that for justification ( Sik-ci^^'S ) dosa-mukti (release from guilt) be
used instead of nyayi-icarana (making just), since ipyayi does not
adequately convey the meanzng of £'k°<(05 .

The evolving of a new theologioal terminology is a process which has

been going on for many years, and will continue for many more, and words

must be included from each of the above three categories. The words whose

use we have suggested in the previous section - purusa. saccidananda»

antaryamin. pramana. etc., - fall into the second category, which is ob¬

viously the most "dangerous" of the three. Yet in the work of proclamation

(1) See for example the English-Tamil and English-Hindi Theological Gloss¬
aries published by the Tamil and Hindi Theological Textbooks Committees
under the Textbooks Programme of the Theologioal Education Fund (WCC).
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and apologetio it seems to "be both important and urgent that such terms

should be used, and given a new and transformed contdnt.

(7) Christian Theology and Hinduism

When Christianity entered the Graeoo-Roman world and initiated that

great confrontation with an alien sooio-religious culture, what was the

eventual result? It wa3, surely, twofold:

(a) Greek and Roman religion, whioh, with its rich mythology and varied

cultus had long been in a decline, eventually - though slowly - disappeared.

Much of the mythology, however, survived as part of secular culture - in epic,

dramatic and lyric poetry, in painting, soul$£ure and music. It was the Church

itself which preserved this secular heritage through the dark ages, and with

the Renaissance that Greek spirit was once mere set free in the world, where

to this day it continues to exercise a profound influence on almost every side

of our oultural environment.

(*) Greek philosophy, on the other hand, began to be brought into allian¬

ce with Christian theology - first Stoicism and Plato, and later Aristotle.

It was used by Christian theologians as an instrument for oarrying the Gospel

to the Graeoo-Roman world, and the alliance thus formed between theology and

Western philosophy has never been totally abrogated, and has frequently been

very firm.

Ire there any indications that something similar could or should happen

in India? The relationship between religion and philosophy is much closer

in India than it Was in Greece, where, with the growth of scientific and

sceptical traditions, philosophy was to a great extent independent of any

very profound religious feeling. In India, on the other hand, the greatest

philosophers are also religious leaders , and always have been.
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And yet it is/clear that India is moving - and has "been for more than

100 years! - in a secular direction, despite renascent popular Hinduism and

despite the religious aura, surrounding the Gandhian and Sarvodaya movements.

As Devanandan has pointed out, traditional Hinduism simply cannot provide

the "religious" undergirding needed by an India which is making rapid

strides in politics, social development, industry and science.

Despite the brilliant efforts of men like Aurobindo and P.afthakttshnan,

religious Hinduism is playing less and less part in men's live3, and many of

those who find most help from the writings of these two grejpfc men treat them

in fact as secular philosophers rather than as religious leaders, for the

modern educated man in India religion is philosophy or it is nothing,

Hindu culture, on the other hand, as 3een in music, art, dance, drama, lit¬

erature - and the cinema J - is highly popular. The situation is, indeed,

not unlike that of the Graceo-Acman world of the first three centuries.

As long ago as the beginning of the century Bankim Chatterji and

Brahmabandhab were talking about "secularism" in this way. for Bankim,
(l)

Hinduism was a purely rational "spirituality", not a religion, while

(1) Hinduism had been largely rationalised by Ram Mohan Hoy 70 years earlier.
Bankim's view raises the interesting question of the dwmythologising of
Hinduism. The process of secularisation which Devanandan notes could also
be viewed as demythologising, and indeed in many ways Radhakrishnan*s view
of life might be classified as "demythoiogised Hinduism". It immediately
becomes apparent that demythoiogised Hinduism is virtually indistinguish¬
able from the type of demythoiogised Christianity represented e.g. by
Bultmann's letter to the Sheffield Industrial Mission quoted in The Honest
to God Debate (London, 1963), p. 136. This indicates that dam • thologisiig
applied to the Christian faith denudes it of its true content as well as
of its "mythological" form.
Indian Christie:! theology follows a very different path. It seeks to get
behind Western formulae to the evidence of the sruti, and to express the
Chrisiolopioal content of the faith in Indian terminology.
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Brahmabandhab sought to separate religious from cultural Hinduism, rejecting

the former, the sadhana dharma, and replacing it with Christianity, while

enthusiastically retaining the samaj dharma or social and cultural aspect of

Hinduism# Thi3 oorrosponds olosely with Devanandan's more recent statement,

with its encouragement to Christians to olaim "cultural kinship" with their

Hindu neighbours, while at the same time providing those neighbours with the
which

theological basis/alone will fill the gap caused by the breakdown of trad¬

itional orthodoxy.

The oarrying out of this process involves, as did the similar process

in ths^first centuries, an alliance between Christian theology and different
forms of Hindu philosophical thought, in order to win over the Hindu world to

this new synthesis - not to a syncretistio religion, but to a Christianity

which is simultaneously faithful to the sruti and yet culturally "at home"

in India# Brahmabandhab himself took a great step Ih that direction, and

ithhre, as we have seen, have followed. The prooees is going on before our

eyes.

This process is not oomparablo to Farquhar's "Crown of Hinduism" approadi.

It is closer to what Devanandan describes as "fulfilment", meaning not a

historical process culminating in the establishment of Christianity, but

rather the breaking in here and now of the "End", that is of tne Christ on

whom the whole movement of history, sacred and secular, is converging. It

can also be described in Panikkar's terms as fulfilment related to promise,

as fruit to seed, as resurrection to death. For in this prooess religious

Hinduism must die, and all its finest insights be taken up and given their

fulfilment, their true and full meaning, in Christ.
(1)

lohen Paul preached at Athens, ' he spoke of the "unknown God", whom

4l) Acts 17.22 ff.
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men worshipped without knowing who He was. Their scriptures told them they

were his offspring and they daily received blessings from Him - but they did

not know his Name. The age-long quest of Hinduism is similar} it has pro¬

duced deeply moving Scriptures, and those engaged in it have not been without

the signs and gifts of God's love. But He has remained unknown} even at the

highest oonoeption He has been Brahman which is no name.

As India has wrestled with God, seeking to know who He is, so Jaoob

wrestled mi Feniel, and said, "I will not let thee go except thou bless me",

and then, "Tell me, I pray thee, thy Name". ' In the words of Charles

Wesley's hymn, India, locked in the struggle, says,

"Speak, or Thou never hence shalt move,
And tell me if Thy Name is Love."

Christians know the answer to this question, and it is their task to proclaim

it:

"'Tis LoveI 'Tis Love! Thou diedst for me I
I hear Thy whisper in ny heart}
The morning breaks, the shadows fleej
Pure universal Love Thou art}
To me, to all, Thy mercies move}
Thy nature and Thy Name is Love."

The "unknown Christ" is there within Hinduism} He has given many

blessings, but still his Name is not known, and his face has not been re¬

vealed. In many aspects of Hinduism He is there, waiting to show the full

significance of teachings whioh without knowledge of Him are but hints of

the reality. The mission of the Churoh in India is to proclaim the Name that

is Love, and demonstrate the Love whioh is his Nature, so that the veil may

be taken away, and God's true Name and Mature be revealed in the face of

Christ Jesus.

(1) Gen. 32.26, 29
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(8) The Place of Dogmatic Theology in the Indian Chtr oh

(a) The Meaning of "Dogmatic Theology"

The word "dogma" literally signifies "what seems good", "what is app¬

roved", and dogma is therefore frequently identified with the approved, offic¬

ial teaching of the Church, The term "dogmatics", however, was historically
/

firs^applied to physics as a science in which we understand and interpret
the fact in accordance with its own interior principles, and not in terms of

external authorities, From physics it w. s applied to Christian theology

first by Reformed and later by Lutheran theologians, and was intended to sig¬

nify a scientific, objective approach to the Christian revelation, in oon-

(1)
soious rejection of the authoritarian Roman tradition,

Calvin's exposition of the Christian faith in his commentaries and in

the Institutes is"dogmatie" in this sense; it is an attempt to expound the

meaning of the Christian faith in terms of its own inner structure, rather than

of any imposed system, philosophy or structural pattern. Scripture is treat¬

ed as its own interpreter, and the "shape" of dogmatios develops according to

the interior logic of the faith which is being expounded, or rather of the

Truth unirlying that faith, The later Cllvinist Soholastics of the seventeen¬

th century, however, departed from this dynamio approach, and expounded their

theology according to a rigid, externally imposed logical system, as can be

seen for example in the Westminster Confession,

When Roman Catholio theologians came to use the term "dogmatics", they

understood by it the studj of the authoritative pronouncements of the Churoh

and their 3ystematisation, so that .for them the primary pramana was sabha

rather than sruti. Today their approach is rather different, as it starts off

(l) I am indebted to Prof, T.F. Torrance for this explanation of the meaning
of dogmatios, and for much of the mate ial in this section.
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from Biblical theology and seeks to integrate its internal consistency with

the Church's historic development of dogmas.

After a long eclipse during the liberal period Protestant dogmatics were

renewed and restated by Barth, who went back behind the amorphous chaos of

liberalism end the rigid authoritarianism of the Protestant Scholastics to

a view comparable with that of Calvin. His theology is, of course, firmly

anchored both in the Bible and in the study of the hi3torio tradition of the

Church, yet its structure is not derived from any official pattern - even

that of the Creeds - but rather from the very nature of the subject with which

he is dealing. It is not an exposition of the Church's official beliefs, nor

is it mere speculation, but is rather an inquiry, in the context of Churoh

and dogmatic history, and on the basis of Scripture, into the Truth which

underlies ell formulated "dogmas", the Truth which is in Christ. Barth does

not hesitate to reject certain aspects even of Calvin's teaching (e.g. on

natural theology and on predestination) which he feels are not consonant with

Soripture. And each doctrine, as he examines and formulates it, is not regard¬

ed as a "dogma" to be accepted or rejected, but rather as a finger pointing -

like the finger of John the Baptist pointing to the crucified Christ in Barth's

favourite picture by G-rflnewald - to the Truth which shines through all true

formulations but can never be exhaustively defined - the Truth in Christ.

When Indian thinkers, whether Hindus like Dr Ra&hakrishnan or Christ¬

ians like Chenchiah, criticise Christianity for its "dogmatism", they tend

to stop short at the idea of dogmatics as a compendium of beliefs which must

be subscribed, and do not appreciate the deeper and more dynamic mealing whioh

dogmatie theology may bear, but whioh has so often been absent in Western theo¬

logy. Yet the profound grappling with Truth which true dogmatic theology de¬

mands is surely not alien to the Indian tradition.
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(b) Dogmatio Theology in the Indian Churoh

(i) "Prolegomena"

Prom the "official" point of view, the dogmatic theology of the

Indian Churoh is as yet indistinguishable from that of Western Churches,

Most of the non-Roman Churches ofWestern origin in India have their own

dogmatic formulae or confessions, many of which have in comparatively recent

times been revised so as to give them a thoroughly Indian reference, so

that they no longer simply reproduce a Western "confession" of the six-
(1)

teenth or seventeenth centuries. The Plan of Church Union in North India

"accepts" the .Apostles' and Nicene Creeds, and in addition accepts various

oenfessions and declarations of theuniting Churches "as consistent with the

doctrinal standards of this Churoh", These various statements, revised

though they have been in an Indian context, are still essentially "Western"

documents; their language (in Indian official editions!) is English, and

so far they indicate little or no effort to incorporate the insights of

Indian theologians, or to relate their language to the oultural environment.

These official compendia of doctrine are endowed with the Church's

authority, snd a Church member who taught something contrary to their forro-
(2)ulations could be arraigned for heresy,v The instruction given to Church

members, and the teaching given to theological students, is related to these

standards. The creeds recited in Church services, and used as a basis of in¬

struction are the Apostles* and Nicene• So far as official statements of

(1) e.g. The Confession of Faith, of the UCNI, which "commends" the West¬
minister Confession, the Confession and Canons of the Synod of Dort, the
Heidelberg Cateohism, Luther's Confession snd the Augsburg Confession.
(Constitution of the UCNI, revised edn., 1954, p. 1)

(2) As P. Kingsbury (an Indian) was in the old SIUC. Por an account of
the theological issues involved see The Harvest Pield for 1922.
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doctrine go, the non-Syrian Churches in India are still entirely based on

Western formulae. It is on the basis of these that union has taken place in

South India, and may take pice in the North. The fact that it has proved

possible for Churches with very differing theological antecedents to reach

the point of agreement and union - even when many theological questions have

been left open for the new united Churches to deal with - makes the future

task of Indian theology much more hopeful than it would otherwise have been,

for effort and thought can now be directed towards the future rather than the

past - or should we say towards the "fulfilled End", in which Christ by the

Spirit is present to guide His Church into all truth.

None of the works of the Indian theologians we have studied could be

described as a oomplete Church Dogmatics, though there have been some fairly

comprehensive statements, like Appasany's The Sospel and India's Heritage.

Many of them might, however, be characterised as the Prolegomena to an Indian

Dogmatics, preparing the ground, and raising the multiplicity of issues and
(4\

problems which will eventually have to be dealt with.

(ii) Are "Dogmatics" necessary or desirable in India?

Chenchiah objected strongly to "dogmatics", in the sense of a body of

"doctrine" officially promulgated by the Church for the acceptance of its

members. Radhakrishnan too has often complained that Christianity is a

"dogmatic" religion, compelling the assent of its adherents to preposition¬

al statement. Cn the other hand, Ap asamy has felt that Hinduism lacks the

cohesion which only an authoritarian, official "dogma," can provide. Is

(1) Roman Catholic work like Dr. Johanna' To Christ through the Vedanta
is a definite attempt to assemble the "bricks" for the reconstruction
of Thomist theology from Indian materials. The work of non-Roman
writers in the field of Prolegomena is r; ther different: it is a

testing out of various Indian interpretations of the sruti, with a
view to the construction of a new theology, which yet witnesses to
the same truth*
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dogmatic theology, then, an alien and unacceptable conception in India?

The many different traditions of Hinduism have detailed and coherent

(l)
systems of dogma. ' Little in the way of intellectual assent or subscription

is, however, demanded from the individual, 'The religious authorities do

(l) The Hindu system of dogmatic authority is, very briefly, as follows:

(a) (a) First comes the sruti. All traditions recognise as authoritative
the Vedas, the ancient collection of books which grew up in the period
2000 - 600 B.C., and which describe a form of nature worship* Within
the sruti are included, along with the Vedas, various treatises expound¬
ing their ritual and philosophical significance, of which the most imp¬
ortant are the Upanisads, which contain, in unsystematised form, most of
the major teachings ofIndian philosophy.

(b) The secondary group of writings ispiown as the smrti (things remem¬
bered, not heard), a term which strictly speaking is applied only to the
sutras (explanations of Vedic lore such as ceremonial, grammar, etc.),
but in practice is used for all those religious texts which recognise
the authority of the Vedas as final. The best known writi igs of the
period 600 B.C. to 300 A.B. are:

(i) The Bhagvadglta (part of the Mahabharata. but universally
regarded as the most important and profound popular exposition of the
Hindu view of life),

(ii) The great epics, Hamayana and Mahabharata ,

(iii) The six systems of philosophy (darsanas j • The most famous
of the systems, tod the one now most widely followed, is the Vedanta,
whose most outstanding commentator was the great Sankara (8th century
A.E.), the exponent of advaitg.

(e) The Personal!st tradition is developed in tlie Puranas (written
between 300 and 1200 A.B.), a series of sectarian writings related to
Visnu, Brahma, and Siva. In the Vaisnava writings the doctrine of
avatara is developed.
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exercise discipline and even excommunication from caste, but normally for

transgressions of social conventions, not for the holding of unorthodox ideas.

There is no central body exercising dogmatic authority in Hinduism.

The result of such liberty and variety is, however, that the individual

does not know where to turn for truth. It is hard for him to find firm ground

under his feet, and "truth" is understood as beyond knowledge, beyond the

opposite beliefs which men hold. The seeker will, then, try one system after

another, as Hamakrishna did, and may or may not find an end to his quest.

The answer tc our question, then, world be that Hinduism abounds in

"dogmatic theology", i.e. systematic statements abovijbeXi&fs, but does not
normally give any kind of official sanction, though in anparticular school
the weight of tradition comes very close to such sanction.

It would therefore seem desirable that the Churoh in India should seek

to have a minimal "official" dogmatic theology, or universally accepted Con¬

fession of Faith derived from the Christian sruti, but that for the rest a wide

liberty should be given to different schools of thought to work out their

separate "systems", always subordinating philosophical "instruments" to

the inner content and logic of the faith.

(iii) The ELe.ce of Western Formulae

At present, the Confessions used by the Church in India are Western in

language, and in ultimate origin, and the Confessions oven of the new united

Churches in South and North ore likely to remain so fcr soma time. This is

inevitable, but it need not and should not be permanent. To use a familiar

simile, the Church in many parts ofI India has so far been like a pot-plant

transplanted into a garden. At first it grew in the imported soil, and per¬

haps the assistant gardener forgot to break the pot! The time has come,
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however, when the plant has taken root in the new soil: the pot has been shat¬

tered, and the imported soil has been absorbed and replaced. No longer does

the gardener have to bring the water of the Word, fuom a distent spring, for

tho plant has struck its own deep tap-root to the perennial springs. It

grows larger and more beautiful than it ever did in its bleak northern home,

and develops richer hues, .And the time for fruit-bearing has corae.

The Western confessions are purveyors of the Water of Life, but they

are not the only cms, and the Indian Church must in time develop its own

confessions. In the meantime, the exploratory, preparatory work goes on, as

the roots probe deeper and wider, tapping previously unknown levels and

reservoirs of the life-giving water.

The Indian theology which we have been studying is that exploratory

work - dogmatio theology in its own right, indeed, but preparing the way for

an Indian Confession of the Faith, which will cause no difficulties to trans¬

late into regional languages, but may be a problem ot put into English dress J

And beyond stieh limited statements, to whose formulation uniting Churches

are already looking forward in practical terms, there lies the great task

of constructing a wider dogmatic theology, a dogmatics in which, on the

firm basis of the Christian sruti, and using all the r~sources of thought

and terminology which we have studied, the inner, underlying Truth of the

Christian faith will make itself plain to the Church in India.

Indian theologians will of course continue to study the theology and

history of the Y/es+ern Church, as Western theologians study the Creek and

Syrian and Ncstorian churches. Nicaea end Ghalcedon and Augsburg and

Westminster will not cease to be of significance, but their language will

not be that recited in village Churches or taught in the gurusalas of the

Indian Chucbh,
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(iv) The need for "engagement" .

True theology is never an academic pursuit. It has been hammered out

in the racial tensions of Galatia, against the annihilating threat of Arianism,

in the radical and fiery purification of the Reformation, against the idolatry

of Nazi Germany. It emerges from a Church which is heavily engaged, in mission,

in fighting heresy, in penetrating new areas of culture and territory.

So, too, in the Indian Church we find G-oreh producing his best work

either in controversy with the Brahma Samaj, or in trying to win over a. part¬

icular member of that body, like Pandita Ramabai. Some writers, it is true,

like Brahmabandliab and Chonohiah, were .almost as frequently in conflict with

Christians as with Hindus, but it was the pressure of an existential, situation

which forced them to think out their position. Sunder Singh became a world-

evangelist, using the treasury of his Indian interpretation of Christianity

to win men in many lands. Appasamy was involved in an exhilarating revival

in the Coimbatoro diocese of .the CSI. Devanandan initiated a new and ex¬

citing venture in Dialogue vdth Hinduism. These are the situations which

produce real theology.

The Indian Church, as it stands -alone and assesses Its situation, 3ees

that it too is "engaged". It is engaged, in dialogue with its Hindu kinsmen,

a dialogue from which there is no retreat, a dialogue which will include the

adherents of traditional orthodoxy, the nso-Hindu followers of Radhakrishnan,

the Gandhians and members of Sarvodaya, the ordinary polytheistic villagers,

and the modem secularists. All belong to the Hindu world, and at every

point Christians should be in dialogue with them. Hinduism in the past has

virtually absorbed Buddhism ana aainism. It would willingly accord a place

of honour within its own schema to Christianity, Can Christians show that
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the "unknown G-od of Hinduism" is none other than that sacoidananda who is

fully revealed in Christ, whose Nature and whose Name is Love?

Suaaae are perhaps written only in Christian countries, lands with a

long and dominant Christian tradition# India's immediate need is not so

muoh for an Aquinas or a Calvin, hut for men like Clement and Origen, men of

adventurous mind and vivid imagination, preachers like Sunder Singh who can

convince men's minds in their own language and win their hearts# It is a

working, witnessing, convincing theology that is needed, and that is in fact

heing forged out today. It- would seem that before a Sunaaa or Church Dogmatics

or even an Indian confessional statement is formulated, there is need for

much grappling with the very heart of the Christian revelation and of the

Biblical witness, in order to understand its inner meaning and structure,

and to expound that meaning through Indian terms and thought-forms both

old and new. The need is not for speculation, or "adaptation" of Hinduism,

or mere "translation" of Western terminology# It is rather for the under¬

standing of the deepest Christian insights of the very nature and being of

God, Christ, man and the world, and their expression in Indian language

which can be understood and ultimately accepted.

Though the present inquiry has sought to present the views of Indian

theologians in a fairly systematic form, the intention has not heen to

construct a Summa. but rather to offer material for comparative study, and

to indicate certain characteristic attitudes which seem to emerge. This is

the stage of prolegomena, though it is to be hoped that some indication has

been given of the wealth of interesting and penetrating dogmatic nsterial whioh

is already available in India# Within the context here presented, and using

some of the ideas and terms described and discussed, the further work of



constructing - not reconstructing! - an Indian dogmatic theology must be

carried on by Indian theologians.

(v) "Light from the East"

Devanandan quotes a Western physician who writes:

"India's sacred literature, 3uch works as the Vedas, the Upanisads» the
G-ita and the saying3 of Buddha, have thrown more light for me personally
on the Gospel than has any teaching from a Christian souroe." (l)

A somewhat similar approach - a turning to Hinduism for light on 'the Honest
f

to God debate, for example - is found in G. Parrindefc's ihe Chrstien Debate;
(2)

Light from the Bast. to say nothing of the many paperbacks on Eastern sub¬

jects from the Gita to Yoga which are found on every bookstall in Western

countries. Yhe continuing interest in Sundar Singh is another case in

point. Porrinder's book, as well as D.T. Mies' We Know in Part^, indicate
the prevalence of a feeling that Western theology Ins reached a state approach¬

ing bankruptcy, and that if a new breakthrough is to come it Toll come from

the East.

It is an interesting suggestion. But such an advance, if it comes,

isunlikely to come from the researches and meditations of Western scholars,

be they theologians or students of comparative religion. Nor will it come

from Hindu India, nor even from a literary dialogue between the two, however

distinguished the participants on either side. It can, I believe, come only

from Indian Christian theologians, from men who have grown up in and are thor¬

oughly familiar with the Hindu environment and ways of thought, but who have

found the object of their search in the Christ who has sought and found them.

(1) Dr. Kenneth Walker, quoted in Concern, p. 103.
(2) Gollanoz, 1964.
(3) Lutterworth, 1965.
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Only they are capable of writing the new theology, a theology which is

totally Christian, based on the Biblical sruti and on personal anubhava,

and lived cut and witnessed to in the Hindu world, drawing from inside on

the philosophical and lingu Lstio riches of that world so as to throw® many

new insights on the Gospel. This is the work which Sundar Singh, limited

though he was in training, did so effectively, beoause of the depth of his

experience, and the richness of his Biblical knowledge, ooupled tc his

profound anchorage within the Indian tradition.

These chapters have been written in the conviction that already

not only in Sundar Singh, but in all the others whom we have studied,

the Light is shiningj a Light which will grow and brighten in India, and

bring new illumination to the West also.
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APPENDIX

Sanskrit text of Brahmabandhab Upadhyaya's Hymns

I WW OF THE UCASIIATION

FfrfofafcT qfrPJ-irrlfT^Cf J

vtm"ci) ii
cS4^<=bff)ij' affcfcfo

fa-jvrgunfir'fPT J
qRjcfFrujrtTruJ'T
*Pf34u*=r ffukrT^w-r^cf |
3fr/^rc^uf&r ^htt-T
qr^fcf CfTdf^Tcwf^^r j
Kpr^f^rrfTof^cpr

c^cffe^rQrqfaquir I

cf^n^rT (/filjf'rj
trfs-T'^T^'f <^prcf"cp7rrf'^r(y7 jj
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II HYMN OF THE TRINITY

Hr^Torrf^cf ^TcfiP-aTcf II

■q^H^TuT
juI

frjpflfcr%qz8*THtfJl
>T4f^M^L I

yrfrqrfcQ * 01 ff\ fr^>i 11
3THTcffT*T="<f

I
ft Or-T^q-ggfft1 II

*lflftfrfi^<r*T^uT
*G ^ ^'i I

cjn4Mvr4''rCfTur)^rf'f^f)cr^i n

MI*[ °*fr£ II
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GLOSSARY

The left hand column lists words as they appear in the text and (in varying
forms) in quotations, Hie central oolumn gives a transliteration of the
Sanskrit forms in common usage, with diacritioal marks which have been
omitted in the text. She third column gives the approximate meaning or
a brief definition.

acarya

acit

idesh

adhikar

adhyatmilcta

adi

adi-purusa

advaita

agama

aham

ahamkara

ahan-pra tyayi

ahanta

ahimsa

ajnana, agnana

amsa

ananda

ananya

ananya-bhakti

acarya

acit

adesa

adhikira

adhyatmikta

adi

adi-purusa

advaita

agama

aham

ahamkara
■»

aham-pra tyayi

ahanta

ahimsa
o

ajihina
/

amsa
<3

ananda

ananya

ananya-bhakti

Leader, spiritual guide.

Command, "inspiration".

Authority-

Spirituality

(prefix) original.

Original man, person.

Non-dualism, monism.

Hindu scriptures dealing mainly
with ritual.

I, ego, self.

Egoism, self.

The organizing principle of the
eB° (aham): personality.

Egoism.

Non-violence.

Ignorance.

Part, portion.

Joy, bliss.

What is not-other.

Worship of what is not-other,
i.e. undivided devotion to God.

ananyatva ananyatva Non-other-ness, "Non-alterity".



anasakti

antahakaran

antaratman

antar.yamin

anu

anubhava

anumana

apavad

arohana

artha

asat

ashram

atman, atma

avarohana

avatara. avatar

avidya

avyakta

Bhagavan

hhakta

bhakti

bhakti marga

bhasya

bhava

anasakti

antahakarana
a

antaratman

antar./amin

anu
0

anubhava

anumana

apavada

arohana

artha

asat

asrama

atman

avarohana

avatara

avidya

avyakta

Bhagavan

bhakta

bhakti

bhakti niarga

bhisya

bhava

- 6"5>i

Non-attachment•

Mind, understanding, "inner
instrument"•

Inner spirit#

The one who "goes within"# The
inner guide, ruler.

Atom#

Experience•

Inferenoe•

The way of (defining God by)
negation.

Asoent#

Meaning, purpose, wealth.

Not-being.

A place of religious retreat and
instruction where a guru lived and
teaches his disoiples.

The soul.

Desoent.

"Descent", used of the coming to
earth of a god, especially Visnu,
in human or other form.

Ignorance.

Unexpressed, unmanifes:ed.

The Lord, the One who is worship¬
ped in bhakti.

A worshipper, devotee.

Loving devotion to God.

The way of attaining salvation
through devotion.

Commentary.

Peeling, affection, faith.



bhoodan

Brahman, Brahma

Brahma, Brahrao

Brahma

Brahman, Brahmin

brahmacari

buddhi

cit, chit

darbara

darsana, darshan

deha

deva

dharma

dharmantara

dhyana

dravya

dvija

guru

Hari

bhudana

Brahman

Brahma

Brahma

Brahmana

brahmacari

buddhi

oit

darbara

darsana

deha

deva

dharma

dharmantara

dhyana

dravya

dvija

guna

guru

Hari

hatha, hath (yoga) Hatha yoga

homa

jccha

homa

iccha

Gift of land, the "land-gift"
movement,

'Ihe Supreme Being of the Vedanta
philosophy.

In adjective derived from Brahman,
e.g. Brahma Samaj.

Ihe god Brahma, one of the triad
Brahma, Visnu, Siva.*

■> » *

A member of the "Brahmin" caste.

Celibate student, in the first
stage of a Brahman's life.

Intelligence, intellectual mind.

Intelligence.

Royal court, kingdom.

A vision. A vision of reality,
thus a "system" of philosophy.

Body, flesh.

God (cognate with , deus).

Religion, duty.

Change of religion.

Concentrated meditation.

Substance, wealth.

Twice-born.

Attribute, quality, accident.

A religious teacher.

A name of Visnu or Krishna, popular¬
ly interpreted to mean "vanquisher
of sin".

'That form of yoga which demands
severe bodily discipline.

Fire-sacrifice, burnt-offering.

Will, desire.
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Indriya

Isaprasu

ista

Isvara

fiM.» jjai

jana

jatri, yatri

JiJpaaa

jiva

jivan

jivan-aukta

jnana marga

jnani, gnani

Kali

kalyana

kalyanaguna

kama

karana

karanavastha

karma

indriya

Isaprasu

ista

Isvara

Jay

jana

Jatri

jajjnasa

Jiva

Jivana

jivan-raukta

Jivatman. jivatma jivatman

jnana, gnana jnana

jniina marga

jnani

Kali

kalyana

kalyanaguna

kama

karana
<•

karanavastha

karma

Organ of perception, one of the
senses.

Bearer of God (isa). A Sanskrit
translation of

Desired, chosen.

Lord, God (personal).

Victory.

Man (individual or collective).

Pilgrim.

Desire (to know).

Life, soul.

Life, living.

One who is "released", experiences
mukti, in this life.

The human soul.

Knowledge, gnosis.

The way of attaining salvation
through knowledge.

A follower of the way of jnana,
knowledge•

The Mother Goddess, Sakti, in
terrifying form.

Welfare, prosperity.

Good quality, quality which
promotes welfare•

(Sensuous) desire.

Cause•

Causal state.

Action, fruit of action,
retribution.
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karma marga.

karya

karyavastha

kosa, kosha

kriya

kaama

ksatriya

loka

lokasangraha

Maharshi .Maharishi

mahasakti

mahavakya

maitri

mala

manas, nana

manava

marga

matha, math

maya

Mimamsa

mlthya

moksa

mukti

mulapurusa

nama

namrata

karma marga

karya

karyavastha

kosa
•

kriya

ksama
4

ksatriya

loka

lokasangraha

maharsi
•

mahasakti

mahavakya

maitri

mala

manas

manava

marga

matha
•

maya

Mimamsa
•»

mithya

moksa

mukti

mulapurusa

riama

namrata

Ihe way of attaining salvation
through (ritual) deeds.

Deed, effect.

State of effect.

A sheath.

Action, act.

Pardon, forgiveness, forbearance.

Ihe warrior caste.

World, region, people.

Community, gathering of people.

A great rishi (rai) , i.e. seer.
• *»

Great power.

Great saying, key-text.

Friendship, fellowship.

Filth, sin.

Mind, peroeiving mind.

Human.

Way, path.

Monastery.

Illusion, creative power, etc.

One of the six Hindu philosophical
systems, emphasising scriptural
exegesis and detailed ritual.

Illusion, vanity.

Release, salvation.

Release, salvation.

Original (root) person.

Name •

Humility.
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nara nara Han.

nara-Hari nara-Hari One who is man and God} the God-
man. Hari is a name of Visnu.

Narayana Narayana A name of Visnu.

nastika nastika (adj.) denying the existence (of
God), atheistio.

neti neti "Not thus'."

nirguna nirguna Without attributes.

nirvikalpa nirvikalpa Without conceptual qualifications.

nirvikalpa samadhi nirvilalpa samadhi Union with nirguna Brahman -
" " ~ "

qpw —• mm ■ - —

niskama, nishkam niskama Free from desire (klma, ,detached.

niskamya. niskamya Free from desire (kama), detached,

nivritti nivrtti Detachment, retirement.
' 1111 " 1 ^ *

Nyaya Nyaya One of the six Indian philosophical
jystems, specially devoted to logio.

papa papa Bin.

para para (prefix) beyond, distant, trans¬
cendent.

parabrahman parabrahman uhe transcendent Brahman.

para.jnana parajnana Supreme, transcendent knowledge.

parama. param parama Best, first, supreme.

paramarthika paramarthika Adjective describing true existence
as opposed to (l) praoticel and
(2) apparent, (in Vedanta).

paramatman, paramatma paraniatman rIhe Supreme Soul.

parantesvara parame^vara Supreme I^vara, God.

parampurusa paramapurusa Supreme person.

paranjyoti(a) paraujyoti Supreme light.

paravidya paravidya Supreme, transcendent knowledge.

parinama parinama Result, evolved product.



pasa

pasu.

£ati

pragat

prajapati

prakriti

pralaya

pramana

prapatti

prarthna

prasada

pratibhasika

pratyaksa

pravrittl

prayasoitta

prema, preia

prema-sagar

punarjanma

Purana

puma

purusa

purusatva

purusartha

>

pasa

pasu

pati

pragata

prajapati

prakrti

pralaya

pramana

prapatti

prarthana

prasada

pratibhasika

pratyaksa

pravrtti
o

prayascitta

prema

prema-sagara

punarjanma

purana

puma

purusa

purusatva

purusartha

purusotiaa purusottara

Snare, fetter.

Animal, cow.

Lord, husband.

(adj.) manifest, proclaimed.

Lord of creatures.

Hie underlying stuff of the
material world.

Chaos, calamity.

Hie rule or standard of authority.

Devoted self-surrender.

Prayer.

Graee.

Adjective describing apparent
existence as opposed to (V) true
and (2) practical, (in Vedanta)T
Immediate perception.

Activity, involvement.

Ritual atonement.

Love.

Ocean of Love.

Rebirth.

A Class of Hindu mythological
literature.

Full, oamplete.

Person, man.

Personality, "person-hood".

The meaning, "end" (artha) of man.
Ihe four traditional purusarthas
aret dharma (religion); artha
(wealtii); kama (love); moksa
(salva tionXi

Supreme man, the supreme person.
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jmrva purva Original, prior, eastern.

rahita rahita Without.

raj Exile , government.

rishi rsi
c s

Seer.

rupa rupa Form.

sabda sabda Word.

sakti sakti Power.

santi santi Peace.

sastra sastra Scripture•

sastri sastri One learned in the Scriptures
(sastra).

sisya, shisha sisya Disoiple.

siva, sivam siva (adj.) kindly, suspicious.

Siva Siva
f

The name of the God Siva.

sioka sloka A Sanskrit verse.

sruti sruti Scripture, revelation (lit. thing
heard)•

suddhi suddhi Ritual purification.

sabha

Sacoidanan&a

sadhan

sadhana

sadhu

saguna

sahlta

saksatkara

sabha

Saccidananda

sadhana

sadhana

sadhu

saguna

sahita

saksatkara

Meeting, association.

i.e. sat (being), oit (intelligence),
ananda (bliss). The highest des¬
cription of Brahman.

Practice, performance, means,
devotion.

Religious exercise, means of
attainment.

A holy man devoted to a life of
simplicity.

With attributes.

With.

That v.hich makes (&od) immediately
presents "realization".
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salokya salokya

saaadhi aamalhi

samaj, somaj aamaja

sambhava sanibhava

samipya samipya

samkhya. sankhya samkhya

samaara samsara
0

samsat sam.sat
•

sanatoria sanatana

sandhya sandhya

sangat sangat

sankalpa sankaipa

sannidhi sannidhi

sannyasi sannyasi

sarupya

sat

sati

satsangha

satflreda

sarupya

sarrodaya

sat

sati

satsangha

satveda

Being in the same sphere (loka) as
Gods the lowest of the four types
of moksa.

Absorbed contemplation of God, usual-
ly involving a trance-like state.

A society.

Possibility.

Being near to Gods the seoond of
the four types of moksa.

One of the six Indian philosophical
systems, which posits a dualism of
purusa and prakrti.

entanglement in the world, the
round of successive births.

Being-in-relation, eo-existence.

Eternal.

Evening.

Fellowship, company.

Purpose, intention*

Presence, nearness.

One who has given up the world and
adopted the life of a religious
mendicant, in the fourth and final
stage cf a Brahman's life.

Being made like in form (rupa) to
Gods the third type of moksa.' 111 ' *"«»*

"Uplift of all". The rural recon¬
struction movement associated with
Acarya Vinoba Bhave.

Being, (adj.) true.

(lit. a true woman). The custom
whereby a widow burnt herself to
death on her husband's pyre.

True community, community of truth.

The true Veda.
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satya

setyagraha

savikalpa

savikalpa samadhi

sayujya

sid.dhan.ta

siddhi

smriti

sristi

suksama

svarga

svatantya

svayambhu

swami

Tantrika

tattva

thakur

triloka

trimurti

trisna

upadhx

upamana

satya

satyagraha

savikalpa

savilcalpa samadhi

sayujya

siddhanta

siddhi

srarti
•

srsti
o •> *

suksama
J

svarga

svatantra

svayambhu

svami

Tantrika

tattva

thakur
9

triloka

trimurti

trsna
« » o

upadhi

upamana

Truth.

"Grasp of Truth"j of Gandhi's
"passive resistance".

With conceptual qualifications.

Union with saguna Brahman.

Complete union with Godj the high¬
est of the four types of moksa.

Principle, system of thought.

Fulfilment, realisation.

The thing "remembered", of Script¬
ures whose authority is secondary to
the "heard" sruti.

"Creation", the act of givi g form
to a material cause.)

Small, fine, subtle.

(indra's) heaven.

(adj.) Independent.

Ground ofits own being, self-
subsistent.

Lord, master, religious lader.

Connected with the Tantras, the
Scriptures of the sakti cult, which
worships the productive power in
the universe.

"That-ness", essence, element.

Lord, Master.

The three worlds.

"Triple image": the Hindu triad
of Brahma, Visnu and ^iva.w * u

Thirst.

Hindrance•

Analogy, comparison.
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Upanisad

upasana

vairagya

Vaisssika

vaisya

varna

Taraa asrama dharma

Veda

Vodanta

visista

visistadvaita

Visnu

visva.

visvas

vivarta

vyalcta

vyakti

vyavaharika

yajna, yagna

Upani3ad

upasana

vairagya

¥aisesika
a

vaisya

varna

varna asrama dharma
o

Veda

Vedanta

visista
O 9

visistadvaita
• 'j

Visnu

visva

visvas

vivarta

vyakta

vyakti

vyavakarika

yajna

yoga

A class of literature included,
along with the Vedas, in the sruti,
and expounding the philosophical
significance of the Vedas.

Worship, adoration.

G-iving up the world, asceticism.

One of the six Indian philosophical
systems, which holds that the world
consists of eternal atoms.

The merchant oasto.

Colour,caste.

The duties of one's caste; the
caste-system.

a'Jhe Vedas", i.e. the earliest
Hindu scriptures, the sruti.

the bait .known of the six Indian
philosophical systems, oentred on
the relation of the soul (atman)
to Brahman.

Modified, speoial.

"Modified non-dualism", the system
of P.amnuja.

She god Visnu, who takes many
incarnations (avataras).

The world.

Faith.

Illusory effect, illusory 3elf-
modification.

Expressed, manifested.

An individual.

Adjective describing practical exist¬
ence, as opposed to (l) "true and (2)
apparent, (in 'V.danta).

Sacrifice•

Union; a way of achieving union with
&od.
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y°g*.» jpgj» yogin yogi

yukti yukti

One who follows a way of union
with God#

Reason, inference, stratagem#
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A B B R E VIATIONS

For details of publications see Bibliography.

ABM Appasaay: Christianity as Bhakti Marga
AGH — The Gospel and India*s Heritage
ATQ *?■ % Theological Quest
AV A. V&ths: Ini Xampfe rait der Zauberwelt des Hinduismvus
AWM Appasamy: What is Moksa?
BA B. Animartanda: The Blade
BTE Board of Theological Education (NCC)
CIEBC Churoh of India, Pakistan, Burraa and Ceylon
CISRS Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society
CLS Christian Literature Society
Concern Devanandan: Christian Concern in Hinduism
CSI Church of South India
CSL Christian Students* Library
ERE Hastings: Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
GLS Gospel Literature Service
GSS Iieilert The Gospel of Sundur Singh
IJT Indian Journal of 'Theology
IMC International Missionary Council
IRS! International Review of Missions
Khr. Up. Dhanjibhai Fnkirbhai: Khristopanishad
Light Light of the East
Maya Devanandan: The Concept of lilaya
MP At the Master's Feet: Sundar Singh
ncc National Christian Council
NCCR National Christian Council Review
n.d. No date
NTD Sharper Not to Destroy but to Fulfil
PL E'hanjibhai Faklrbhai: The Philosophy of Love
Preface Surjit Singh: Preface to Personality
Preparation Dovanandan: Preparation for Dialogue
RL Sundar Singh: The Real Life
RM Krishna Filial: Rakshanya Manoharara
HP Sundar Singh: The Real Pearl
RR N. Goreh: Rational Refutation
RS Religion and Society
RY Krishna Pillair Rakshanya Yathrikum
SAS Streeter and Appasaray: The Sadhu
SBE Max Tiftiller (ed.): Sacred Books of the East.
SCM Student Christian Movement
SIUC South India United Churoh
Swaml [Monchanin] : Sward. Param Arubi Anandam
Task Devanandan: Our Task Today
TJCH Panikkart 'Ihe Unknown Christ ofHinduism
UCNI United Church of Northern India
USCL United Society for Christian Literature
VCA V. Chakkarai: Jesus the Avatar
VCC — The Cross in Indian Thought
ICC World Council of Churches
m Stusfcr Singh: With and Without Christ
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